Regular Features
Business and finance
Community calendar
North and South High School Sports
Police report
PBC Soccer
Religious Services
Sports pages
What Great Neck Is Reading

Apartments
See Housing

Art
Wienger & Zamcheck in library exhibit Ja 3, 5
Roberta Avriam paintings at Library Je 13, 9
Library to feature Indian Art S 26, 8

Artists
Ethel Brooks paintings exhibited at Library Je 13, 9
Tully Filmus interviewed Ja 10, 5
Carolyn Gitman, photos exhibited N 14, 3
Liz Gribin awarded medal My 2, 13
Jewell Kanzer paintings exhibited Ja 31, 13
Elaine Orens wins awards Ap 18, 5
Mina Rabbini, paintings at Library Je 13, 9
Dorrit Title, paintings at GN House F 28, 15
Gilda Schiff Zirinsky photos at Library My 30, 9
Vivian Schiff exhibits in NYC bank N 7, 4

Authors
Melvin Berger. Guide to Chamber Music D 5, 9
Florence Grossman, poet D 5, 14
Linda Martin "Suffolk in Early Photographs" Ja 17, 13
Lucille Natkins "Our Last Term" D 5, 9
Bette Weidman "Suffolk in Early Photographs" Ja 17, 13
Susan Weidman Schneider, "Jewish & Female" O 24, 14
Eleanor Levinson exhibit in City D 12, 11

Bridges
Bridge renovation in GN Plaza Jy 18, 1

Business
Alexander & Alexander has acquired Am. Coverage Corp
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Ja 24, 12
Bank of New York Opening in GN  Ap 4, 2
Bank of Great Neck to open in July  F 21, 1
A. Prensky, Constance McNichol on board of Bank of Gn
   My 2, 13
Chi-Chi’s restaurant on Northern Blvd. Ag 1, 4
Cushman & Wakefield agent for 40 Cutter Mill  Mr 28 5A
Donno carting firm named in suit  Ja 31, 1
Empress Travel closes Mr 7, 3
Glick Organizations of Lake Success, Ag 15, 21A
GN’s first floatarium (sensory deprivation)  F 7, 13
Gramaton Men’s Shop closes  Mr 28, 8
Ground breaking for shopping center on Cutter Mill
   F 28, legals
Hamburg Savings Bank acquired by Bank of NY  Ja 3, 7a
Strand Coins on Middle Neck Road  S 19, 3
The Kitchen, Mama Lola battle over parking  Mr 28, 3
Videocasetts at Great Neck Bookstore  S 26, 5
Vidal European Fashion on Middle Neck Rd.  S 26,10b
Barry Lustig’s Optical Shop  O 24, 3
Town House Florist  N 7, 6
Tennis Pro Store  N 14, 3

Child Care
Summer at Open Door Parent Child Center  Ag 22, 1
CLASP offers help for working parents  Ag 29, 2; S 19, 3
Open Door Parent Chile Caring Center honors volunteers
   Ja 10,13
CLASP to celebrate 10th anniversary  Mr 28, 2
Open Door welcomes twins  My 9, 1
CLASP successful intergenerational program  Je 20, 4
CLASP provides three programs  O 31, 2
CLASP breakfast club before school  N 7, 4
Three programs by CLASP  N 28, 9
New fathering program at GN House  D 12, 5

Children & youth
Intergenerational visits in GN  Ja 3, 3
Adolescence (an article by COPAY)  Ja 10, 8

Churches
Zion church joins temple honoring King  Ja 10, 3
Clergy highlighting human rights  D 19, 6
Civic Associations
Lakeville Civics select officers  Mr 7, 7

Community organizations
Amnesty International high school chapter formed  Ja 10, 9
Boy Scout troop 10 in 70th year  Ja 17, 16
COPAY honors retiring Board Director  S 12, 18
COPAY combats DWI  Ap 4, 2
COPAY presidents honored  Je 13, 1
COPAY appoints Cyd Nepon at asst. director Ja 13, 13
COPAY denied plea for service contract  Mr 7, 3
COPAY solves problems  O 17, 3
Girl Scouts leader’day Ap 11, 7
GN Lawyers Assn honors Judge Friedenberg  Ja 24, 9
GN Business & Prof  Women's Campaign holds seminar on terrorism N 7, 3
Hadassah elects officers  Je 6, 16
League of Women Votes petitions open Town meetings O 10,1
Woman's Club elects officers  Je 6, 17
Manhasset-Great Neck EOC in dispute with parent group O 17, 1
Nassau EOC dismisses Manhasset-Gn Board O 24, 2
EOC begins new election for Manhasset-GN agency O 31, 1
EOC to hold elections D 5, 1
League of Women Voters hosts village officials D 19, 3

Community Service
Annual luncheon benefits Open Door Child Center  My 23, 9
5 organizations receive grants from Chase Manhattan S 26,1

Civic Associations
Saddle Rock Covoc Assn  O 24, 1

Crime
Police arrest pair of bank robbery suspects Jy 18, 1
Series of attempted abductions in area Jy 18, 1
$100,000 reward for jewel theft on Bond St.  Ag 15, 1
Car radio thefts on rise  Ag 15, 3
Robert Washington arrested for burglary  Ag 22, 1
Robbery suspects caught; Plaza jewel case open Ag 8, 1
Passengers in car assaulted on G. N. Rd. Ag 29, 1;
S 12, 1,
Burglaries up 23 % on peninsula Ag 29, 1
$30,000 in jewels stolen from Consumers  S 19, 2
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P. Campbell & K. McCloud held in shooting  F 14, 1;
   Mr 28, 4
Burglary in Kings Point homes  F 21, 3
Security measures increased in Plaza parking lots  
   Mr 28, 4
Vandals attack Hebrew Academy  Ap 18, 1
Law Day forum focuses on crime  My 9, 1
Crime is topic of panel discussion  N 7, 3
Kings Point Police arrest 3  D 19, 1

Dance
Zawaki Ballet debuts 3 works  My 9, 1
GN Dance Theatre make debut  Je 27, 2

Deaths
Amarise, Clara  My 23, obits
Anderson, George  Ap 11, obits
Bukunt, Stanley,  Ja 31, 15
Kathlene Cardoso  D 5, obits
Carpenter, Dorothy  D 19, obits
Carroll, Thomas J.  My 16, obits
Nancy Chieco  D 5, obits
Cleary, John Joseph  Ja 3, 11
Clemente, Virginia  O 24, obits
Cohan, Adolph  F 7, 15
Cohen, Abraham,  Jy 18, obits
Crothers, Marion D.  Ja 24, 13
Daly, John H., Sr.  O 24, obits
Dixon, Mable  F 7, 15
Elder, Ellen  Ja 17, 12
Elwood, Gladys  Mr 21  Obit
Marion Field  N 7, obits
Feldman, Frieda  Mr 28 legal
Feuerstein, Stella  My 23, obits
Foley, Mary  O 31, obits
Fox, Adele memorial at library  O 31, 8
J. Charles Frank, Jr.  O 17, obits
Franklin, Edward  F 21, 13
Eileen Freeman  N 7, obits; N 14, obits
Friel, William J.  F 28 obits
Gedman, Bruce A.  O 3, obits
Gelman, Frances  Ja 31, 15
Gilliar, John L.  O 3, obits
Giske, Neil  Ap 4, 12; Je 27, 4
Gluskin, Louis  Ap 18, obits
Greenstein, Ilise  My 23, obits
Growald, Betty  My 23 obits
Camilla Colhoun Giusti D 26, 7
Jack Herschkowitz  S 5, 3
Leopold Horn N 28. 15
Harold Horne  D 5, obits
Juszcak, Josef  Jy 25, obits
Kammer, Gertrude  Ja 3, 11
Kachadoorian, Agatha  D 19, obits
Klein, Joseph  Ja 31, 15
Koeppel, Max  O 24, obits
Kystad, Harry  Mr 21, obit
Al A. Lippe  N 28, 15
Lownes, Val Kern  D 26, 7
McGarry A. L.  D 19, obits
Martine, Helen  s 19, obits
Middman, Fred  Ja 24, 13
Miner, Harold  S.  Je 27, 3
Moglia, Luigi  D 19 obits
Newman, Marga, tribute by Symphony guild  D 5, 1
Vivian B, Novak, Jy 18, obits
Petty, Thomas Walter  Ap 4, 12
Phaelan, Rita  Jy 25. obits
Pinella, Ettore  S 19, obits
Pinkney, Martin Dana  Ja 24, 13
Polisar, Ira Allan  F 28, obits
Post, Bernard  F 21, 13
Peyse, Frederick  D 19, obits
Rabb, Herbert  Mr 21, obit
Reed, Emily  Ap 18, 25a
Reibstein, Regina  Ja 10, 12
Rosenthal, Helen  Ja 10, 12
Rowling, J. Donald  Mr 14, obits
Shaffer, Emily  Ap 4, 12
Sherman, Richard, Jy 25, 9; Ag 1, 3; O 10, 1
Silverberg, Rae  Ja 24, 13
Slattery, Walter  Ag 8, 2
Southard, Melville  F 28, obits
Spiegel, Nathan  Ja 31, 15
Spitzer, Samuel  F 14, 15
Stern, Ruth London  Ap 4 12
Suttenberg, Joyce  Ap 4, 12
Tagg, Herb  Jy 18, obits
Talmatch, Harb  N 7, obits
Teich, Joseph  S 19 13
Joseph Teich  S 19, 13
Van Dun, John B. O 3, obits
Warmuth, Adelaide M.  Ap 4, 12
Weiss, Roger  Ja 31, 15
West, Margaret  My 9, obits

Draft, Military
Draft resisters parents visit MAD  Ja 17, 6
Local group presenta advice on draft  Ja 17, 8

Elections
Democratic win on pnieinsula N 14, 1

Entertainment
Great Neck's first floatarium  F 7, 13

Environmental Pollution
Oil spills into Udall's Pond  N 7, 1; N 14, 1

Environmental Protection
Water Mill Creek washout work goes on F 7, 3

Fire Departments
Alert Fire Dept holds 1000th meeting  Ja 17, 1
Vigilant ambulance squad losing EMT technicians  Mr 7, 11
Vigilant officers  Mr 21, 7

Great Neck
Landmark Conference provides forum for residents Ap 4, 1
Does GN really need 10 governments  My 2, 3
GN or bottle neck? forum  My 23, 1

Great Neck Library
Library Assn nominates Kane, Kline to 4-year terms  Ja 24, 3
Trustees at Budget hearing  Ap 18, 3
$3M budget proposed  Ap 18, 3

Great Neck Library-Levels
Midsummer Nights Dream at Levels Jy 18, 3
First Time Around, rock musical by Pierre Gentin Jy 18, 12
Kiss Me Kate at Levels  Ag 8, 5
Levels one-act plays include Vonnegut, Guerny F 7, 4
Great Neck Library- Programs
Fiction series to host Ernst Pawel  Ja 10, 5
Teenage suicide subject of panel discussion F 28, 3
Library to feature Indian art  S 26, 8
Indian films featured S 26, 13
Marilyn French interviewed by Sandra Rosencrans O 10,16
Indian music features  O 17, 3

Handicapped
Hearing set to discuss home on Old Mill Rd  S 5, 1
Nirvana Gardens Civic Assn opposes home on Old Mill  S 12, 1
Community Home for disabled gains support  S 19, 1
Russell Gardens granted extension for group home  Ja 10,7
State sues Russell Gardens over group home  Jy 4, 1
Gn Board approves Old Mill group home s 26, 1
Community Mainstreaming celebrates 5th year S 26, 3

Health
Visiting Home Health services announces promotions  Ja 10, 4

Historic Landmarks
Nassau County to fix Saddle Rock Grist Mill  Ag 22, 2

History
Seeing GN through the lens of time  F 14, 9
Community to honor Martin Luther King  Ja 10, 1

Housing
Spector proposes 31 condos on GN road  Ja 24 1
Terace tenants organize for conversion of apartments  F 7, 3
GN village takes Millbrook apartments to court  F 28, 3

Lectures-Discussions
Peace Project returns; funded by Deschin memorial  Mr 7, 7

Long Island Railroad - See Transportation

Mental Health
GN Consultation Center: psychological care  Mr 28, 9
Mental retardation  see Handicapped

**Middle Neck Road**
GN Village forms committee to beautify Middle Neck Rd
Jy 4, 1

**Music**
GN Choral Society to perform at St Patricks  F 21, 13
Bart Feller featured at Symphony Guild  My 9, 10; Je 13, 5
Sarah Rothenberg, solo recital  Ap 18, 10
New work by Angelo Musolino performed S 26, 3
Roberta Rust, pianist in recital  O 24, 13
Symphony guild tributs to Marga Newman D 5, 1

**North Hempstead Town**
A litany of GN woes discussed at forum  F 28, 1
Refuse-to-energy plant enrineer to be named F 28, 9

**Old Age**
Intergenerational visits Ja 3, 3
Senior classes in self protection  Ja 10, 7
Menu of events for seniors is a lenghty one  Ja 31, 11
REAP II's spring lunch  Je 13, 4
Senior Citizen Center provides recreation, counseling  
Ag 22, 3
AARP urges seniors be aware of swindles S 5, 1
REAP II welcomes new officers  S 26, 2
REAP I's summer program  S 26 2
Senior center to launch intergenerational program O24, 13
Art therapy at senior center  D 19, 2

**Park District**
Gitt protest on election heard, overruled  Ja 10, 1
Park union drops charge after brief session  Ja 10, 7
Myron Hirsch sworn in as commissioner  Ja 10, 7
Steppingstone rest rooms, Parkwood glass enclosure  
Ja 17, 7
Park District Board settles union pact  Ja 31, 10
Board honors retiree Alsis  F 21, 6
Residents concerned over loiters in Manor Park  F 14, 7
After 18 years Rev Maier & parks muddle through  F 21, 9
Saddle Rocks mulls option of joing park district  Mr 7, 3
Summer performances at waterside  Jy 25, 1
Sailing regatta  1985 Ag 22, 1
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Park activities bridge generation gap  Ag 8, 3
Waterside talent show  Ag 29, 10
Great Neck Houses courses  S 5, 2
Great Neck House lists fall movies  S 19, 12
$3,602,965 budget proposed  O 3, 2
Andrew Imperatore running for re-election D 5, 5

Park District - Programs
Summer season opens with jazz  Je 20, 16

People
Stanley Alsis, supervisor of Kings Pt. park  F 21, 6
Davis Bauman, GN candidate for mayor  Je 6, 1
Gloria Back opens Queens College Conf.  O 3, 5
Diane Berg, distinguished teacher  My 16, 5
Bilgoraj family reunion unties relatives  N 7, 1
Stanley Bruno, Ja 31, 9
Marilyn & Marshall Butler honored by UJA  My 9, 6
Marshall Butler, hospital trustee  S 12, 5
Mary Cleave, astronaut  Ap 18, 9
Ellen Conovitz  N 28, 13w
Edwin Epstein, hospital trustee  S 12, 5
Norma Feinsod, new UJA chairman  O 17, 2
Dr. & Mrs. Arnold Fenton  O 10, 7
Stella and Frank Feuerstein  Jy 18, 9
Alice Fishman, mayor of Russell Gardens  Ap 11, 1
Judge Marilyn Friedenberg  Ja 24, 9
Rachel & Joe Friedman honored by AJC  Ja 10, 12
Lillian Goldstein erans high school diploma at 81  Je 13, 8
James Gould crusades against alcohol abuse  Mr 21, 9
Frank Gentile named head of Assn for Retarded Children  S 19, 3
James R. Helperin  N 7, 7
David Inkeles, GN trustee  Je 6, 1
Olga Jenkins  Ja 24, 12
Lucille Kantor, hospital trustee  S 12, 5
Martin J. Kaplitt, develops heart diagnosis  Je 13, 2
Rosalie Katz, honored by sisterhood  Mr 21, 1
R.C. Kopf named to Legion of Honor  My 9, 5
Sue Landon retires from Park District  Ja 17, 7
Shirley Laveist, adult education student  My 9, 8
Oded Levy teaches Alexander technique  Mr 14, 9
Lillian & Al Leiderman  D 5, 2
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Gary Maier on Park board for 18 years  F 21, 9
Robert C. Meade, honored Jy 18, 8
Ira & Karen Lavit-Michaels honored O 31, 3
Marga Newman D 5, 1
Naomi Penner D 12, 11
Gerald Preiser  F 21, 9
Irving & Hanni Rosenbaum  O 31, 3
Almus Salcius  Ja 31, 9
Eva Salkow  Ja 31, 15
Paula Scharf, coodirector of Pride of Judea  Ja 3, 6
Cantor & Mrs. Eleazer Schulman  Ja 17, 13
Seymour Schutzer honored by Diabetes Assn.  Jy 18, 14
Russell Temerson, collector of photos  F 14, 9
Hy Weinberg center for communications at Adelphi  D 26, 1
Richard Winston, cnadidate for GN trustee  Je 6, 1
Bruce Zips of Bruce's Bakery  Mr 21, 2-A

Police
Central Auxiliary Police Unit holds annual party
Ja 31, 12
Lake Success Police Benevolent Assn. announces impasse in contract negotiations  F 14, 2
Auxiliary police spot theft from car  Mr 7, 1
Village officials seek more police from Nassau Cty.  Ap 11, 1

Political Parties
ADA State council to have office in GN O 17, 2
RDA teach-in on South Africa  O 24, 14

Public Utilities
Citizens Water requests rate hike  Ja 3, 1  Fe 21, 1
Mr 28, 2
Water Consortium of the Villages of GN holds special meeting  My 16, 2
New water company possible for northern peninsula  Jy 11, 1
Water company gets extension on subpoena  Jy 25, 1
Water Authority of Great Neck North established Ag 8, 1
Special District Elections D 5, 3

Refuse and Refuse Disposal
GN Carting Firm is named in Attorney General Abram's suit  Ja 31, 1
Town views 9 sites for old waste

**Schools**
- Enrollment balances decried magnet school approach promoted Ja 10, 3
- North High’s annual concert features orchestra, two bands Ja 10, 3
- Baker School PTA raises $15,000 for playground equipment; Board requires approval of Dept. of Environmental Conservation Ja 17, 1 Ja 24, 1;4
- Board votes to equalize enrollments at secondary schools Ja 17, 1
- Creation of magnet school put down Ja 31, 1
- Governors proposed education cut would cost GN $903,958 Ja 31, 1
- Cold Spring Harbor lab works with school districts to broaden teach competence Ja 31, 4
- Mayor Miskin of Village of GN voices disapproval of enforced busing for balanced enrollments F 7, 1
- Feeder Schools plan to correct imbalances F 14, 6
- Another set of complex proposals for equalizing secondary enrollments F 28, 1
- Land Conference ’85 to explore 15 timely topics F 28, 1 Mr 7, 1 Mr 14, 4 Mr 21, 4 Ap 4, 1
- Board passes redistricting; GN Estates shifted to South Schools Mr 14, 1 Mr 21, 1
- School Dist to offer summer programs My 23, 1
- School Board humors district employees, retirees Je 20, 3
- North and South High School Commencement Programs Je 27, 8,9
- Parents sue to keep children in north schools Jy 18, 1
- Bond sale for school renovation Jy 11, 1
- School board to test for asbestos Jy 11, 1
- Schools see struggle to replace retirees Ag 1, 1
- Asbestos abatement begins in 2 schools Ag 15, 1
- Redistricting case still undecided S 12, 1
- Optimism expressed on opening of school year S 12, 2
- TESL Program luncheon S 26, 3
- Redistricting suit dismissed by judge O 17, 1
- Renovation funding may not be enough O 24, 1
- Radio personality driven away by guards O 24, 1
- Parents move to make school crossing safer N 14, 1
- North school crossing safety work N 28, 1
- High schools voters in College Scholarship service N 28, 9
Parents appeal dismissal of Estates redistricting suit D 19, 1
State report shows GN schools in good shape D 26, 1
New playground equipment at Baker school D 26, 4

Schools-Adult Program
Second world affairs seminar focuses on Islam in Asia
Mr 21, 3
Art trip tours Oslo and Copanhagen My 30, 1
Festival of India S 26, 9
Queens College Scholars family symposium O 3,2

Schools-Board of Education
School Board for 1985-86, officers named Jy 18, 2

Schools-Budget
Preliminary budget tops $57 million Mr 28, 1
State Grants $5 M to school district Ap 11, 1
School budget passes My 23, 1

Schools-Curriculum & Programs
North High to open Middle Eastern Study Center My 16, 2
TV team wins prize O 3, 6

Schools-Students
Students Against Drunk Driving to discuss program Ja 17, 3
12 outstanding music students recognized Ja 24, 4
Students off to France F 14, 13
North Middle School players stage `Bad Seed' F 21, 13
Record percentage win regents; 12 seniors named merit finalist Mr 7, 6
"Pajama Game" produced at No. Senior High Mr 21, obit
Students star in commercial for famine relief Ap 18, 11
South High produces "How to succeed in Business" My 2, 9
Students earn language honors My 9, 4
Middle School students donate $15,043 to heart fund My 16, 2
Nichole Lipper receives award for critical essay Je 13, 4
Brickman award given to Alexander Price Je 20, 9
Teenagers of the '80's subject of debate Jy 11, 2
High Schools graduates named, Jy 18, 9
FLIC, foreign language immersion summer program Ag 22, 8
Merit scholarships announced S 19, 3; O10, 1
"You Can't Take It with You" by Theatre South N 7, 2
South theatre group honored at Post College  D 26, 4

Schools-Teachers
18-credit course in Math offered in anticipation of shortage of qualified math teachers  Ja 24, 3
50 teachers earn scholarships My 16, 7 My 23, 3
GN Teachers Assn elects officers  Je 6, 8
Rhonda Motycka, Village school teacher awarded humanities grant Je 20, 9
Teachers participate in Barl College program for writing  Je 13, 4
Committee formed to honor Richard Sherman  O 10, 1
New substitute teacher proposal  N 28, 1

Single Persons
Lakeville Singles to look at money impact on singles  Ja 17, 12 Mr 21, 8

Sports
Park District teams skate to bronze medal in hockey tournament  F 28, 28
Police Boys' Club championship teams  Je 20, 17
People-to-People Sports arranges exchange programs Ag 1, 3
See also Park District
North Shore Hospital golf & tennis tournament  S 26, 10A

Synagogues
Theological seminary sponsors Kashrut study in GN  F 7, 11
Sefhardim at GN Synagogue  Ap 11, 2
Sisterhood of Temple Beth-el officers  Je 20, 5
Bonnie Steinberg, new rabbi at Temple Isaiah  Ag 22, 3
Ag 29, 4
Rabbi Steven Folberg installed at Beth-el  O 3, 1
Lawrence Hoffman installed at Temple Isaiah  N 7, 7
Rabbi Waxman led delegation to Vatican
Emanuel to install 2 senior staffers  D 12, 8

Taxation
Five GN Villages refuse new veterans tax exemption law  Ap 4, 1

Television
Public Access; Channel 18 Studio manned by volunteers  Ja 31, 9
Town of North Hempstead ratifies 10 year pact with Cablevision  Mr 21, 5
Cox Cable makes case for 2$ rate increase  Je 27, 1
Cox Cable withdraws transfer request O 3, 1
Public Access TV celebrates 1st year  N 7, 6
Cox renewal approved  D 5, 2
Cox system sale on again  D 19, 1

Theater and drama
GN Theatre Guild production of Cabaret receives qualified approval  F 7, 6
GN House Players stage two one act pieces  Mr 21, 16
Theatre Guild to preform Light up the Sky  Ap 18, 12
GN House Players stage "A day in Hollywood"  My 2, 10
OK Kids Theatre to preform in GN -- an improvisational troupe from GN North H.S.  Je 6, 6
Library hosts musicals, comedies at Levels  Je 6, 8
'Theatrevisions' to produce reading of "Deutschland" by Robert Kinerk  Je 20, 5
Victory Theatre make home at St. Pauls church  Jy 4, 1
Midsummer Nights Dream at Levels  Jy 18, 3
GN Theatre Guild to perform "Extremities"  O 17, 3
Theatre Guild casting Gingerbread Lady  O 31, 5
Theatre Guild to perform "lemonade"  N 14, 3

Traffic
Map reveals busiest GN roads  D 5, 1

Transportation
LIRR accused of delay in cove repair  Jy 25, 1
Saddle Rock bus service continued by new company  N 7, 1
LIRR president sees problem  D 5, 1

Udalls Cove see Transportation

United Community Fund
Community Fund installs boards; meets 95% of '84 quotas  Mr 14, 3
Fresh Meadow Club event benefits UCF  Ag 1, 2
UCF and United Way of LI announce agreement  Ag 15, 2
UCF kicks off special gifts campaign  O 17, 39
United States Merchant Marine Academy
Academy's formal ball to benefit Maritime Museum  Mr 14, 11
Academy denies charges of infirmary mismanagement  S 19, 1

Village of Great Neck
Plan for village mall and parking at 770 Middle Neck Rd. gets mixed reviews  Ja 17, 3
Crafts Fair attracts 10,000 shoppers  My 9, 2
Better Govt. Party candidates for trustee run unopposed  Je 6, 1
Mayoral Candidate sees residential business conflict a key issue  Je 6, 1
Village Board passes law requiring handicapped parking  Je 20, 1
Howard Miskin elected mayor  Je 27, 1
Committee to beautify Middle Neck Rd. formed  Jy 4, 1
Cost of pension exaggerated, mayor says  Jy 11, 1
Nirvana Gardens Civic Assn opposes home on Old Mill  S 12,

Village of Great Neck Estates
Water Mill Creek washout work goes on  F 7, 3
New police officers sword in  Mr 21, 1
Renovation plans to go before residents  Je 6, 2
Audit brings tighter village budget  Ag 1, 1
Street lights without power; fault in cable  Ag 15, 1
Bond Issue for improving facilities discussed  Ag 22, 1
Judge dismisses school redistricting suit  O 17, 1
Bon issue proposal outlined  D 5, 1
Estates voters pass 3 bond issue proposals  D 19, 1
Parents appeal dismissal of school redistricting suit  D19, 1

Village of Great Neck Plaza
First Plaza project since ban to bring 14 stores  Ja 17, 3
Spector proposes 31 Condos for GN Road  Ja 24, 1
Engineer's report suggests increase in chimney height for fire places  F 14, 3  Mr 21 1
Three projects with 136 units include K-J, Clent, and GN Roads  F 14, 3
Ted Rosen named to Plaza Board  F 14,
Bob Rosengarten named deputy mayor  My 2, 1
Plaza resolution condemns Reagan visit to German Cemetary  My 9, 1
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Statem Plaza sidewalk repairs  Je 6, 2
Trustees pass resolution opposing Reagan tax  Jy 25, 8
Plaza passes container law  Ag 15, 1
Historic photo exhibit opens  Ag 29, 3
Pets banned from park  Ag 29, 3
Plaza votes not to increase taxis  S26, 19
Board votes for aesthetic improvements O 10, 1
Plaza to crack down on false parking permits  N 7, 2

Village of Kensington
Mayor Randall urges adoption of tax exemptions for veterans  My 16, 3 Je 27, 1
Kensington returns to 1909 for 75th anniversary fete  Je 6, 1
Fire hydrants, water main replacements Ag 8, 1
Lifeguards an issue at meeting  Ag 29, 1
Villages votes to buy house on E. Shore Rd. N 14, 2

Village of Kings Point
Architects score architectural review board; trustees defeat plan  Ja 31, 3
Gilbert Mayer new head of KP Civi Assn. My 2, 1
Voter turnout heavy in Kings Pt. election  Je 27, 1

Village of Lake Success
Lake Success PBA announces impasse over contract negotiations  F 14, 2
Lake Success passes open container law  Ag 8, 1
Award for pedestrian safety  Ag 29, 3
30th anniversary of U.N. celebrated  O 24, 5
Boarders banned in Lake Success O 31, 1
Tighter restrictions on recreational facilities N 28, 3

Village of Russell Gardens
Extension granted to village for group home consideration  Ja 10, 7
Injunction sought against group home  Mt 28, 3
New Mayor sets goals  Ap 11, 1
Judge voids contract on home for mentally disabled  My 2, 1
State sues over group home  Jy 4, 1
Village wins award for pedestrian safety  Ag 29, 1
Village passes law requiring notice of flaws  O 24, 1
Proposed group home bought by state n 28, 1
Village of Saddle Rock
Residents null option of joining park district  Mr 7, 3
Busservice continued by new company N 7, 1

Village of Thomaston
Thompston Residents Party nominate Dan Gross for mayor  
Ja 24, 13
Thompston Topics  My 16, 6
Traffic problems addressed at village meeting  Je 20, 1

Village Officials Association
Kenneth Ousey named president  Ag 1, 1

Water
Water supply - see Public utilities
Many hydrants make the grade  N 28, 1
Town approves water pollution bond issue D 12, 1
Monitoring a major resource  D 19, 12

Water Mill Creek - see Environmental protection

Weather
GN cleans up after hurricane Gloria O 3, 1
Villages must wait for federal storm aid  O 17, 1
Storm aid on way for 4 villages  N 14, 1

Ja 31, 1
Womanspace workshop on psychotherapy  Ja 31, 10
Womanspace workshop to focus on life style transitions  
Ap 11, 9
Womanspace to launch campaign to keep legal abortion  
Jy 25, 2
Womanspace: women out of the kitchen  N 28, 8
Regular Features
Year in Review
At the Library
Community Calendar
In the schools
Places & things to visit
Police Report
Social notes
Southern perspective (high school)
Sports
What Great Neck is Reading

Art
Gallery 169 presents `Paperworks 86' F 27, 11
Artists network of GN sets talk D 4, 1

Artists
Liz Gribbin receives award for painting My 1, 13
Dorrit Title exhibits paintings Ja9, 10
Pearl Rebhun receives award My 1, 13
Helen Quat exhibiting work My 1, 13
Dorrit Title paintings exhibited in Glen Cove Je 5, 10
Liz Gribbons painting on exhibit in New Jersey S 18, 3
Barbara Schwarta show at AIA Gallery, D 18, 2

Authors
Kent Jorgensen-Ozarow reads poems Ja 2, 24a
Barbara Klebanow. "American Holidays" N 13, 10
Doris McMillon, Mixed Blessings F20, 6
Robert Previto "A Practical Handbook for the Author" Ag 21, 3
Seymour Simon's books on display S18, 15

Banks & Banking
Bank of Great Neck aims for April opening Ja 16, 1

Business
GN Village Business Assn. holds reception Ja 23, 7
Bed and Back Store F 27, 3
GN Nature Foods Ja 23, 7
Jesse Halpern Skate Shop F 20, 3
Merchants cry foul against game manufacturer F 20, 1
Sports Connection closes Mr 13, 4
White Gloves cleaning service Mr 6, 3
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Lucile Roberts health club, not for ladies only  Ap 10, 2; Ap 24, 2; My 1, 1
Snoopy's Mobil Station  Ap 24, 8
The Courtyard, new shopping center at 770 Middle Neck  My 29, 1A
TeleTime/Channel production award winner  My 29, 7
Appeals Board knocks down Domino's pizza  Ag 7, 1
Paul Settelmeyer named president of Bank of Great Neck  S 25, 14
GN Real Estate Board annual dinner dance  D 18, 6
Teletime Video produces video on grounds of World's Fair  D 18, 8

Child Care
Open Door Child Caring Center  Ap 24, 4
CLASP marks 11th year  My 1, 5
Three CLASP programs accepting applications  Ag 28, 12
Open Door Parent-Child Center holds fair  S 4, 1
Parent-Child Home Program  S 4, 3
CLASP early childhood program marks anniversary  S 18, 10
CLASP nominated for award  N 6, 3
Open Door Parent-Child Caring Center teaches parenting skills  D 18, 3

Churches
Father Joseph Dunn marks 40th year  Je 26, 3
All Saints organizes 70th strawberry festival  Je 26, 3
All Saints holds peddler's fair  Ag 28, 3
All Saints marks 100th year  O 30, 1; N 6, 1

Community Organizations
Amnesty International helps release S. African prisoners  Ap 10, 5; N 6, 2
Boy Scouts in 71st year  Ja 30, 3
Children's Medical Fund of New York, GN Chapter  Jy 3, 12
COPAY celebrates 16th year  D 25, 6
Elks looking for new home  Je 12, 1; Je 19, 1; Ag 14, 1
EOC elections rescheduled  Ja.2,2
Garden Club presents flower awards  S 25, 3
Girl Scouts, leaders list  Ap 17, 10
Girl Scout house on verge of closing  Je 26, 1
GN Garden Club keeps growing  My 8, 3
GN Civitans present check to hospital  Jy 31, 12
Garden Club flower show continues  My 29, 3
GN Color Camera Club  Mr 6, 5  Mr 6, 5; N 20, 3
GN Lions and newly-formed Lioness Club hold joint dinner  D 18, 4
GN Visiting Nurse Assn. annual meeting  D 18, 13
Local Rotary needs new members  Ja 30, 6
Burton Pomerantz elected president of GN Lawyers Assn.  F 6,2
Hadassah charters Career and Working Women Group F 6, 3
La Leche League meeting N 6, 11
Post-mastectomy group at Community Health N 6, 10
Rotary Club honors middler schoolers  D 25, 6
Vision of Peace Project awards ceremony My 29, 3; Je 12, 2
Visiting Nurses do more than name suggests  My 29, 4
Women's Club contributes to Student Aid Fund  F 20, 3
Women's Club celebrates 70th anniversary with skit  My 15, 3
Women's Club installs officers  Je 5, 3
Womanspace to march on capital Mr 6, 5
Woman's Club marks 70th anniversary  Ap 10, 3

Community Service
GN agencies get food donations from AARP  Ja 2, 1
Meals on Wheels volunteers Mr 27, 4
GN students raise $25,000 for heart fund  Ap 3, 12
Kings Point to host FOCUS run  My 15, 3
Scot Moss Walkathon raised $20,000 for med center Ag 28, 6
Visiting Nurse Assn elects Fliedner O 30, 4
Alternative sought for closed dental clinic  D 11,
Thrift shop loses lease, NCJW seeks new store D 18, 1
Plaza holiday food drive aided by 6th graders D 19, 4

Crime
Woman attacked on New Years Eve  Ja 9, 1
Patrick Campbell, murder suspect, pleads guilty Ja 23, 1; Mr 20, 1
Kirtland McCloud found guilty of murder  Ja 30, 2
McCloud gets maximum sentence for murder Mr 6, 1
Hunt Bennigans worker in alleged stabbing Mr 6, 2
Child cut while eating baby food  Mr 13, 1; Mr 27, 3
Florence Spector robbed in Roslyn  Ap 10, 1
Delnaz Camfar found murdered Ag 21, 1; S 4,1
David Glasper arrested for murder  S 18, 1

Deaths
Douglaston man's body washes up on beach  Ja 2, 1
Angelina Accetta (Julie)  Ap 3, 10
Ambellan, Fred Ja9, obits
Araujo, Sophie  O 2, 10
Belth, Marc  Je 26, 11
Bennett, Edward N 6, 12
Biren, Fred P  Mr 6, obits
Bresnick, Irving  O 9, 14
Bridges, Thomas A. Sr., Mr 27, obits
Bruell, Gilbert N.  Jy 31, 11
Camfar, Delnaz, murdered  Ag 21, 1
Ciuce, Henry  F 20 obits
Cordes, Mary  D 25, 7
Daly, John, Ja 9,obits
Deane, Ivan J., My 22, obits
Delano, Roosevelt, science teacher  O 23, 1
Dunne, Rosemary B.  My 22, obits
Dudek, Evelyn Mr 27, obits
Evelyn Mr 27, obits
Foppiano, Augustine  Jy 3, 12
Gerlach, Emma L. Ag 28, 11
Goodstein, Elsie J. Ag 28, 11
Gravert, William  S 11, 8
Green, Sylvia Ap 10, obits
Greenberg, Rachel remembered  Mr 20, 1
Henriksen, Rudolph  Mr 6 obits
Hofstein, Samuel  N 13, 13
Hogue, Richard Wallace  O 30, 13
Homayuni, Theresa  Jy 31, 11
Jensen, Elizabeth  S 25, 10
Kelly, Theodore My 29, obits
Kogel, David  My 8, 21
Kruger, Lillian  Ap 3, 10
Lamke, Manfred, Ag 28, 11
Lange, Bertha  S 25, 10
Lewitas, Dennis  N 6, 12
Litwin, Emanuel  O 30, 13
Lloyd, Charles  F 6, obits
McDermott, Marion K  Obits
Marchesiello, Alphonso  Je 5, obits
Millock, Henrietta R.  Ja 9, obits
Ninesling, Catherine V Young  F 13, obits
Ninesling, Josephine Mr 6, obits
Ninesling, Mae  Jy 10, 11
O'Neil, Jean  Jy 17, 11
Ornstein, Franklin  N 27, 1
Peck, Carlton  F 20, obits
Purzey, Catherine Ap 10, obits
Rymer, Ernie  Mr 27, obits
Sears, Cliford  O 2, 10
Schaumloffel, Henry F 20, obits; Mr 6 obits
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Schiff, Milton A  My 22, obits
Siegal, Alan in accident  F 27, 1
Sloan, Alyce  Ag 7, 11
Stanchio, John  Ap 17, obits
Steele, Grace Lee Jy 3, 12
Steiner, Arlene  memorial fund  Je 26, 3
Strausman, Belle  F 6, obits
Thompson, Bruce  music teacher  D 11, 1
Thuroston, Shirley  Ap 10, obits
Truen, Jerome  O 9, 14
Tulman, Dorothy Kopp  Ap 3, 10
Vachris, Mary  D 4, 16
Vanagas, John  D 4. 16
Weiner, Herbert  My 15, 2
Williamson, Grace  D 18, 16
Wingfield, Lorette  F 20, obits
Wilson, Anna M.  F 6, obits
Woodman, C. Everett  F 20, obits
Worthington, George Herbert Jr,  Ap 10, obits
Yuska, Ann  N 6, 12
Young, Catherine V(Ninesling)  F 13, obits

Drug abuse - see Narcotics

Elections
Town Councilman Guarino to run for Congress  F 20, 1
7 Villages to conduct elections  Mr 13, 3
Eric Engelhardt to run in 16th A.D.  My 29, 3
GN Record's 1986 election policy  Ag 28, 1
GN voted for many winners  N 13, 1
Incumbents unopposed in special districts  N 13, 1

Fire Districts
Manhasset Lakeville Co. 1, celebrate 50 years  Ap 24, 2
Outside fund raising under attack  My 1, 1
Alert Company to build new fire house  O 2, 1
3 villages OK building of new firehouse  N 27, 1

Fires
Fire at 1 Maple Dr. forces 30 to flee  F 13, 1
Terrace apartment fires suspicious  Ap 10, 1
Two more fires at Terrace Apts.  My 22, 1
12th first hits Terrace Apartments  Je 5, 2
Great Neck
Covino outlines local problems  Je 19, 1

Great Neck - see also Villages GN peninsula

Great Neck Library
Annual meeting to elect board delegates : Elayne Bernstein, Jo
-Ann Farley, Renee Zarin  Ja 16, 5
Lakeville branch closed for renovations  Ag 7, 6
Joan Collet arrives at new director  N 27, 1
Joe Covino Day is farewell  D 18, 1

Great Neck Library - Programs
Levels presents "Godspell"  F 23, 3
Stanley Kunitz reads his poetry at Levels  F 27,9
Levels marks 12th year  My 22, 7
Levels to produce 3 theatrical productions  Je 5, 4
Drama, Roommates, at Levels  Jy 10, 9
Levels presents "Second Best Friend"  Jy 31, 8
Library offers exhibits on China photos  S 11, 3
Chinese dance serious book discussions planned  O 9, 4
Levels sets grand opening  S 25 8

Great Neck - Unincorporated  see Villages unincorporated

Handicapped
Senator Padavan defends law on group homes for disabled  Ja 30, 1
Group home to open on Old Mill Rd.  Ag 14, 1
Braille transcription courses offered  S 4, 1

Historic Landmarks
Grist Mill renovation rescheduled  Jy 31, 1

Holidays
Volunteers install holiday lighting  Ja 16, 3
500 gather to honor Dr. King  Ja 30, 16
Memorial Day parade  My 15, 11;  Je 5, 6

Housing
North Shore Towers offers rebate  Ag 7, 2

Insurance--see Villages GN peninsula; names of individual villages
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Immigrants
Consultant on Iranian Jews speaks  Ja 9, 1
Iranians in Great Neck - see Immigrants

Middle Neck Road
Architectural students to submit proposals for Middle Neck Rd
in GN Village Mr 27, 1
Widening of South Middle Neck Road proposed  My 8, 1

Music
Choral Society in performance at Cathedral of St. John the Divine  F 6, 3
Angelo Musolino, composer, featured in recital F 27, 3
Milton Krauss & Biruta Grunwald in concert  My 15, 3
Choral Society starts summer sing series  Jy 3, 8
Choral Society to hold auditions  Ag 28, 1
Roberta Rust, pianist  Ag 28, 12
Bayview Chamber Players in concert  O 23, 4
Biruta Grunwald, Charlotte Sand in concert  N 6, 6
Anthony Korahis, violinist  N 6, 9
Dave Sears at GN House  De 11, 2
Danielle and Edward Markson perform at concert  N 27, 4

Narcotics
Student drug use, what's happening  Jy 31, 3
Substance Abuse Forum: majority of students not involved  D 11, 1
Substance abuse policy adopted by Board of Education  N 20, 1
Safe homes now anti-drug strategy  N 27, 1

Newspapers
Amy Pett editor of GN Record  O 30, 1

North Hempstead Town
Town threatens demolition of house at 12 Johnstone Rd.  O 9, 1
Board approves budget of $43M  O 9, 2
Demolition of house on Johnstone Rd. postponed  O 16, 1

Old Age
Town allots $13,500 to Senior Citizens Center  F 20, 1
Forum: growing older in GN  Ap 3, 2
senior citizens & local officials hold discussion  Ap 17, 1
Grace Plaza's expanding grandmother program  My 15, 8
Meals on Wheels success story  Jy 17, 3
Chase Manhattan presents check for senior bus service  Jy 24,3
Teen-senior program opens at Senior Center S 25, 1

Park District
A variety of courses at GN House Mr 20, 5
Ice show at Parkwood skating rink  Mr 27, 28a
Parkwood offers tennis instruction  Ap 3, 11
Hockey teams shine at awards dinner  Ap 10, 6
Talent show offers $500 prize  My 15, 6
Park District approves ice ink renovation Je 12, 1
Steppingstone Waterside Theatre program  Je 26, 6
Voluntary boat safety inspection  Jy 3, 7
Citizen's group wants all-season tennis  Ag 28, 1
Budget of $4,007,150 proposed  O 2, 1
Park District works toward self-insurance  O 16, 1

People
Joseph Ades  F 6, 12
Jacob Arlow  N 6, 3
Phyllis & Martin Barell  O 30, 10
Hal and Anita Beretz  N 6, 2
Harold Bernstein  N 6, 3
Terry Birnbaum, ice dancer  D 25, 1
Paul Bloom, GN Village trustee  Je 5, 1
Mary Cleave, astronaut  D 18, 2
John Dominsky, GN Village trustee  Je 5, 1
George Gimple honored by interfaith group  S 4, 3
Emma Gorbulew, senior activist  Ap 17, 3
Norman Hall, LI Stage Director  N 27, 4
Michael Kalnick, Kings Point mayor  Je 5, 1
Joseph Kelner honored  Ap 17, 3
Joe Lewis turns 106  Ap 24, 3
Brock Lownes, Kings Point trustee  Je 5, 1
Jerome Lucarelli, Knight of Malta  Jy 17, 13
Sylvia Lupkin  Ap 10, 12
Rona Lupkin  Ap 10, 12
John Maynard, gardner  O 9, 1
Barbara Meredith, Ja 23, 5
Ted Merwin, Eagle Scout, honored  S 4, 1
Ira Miller  F 6, 12
May Newburger won't seek 5th term in Assembly  My 22, 1
May Newburger, honored at conference  N 20, 39
Christine Reed appointed Garden City officer  Je 5, 3
Roberta Rust on concert tour  Jy 17, 12
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Dick Smolens in jazz concert Mr 6, 4
Amy Rzekonski searching for natural mother  My 15, 2
Josephine Scott tours Kenya  D 25, 1
Betty Spectorman, honored by Lung Assn.  D 18, 1
Harriet Spielman, Kings Point trustee  Je 5, 1
Sam & Sylvia Tankel  Ja 23, 3
Irving Tennenbaum, judge  N 13, 1
Richard Tilker receives police commendation F 27, 1
Emile Tubiana  Ap 3, 3
Jessica Kovner Vega--high school photo in ad O 23, 3
Sol Wachtler, chief judge  O 30, 1
Alexander Wesey honored by business assn. O 30, s

Police
Auxiliary police can use a hand  Mr 13, 8

Political Parties
Democratic primary winner, Green, congratulated  S 18, 2
DiNapoli opens election headquarters S 25, 3

Public Utilities
Town approves upgrading of Belgrave Water Pollution Control District  F 6, 1
GN Water Consortium may be granted power to condemn Citizen's Water Supply property  Jy 17, 1
Water main break in Lake Success  Ag 14, 2
GN Water Consortium has power to condemn Citizen's Water Ag 21, 1
Manhasset-Lakeville budgets for fire, water; no tax increase O 9, 1
Manhasset-Lakeville halts new water hookups  N 27, 1

Schools
Taking steps to prevent shortfall in renovation funding  F 6, 1
School bus crash injures 20  Mr 13, 1
Work may be postponed to ease $2.8 M shortfall Ap 3, 1
Medical specialists discuss death following student suicide, Ap 3, 1
Shortfall erased, 19 items deferred in fix-up Ap 10, 1
North Middle literary magazine rated superior  Ap 10, 6
$62 million budget adopted  Ap 24, 1
Construction controversy averted  Ap 24, 1
North Middle renamed Richard Sherman North Middle School My 1, 4; My 15, 1
Ground breaking for renovation at North High  My 8, 1
Student charged with bombing at North High My 22, 1
Pre-K program is 20 years old My 22, 4
North HS neighbors complain about student behavior Je 5, 1
Summer programs Je 5, 8
162 retirees saluted Je 12, 6
Board postpones bus contract decision Jy 3, 1
Board rejects bus transportation bids Jy 10, 1; Jy 24, 2
Bus contract awarded to Veteran’s Ag 7, 1
Summer science program Ag 7, 3
Walkout of construction workers Ag 28, 1
Schools open for 5500 students S 11, 1
Board mulls staff evaluation, mentor program S 18, 1
M. Gallagher, C. Ring, retirees, honored S 18, 2
Board mulls teacher contract, asbestos S 25, 1
Year opens with bang S 25, 12
Students take OK Theatre upstate S 25, 12
Board reviews construction progress O 16, 3
Board discusses reading program O 30, 2
Board adopts substance abuse policy N 20, 1
Schools set community forum on substance abuse N 20, 1

Schools-Adult Programs
Adult program offers courses for seniors Ja 30, 2
First meeting of GN Collegium Mr 20, 5
Adult Programs Rome’s ancient ruins My 8, 8
Adult centers graduate 200 Jy 3, 3
Adult program offers 50 new courses S 11, 1

Schools-Board of Education
Board hears budget requests from PTA Ja 16, 1
Board ponders drug report Je 26, 1
Bus driver given fine, parole S 4, 1
Board honors May Newburger, discusses parking, smoking class rank D 18, 1

Schools-North Shore Hebrew Academy
Science Enrichment Program Ja 30, 30a
N. Shore Hebrew Academy proposes year-around operation My 29, 1
Students win science honors My 22, 4
Hebrew Academy to operate all year Jy 17, 1

Schools-Students
"Mame", student-faculty student musical Ja 23, 1; 4
North High cancels trip to Spain Ja 30, 1
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Village School students commended Ja 30, 2
Volunteers in Adolescent Outreach Program at hospital  F27,14
North Middle Schools students commended for contributions to school  Mr 6, 3
82 honored for community service Mr 6, 6
Nine Merit Scholarship finalists  Mr 13, 2
"Exit 33" South HS literary magazine  Ap 24, 14
Lily Giordano, Peter Marion receive merit scholarships  My 8, 2; My 15, 4
Young scientists take honors in National Science Olympiads  Je 12, 4
North & South High Schools graduation awards  Jy 3, 10
Schools recognize 6 outstanding students  Jy 17, 1
34 named Merit Commended Students  O 2, 3
21 merit semifinalists  S 18, 6
Three students win writing awards O 30, 3

Senior Citizens Center - see Old Age

Sports
PBC Soccer Mr 27, 8
First annual GN Bicycle Challenge  Jy 10, 1
Police Boys Club soccer update O 2, 17
Ninth annual UCF 5 mile run  N 20, 1

Synagogues
Cantor Barbara Horowitz featured in documentary  D 18, 6

Television
Cablevision makes pitch for Cox Cable  My 22, 2
Public access TV excellence recognized  Ag 14, 3
Cablevision buys out Cox Cable  D 25, 2

Theater & Drama
GN Theatre Guild workshop presents Chekov Ja 16, 1
Teuscher/Lesly Studio offers classes in acting  Ja 23, 2
Barbara Meredith, new director of GN House Players, Ja 23, 5
Theater Guild producing Simon's "Gingerbread Lady" Ja 30,6
GN House players to present "Don't Drink the Water" Mr 27, 3
Broadway Memories--benefit for UCF  Ap 3, 4; Ap 10, 1
Mixed Company presents "Oliver"  Ap 3, 6
Theater Guild announces new plans  Je 26, 2
Theatre Guild casting "Gemini"  Ag 14, 1
Theatre Guild presents "Lemonade"  Ag 21, 1
New actor's studio opening Ag 21, 3
GN Players Brecht play O 23, 4

Traffic
Town plans improvements at Community Dr. Ap 17, 2

Transportation
Repair of bridge over LIRR tracks delayed My 8, 1
Railroad praised for Udall’s Cove repair Jy 24, 1
Plaza cab drivers seek fare hikes Jy 31, 1; Ag 14, 1
Colonial Road bridge closed Ag 7, 1

United Community Fund
UCF sets five-mile run date O 9, 1
33rd annual fund-raising drive launched S 25, 6
33rd annual fund drive 33% ahead of last year D 4, 2
Ninth annual UCF run N 20, 1
Fund drive off to record start D 4, 1
Tennis tournament finalists D 18, 14
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
Testimonial for 2 at Merchant Marine Museum F 20, 5

Villages - Great Neck Peninsula
Co-insurance explored by villages Jy 3, 1

Village of Great Neck
Villagers debate establishment of Burger King F 13, 1
Hearing on Burger King postponed indefinitely Mr 6, 1
Architectural students to study Middle Neck Rd. Mr 27, 1
Conflict of Housing Authority and Nassau County over intersection of Arrandale Ave. & Middle Neck Rd. Mr 27, 1
Village faces 9.9% tax increase My 8, 1
Annual crafts fair on Middle Neck Rd. My 22, 6
Paul Bloom, John Dominsky running for trustee seats Je 5, 1
Write-in candidate gets 107 votes Je 26, 1
Burger King withdraws application Jy 3, 1
Planning board approves subdivision for 41 Beach Rd. O 12, 1
Great Neck Old Village Assn formed to fight over-development O 2, 1
Board approves building moratorium O 16, 1
Appeals Board denies permit for Elks on Hicks La. O 23, 1
Civic Assn. cheers turndown of Elks O 23, 1
Village sets hearing on subdivision moratorium N 6, 1
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Village of Great Neck Estates
Estates passes prior notice law Ja 16, 1
Small repair plan offered for village hall F6, 1
Resident's renovation proposal accepted F 13, 2
Howard Weitzman and Alan Levine candidates for election
Mr 13, 3
Estates diamond anniversary Ap 10, 1
Estates marks 75th anniversary Je 5, 1
Alan Levine, trustee, resigns Je 12, 1
Forum to mark 75th anniversary O 23, 10
Estates holds 75th anniversary forum N 13, 1

Village of Great Neck Plaza
Plaza considers creation of more parking spaces Ja 9, 1
Plaza budget of $2.5 M passes Ja 23, 1
Allan Gussack seeks third term as mayor Ja 30, 1
Residents assemble to discuss problems F 6, 1
New street parking spots planned for Welwyn Rd. F 27, 1; Mr 27, 1
New building ban a possibility Mr 13, 1
Allan Gussack, Ted Rosen, Robert Rosegarten candidates for election Mr 13, 3
Insurance canceled; village may shut down Ap 10, 1
Alan Levine fights apartment development on border of Russell Gardens My 15, 1
Village considering building moratorium My 15, 1
Plaza to check for smoke detectors Je 19, 3
Plaza renews 1 of 3 insurance policies Jy 3, 1
Apartment construction on Village border to proceed Jy 3, 7
Building moratorium enacted Jy 10, 1
Plaza park series offers ballet Jy 24, 1
Plaque in memory of Roger Weiss Jy 31, 1
Plaza landlords must provide Co-op repair funds Ag 28, 1
Anti-litter brigade patrols with vacuums O 16, 1

Village of Kensington
Steven Randall, Gerald Prieser, James Levin candidates for election Mr 13, 6

Village of Kings Point
Police dog put into service My 1
$3,959,041 budget passed; 14% increase My 8, 1
Residents to vote for mayor and 2 trustees Je 5, 1
Civic Association presents essay awards Jy 10, 6
Sinclair Dr. house in disrepair Ag 21, 1
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Village of Lake Success
Mayor burns bond for golf course  Ja 2, 2
Citizens discuss Fresh Meadow housing  Ja 23, 1
Fresh Meadow suit causes split in LS  Ja 30, 1
3 incumbents named to party ticket  F 13, 1
Combined villages to study Fresh Meadow purchase Mr 6, 1
Joseph Kelner to oppose Reuben Kershaw for mayor  Mr 6, 1; Mr 13, 3
Shirley Libby angered over removal from executive board Mr 20, 1
Village appoints law firm of Suozzi, English & Klein  Mr 20, 1
Police honored at American Legion Ap 3, 1
Shirley Libby may get party exec job back  Ap 10, 1
Residents debate building moratorium proposal  Ap 17, 1
Village Board begins new term  My 1, 16
15.5% tax hike due to cost of insurance  My 8, 1
Villages faces liability insurance problems  My 8, 1
Village considering building moratorium  My 15, 1
Officials inspect village park  Je 19, 1
Moritorium passes into law  Je 26, 1
Village rejects insurance offer  Je 25, 2
Officials divided over meeting between 3 trustees and Fresh
  Meadow reps  Jy 24, 1
Village finds no better offer for insurance  Jy 31, 1
LS declares war on burglars  Ag 28, 1

Village of Russell Gardens
Budget includes tax increase to $4.43/$100  F 13, 1
Joyce Cohn, Herbert Platt, Arthur Kurtz  candidates for election  Mr 13, 3
Village faces liability insurance problems  My 8, 1; My 2, 1
Village, State looking to end dispute over proposed group home  Je 19, 1

Village of Saddle Rock
Leonard Samansky and Jack Zucker  Mr 13, 3

Village of Thomaston
Thomaston enacts prior notice legislation  Ja 23, 1
Albert Feinsilver and Judith Orenstein candidates for election  Mr 13, 3
Residents Party gives open house  Mr 20, 1
Thomaston targets development work  My 29, 1
Colonial Road bridge closed pending study  Ag 7, 1
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Villages-Unincorporated
Manor Civic Assn protests installation of fuel tank  D 11, 3

Village Officials Association
VOA discusses insurance woes  Je 19, 1

Water
Benzene removed from local water, County says  Jy 24, 1
State to limit water use here  S 25, 1

Women
Women’s history week at Womanspace  Mr 6, 1
GN women entrepreneurs speak at Womanspace  S 18, 3
Big Women’s conference at GN Adult Program  D 11, 3
300 attend women’s conference  N 20, 3
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Accidents
Hudson General Corp of GN asked to report of bus accident
Fe 12:1
GN Plaza youth dies after accident. Ap 2:10
Single-engined plane disintegrates over Kings Point.
Se 3:1
Pedestrian killed on Middle Neck Rd. No 26:1

Art & Artists
Artists Network of GN sets business meeting. Ja 8:1
Liz Gribin-GN artist wins Knickerbocker Prize. Ja 8:9
Dime Bank to honor North Shore artists. Ja 22:3
Liz Gribin (illus) Fe 26:2
Sylvia Harnick (illus). Mar 12:30
GN artist Filmus' "Gladys" at library. Ap 30:1
GN artist Natalie Douenias wins award. Je 11:4
Ethel Brooks' art on exhibit. Se 3:2
Seymour Meyer sculptures at Arts Center. Oc 15:1

Authors
Sarah Singer, local poet is published. Mar 26:32
Book by Sam Fink celebrates US Constitution. June 4:1

Business
National Fleet Group to acquire Fleet Command. Ja 15:8
JOBCO wins award on Long Island. Ja 22:1
CDA head sets sights on minority businesses. Ja 29:1
Elegant new shopping plaza in GN at 25 Cuttermill Plaza. Fe 19:3
Hepatitis outbreak linked to Mushrooms restaurant. July 2:1
Mushrooms remains closed, lawsuits mount. Jy 9:1
GN stockbrokers remain calm after stockmarket's collapse. Oc 29:1
Chamber of Commerce
Canute Parris speaks at Chamber meeting. No 5:1
Business community honors Harry Barnes and police chiefs. De 3:8

Child Care Centers
Supervisor Kiernan tours CLASP. Ja 29 1

Community Organizations
B'nai Brith sponsors Kershaw archeology talk on Passover & Easter. Ja 8 1
Auction of Appalachian crafts benefits Open Door Parent-Child Caring Center. Ja 8 10
Womanspace sets workshop on stress, bio-feedback. Ja 8 3
GN Business & Professional Women's Campaign for UJA Federation plans seminar on cults. Ja 8, 9
League of Women Voters explore the subject of "Women and Hunger." Ja 15 1
GN scout troop starts 72nd year (illus). Ja 22 10
Great Neck the Beautiful update. Ja 29 3
ORT first official meeting. Fe 5 3
Fundraiser for bogus group scrutinized. Fe 26 1
League of Women Voters on TV. Ma 12:3
Knights of Columbus to run "Spring Sprint." Mar 19:40
UCF presents "Moments to Remember." Mar 26:1
CLASP wins community service certificate of merit. Mar 26:2
Women of the year honored at ORT luncheon. Ap 9:12
Padavan gets $20,000 for GN PAL. Ap 23:4
Samansky assumes command of GN Power Squadron. May 21:1
GN Clubs admit women. May 28:1
Power Squadron still fighting for safe boating. Jy 30:1
Womanspace to celebrate Women's equality day. Ag 13:10
GN Jewish leaders to meet with Pope John Paul II. Ag 20:1
Florence Bromley a member of Kiwanis again. Se 3:1
Seymour Reich reports on Papal Meetings. Se 24:1
New Jewish Agenda has strong local ties. Se 24:9
League of Women Voters to study GN drinking water. De 17:1

Community Service
B'nai Brith and Temple Beth-El volunteers on Christmas Day Ja 8:4
New locations for Phobia Life-Line. Ja 29:6
Grace Ave. daffodil sale to benefit local Cancer Society. Mar 12:1
Manhasset-Great Neck E.O.C. Mar 19:12
GN Womanspace launches child care campaign. May 7:1
CLASP opens second after-school child care site. Oc 29:6
American Express' GN division hosts workshop for Literacy Volunteers. De 17:9

Crime
Kensington police seize mugging suspects. May 7:1
GN resident killed in Westbury. Jy 2:2
Northern Blvd. bank robbed. Jy 16:1
GN executive Seymour levine pleads guilty to racketeering. Ag 20:1
GN couple arrested on drug charges. Oc 29:3
Insurance agent Stephen Bender charged with bribery. No 5:3
Barstow Rd. closed by bomb threat. Se 10:1
Arrest of Arnold Friedman and son on child sex charges. De. 3:1
Friedmans face arraignment. De 10:1
Gold chains linked to theft. De 31:2

Deaths
Aarestad, Gilmore. No 12:16
Antor, Dorothea K. No 12:16
Armstrong, Stanley. Ma 5:11
Barsky, Alice K. No 12:16
Bauer, Sophie. Jy 9:19
Brennan, George Elliston. Ag 6:19
Brunner (Suckling), Clara S May 21:12
Carroll, Loretta V. Ag 27:13
Connolly, James P. Mar 12:11
Conrad, Amelia L. Se 24:22
Cusumano, Robert M. Se 24:22
Crown, Marie R. Ja 1:6
Eisele, Jean Paul. Ag 27:13
Finn, John Joseph. Jy 30:1
Freedman, Madeline Beth. De 10:11
Friskey, Edwin R. Ap 9:15
Gallagher, Alice F. Ap 16:13
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Goldman, Beatrice. Mar 19:13
Grimes, William A. Mar 12:11
Hayes, John J. De 3:17
Henderson, Christine D. De 10:11
Hoey, Robert F. De 10:11
Horowitz, Maelyn. Jy 30:9
Ife, Evelyn J. No 26:15
Kelly, Viola Breen. No 12:16
Kelly, Theodore D. June 4:9
Harris, Anne Fe 26 8
Herrera, Amira. Ma 5:11
Jennings, Ann. June 4:9
Kane, Richard. Oc 29:22
Katz, Daniel. Ag 20:2
Klein, Sadie Fe 26 8
Levoy, Barton. Ja 22 9
Lata, Lilian. Se 10:15
Lawson, Robert W. June 25:21
London, Laurence. Ag 27:13
Ludwig, Bernard Ja 22 9
Mascioli, Charles J. Oc 1:15
Masulis, Adele. Se 3:18
Memmoli, Clorinda. Jy 23:15
Millock, James. De 31:10
Mills, Katherine. De 31:10
Moebus, Roscelia. Ap 9:15
Mollot, Louis. May 14:15
Natkins, Lucille. Ja 15 8
O’Brien, Ellen Ja 1 2
Pacent, Homer C. Ap 30:7
Paradisin, Michael. Oc 29:22
Petrowski, John. Jy 9:19
Quatela, Mary. Ag 13:21
Rainey, Elizabeth M. Oc 22:21
Ramazzotti, Gino. Mar 19:13
Rappaport, Elisa Ann. De 17:20
Reed, Margaret M. May 14:15
Ruris, Frank J. Mar 19:13
Salazar, Carlos. Ap 2:10
Savicky, J. William. Jy 2:15
Schroeder, Katherine (Graf) Jy 23:15
Searight, George A. De 31:10
Sherman, Constance D. De 17:20
Siris, Joseph H.  Fe 5  10
Sloboda, Ambrose A.  Jy 2:15
Spadalik, Alfred W.  Fe 5  10
Stanley, Madeleine Frances.  Jy 16:12
Stapleton, Brian.  De 10:11
Stempel, Pauline Gold.  Oc 29:22
Sullivan, Jeremiah.  Mar 26:6
Taft, Robert S  De 17:20
Tokar, Mark A.  Jy 30:9
Wilowski, Eugene A.  Ja 15  9

Fires
GN Plaza woman saved by Vigilant Fire Department.  Ap 2:1
Vigilant Fire Dept. seeks funds and volunteers.  Ag13:1
Manhasset-Lakeville fire Dept. fights two-alarmer.  
Ag 27:3

Fund Raising
Wedgewood residents, staff in Arthritis Drive.  Ja 29  3

Elections
One village election to be contested.  Ma 12:1

Great Neck Library
Station Branch Library closes.  Ja 8  2
Director’s chair presented to retiring Library Director Joe Covino  Ja 8  1
Joe Covino Day at the GN Library (illus).  Ja 15  4
"Station Branch Library," by Rochelle Natt.  Ja 22  6
Annual Meeting, GN Library.  Ja 22  1
Annual Meeting of the GN Library Association held on Jan.  27.  Fe 5  4
New GN librarian to address meeting.  Ma 5:3
Flooding of branch library shelves reopening.  Mar 19:1
We miss our library (ed).  Mar 19:16
Library board devotes meeting to branch closing.  Ap 2:1
Station branch library suffers another setback.  Ap 23:3
Station Branch Library resurfaces.  May 21:1
Station Branch Library opens.  Jy 16:1
Head Librarian resigns.  Jy 16:1
New Library Director named.  No 5:1
New book reserve policy.  No 26:8

Great Neck Library-Programs
"Done in the Dark" show at Levels.  Ja 8  6
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Black artists exhibition. Ja 8 6
Okra Dance Company for kids. Ja 8 2
Performance set of work by GN Composer Angelo Musalino. Ja 8 3
Junior Levels 2nd semester to begin Jan 12. Ja 8 3
Sandra Rosencrans' World of Fiction begins new year. Ja 15 6
Poet William Matthews at GN Library. Ja 29 6
16th Annual Black Artists in America Art Exhibit (illus). Ja 29 3
Tenor Austin Miskell, pianist Jeanne Singer to perform at Library. Fe 12 2
Lasting Literary Works series led by Harriet Rieff. Mar 12:4
Mixed media exhibit. Mar 12:7
Constitution Bicentennial. Ap 2:3
GN artist Filmus' Gladys one man's one woman show. Ap 30:1
Levels presents "Vicarious Thrills." Ag 13:4
Artists' Network will exhibit their work at Library. Se 17:4
Levels presents "The effects of Gamma Rays..." De 3:7

Health
Last minute agreement averts Grace Plaza Nursing Home strike. Fe 12 1

Housing
Century condos open for sale. Oc 1:2

Music
Rust, Roberta-Pianist opens concert series. Ja 1 1
Joy and Alfonson Tapedino in concert at Woman's Club of GN. Fe 5 1
GN pianist Jennifer Eley will give concert. Ma 5 2
Japanese chorus to perform at Temple Israel. Ma 5 2
GN Music Festival to honor David Ben-Gurions. Ma 5 3
Community Concerts move into 36th season. Mar 26:
Cayenne Jazz Band at Grace Ave. Park. Jy 30:3
GN Choral Society's 30th anniversary concert. No 19:2

Music-Great Neck House

Music-Great Neck Library
Long Island Composers perform at Library. Ja 15 7
The Zephyr Flue and Harp duo at library. Ap 15:6

Newspapers
GN Record will offer scholarship to NY Institute of Technology. Ja 29 1
GN Record to celebrate 80th anniversary. Se 10:1
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North Hempstead, Town
Assemblyman DiNapoli's views outlined at town meeting. Ma 5:1
Town Board passes local law on council districts. Ma 5:1
Incinerator protesters at Supervisor's home. Ap 2:3
Phase 2 of recycling. July 2:8
Republicans plan challenge to Nassau Dems petitions. Jy 23:1
Mandatory recycling to start August 1. Jy 23:3
GOP and Democrats trade charges on petition issue.
Se 10:1
Candidates for Supervisor in TV debate. Oc 29:1
Kiernan, Gulotta & GOP Councilmen win. No 5:1
Belgrave water control proposes bond issue. De 10:3
Belgrave District Bond Issue approved. De 17:4
Town establishes Division of Human Resources. De 17:4

Old Age
Senior citizens eligible for partial exemptions of school taxes. Ma 12:3
Senior Housing Conference. Mar 19:4
Senior Center honored. Mar 26:4

Park District
Steppingstone Sailing Club offers beginners clinic Ja 8 1
Swearing in of Gary E. Maier as GN Park District Commissioner. Ja 8 1
GN Park District Children's Performing Theatre in "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow(illus). Fe 5 3
Laura Lessard and Jerry Willard in Fireside Recital at GN House. Fe 5 8
'55 alive driving course. Mar 12:3
Welcome to new Park District specialist Estelle W. Kayser.
Mar 19:2
NY Islanders support ice hockey in GN. Mar 19:40

Parking and Parking Lots
Where to park when shopping in GN. Fe 26 14

People
Aranella, Richard A.-UCF to honor. Ap16:1
Baum, Eleanor. Ma 5:42, Ag 6:1
Bear, Naomi-honored at Annual UCF Recognition Supper. Ja 15 1
Ben-Sorek, Esor Rabbi. Mar 26:3
Berman, Abby Fe 12 3
Bitensky, Samson. May 21:7
Clarke, Carol. Je 11:3
Carucci, Clare Ja 1 1
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Cole, Kenneth-GN resident marries Cuomo's daughter. De 3:1
Dorfsman, Lou. Oc 15:1
Fialkov, Herman. Oc 15:9
Filmus, Tully and Gladys. Je 11:3
Goldfarb, Leonie. June 4:2
Grabelsky, Rose. Ja 29 4
Half, Robert, GN man reports on "Time theft" Ja 1 2
Jenkins, Benjamin-UCF to honor. Ap 23:1
Jochmans, John J., Capt. Ja 22 4
Katz, Lillian- Receives EAC award. Ja 22 1
Klim, Anna Fe 26 8
Kurcias, Marjorie B. Ap 30:2
Mack, William L. Ma 5:3
Mandell, Adam. May 14:36
Martin, Alicia, 8th grader, joins staff of countywide monthly newspaper, TeenytoeyTeen. Ja15y4
Mazzarella, Paul-GN doctor delivers test-tube quadruplets. Ag 27: 1
Peirez, Donna. June 4:2
Perlick, Lilian-Honored for Womanspace service. Ja 15 1
Posner, Steven (illus) Mar 26:10
Reich, Seymour Fe 19 34
Reich, Seymour, Citizen of the Year Award (illus). Mar26:1
Rosenthal, Robert. Ap 30:1
Schoenfeld, Gabriel-Guide with USSR Exhibit. De 10:1
Simmons, Edward. De 31:1
Stillman, Linda honored by American Assoc. of Deaf-Blind. Se 3:2
Suk, Hye Won-New York State Centennial Scholar. Ja 29 6
Sunshine, Jerry-honored at Annual UCF Recognition Supper. Ja 15 1
Tannenbaum, Lenny. June 4:3
Tschinkel, Anne. June 4:2
Wattenberg, Paul. Ja 22:4
Wilson, Tobi Ja 22 4

Political Parties
DiNapoli announces plans for district office Ja 1 2
Dinapoli, Tom-Announces location of Assembly District office. Ja 8 1

Politics and Government
DiNapoli appointed on 5 Assembly Committees. Fe 12 1
DiNapoli announces 1987 Assembly Summer Intern Program. Mar 19:3
Padavan and DiNapoli share podium at GN Chamber of Commerce luncheon. Ap 23:1
Public Utilities
  Cable would link LI to upstate power. Fe 19 1

Real Estate
  GN Plaza is dealing with Kensington-Johnson problem. MA 12:1
  LI Jewish Medical Center buys Hicks Lane property. June 4:1

Schools
  Ludwig, Bernard-GN North principal dies. Ja 15 1
  VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assistance) needs you. Ja 15 4
  GNS students attend model congress. Ja 15 3
  "Inside Your Schools" GN Public School's TV-magazine show brings Astronaut Mary Cleave. Ja 15 4
  Martin Luther King remembered (illus). Ja 22 1
  Vision of Peace Project. Fe 5 1
  More magazines within reach of GN South H.S.'s Library. Fe 12 2
  North vs. South on H.S. grading. Mar 19:2
  Choir to sing La Perichole. Mar 19:12
  North Middle School magazine honored
  Anxiety mounts over asbestos removal at North High. Ap 2:1
  School bus safety is assured by GN district. Ap 16:1
  Legislative plan hikes school aid. Ap 16:1
  GN Board of Education bans student smoking. May 7:1
  1987-88 School Budget adopted May 7:1
  North High asbestos to be removed this summer. May 14:1
  School Board lawyers disqualified in multimillion $ suit. May 28:2
  School Board approves no smoking rules. Ag 13:1
  North H.S. to reopen for students Sept. 15. Se 3:1
  North Shore Hebrew Academy appoints new principal. Se 17:14
  GN Board of Ed acts on insurance and scholarship awards No 19:1
  North Shore School of Jewish culture begins 31st yr. Oc 15:12
  South HS hears balanced program on abortion De 20:1
  Class of '47 has gala reunion. De 24:1
  North Shore Hebrew Academy's application reviewed. De 24:2

Schools-Adult Programs
  Adult Program starts year with bang (open house). Ja 8 3
  Adult Seminars will focus on South Africa and Latin America. Ja 22 1
Adult education excursions announced. Mar 26:2
Stony Brook offers Masters's Program in GN. No 19:2
Computer teacher, Arnold Friedman, wins award.
No 19:9

Schools-Faculty & Students
Westinghouse is latest to honor Abby Berman. Fe 12 3
GN H.S. seniors win regents scholarships. Ma 12:1
Two GN North HS students achieve high honors in music.
Mar 19:2
GN Brainstormers on Ch. 21. Mar 19:8
Students win in French contest. Ap 23:11
GN students win math awards. May 7:3
Students receive Vision of Peace awards. May 7:10
Gillian Apfel, GN North student, wins essay contest. May 28:7
Carol Clark, new GN North HS principal appointed. Je 4:1
Korahais wins journalism award. Je 11:1
Carol Clarke new principal of North H.S. Je 11:3
Haley Levine wins young authors contest. Je 25:3
GN teachers turn out to protest lack of contract. Se 17:3
GN teachers ratify contract. Oc 29:1

Synagogues
Rear Adm Eugene Carroll Jr., Rep. Thomas Downey talk on "Lessons of Iceland" at Beth-El. Ja 8 28
Yeshiva University to honor 3 GN rabbis. Ja 8 1
Community to honor memory of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Ja 15 3
North Shore Jewish
Community honor 3 rabbis. Ja 15 2
Herbert Hirsch of South Africa will address Temple Emanuel. Ja 15 8
Rabinnic Dialogue at GN's Temple Israel. Ja 15 5
Rabbi Borowitz lectures. Ja 15 3
Local synagogues hold bond drive. Ma5:3
Interfaith Seder to be held at Temple Beth-El. Ap 2:1
Rabbi and Mrs. Romm to be honored. Ap 16:7
Roberta Peters at Temple Israel. May 21:2
Community Church & Temple Isaiah mark 20th anniversary. Ju 9:1
Neighbors say NO to Steamboat Rd Temple. Ag 13:1
Zoning Board hears Iranian Temple's arguments. Ag 20:1
Application for Steamboat Rd. Temple before Board of Appeals. Se 24:1
Village reviews Temple environmental impact statement. Oc 1:1
Board of Appeals defers Temple decision. No 12:2
Temple Israel welcomes new cantor. No 19:1
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Rabbi Zalman Schachter to appear at Temple Isaiah. De 3:2
Dr. Jacob A. Arlow to speak at Temple Beth-El. De 3:3
Rabbi Dale Polakoff assumes pulpit of GN Synagogue. De 31:2

Televison
Two shows produced by GN Public Schools on PAC and Cablevision. Ja 29 1
"Breakfast at Bruce's," new TV talk show. Ap 23:3

Theater & Drama
GN Theatre Guild holds auditions: The Autograph Hound & The Golden Fleece Ja 1 1
"For the Use of the Hall" performed by GN Theatre Guild. Ja 15 2
GN Theatre Guild's "Triple Play." May 7:2

Transportation
Bus policy announced. Mar 12:3
LIRR installing elevator in GN station. May 14:4

United Community Fund
Moments to Remember playing March 27 & 28. Ma 5:11

US Merchant Marine Academy
Focus on Haiti in free lecture at Academy. Ja 22 13
Kings Point Museum focuses on Manhattan's past. Mar 19:6
Perry Stirling marine art at Maritime Museum. May 7:2
French goodwill surprises Academy professor. May 7:5
Cruise ship to dock in GN. May 28:1
Secretary of Navy addresses Kings Point cadets. Je 25:1
Rear Admiral Paul Krinsky selected Superintendent of Academy Ag 6:1
Thomas King heads Alumni Association. No 26:6

Village of Great Neck
Village of GN ends moratorium. Mar 26:1
Memorial to be rededicated May 25th. May 21:1
Nasau County Judge orders eviction of Lalique Nails on Middle Neck road. Je 18:1
Village changes zoning laws. June 25:2
Village to improve sewage plant. Jy 23:2
Village award winner in AAA Pedestrian Safety Program. Se 3:1
Village declares moratorium on new sewer hookups. De 17:1

Village of Great Neck Estates
Dispute over Udalls Cove. Jy 9:2
Village negotiating with LILCO to buy street lights. Jy 16:1
GN police capture communications grant. Jy 23:1

**Village of Great Neck Plaza**
Psychiatrists fight Village of Great Neck Plaza to keep "illegal" apartment offices  Ja 1 1
"Smile" stars perform at Cuttermill Plaza  Ja 8 4
All-GN team builds 88 Cutter Mill condo.  Ja 8 3
Decrease in Village tax rate for fiscal year '87-'88.  Ja 22 1
GN Plaza is dealing with Kensington-Johnson problem.  Ma 12:1
What we can still learn from the Kensington-Johnson School. (ed.)  Mar 12:14
LIRR bridges declared a hazard by Mayor Gussack.  Ap 9:1
Immediate repairs for Barstow Road Bridge.  May 21:1
GN Plaza files court petition (Kensington-Johnson)  May 28:1
Kensington-Johnson condo given new life.  Je 4:1
Four faced clock in GN Plaza's future.  Jy 9:1
Significant zoning changes considered.  Jy 9:2
GN bridges to be repaired.  Jy 16:3
GN Plaza emphasizes quality of life.  Jy 23:1
King's Point resident is new developer of Kensington-Johnson.  Jy 30:1
Resident Advisory Committees formed.  Ag 27:1
GN Plaza to license asbestos removers  Ag 27:1
GN Plaza to sue rent Guideline Board.  Se 17:1
Village clock dedicated during Plaza festival.  Oc 22:1
Village to file lawsuit against Nassau County.  Oc 22:1
Street Festival transforms heart of GN Plaza.  Oc 15:1

**Village of Kensington**
Kensington Pool wins award.  Ja 8 3

**Village of Lake Success**
Third party tax notice.  Ja 29 4
Fresh Meadows Country Club.  Jy 9:1

**Village of Russell Gardens**
Regan, Edward V.-State Comptroller advises written investment policy  Ja 1 3
Judge upholds NY State on group home.  June 11:1
LIACLD residence opens.  De 24:1

**Village of Saddle Rock**
Michelson is reelected Mayor.  Mar 26:1
Gulotta moves to save Grist Mill.  Ap 23:1

**Village of Thomaston**
Thomaston announces a moratorium.  Mar 26:1
Residents protest Sr. Center parking. No 12:1

Village of Unincorporated
Hutchinson Court to Supreme Court. Ag 6:1
Town Board upzones Hutchinson Court area. No 26:1

Waste Disposal
NYPIRG urges state to oppose incineration. Mar 19:17
Air quality a major concern. Ap 2:2

Water Supply
Water cap to be discussed. Ap 2:3
Manhasset-Lakeville District leads the way in controlling irrigation. Je 11:1
$3.8 million water district budget proposed. Oc 1:18
Local League of Women Voters begins project on quality of GN's drinking water. De 17:1
Safety on tap (book review). De 17:10
Is GN water safe? De 24:10

Women
Susan Weidman Schneider alerts public to defamation of Jewish Women. Se 10:1
Regular Features
At the Library
Community Calendar
In the schools
Police Report
Social notes
Sports

ACCIDENTS
Two brothers seriously hurt in GN crash. Fe 4:14
Four midshipmen hurt in accident. June 23:1

ART & ARTISTS
Liz Gribin at Plandome Gallery. Fe 25:8
Shoshana Ron. Mar 10:16
Spotlight on Anita Brown. May 12:15
Regina Gil. June 2:15
Artist Network to seek site for Art Center in GN. Jn 9:1
New show by Artists Network of GN. Oct 13:3
Photographer Lisa Stancati has show at USMMA. Dec 1:23
Artists' Coop thrives in GN. Dec 22:3

AUTHORS
Weisser, Max & Selwyn, Mills, Odd Couple Syndrome. Fe 25:6
Lois Gould to appear at Womanspace. June 2:2
Ellen Lesser's "The Other Woman." June 2:2

BUSINESS
Survey of GN holiday shopping season. Ja 7:1
GN Village 10th annual street fair. Ap 21:1
GN business community optimistic about empty shops. Jn 2:1
Ben & Jerry's iced on Bond St. Sep 15:1
Leaders testify at hearing on BID's. Oct 6:1
LS co. to market new generation of computer technology. Oct. 27:3
Great Bridal Expo at Leonard's. Oct 27:21
Merchants face challenge this Holiday Season. Dec 15:1
Landmark store owner leaves after 74 yrs. Dec 22:11

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
International trade expert heard. Fe 4:1
Lt Gov speaks at Chamber luncheon. Oct 13:3
CHURCHES
GN to honor memory of Dr. Martin Luther King. Ja 7:3
William Connolly heads the Bishop's Annual Appeal. Fe 4:2
Community Church has a new pastor. Ap 14:1
Services held in GN for Dr. Esther P. Lim. June 9:2
Inauguration Cantata 1789 at All Saints Church. Oct 20:3

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
GN UCF wins DeWitt Clinton award. Ja 28:2
Rev. Coffin speaks at SANE/FREEZE fund raiser. Mar 10:4
LWV plans reception for govt. officials. Mar 10:9
Black-white coalition seeks youth employment. Mar 17:1
League hosts lawmakers. Mar 31:1
League will discuss garbage disposal. Ap 14:3
UCF's "Hollywood Memories" premieres in GN. Ap 14:3
Workshop for youth summer employment. Ap 21:1
UCF Tennis Tournament introduces "B" level. Ap 21:1
League's continued study of GN's water. Ap 21:10
Kiwanis launches "Safe Haven" campaign. May 5:1
Womanspace to hear L.C. Pogrebin, author. May 5:1
COPAY initiates project on cocaine and crack. May 12:3
GNLWV examines solid waste problem. May 12:22
Ingelore Wenig installed as Commander GN Power Squadron. May 19:6
Hiroshima to be commemorated by Sane. July 28:3
SANE/Freeze ceremony commemorating Hiroshima. Ag 11:3
UCF fall fund-raising. Sep 8:1
Womanspace puts its spotlight on art. Sep 15:5
Womanspace to honor Shirley Romaine. Oct 6:1
Exciting finish predicted for UCF Nov. 13 race. Oct 20:1
Birth of GN Community Fund 35 years ago. Nov 17:20
Great Pee Wee Dash at UCF race (photos). Nov 24:23
GN responds to Community Fund Appeal. Dec 8:1
A gift of strings-no strings attached. Dec 15:2

CONSERVATION
Debate on Mitchell Creek flows into 3rd decade. June 23:1
Hearing on plastic packaging. June 30:11
Mitchell Creek controversy for 25 yrs.(ed). Ag. 11:10
What to do about our endangered coastal waters and coastline (ed) Oct 6:10

CRIME
GN fugitive caught. Ja 7:2
Village official murdered. Ja 14:1
Supt of Thomaston apt building held in stabbing. Ja 14:14
Arnold Friedman released on house arrest. Ja 21:1
Armed thugs invade, rob Harbor Hills home. Ja 21:2
Armed robbers are frustrated by teenager. Ja 28:2
GN to deal with child abuse and child-sex crime. Fe 4:1
Third job for bank robbers is their last. Fe 4:4
Three robberies in one day. Fe 4:19
Arnold Friedman arraigned on new charges. Fe 11:2
GN Court robbery. Fe 11:4
Friedman pleads guilty on federal charge. Fe 18:1
Friedman rejects a plea bargaining offer. Mar 17:1
Officers nab car thieves. Mar 24:1
Ninety cars damaged in GN. Mar 24:3
Arnold Friedman sentenced to jail. Mar 31:1
Body found in Lake Success. Ap 7:4
Police appeal for aid in Lake Success murder. Ap 14:2
Man rebuffed by girl held in assault. Ap 14:2
Area "crack" down yields 18 arrests. Ap 28:2
Jewelry robbery in GN Plaza. May 5:3
GN youths attacked in Manhasset Park. May 12:22
Arnold Friedman is sentenced. May 19:1
Kings Point dentist arrested on fraud charges. May 26:1
Lake Success doctor slain. June 2:1
4 men sought in murder of GN doctor. June 9:1
Thug attacks 2 couples in Lake Success. June 23:1
More charges and defendants in Friedmann case. June 30:1
Driver of wrecked vehicle arrested. June 30:1
Arrest fugitive in robbery of GN bank. June 30:1
Find body of murdered man in GN. July 7:1
Californian arrested in murder of woman in GN. July 14:2
Rookie cop helps in crack arrest. July 28:1
Police arrest 2 Bklyn men for store burglary. Ag 4:1
Second sexual attack. Ag. 11:1
Police nab 5 men after purse snatch. Ag 11:1
Plaza offices burglarized. Ag 11:1
Youths beaten and robbed in GN. Ag 18:1
2 GN robberies committed at knife point. Ag 18:2
Accuse GN man in KP house robbery. Sep 1:1
Elaine Friedman pleads guilty. Sep 8:1
GN man murders parents. Sep 29:1
Charge 2 men with gas station robbery. Oct 13:20
DA charges lawyer with pocketing insurance overcharges. Oct 13:22
Prosecutor claims Petrovich had another motive. Oct 20:1
Elaine Friedman is placed on probation. Oct 27:2
Theft of Jeep Cherokee cars. Oct 27:3
GN robbers are unusually clad. Nov 10:6
Jesse Friedman named in new 200 count indictment. Nov 17:1
Hold youth in stabbing of another teenager. Dec 1:3
Bank robber goes to jail. Dec 8:1
KP attorney accused looting charitable foundation. Dec 22:1
Robbers strike here 3 times within 4 days. Dec 29:3

DEATHS
Ahmuty, Steven J. Ja 28:17
Alexsey, Mary (Dugan). Fe 4:17
Allalemdjian, Kevork. July 28:1
Andrews, Margaret Virginia. Fe 4:17
Baaij, Catherine. Ja 14:18
Barnett, Joseph Dr. Sep 1:17
Binkiewicz, Mary. Mar 24:22
Barclay, Thomas Jefferson. Sep 8:26
Bass, Steven Alan. Sep 29:29
Blank, Rose B. Ap 28:20
Bogin, George. Oct 20:20
Boyhan, Margaret J. (Giliar) Ja 14:18
Boznyak, Mary M. Oct 27:26
Bruer, Ethel B. Mar 24:22
Buhler, Judith. Ap 21:18
Campbell, Violet E. May 12:20
Claus, Peter. Ap 7:18
Cohen, Sylvia Leff. Nov 3:19
Cone, Eugene Guy. Mar 24:22
Connolly, Emma Alice. June 16:22
Cooper, Primrose. Ag 18:17
Currivan, Thomas A. Nov 24:15
Dennelly, Theresa M. Ap 14:21
Doyle, Martin L. Ap 28:20
Epstein, Nathan. Oct 20:20
Filla, Michael M. July 21:19
Finnel, Soma. Ja 7:15
Gessler, Alfred. Mar 24:22
Gilbert, Barbara L. May 26:26
Goldbert, Helen. July 7:2
Goldsmith, Robert H. July 28:22
Goldstein, Leonard. Ja 21:15
Gorbea(Cissik), Adele E. June 30:19
Hirschland, Paul M. Dec 1:18
Higgins, Anna. June 30:10
Hintze, William N. Mar 24:22
Hoey, Eugene. Oct 20:20
Kaye, Laura. Dec 1:18
Krug, Frank P. Oct 6:26
Ledue, Catherine E. Nov 17:24
Lediger, Joseph W. Fe 4:17.
Lehr, Eleanor A. Mar 17:17
L'Hommedieu, Wellington. Mar 3:14
Lipsman, Gusta. Ja 7:15
Lomuscio, Anna. May 26:26
Lord, Marvin. Sep 22:1
Lorenzelli, Ellen. Sep 8:26
Maier, Charles. Mar 17:17
Majeski, Ted. Ja 28:1
Marson, Vincent J. Oct 13:1
Meade, Frances Sullivan. Oct 27:26
Murphy, Mary M. (McGonigal) Nov 24:15
Myers, Harriette, Ja 7:15
O'Carroll, James J. Ja 14:18
O'Reilly, Joseph. May 26:26
Parrett, Stella M. (Nudo). Dec 8:12
Paul, Arlene. Ja 7:15
Pek, Carey. Ap 7:18
Pitchersky, Anna (Yaeger) Mar 17:17
Pontillo, Vincentia. July 21:19
Powell, Marie G. Mar 3:14
Pritchett, Mary E. May 26:26
Quat, Joanna. Ja 14:18
Recant, Monique. Mar 31:15
Richmond, Anna. Fe 4:17
Santagata, Jules. Dec 15:30
Santelli, Gemma. Ja 21:15
Schaller, Milton. Sep 22:1
Schiff, Muriel E. June 9:14
Schiffmacher, C. Ellis. Oct 20:20
Shaffer, David M. June 30:19
Shaffer, Doyle B. Nov 17:24
Shaffer, Doyle B. Dec 1:18
Shorin, Joel Jesse. May 12:20
Spano, Alesandro P. Nov 10:13
Strasberg, Lilian Fern. Nov 3:19
Van Buren, Raeburn  Ja 7:11
Wagman, Judith.  July 28:22
Wright, Ruth.  Ja 14:18
Yokobosky (Palewitz), Sophie.  Ja 28:17

ELECTIONS
Voting here differs from nation & county.  Nov 17:1
Nov 8 Election results in GN.  Nov 17:3

ENVIRONMENT
How much is enough (ed).  Dec 1:10

FIRE DISTRICTS
Changes in GN affect firefighters.  Ag 4:1

FIRES
Early morning fire routs families.  Ja 7:1
Vigilant Fire Unit awarded honors.  May 5:3
3 hurt in GN apartment fire.  June 9:3
Vigilant Fire Dept. saves home. July 28:1

GREAT NECK
GN commemorates Kristallnacht.  Nov 3:1

GREAT NECK LIBRARY
Library Association to hold election  Ja 21:1
Library Board approves no smoking policy.  Mar 17:1
Library announces new video policy.  June 30:3
Video cassettes on open shelves.  Oct 27:18

GREAT NECK LIBRARY-PROGRAMS
New Jewish Agenda to discuss Apartheid.  Ja 7:10
New Jewish Agenda hosts controversial professor.  Ja 28:3
Exhibit of work by contemporary black artists.  Ja 28:12
Student production of "Crimes of the Heart."  Fe 3:13
JDO leader to speak at Library.  AP 7:17
Levels member perform at North High.  Ap 14:4
Vision of Peace Ceremony at Library.  May 5:8
Memorial Day Committee mounts exhibit of medals.  May 19:11
Author Ann Roiphe to be interviewed.  Oct 27:18
GREAT NECK POST OFFICE
Post Office announces window closings. Fe 11:1

HEALTH
GN women take note of LI breast cancer study. July 14:1
Employees of Grace Plaza Nursing Home stage demonstration. Sep 1:1
LIJ says listed deficiencies have been remedied. Oct 27:16

LECTURES & DISCUSSIONS
Rev. Coffin launches national tour from GN. Ja 21:1

MUSIC
Live concert on "Jazz & the Black Legacy." at Great Neck House Fe 4:8
Community Concerts presents Misha Dichter. Fe 25:8
Temple Emanuel presents Handel's Judas Maccabaeus. Mar 10:4
3 choruses to sing in GN Choral Society concert. Ap 28:8
Dan Franklin Smith, pianist, at Grace Plaza. Ap 28:8
Dick Smolens in-concert for St. Paul's. May 5:6
Tom Paxton in concert. July 14:1

NORTH HEMPSTEAD, TOWN
Gulotta's Mobile Office to visit GN. Fe 4:3
Town awards $80,000+ to local seniors. Fe 4:19
Supervisor Kiernan talks to town. Fe 11:3
Town to study garbage district for unincorporated areas. May 5:8
Town awards contract to build incinerator. May 12:22
Community concensus sought on hunting in Manhasset Bay June 2:1
New garbage pick-up service for unincorporated areas of GN June 23:2
Town improves recycle program. Ag 4:15
Baffled Board seeks decision on Hutchinson Ct area. Nov 3:1
Kiernan proposes 7.9% budget rise. Nov 10:3
Board votes moratorium on new parking garages. Nov 10:4

PARK DISTRICT
New residents day. June 2:4
Beach at Steppingstone Park is closed. Ag 4:1
Indoor public tennis clears a hurdle. Nov 24:1
Dispute surfaces over tennis surfaces. Dec 15:1
PEOPLE

Antell, Sid. Nov 10:4
Baniciski, Charles. Fe 11:1
Bosworth, Dr. Jay L. Mar 24:1
Buchwald, Aaron. Sep 29:4
Cuadra, Maria. Mar 24:1
DiPalma, Barbara. Fe 4:20
Dunn, Rev. Joseph E. May 12:17
Foley, Conn Dr. Oct 6:7
Kallen, Howard. Ag 11:8
Kayser, Estelle W. Ja 28:1
Kershaw, Reuben. June 2:1
King, Alan. Ag 11:4
Kline, Emanuel. Ja 14:1
Kuo, Fred. Fe 4:1
Lanzkowsky, Philip. Fe 25:1
Lieberman-Schiano, Ilene Ja 7:3
Martin, Alice. Ap 21:1
Meyers, Helene. Fe 25:13
Nevelson, Louise. Ap 21:1
Posen, Susan. Fe 18:1
Raviv, Dan. July 14:1
Rosenberg, Marcie. Ap 28:1
Scharfman, Melvin A. May 26:1
Schmelkin, Elaine. Fe 11:1
Shuman, Barry. May 5:1
Weil, Kenneth S. Fe 18:1
Wenig, Ingelore. May 19:6
White, Jack. Ja 7:1
Wilson, Barbara C. June 2:11
Wolf, Elaine. May 5:13
Yoran, Shalom. Fe 25:15
Zitrin, Charlotte M. Dr. Ja 28:3

POLITICAL PARTIES

GN gets set for the primary election. Ap 7:1

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

DiNapoli tenant bill reported to Committee. Jul 14:1
Political HQ open in GN. Sep 15:10
Citizen Service Van to visit GN. Dec 15:3
POLLUTION
Legislators meet in KP on pollution of LI Sound. May 19:1

REAL ESTATE
GN homes level off on High Plateau. Sep 8:1
Forum reflects shift to owned apts. Dec 8:1

RELIGION
Hundreds attend King Memorial. Ja 21:1

SCHOOLS
Landmark 88 workshops on local topics. Ja 28:1
Students rate Principal "A." Fe 4:7
Cuomo budget would cut $100,000 for GN schools. Fe 11:2
Parent Child Home Program. Fe 18:1
Joe Hynes speaks at GN South. Mar 10:17
GN North HS inaugurates new gym. Ap 7:14
School Board adopts 88-89 proposed budget. May 5:1
French language is a winner in GN Schools. May 5:12
Assemblymen meet with school personnel on asbestos problem May 5:16
Board of Ed bidding before State Court. June 30:1
Hewlett schools sue GN district. July 28:1
School Board discusses Senior Citizen parking. July 28:1
Info on free & reduced-price meals from GN schools. Ag 25:13
GN schools win grant for training center. Sep 15:2
GN schools win media awards. Sep 22:4
NHS renovations progress. Sep 29:1
Substance abuse is widespread among GNHS students. Nov 3:1
North Shore Academy holds 6th meeting on expansion. Nov 17:3
UPTC legislative meeting on school issues. Nov 24:23
Board expands school social activities. Dec 22:1

SCHOOLS-CURRICULUM & PROGRAMS
School Board to form AIDS advisory board. Ja 14:1
Newsday reporter speaks at GNNHS on Amerasians. May 19:17
Two HS differ on dealing with election. Nov 3:1
GNNHS students rallies against drugs. Nov 10:1
EOC students learn about Kristallnacht. Nov 10:1

SCHOOLS-FACULTY & STUDENTS
North gymnasts take top spot in county-wide. Fe 4:20
GNHS seniors win 176 State Regents Scholarships. Mar 31:1
Paul Wu names as Science Rep from N.Y. May 5:17
Hye-Won Suk garners top awards. May 12:1
104 South HS students honored (ill.) May 12:8
Leonard Tannenbaum's essay wins first place. May 12:14
Pamela Street wins acceptance into prestigious summer science program. May 19:3
Zeeshaan Khan named "Student of the Month." May 19:20
2 GN HS students are 3rd world volunteers. June 2:3
North Middle School's newspaper is a "Medalist." Jn 2:15
Protest transfer of a teacher. June 9:10
GN teachers receive awards. June 23:3
GN teachers celebrate 50th anniversary. June 30:3
New Dept Head at GN North. Sep 22:2
New principal at North Middle School. Oct 13:1
Nicholas Aversa wins teacher of excellence award. Oct 13:4

SPORTS
GN student wins "The Gold" in skiing. Mar 24:3
Michael Zimmerman wins NY State tennis championship. June 16:19
GN Olympic hopeful seeks sponsor. July 14:1
Two local cyclists cross the country. July 21:1
Swimmer's Olympic hopes soar to Austin. Ag 11:1
Young & old run in UCF Race. Nov 17:1

SYNAGOGUES
Selzer, Robert speaks at Temple Beth-El. Ja 7:14
Temple Israel to present distinguished lecturer series. Ja 28:1
Israeli-Palestinian conflict discussed at Temple Emmanuel. Mar 10:3
Henry Siegman to discuss Mid East crisis at Temple Beth-El. Mar 10:3
Temple Israel to resume "distinguished lecturer series." Ap 7:1
Iranian-Jewish Temple obtains approval. Ap 14:1
Temple Emanuel hosts Abba Eban. May 5:4
Temple Emanuel hosts Knesset member. June 2:4
Project Identity at GN Synagogue. June 2:4
Rabbi Davidson honored on his 30 years in the rabbinate. June 9:3
Tribute to Rabbi Wolf for 32 years service. June 16:4
Israel Bond campaign takes sail in GN. Ag 4:4
Temple Israel to dedicate Holocaust Memorial. Sep 15:5
Great Neck Record Index - 1988

Two GN Temples focus on Middle East lectures. Oct 20:1
Journalist to lecture on Palestinian uprising. Oct 27:2
Madame Sadat talk draws crowd of 2000. Nov 10:3
Second Temple proposed on Steamboat Rd. Nov 24:1
Two Temples to hear famous authors. Nov 24:1
Hebrew Aca. teacher wins award. Nov 24:4
Black-Jewish Dialogue plans youth activities. Dec 1:1
Renowned Nazi hunter speaks at Emmanuel. Dec 1:3
Matinecoc native speaks at Temple Emmanuel. Dec 15:16
Beth El volunteers xmas program 15th year. Dec 22:1
Temple Beth El seminars on...Iranian Jews. Dec 29:1

TELEVISION
GN business topics on TV. July 14:3

THEATER AND DRAMA
Theatre Group to benefit AIDS research. Dec 8:1

TRANSPORTATION
LIRR begins restoration of Viaduct. July 7:1

UNITED COMMUNITY FUND
UCF Campaign tops $200,000. Mar 10:1

VILLAGES-GREAT NECK
Board of Appeals' resolution on Iranian Temple.
Mar 17: 1
State revenue sharing increase could hold down local.
taxes. Ap 7:1
Subdivision divides neighbors on Potters Ct. July 21:1
Village of GN resolves subdivision dispute. Ag 11:1
Owners summoned to court for violations. Ag 18:1
Landlord of Academy Garden Apts. fails to appear in court.
Ag 25:1
Opening of new restaurant, dance studio, day care center
Sep 1:1
Academy Garden Apts. manager pleads not guilty. Sep 22:1
Mayor acts to preserve Arrandale Ave. Oct 13:1
Village of GN upzones Arrandale Ave. Oct 27:1
Garden Apt. trial postponed until Nov. 16. Oct 27:1
Village of GN upzones Arrandale Ave. Nov 3:1
Agent of Academy Apts. pleads guilty. Dec 1:1
VILLAGES-GN ESTATES
Contested trusteeship elections. Mar 10:1
GN Estates receives award for saving trees. June 2:1

VILLAGES-GN PLAZA
Deadline set for Kensington-Johnson condo. Ja 14:1
GN Plaza confronts vehicular theft. Fe 25:1
Antiques Fair comes to GN Sunday, May 15: Mar 17:3
Reconstruction of Middle Neck Rd. Bridge rescheduled. May 5:1
Work begins on North Station Plaza island. May 26:1
GN Plaza Mayor's response to ...concern about K-J. May 26:1
GN Plaza tenant awarded refund from landlord. July 14:3
Trustees approve plan for free parking. Ag 25:1
Ice cream shop debated at Plaza meeting. Ag 25:1
Village fireplace law still checked. Ag 25:1
Village officials assoc. drops parking survey. Sep 1:1
Hearing on Business Improvement Districts. Sep 22:1

VILLAGES-KENSINGTON
Trustee election contested in Kensington. Mar 3:1
Kensington holds contested trusteeship elections. Mar 10:1
Golub defeats Graham. Mar 17:1
Kensington Mayor concerned about Kensington-Johnson site. May 12:1
Kensington voters authorize bond issue. Dec 22:1
Kensington validates disputed referendum. Dec 29:1
Comptroller Regan audits Village. May 12:12

VILLAGES-LAKE SUCCESS
Israel at 40 celebrated. Mar 24:1
Lake Success slate set. May 19:1
Kahane speaks at L.S. Jewish Center. May 19:3
Reuben Kershaw looks back at 6 years as mayor. Jn 2:1
LS zoning upheld by court. Sep 15:1
LS Police Chief retires after 37 years. Oct 27:1

VILLAGES-SADDLE ROCK
Grist Mill renovation contracts to be let. Ap 28:1
Grist Mill overcomes an obstacle. June 16:1
Village authorized to enact own zoning plan. Ag 25:15
VILLAGES-THOMASTON
Where to park a parking lot? June 30:3
Colonial Road Bridge to reopen soon. July 7:1
Colonial Bridge opens. Oct 13:1
Arbord-Summer Project. Dec 29:1

WATER
Water companies return surveys to LWV. Fe 4:19
Hearing on water rate increase scheduled. May 12:2
Bottled water: better than tap water? Nov 10:10
L.I. water supply. Nov 17:10
Local citizens study water supply quality. Dec 1:16
Levels member perform at North High. Ap 14:4
Vision of Peace Ceremony at Library. May 5:8
Memorial Day Committee mounts exhibit of medals. May 19:11
Author Ann Roiphe to be interviewed. Oct 27:18
Regular Features
At the Library
Community Calendar
On the aisle at GN House
Places & things to visit
People in the News
Police Report
Sports

ACCIDENTS
Pedestrian dies after being hit by car. Feb 16:1
Neighbors gather to deal with dog attack. Jun 15:1
Joke leads to injury of Parkwood lifeguard. Ag 3:1
Cause of KP plane crash reported 2 yrs later. Ag 24:1
Woman struck by auto on Middle Neck Rd. Sep 14:12
KP woman killed in auto accident. Oct 19:2
Another fatality on Middle Neck Rd. Nov 16:2

ART & ARTISTS
Artists Network "Illusions Exhibit." Feb 23:10
Art exhibit opens at The Bank of GN. Mar 2:3
Ross, Itta.(Artist Network Spotlight) Mar 30:4
Gribin, Liz. Marc 30:15
Shirley Romaine wins NY State Council Award for Artscene in L.I. May 11:9
DiNapoli boosts Arts Center in GN. May 18:1
Bonnie Siracusa's art at GN House. Jun 8:10
Fine art gallery opens on Grace Ave. Ag 3:3
Residents play important roles at Art Museum. Ag 3:1
Doris Title, artist. Sep 14:21
Artists Network exhibits at Lever House. Oct 12:4

AUTHORS
Maxine Hong Kingston at Womanspace. Apr 13:3
Jeremy Rabkin authors book on courts. Jul 20:1

BUSINESS
GN Fitness Club Grand Opening. Ja 5:3
Young entrepreneurs start T-shirt business. Feb 2:1
GN firm markets water distillation process. Feb 2:10
GN Villages and business leaders meet. Mar 2:1
LI restaurant guide lists 39 in GN. Mar 2:3
To GN firm $40 Mil Fed contract. Mar 23:4
A book store closes. Apr 6:3
Bigger Crafts Fair set for May 7th. Apr 13:1
Morton Wax offers local students internship. Apr 13:6
Skyscraper Consultants in GN. Apr 20:1
A-Z grocery brings Mid-East delicacies. Jun 1:11
New Triad offices. Jun 1:12
GN restaurants act on health issues. Ag 10:13
Business community honors Richard Stancati. Nov 23:3

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Hosts Iranian panel. Jun 8:1
Iranian panel speaks to overflowing audience. Jun 22:1

CHURCHES
GN honors memory of Dr. Martin Luther King. Jan 5:1
Community Church plans 75th anniversary. Feb 23:1
Church will hold blessing of animals. Mar 9:1
Oleg Cassini to speak at Blessing of Animals. Mar 30:3
Community Church of GN to hold health fair. Apr 6:22
Animals are blessed at All Saints Church. Apr 20:4
GN residents at Interfaith Conference. Apr 20:4
Gary E. Maier chairs comm. for Episcopal Health Services Award. May 4:3
Hundreds at Community Church’s Health Fair. May 18:28
Singing lawyers leave mark on Westbury. Jun 1:7

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
International speakers at local GN SANE/Freeze event. Jan 12:16
GN League of Women Voters...water project. Feb 16:14
Task Force to assist families from Central America. Mr 2:1
Council of Jewish Women aids CLASP scholarships. Mr 9:3
GN residents to be honored for UJA leadership. Mar 30:15
Open Door Fashion Show. Apr 6:6
GN Interact sponsors Belizean heart patient. Apr 6:21
GN SANE/Freeze hosts visitors from Soviet Union.Apr 13:3
GN Jewish leaders meet with Pres. Bush. Apr 13:3
Ex-Klansman speaks at B’nai B’rith meeting. Apr 13:10
SANE’s Glasnost Gala. Apr 20:2
CLASP’s 4H Clubs trip into history. Apr 20:3
COPAY & South HS sponsor drama about drugs. Apr 20:18
Women’s American ORT honors 4. Apr 27:10
SANE/Freeze dinner brought Glasnost to GN. May 18:26
LWV sponsor water week field trip for students. May 18:27
Boy Scout Troop to march in Memorial Day Parade. May 25:1
Volunteers in GN. (photos.) May 25:24
AJ Congress to honor 3 GN women. Jun 1:21
LWV focuses on elections. Jun 8:10
GN organizations. (photos). Jun 8:20
SANE/Freeze ceremony to remember Hiroshima. Ag 3:1
UCF Board of Directors. (photo). Sep 14:2
GN residents help to launch social action coalition on L.I. Sep 21:1
Parent/Child Program needs volunteers. Sep 21:1
COPAY celebrates 20 years of multiservice. Oct 5:1
Senior Center and CLASP co-sponsor programs. Oct 12:3
REAP I launches new seminar program. Oct 12:4
UCF 5-mile run-off and running. Oct 19:1
Local accounting firm sponsors UCF 5 mile run. Nov 9:1
Tutu sends thank you to GN Amnesty Group. Dec 7:3

CONSERVATION
Should Alger Woods be developed? (ed.) Apr 6:22

CRIME
Jesse Friedman sentenced. Jan 26:1
GN elderly woman victimized by scam. Feb 16:3
All Saints Church robbed and desecrated. Apr 6:1
GN Estates women robbed. May 4:9
GN residents alerted to driveway robberies. May 11:1
Ross Goldstein sentenced as an adult. May 11:3
Car break-in suspects nabbed in GN Plaza. May 18:3
KP home robbed by 2 men in police uniforms. Jun 14
Friedgood again in appeal for clemency. Jun 8:3
Dr. Ronald Mark Nemeroff sentenced in Queens Supreme Ct. Jun 15:4
Plaza P.E.O. helps capture shoplifter. Jun 22:1
Elderly woman robbed in Lake Success. Jun 29:3
Petrovich confessions may be used at murder trial. Jul 20:3
Valued statue stolen from gas station. Ag 17:1
Shots fired at GN Plaza restaurateur. Ag 17:1
Gunman arrested and charged with attempted murder. Ag 24:1
Drug cartel reaches as far as GN. Oct 5:1
Police seek clues in stabbing death of science teacher. Oct 19:1
Petrovich found guilty faces 50 years to life. Oct 19:3
Petrovich will spend 50 years in jail. Nov 16:14
Manhattan man charged in murder of GN teacher. Nov 30:3
Police urge caution to avoid "mustard caper." Dec 14:1
Ski shop employees thwart robbers encore. Dec 21:2
Jewelry shop robbed. Dec 21:2

DEATHS

Agins, Ted. Apr 6:1
Andrews, Ruth M. Jul 20:5
Barnes, Margaret E. Apr 13:14
Bass (Milgram), Roslyn
Billing, Jonathan Mark. Mar 30:10
Bockow. Norman. Jan 26:12
Bogatz, Nettie. Mar 23:13
Brockway, Robert T. Oct 19:10
Bryson, James. Mar 23:13
Burke (Hunz), Dorothy. Oct 26:3
Cardasis, Alexandra. Nov 16:14
Cassedy, Sylvia. Apr 13:14
Chin, Lawrence Alan. Dec 14:6
Coddington, Clifford. Jun 8:12
Cohen, Robert E. Ag 31:8
Daily, Katherine E. Apr 20:19
Dancis, Eugenie Skern. Ag 3:16
Dennis, Dominick. Ag 24:5
Egan, James P. Ag 31:8
Ellwood, August A. Mar 23:13
Everett, Vincenza. May 4:30
Fallon, William M. Mar 9:6
Faster, John V. Dec 21:4
Fisher (Wendelewski) Sophie Rypka. Ag 3:16
Fleer, Phi. Jun 8:12
Fried, Helen. May 4:30
Garczynski, Kenneth. Jan 5:1
George, Peter J. Feb 23:1
Glushien, Ann. May 18:25
Grady, Agnes. Sep 7:22
Gross, Edith. Oct 19:10
Halpert, Macy. Sep 28:24
Hayes, Thomas J. Feb 2:15
Hoey, Louise M. Mar 23:13
Holic, Freda. Ag 31:8
Horne, Daniel. Ag 17:13
Hull, Jennie. May 18:25
Jaros, Lilian D. Apr 6:16
Kahn, Florence. Dec 14:6
Kamer, Harry. May 11:10
Kaplan, David.  Ag 10:7
Kaplan, David.  Jul 20:5
Keating, Charlotte A.  Sep 14:22
Kleinman, Sy.  Jan 5:4
Leibowitz, Jesse.  Nov 30:29
Leighton, Fred.  Feb 16:4
Levine, Priscilla Rayve.  Ag 24:5
Lian, Ingeborg.  Mar 23:13
Lisowski (Pruskowski), Wanda.  Jul 13:3
Lollo, Anthony F.  Jun 29:3
Lubin, Irma M.  Jul 6:9
Maher, Henriette.  Jan 26:12
Mangan, Forence.  Dec 21:4
Marks, Donald W.  Jul 20:5
McGarry, Shirley Louise.  Sep 7:22
Meade, Loretta C.  Nov 16:14
Mellman, Martin.  May 11:1
Milberg, Lawrence.  Dec 14:6
Morel, Daniel J.  Feb 9:2
Moses, Catherine J.  Feb 23:4
Neuhoff, Jerome C.  Sep 14:22
Ninesling, Ella Viola.  May 11:10
O’Dea, Catherine Cran.  May 11:10
Parker, Valeta King.  Sep 14:22
Posnack, Emanuel R.  Jun 22:7
Reed, Charles E.  Feb 16:4
Reynolds, William F.  Sep 28:24
Ronald (Blumenfeld), Anita B.  Jul 27:4
Rubacha, Hyman.  Jul 6:9
Sauberman, Min.  Jan 5:1
Savicky, Joseph W.  Ag 10:7
Savicky, Joseph W.  Ag 17:1
Scudellari, Doreen.  Nov 30:29
Sharenow, Raymond.  Jun 22:7
Sheskus (Gotoutas), Antoinette Arbatowicz.  Jan 26:12
Shiavone (Lebrizzi), Theresa.  Ag 24:5
Siegel, Harry J.  Oct 19:10
Siegelbaum, Irving.  Sep 28:24
Smith Constance E.  Apr 13:14
Smolens, Barbara Hoffman.  Ag 10:7
Stevens, Lee.  Feb 16:4
Steward, Cliff.  Oct 26:3
Szuts, Janice.  Mar 9:6
Tama, Lanni Pincus.  May 11:10
Tenner, Fay. Nov 23:6
Van Bloem, Kate. Apr 20:19
Vogel Thelma. Nov 23:6
Weisman, Edward. Ag 24:5
White, Jac. May 11:10
Yetkowicz, Victoria. Ag 10:7
Zulch, Edna K. Jul 20:5

ENVIRONMENT
Solving coastal erosion. (Op-Ed) Oct 12:32
Fresh air might be on its way. (Op-Ed) Oct 19:38
Can Nassau get NYC water? Nov 16:34

FIRE DISTRICTS
New fire house dedicated on Prospect St. Apr 6:1
Firemen battle blaze on Overlook Ave. Apr 20:1
Geiman reaches top of Fire Dept. ladder. Ag 10:4
GN Rd fire causes widespread damage. Oct 26:1
Another store front fire in the Plaza. Dec 28:1

GREAT NECK LIBRARY-PROGRAMS
Levels offers program on AIDS. Jan 12:1
Public hearing set on library budget. Apr 6:3
GN Library to hold outdoor festival. Jun 8:1
Library announces new improved bus service. Oct 19:7
Library board honors veteran staff members. Nov 30:30

HEALTH
GN leaders join Nassau Coalition for Health Care. Mar 2:1
Joan Swirsky to speak on breast cancer on LI. Mar 9:1
Kiernan keynotes dedication of North Shore's new extended care and rehabilitation center. Mar 23:3
Joan Swirsky on breast cancer. (ed.) Apr 13:24
DiNapoli introduces women's health bill. Jun 22:14
DiNapoli gets DOH commitment to record breast cancer data. Jul 13:1
North Shore Hospital to build major cancer care pavilion. Sep 7:1

LECTURES & DISCUSSIONS
Politics of Israel discussed by Rabbi Meir Kahane. Nov 16:3
MUSIC
GN students in String Festival. Mar 2:14
Community Concerts to present Leland Chen. Mar 30:8
Community Concerts present piano virtuoso John Browning. May 4:9
GN Symphony winners for young musicians prizes. Jun 29:3
Young pianist from GN gives solo concert. Jul 6:4
Rarely performed work to be presented by GN Choral Soc. Nov 23:20

NORTH HEMPSTEAD, TOWN
DiNapoli announces results of health survey. Jan 26:24
North Hempstead in good shape. Feb 2:1
Town's Master Plan sets goals for 21st century. Feb 16:1
Kiernan recommends extension of parking structures moratorium. Feb 23:3
County initiates mammography program. Feb 23:6a
NH issues long term bonds. Mar 2:2
Medical waste found at landfill. Mar 2:3
Hospital officials meet with county and town to prevent further dumping of medical waste. Mar 9:2
Some GN sidewalks to be reconstructed. Mar 30:1
Councilman Cunningham to seek re-election. May 4:13
NH forms beautification council. May 4:30
John Kiernan to run for 5th term. May 11:1
Ben Zwirn candidate for Town Supervisor. May 25:1
Five accused of offering bribes. Jun 8:3
STOP gives GN residents another chance to dispose of hazardous wastes. Ag 24:3
NH provides aid for youth groups. Ag 24:3
NH upset in Supervisor race. Nov 9:1
Ben Zwirn outlines his program. Nov 16:1

OLD AGE
Policy of Grace Plaza Nursing Home on comatose patient upheld by Court. Mar 30:1
North Shore U. Hospital dedicates nursing care facility Mar 30:1
Ben Mosher is new Bd Pres of GN Senior Center. Jul 20:1
Courts ruling on GN woman's right to die sets precedent as controversy continues. Ag 31:1

PARK DISTRICT
Drainage work planned. Mar 30:1
Public hearing set for Park District's proposed bond issue. May 11:7
Park District proposes indoor tennis facility. Jun 15:1
Indoor courts (ed). Jun 15:26
Park Bd. postpones indoor tennis complex. Jun 22:1
Tennis attendants at Memorial Field. Jul 13:4
Injury of Parkwood lifeguard. Ag 3:1
Group meets to oppose shelved tennis plan. Ag 10:1
Both sides in indoor tennis dispute vie for petition signatures. Sep 7:3
The hundred nights of the iguana. Sep 14:1
"Indoor tennis" heats up. Sep 28:3
PD shelves indoor tennis proposal. Oct 5:1
PD announces reduction of 2.4% in 1990 tax rate. Oct 5:1
Alice Fishman to run for Park Commissioner. Oct 12:1
Father Maier to seek 8th term on Park Board. Oct 19:1
Harold Rubenfeld runs for Park Commissioner. Nov 9:1
KP Civic Org. listens to 3 candidates for Park Comm. Nov 16:1
How to elect a Park Commissioner. (ed). Nov 30:32
Large turnout expected for Park Election; candidates for Commissioner debate issues. Dec 7:1
Park election too close to call. Dec 14:1
Rev. Gary Maier wins by only 3 votes. Dec 21:1

PEOPLE
Abuds Family. Ag 17:14
Allen, Joseph William. Oct 12:26
Ashkinase, Karen. Apr 6:16
Benjamin, Douglas. Mar 9:10
Bernstein, Elayne. UCF Dinner. Apr 20:1
Cleaves, Mary. Apr 6:1
Cohen, Stanley; GN Estates Mayor. May 4:1
Cooper, Ronald. ADL award. Apr 13:15
Evans, Sidney A. GN Village Mayor. Jul 27:1
Freedman, Robert E. Local historian. Ag 31:15
Gottlieb, Bill & Delia. (photo). Jun 15:22
Gross, Dan. Thomaston Mayor. Apr 27:2
Hall, Ed. Mar 23:3
Hayes, Margaret. Oct 12:26
Hott, Larry. Environmental film. Dec 7:1
Jenkins, Olga. Teacher retires. Ag 17:1
Josephson, Janice. Apr 13:1
Josephson, Janice. UCF Dinner. Apr 20:3
Kline, Eric. Mar 23:3
Kolker, Alice. Oct 12:26
Kopelowitz, Brenda. Apr 6:16
Lesser, Deena. Mayor of Thomaston. Sep 14:1
Lesser, Frank. Mellman Comm. Serv. Award. Oct 26:1
Miskin, Howard. Judge steps down. Jul 13:1
Ousey, Kenneth. Mar 16:1
Pearl, Kathryn. Apr 13:4
Post, Herman D. GN inventor. Sep 21:23
Reich, Seymour. Jan 19:1
Reich, Seymour. ADL Award. Apr 13:15
Reiss, Barbara. Senior Center. Dec 21:3
Rosegarten, Bob. Jan 12:4
Seigmeister, Elie. 80th birthday concert. Apr 13:16
Seigmeister, Elie. Jan 12:18
Seigmeister, Elie. Mar 23:3
Stancati, Richard. Honored for service. Sep 14:2
Stefansky, Rabbi Bernard. LS Jewish Center. Oct 5:2
Weinstein, Ira J. UCF Dinner. Apr 27:1
Weitzman, Howard. Sep 28:1

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Senator D'Amato's voting record (letter). Feb 16:14
Six GN villages hold elections March 21. Mar 9:1
Contested election called for (letter). Apr 6:22
GNLWV sponsors candidates' night for Park Commissioner. Nov 30:1

POLLUTION
DEC Judge says strength in numbers will not be a factor in deciding incinerator issue. May 11:3
Unsound sound. (ed) May 18:30
The enemy: Smog. (ed) Ag 17:20
Smog, Part II. Ag 24:18

PUBLIC UTILITIES
LILCO begins tree trim project in GN. Ag 3:1

SCHOOLS
GN Bd. of Ed votes to weight grades. Feb 16:1
GN School Bd. votes to start process that could lead to sale of a wooded tract. Feb 23:1
Great Neck Record Index - 1989

School Bd announces plans for May election. Mar 23:1
Tully announces financial aid to GN schools. Apr 27:1
Bd of Ed presents policy on pupil placement. May 4:3
Hispanic Task Force hears Sup't Shine. May 4:21
Proposed school budget before voters May 17. May 11:1
Three PTA's endorse policy on placement. May 18:3
Bd of Ed discusses pressure on HS Juniors. Jun 1:1
Bd rescinds Alger property sale plan. Jun 15:2
Creative writing award to be given in memory of Sylvia Cassedy. Jun 15:8
GN's reaction to Regents cancellation. Jun 29:1
Mona Fuchs looks forward to 3rd term as Pres. of Bd. Sep 7:1
Major renovations at GNNHS. Sep 7:1
LI Monthly ranks South HS in top 10. Sep 7:3
School Bd announces eligibility policy on free and reduced meals. Sep 14:7
N. Middle School wins award for yearbook. Oct 19:4
GN Public Schools to start year-long celebration of 175th anniversary. Nov 30:22
St. Aloysius Parish school to close. Dec 28:1
School Board divided over smoking policy. Dec 28:3

SCHOOLS-CURRICULUM & PROGRAMS
South HS presents The Barber of Seville. Mar 9:3
GN Adult Ed & LWV set waste management course. Mar 16:4
Adult Ed. course tackles garbage problems. Mar 30:3
COPAY & South HS sponsor drama about drugs. Apr 20:18
School Bd. listens to Hispanic Task Force. Oct 12:3

SCHOOLS-FACULTY & STUDENTS
Joanna Miller named Principal of Baker School. Feb 2:1
Two new coordinators apptd. in Adult Ed. Mar 2:12
GN schools have 14 Merit Finalists. Mar 9:1
GN student probably has measles. Apr 13:1
24% of Class of 1989 are Regents Scholars. Apr 13:3
Ted Kuczinski to be honored at dinner/dance. Apr 20:21
North Olympiad team captures first place. Apr 27:1
Elsy Morales outstanding adult student for 1989. Apr 6:8
North HS has a special day. Apr 27:18
Seventy-four GN Middle School students took honors in Science Olympiads. Jun 15:6
Merit scholarship program cites 38 students. Oct 12:3
GN students "Speakout" on drugs. Nov 9:3
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SPORTS
GN Icettes (photo.) Apr 13:56
David Chodosch, GN South student & soccer player to compete in Europe. May 4:64
Russians (Odessa Sailing Team) coming to Lake Success. Jun 8:48
Indoor tennis becomes a community issue. Jul 27:1
North football team is conference champs. Nov 16:1

SYNAGOGUES
Hazel Duke of NAACP to speak at Martin Luther King Beth El service. Jan 12:1
Village Board asks Meshedi Temple Group for impact statement. Feb 9:1
Temple Emanuel presents Dr. Henry Kissinger. Feb 16:1
Hundreds attend annual GN Rabbinic Dialogue. Feb 16:3
Kissinger draws record breaking audience. Mar 16:2
Series on Jews in Russia at Temple Beth-El. Mar 23:17
College guidance evening set by Temple Beth-El. Apr 6:4
GN residents at Interfaith Conference. Apr 20:4
Temple Israel presents Abba Eban. May 18:1
Temple Beth-El to mark 60th anniversary. Jun 1:3
Beth-El marks 25th anniversary of "Freedom Summer." Jun 8:1
Meshedi Synagogue still on hold. Sep 21:1
Meshedi Synagogue proposal defended. Sep 28:1
Temple Emmanuel will present Dr. Jean Kirkpatrick. Oct 5:1
Zoning Bd. provides specific criticism of Meshedis' statement Oct 12:1
Third Beth El series focuses on environment. Nov 16:1
Israel Bond reception to honor 5 couples. Nov 23:21

TELEVISION
Chefs of GN aired by GNV Business Assoc. on TV 44. Jul 6:3
How to enjoy Community Access TV. Dec 7:4a

THEATER AND DRAMA
GN House Players has new Director. Jan 19:4
Children's Theatre has new director. Feb 23:1
Isn't it Romantic at GN House. Feb 23:13
Comedy by GN writer Selwyn Mills. Mar 23:4
GN's Oscar Brand in musical revival. Mar 23:4
GN North presents Bye-Bye Birdie. May 11:12
GN South presents Pippin. May 11:20
GN Theatre Guild to present Shayna Maidel. May 18:3
Great Neck Record Index - 1989

Level sets a Deathtrap. May 18:4
GN's performing artists. Jun 15:17
GN House players present "Pine Cones." Oct 19:4
GN Theatre Guild's Shadow Box. Oct 26:14

TRANSPORTATION
LIRR to improve public address system. Jul 20:1
Repairs delay traffic on Northern Blvd. Jul 20:1

US MERCHANT MARINE
Merchant Marine Museum announces its honorees. Mar 30:18
Chaplain's artwork on display at USMMA Museum. Apr 6:2
Soviet-Jewish professor welcomed. Jun 15:6
Admiral Trost USN will address Mariners. Jun 15:6
Dr. Gitman retires from USMMA. Jun 22:4
First female athletic director. Ag 10:15

VILLAGES-GN
Court fines agent but problems persist in Academy Apts. Jan 5:1
Progress seen in Academy Apts. Jan 26:1
Academy Apts case nearing completion. Feb 16:1
Academy Apts owner fined $500. Mar 23:1
Village extends sewer moratorium. Mar 23:1
Village Court hears case of unleashed dogs. Mar 23:1
Hutchinson Ct case to be heard April 26th. Apr 20:1
Better Govt Party nominate slate. Apr 20:21
New parking policy for business employees. May 4:1
Village Hall belongs to the residents (ed.) Jun 1:22
Three villages hold elections June 20. Jun 15:1
Two groups of neighbors block subdivisions. Jun 29:1
Judge Miskin wraps up Academy Apts. case. Jul 13:1
Judge Miskin rejects motion to dismiss dog case. Jul 13:1

VILLAGES-GN ESTATES
New Village Hall for GN Estates. Feb 2:1
Committee to save & restore Village Hall. May 4:1
Landmark status for Village Hall. May 18:1
Village Hall issue dominates meeting. Jun 15:3
GN Estates replacing streetlights. Jul 20:1
Resident mugged in driveway. Ag 10:1
Citizen's group files for historical status for GN Estate's Village Hall. Oct 19:3
Mayor reverses his position on village hall. Nov 16:1
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Plaza sets up public hearing on Business Improvement District. Nov 30:4

VILLAGES-GN PLAZA
Developers still eye GN Plaza. Apr 20:1
Mayor Gussack responds to resident's letter. Apr 20:22
Conditions set for proposed condo. May 4:3
Office ban on use of styrofoam. May 4:17
UCF & GN Plaza hold Antique Fair. May 18:1
Forum on asbestos problems. May 25:5
Plaza acts to ease parking for shoppers. May 25:7
GN Plaza cites mall owners for violations. Jun 22:1
What's happening to Kensington-Johnson? Jun 29:1
Middle Neck Bridge to be reconstructed. Jun 29:1
Village of GN Plaza saves half million. Jun 29:2
Plaza Bd. discusses caterer's relocation. Jul 13:1
GN Plaza facilitates lot parking. Jul 27:1
Plaza landlord sues Chase Manhattan Bank. Ag 10:1
Bridge project ready to proceed. Ag 24:1
Plaza sets rules on newspaper vending racks. Sep 14:3
Barstow Rd residents protest traffic plan. Sep 28:3
Angle parking proposed for Schenck Ave. Oct 12:1
Plaza set to begin 4 hour parking. Oct 12:1
Area designated as Business Improvement District. Nov 9:3
Judge Tenenbaum declares owners of North Shore Mart guilty of violations. Nov 23:1
Plaza trustees amend zoning regulations. Dec 14:3

VILLAGES-KENSINGTON
Mayor to ask Village Bd to reconsider Dec 19 Referendum. Jan 12:1
Board votes to rescind Referendum. Jan 26:1
Candidates announce position. Mar 16:1
Voters approve bond issuances. Mar 23:1
Gun permit denied K. resident. Ju 29:2
Board votes delay of new real estate assessment. Oct 26:3
Trustees send letter critical of Bd. colleague. Nov 30:3

VILLAGES-KINGS POINT
Three villages hold elections June 20. Jun 15:1

VILLAGES-LAKE SUCCESS
Three villages hold elections June 20. Jun 15:1
LS appoints John Dominsky to Administrator post. Ag 24:1
VILLAGES-RUSSELL GARDENS
Alice Fishman leaving the office of Mayor. Apr 13:1

VILLAGES-SADDLE ROCK
Grist Mill will grind again. Jul 6:1

VILLAGES-THOMASTON
Mayor proud of drain project. Jan 26:1
Village sues Briggs Leasing. Ag 10:1

VILLAGES-UNINCORPORATED
Harbor Hills alive with sound of anger. Jun 1:1
Allenwood Civic Assoc. wins moratorium on demolition of homes to build larger ones. Nov 30:1

WASTE DISPOSAL
LWV involved in waste management. May 25:28

WATER SUPPLY
Water resources workshop (ed.) Apr 13:24
Drinking water contamination: how serious? May 11:28
Water table. (ed.) May 25:28
Manhasset-Lakeville Water District to begin $10 million renovation. Jun 1:3
Threat to our water supply (ed). Jun 8:22
Water Authority of GN North completes negotiations to acquire Citizens Water Co. Sep 14:1
New state water crisis law enacted. Sep 14:3
Authority votes take-over Citizens Water Co. Sep 28:1
Public take-over of Citizens Water Co. (ed). Sep 28:28

WEATHER
Historic tree damages dental office in powerful storm.
Mar 30:1

WOMEN
GN delegation returns from Feminist meeting in Jerusalem.
Feb 16:11
Regular Features
At the Library
Community Calendar
Places & things to visit
People in the News
Police Report
Sports

ACCIDENTS
Middle Neck Rd. claims another life. Feb 15:1
Middle Neck Rd. fatality ignites community. Feb 22:1
Demonstrators protest road fatalities. Mar 8:1
Pedestrian safety group expresses indignation. May 31:1
Update on pedestrian safety on Middle Neck Rd. June 7:3
Community awaits report on pedestrian safety. July 26:1
Two GN students injured in Oxford accident. July 26:3
Pedestrians perplexed by new crosswalks. Sep 13:1
Kings Point body remains unidentified. Sep 20:10
Community awaits report on pedestrian safety. Oct 11:1
Traffic Director interviewed on road safety. Oct 18:1

ART & ARTISTS
Sylvia Harnick's art given wide exposure. May 3:23
Artist network mixes art and science. May 3:26
Bill Gottlieb at GN Camera Club. May 10:20
Nature's Last Cry, winning name for sculpture. Aug 30:47
GN Artist Network at Chelsea Center. Aug 16:4
Barry (Schenck) shoots his friends. (photos). Aug 16:20
Marjorie Portnow featured in The American Artist. Sep 20:21
Liz Gribin's imagery captivates judges. Oct 11:10
Met Museum brings Japanese art to GN. Oct 18:12
Artist Network of GN awards prizes for work at Chelsea Mansion. Oct 25:4

AUTHORS
Bletter, Diane. Book on 60 Jewish women. Feb 8:1
Summers, Ellen. GN poet wins award. Apr 19:4
Local author, Ernst Pawel, is biographer of Herzl. Mar 3:14
Murray Osborne, playwright. May 10:10
GN teacher, Dr Liliane Lazar, writes book on France. May 10:34
Dan Raviv co-authors book on Israeli spies. July 12:1
Michael Waldman's guide to S & L scandal. Nov 22:3
BUSINESS
Merchants protest new parking restrictions along GN stretch of Northern Blvd. Jan 4:3
DOT plan allows some parking on Northern Blvd. Jan 25:1
Community leaders focus on business failures. Feb 15:1
GN businesses prepare themselves for smoke free environment Mar 29:3
GN employers implement State's new anti-smoking rules. Apr 19:1
Unisys defends its ethics amid federal suit. May 3:17
GN restaurants adjust to new conditions. May 31:3
GN merchants focus on creative promotions. July 5:2
GN firm provides lobbyists on a state level. Aug 2:2
International Kosher abounds in GN. Aug 16:2
Gasoline prices vary in GN area. Aug 16:3
Last Kosher butcher in GN. Sep 13L:49
Woolworth slated to close soon. Dec 13:3

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
GNCC will kick off 75th year celebration. Jan 11:1
Orenstein describes impact of substance abuse. June 7:3
Hears Dr. Gordon Danby, inventor of Maglev System. July 12:1
GNCC honors Joseph Borzell. Dec.13:2

CHURCHES
St Paul's Zion plans Dr. Martin Luther King project. Jan 11:2
Clergymen will speak at Interfaith Dialogue. Feb 1:3
Local black religious leaders respond to Mandela's release. Feb 15:1
Oleg Cassini at the Blessing of Animals. May 10:48
Father Dunn retires as St. Aloysius pastor. June 7:1
GN family hosts Philippine bishop. Nov 8:2
All faiths at St. Aloysius service. Nov 22:2

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
Designer Bazaar to benefit Ronald McDonald House. Jan 4:3
SANE/FREEZE membership heard Rev. Carter on peace economy project. Jan 11:2
Amnesty Int. Of GN hears Chinese student leaders. Jan 25:1
Womanspace program on Central America. Feb 1:15
GN Ski Patrol to the rescue! Mar 1:10
GN rotarians focuses on gift of life. Mar 8:28
Agency provides haven for abused. Mar 15:3
Red Cross month focuses attention of GN officers volunteers. Mar 15:21
Child care available for working parents. Mar 22:3
Campaign organized to register 18 yr olds. Mar 22:4
CMP hosts meeting on child care. Apr 5:22
League sponsors water resource meeting. Apr 26:1
GN Amnesty Int.’s interest in Kenyan student. May 31:38
Local orgs. offer day care training. June 28:6,10
GN Amnesty meets Sri Lanka officials. July 12:18
SANE/FREEZE holds Hiroshima Day remembrance. Aug 16:2
Womanspace celebrates women's equality day. Aug 16:4
UCF launches 27th fund raising campaign. Sep 20:3
GLWV participates in recycling project. Sep 27:3
Volunteering in GN. Sep 27:15
GN SANE/Freeze looks at Gulf crisis. Oct 18:3
GN SANE/Freeze hold meeting on Gulf crises options. Nov 8:3

CRIME
Beware of purse snatching from cars. Feb 8:3
Sixth precinct reports prostitution arrest. Feb 8:17
Police report series of similar robberies. Apr 5:12
Swastikas painted on building. Apr 19:2
Police arrest suspect in series of robberies. Apr 19:3
Spanish speaking pair rob GN Hispanic. May 3:10
Miss Liberty (stolen statue) looks over GN again. July 12:3
KP police & doctor's son foil armed robbery attempt. July 12:3
Gang called TMR. (op-ed). Aug 9:25
Prostitution arrests at "massage parlors." Sep 13:3
Murderer of GN teacher sentenced. Sep 20:3
Jury acquits man charged with shooting GN man. Oct 25:3

DEATHS
Ainslie, James V. Jan 18:8
Aitken, Florence. Dec 6:22
Allison, Ethel R. Sep 6:8
Apanof, Lena J. July 12:5
Avrech, Jack. Feb 15:12
Bloomgarden, Clara Belenky. Oct 25:8
Boza, Isabelle. Mar 8:20
Butner, Benjamin. May 17:12
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Butner, Dorothy. Nov 1:24
Comer, Miriam M. Dec 6:22
Chalaux, Louis. Mar 15:18
Chalfin, Morris. Aug 2:23
Chapman, Lenore. Dec 20:14
Chestwood, Thomas. May 10:12
Cohen, Captain Kenneth. Oct 11:4
Corley, Mark R. Feb 8:17
DeOliva, Gladys E. Mar 1:8
Doskow, Samuel Dr. May 10:12
Edinburgh, Albert Dr. Dec 20:14
Fontanella, Edmund. Apr 12:29
Friedberg, Mary Louise. Feb 22:10
Fritz, Blanche. June 21:41
Gerstein, Sara Calloway. Dec 6:22
Golding (Abrahams), Roslyn. Sep 13:21
Hall, Ed. June 14:1
Henricksen, Ole B. June 7:19
Henry, Lawrence G. Apr 5:10
Hoey, Edward. Jan 11:10
Israel, Marian. Aug 9:1
Johnson, Greta S. May 10:12
Kovner, Max. Apr 5:10
Lawson, Robley. Apr 19:10
Liebertz, Isabelle. Feb 1:29
Mammen, Edward W. Apr 12:29
Marks, Franklin R. Feb 15:12
Massaro, Theresa M. June 7:19
Mclintock, Gordon, Vice-Admiral. May 3:1
Meyer, Doris M. Jan 11:10
Miller, Bessie. June 7:19
O'Connor, Marion. Feb 1:29
O'Flanagan, Brian. Sep 6:8
Pignatello, Matilda. May 24:27
Rechler, Daniel. Nov 1:24
Rieders, Herbert. Dec 6:22
Roberts, Chester. Feb 8:17
Savage, Ann M. Sep 13:21
Schoenfeld, John B. Feb 8:17
Seiderman, Bernard. Dec 13:14
Semouha, Selim. Sep 27:16
Shanahan, Hannah. Oct 11:4
Singer, Marcia Lynn. Dec 6:22
Tilles, Gilbert. Nov 22:1
Wallace, James J. Jan 18:8
Weinman, Martin A. Apr 19:10
Willenbecker, Elsie L. Mar 22:32
Winslow, Agatha. May 17:12

ELECTIONS
Candidates line up in Village elections. Jan 18:1

ENVIRONMENT
Ocean disposal (op-ed). Jan 11:12
Purex cleanup project (op-ed). Jan 25:16
Mitchel Field Water Cleanup (op-ed) Feb 1:16
Supt. Zwirn outlines garbage solutions. Feb 15:2
Can Mitchel Water cleanup be i. Feb 15:18
Video kit available on Nassau's water. Mar 1:6
Bottled water is not safer. (op-ed) Mar 1:18
Another threat to the ocean. (op-ed). Apr 5:24
Dredge spoil in LI Sound. (op-ed). Apr 19:2-
You can't stop progress. (op-ed). May 3:24
Stone Hill Forest revisited. May 17:17
GN League member reports on recycling. May 31:3
Oil spills in Manhasset Bay? June 28:28
Fountains of life. July 12:22
Dilemmas of a different stripe.(op-ed). Aug 16:24
Trash bashing. (op-ed) Sep 6:24
Water testing labs should be licensed (op-ed). Sep 27:20
Elms make a comeback in GN. Oct 25:1
GNLWV studies local waste management. Nov 1:28
Nassau's major water supply problem (op-ed). Nov 29:24
Nassau's major water supply problem, pt. 2. Dec 20:20

FIRE DISTRICTS
Local Fire Dept. responds to call to assist jet crash
Feb 1:3
Kings Point house destroyed by fire. Mar 15:3
Two stores damaged by fire. Mar 22:3
Alert Fire Dept. fights blaze probably caused by lightning.
Mar 29:3
Quick action saves animals in pet store. Apr 5:3
KP fire set by arsonist says Nassau Fire Marshall.
Apr 12:1
Manhasset-Lakeville fights fire at school. June 14:14
MLFD battles blaze at 112 Hillpark Ave. June 28:4
Manhasset-Lakeville fights fire at UNISYS. Aug 9:1
Lake Success landmark badly damaged by fire. Aug 9:3
Vigilant video wins national award. Sep 20:6
Feaster elected Manhasset-Lakeville president. Oct 11:6
Alert Co. fights 2 suspicious fires. Nov 29:1
Comm. Frank Gould seeks reelection. Dec 6:4

GREAT NECK
GN's 66th Memorial Day observance. May 24:1
GN's growing awareness of its architectural heritage.
June 14:2

GREAT NECK LIBRARY
Looking for library support in Albany (photo). Mar 22:21
Au revoir to Beulah Keenan. May 3:31
Film showing protested (letter). Sep 27:20
Against film censorship. (letter). Oct 11:24
Insensitivity charged (letter). Oct 18:24
Laserdiscs and libraries (letter). Dec 20:20

GREAT NECK LIBRARY-PROGRAMS
Library will mail books to homebound residents. Jan 4:6
Library celebrates Chinese new year. Jan 11:3
Reservable video service. Aug 9:12

GREAT NECK POST OFFICE
GN Post Office celebrates its 50th. Oct 18:2

HEALTH
Hospital disaster plan went into action. Feb 1:1
Ben Zwirn chairs hearing on AIDS crisis. May 3:1
North Shore doctor gives new hope to adolescents with
incurable disease. June 29:3
New head injury center opens on Community Dr. June 28:31
David Zamchik chooses tennis over bypass surgery. Aug 16:48

HEATING OIL
GN legislators ask investigation of rising home-heating
oil prices. Jan 18:3

MUSIC
GN Choir sings major parts in cantata based on King's life.
Feb 22:1
New orchestra in GN. Mar 22:24
Musicale benefits group for mentally ill. May 31:10
GN Philharmonic launched. Oct 18:1
GN Community Concerts presents Beaux Arts Trio. Nov 8:18
Nassau Symph. presents Siegmeister flute concerto. Dec 6:37
45 yrs. of songs on Oscar Brand's show. Dec 6:37
GN Philharmonic to play at Tilles. Dec 20:4

NORTH HEMPSTEAD, TOWN
Winds of change in NH. Jan 4:1
Guarino, Cunningham, DaVanzo sworn in. Jan 4:1
NH fills Zoning Board vacancies. Jan 4:9
Civics lesson, politics enliven Board meeting. Jan 18:6
Zwirn to head County Supervisor Comm. on Health & welfare. Jan 18:6
GN group registers protest with Zwirn concerning his housing-for-homeless decision. Feb 22:1
Making Middle Neck Rd safer for pedestrians. Mar 15:1
Demolition and construction moratorium extended. Mar 22:1
County sets aside GN Manor site for homeless family. Apr 12:1
Trees are in the news. Apr 19:1
Town to fix street lights on Middle Neck Rd. Apr 26:1
Village officials discuss landfill tipping fees. May 3:4
Officials demand unification of entire Town Board. May 17:3
Unlikely alliance benefits home for homeless. July 5:3
Homeless vote passes 3-2. July 19:1
Town Board to hold indoor-tennis hearing. Aug 23:3
Town acts to save its trees. Sep 13:2
Claire I. Weinberg, candidate for judge. Sep 20:1
Town could use funds. Sep 20:5
Lt Gov Lundine comes to support environmental bond. Oct 25:3
Recycling: Acting locally, thinking globally. Nov 22:3
Town publishes recycling study. Nov 29:5

OLD AGE
Plaza Nursing Home receives accreditation. Jan 4:8
Projecting senior citizen needs in the 1990's. Jan 11:3
Day care for frail elderly to open in GN. May 24:6

PARK DISTRICT
Discussion of indoor tennis court resumed. Jan 25:1
Park Bd. to survey public support for indoor tennis complex. Feb 8:1
Park Bd. sets hearing on pool renovation. Mar 1:3
Park Comm. policies come under increased public review. Mar 29:1
Community plunges into pool debate. Apr 5:1
Indoor-tennis public hearing set for June 4. May 24:1
Both sides of the indoor-tennis controversy. May 31:24
Indoor tennis proponents take the lead. June 7:1
Park Commissioners approve indoor tennis. June 21:1
GN banks support summer entertainment. June 28:2
It's a "Wild West" 4th of July. June 28:2
Registration should take place in evening (letter). June 28:28
Two candidates announce for Park Commissioner. Sept 6:1
Town Bd. authorizes indoor tennis bond. Sep 20:1
Park Comm. election heats up. Oct 18:3
Park District investigates purchasing Peninsula Club property in Thomaston. Oct 25:1
Park candidates address issues. Nov 1:3
Peninsula property. Nov 22:1
Park Comm election heats up. Nov 29:1
Peninsula Club accepts Park offer. Dec 6:1
Comm. Hirsch wins election. Dec 13:1
Park Bd votes purchase of pool club. Dec 27:1

PEOPLE
Borzell, Joe. Salesman. Dec 20:1
Brand, Oscar. Anniversary. Sep 27:1
Camnitzer, Luis. Champions freedom of expression. Se 27:1
Carlson, Joel. Reunited with Mandelas. Apr 5:1
Cleave, Mary. Astronaut. Mar 15:21
Collado, Janis. ORT Woman of the Year. Apr 19:15
Dobkin, William. Award. Nov 29:3
Fenig, Doris. Honored by AJC. June 28:37
Goldman, Mitchell. A. M.D. Dec 6:40
Kaplan, Peter B. Height photographer. Sept 6:2
Noor, Ibrahim. Fight against apartheid. July 26:2
Perret, Jean. Wins $3M lottery. Feb 1:1
Rapoport, Dr. Mark. Comm. Westchester Co. May 17:3
Romaine, Shirley. Wins grant. Aug 16:26
Salcius, Almus. Lithuanian. Mar 8:1
Schiff Fortson, Jayne Dr. Dermatologist. Nov 8:4
Udow, Rosalyn. Highest Award. Oct 11:10
Ullman, Julian. Mellman Award. Oct 25:2
Weinberg, Sanford I. Regional ADL pres. May 3:16

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Congressional races take shape in GN. May 17:1
State Sen Padavan to seek 10th term. June 28:12
Candidates in tri-county district vie for GN votes on Nov. 6. Nov 1:1
Mrazek Senate hopes discussed locally. Dec 27:1

POLICE
GN Estates police converts to 9mm handgun. June 28:23

REAL ESTATE
It's getting tough to sell a house. Aug 16:1
One man's campaign to lower co-op/condo real estate taxes. Aug 16:1
Architects were wrong (letter). Aug 16:24
Architectural hypocrisy (letter) Sep 16:44
Architects review ARB. Sep 20:2

SCHOOLS
School Board considers stricter smoking policy. Jan 18:3
Hebrew Academy sues Kings Point Village. Feb 22:1
Bd. of Ed. focuses on smoking policy. Feb 22:6
School budget under review. Apr 5:6
Possible TB case at South HS. Apr 12:1
School district wins asbestos settlement. May 10:1
Bd. of Ed. acts on 2 top officials. May 17:20
St. Aloysius graduates its last class. June 14:1
GN teachers get 3 year contract. Oct 25:3
School District braced for cuts. Dec 6:3

SCHOOLS-CURRICULUM & PROGRAMS
North Middle School's yearbook wins another award for excellence. Jan 11:3
Celebration 1990. (photos). May 10:2
SCHOOLS-FACULTY & STUDENTS
Anthony Korahais chosen for National Orchestra. Feb 8:16
Supt Shine receives honors award. Mar 22:3
GN student, Sharon Kahn, soloist with LI Orchestra. June 7:14
Four grads win Barstow Award. June 21:1
Graduation speeches. June 21:1
Bd. rehires Alfred Ruesch. Dec 13:28

SPORTS
Plaza bike race thrills crowds. July 5:48
GN karate students capture regional medals. July 26:48

SYNAGOGUES
Special service set to honor Dr. King. Jan 4:1
Clergymen will speak at Interfaith Dialogue. Feb 1:3
Temple Emmanuel's Spanish roots exhibit. Apr 5:3
Temple Emanuel co-sponsors holocaust series. Apr 12:6
Three temples to hold joint Sabbath service. Apr 26:1
Anti-semites focus of talk at T. Emmanuel. May 3:8
Meshedi Community revises plans for temple. May 17:1
Zoning Bd. wont issue reaction on Meshedi DEIS. Aug 16:3
Beth-El Cong helps 2 emigre families. Sep 6:3
Our Iranian-Jewish neighbors' other address. (ed.) Sep 20:20
Temple sponsors Iraq crisis report. Oct 18:1
Holocaust survivor sponsors Jewish-Latvian children's choir
Oct 25:2
Julian Bond to speak at Temple Emanuel. Oct 25:2
Zoning Bd. authorizes Meshedi Temple's impact statement for public review. Nov 8:1
Latvian Children's Choir. Nov 8:2
Refusenik to speak at Emanuel. Nov 22:21
Beth El welcomes its Russian members. Nov 29:24
Israel's Premier to speak at Beth El. Dec 6:1
Meshedi Temple application completes a stage. Dec 6:3
Thousands hear Shamir in GN. Dec 13:1
GN's Seymour Reich leads deleges to Vatican meeting.
Dec 20:1
Young Israel's Temple expansion plan rejected. Dec 27:3

TELEVISION
Channel 44 presents woman's triumph over tragedy. Nov 8:4
THEATER AND DRAMA
Italian American Reconciliation at GN House.  Mar 8:20

TRANSPORTATION
Parking on Northern Blvd. (ed).  Jan 11:12
LIRR summer schedule curtailed.  June 14:1
Middle Neck Rd. RR bridge project on track.  July 5:1

US MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY
Maritime Museum Ball to honor Walter Cronkite.  Mar 1:1
Chrysler Mansion site of Marine Museum Ball.  Mar 15:3
How Museum Ball grew from a small party.  Mar 22:1
Ball to "pave way" for Maritime Museum.  Apr 12:3
Nation's first female ship pilot.  Apr 26:1
Former Superintendent dies at 87.  May 3:1
Sec. of Trans. to address USMM graduates.  June 14:4
Museum's response to Britain on trophy.  June 28:1
USMMA 1st academy to appoint female athletic director.  July 12:3
USMMA receives grant for new computer lab.  July 12:5
Curator Frank Braynor.  Aug 23:2
Community open house.  Sep 13:3
Kings Point Federal Maritime Academy reacted to Desert Shield mobilization.  Nov 8:1
Hales Trophy is lost.  Nov 8:3

VILLAGES-GN
Residents oppose neighbors' property plans.  Feb 1:1
Moratorium and code changes gain momentum.  Mar 15:3
Village considers moratorium.  Mar 29:2
GN adopts moratorium.  Apr 12:1
Village considers its architectural future.  May 10:1
Village elections to be held June 19.  June 7:1
Growing awareness of architectural heritage.  June 14:2
Civic Assoc. elects offices for 1990.  June 14:8
Architectural Review Board reviewed.  June 21:2
Old Village adopts Architectural Review.  July 5:2
Architects discuss Review Boards.  Aug 2:3
K. acknowledges its babies.  Sep 27:3

VILLAGES-ALLENWOOD
Allenwood promotes its environmental agenda.  July 19:1
VILLAGES-GN ESTATES
Village considers renovating Village Hall. June 21:1
GN Estates acts to save trees. Oct 11:90
GN Estates passes tree removal moratorium. Nov 1:3
Two candidates announce for trustee. Dec 20:1
Two trustees to retire. Dec 27:2

VILLAGES-GN PLAZA
Plaza’s Residents Party announces candidates. Feb 8:1
GN Plaza vs. North Shore Mart. Mar 15:1
GN Plaza prosecutor resigns. Mar 29:1
Middle Neck Bridge Renovation Project begins. Apr 19:1
GN Plaza shelves Schenck parking plan. Jun 14:6
GN’s first condominium auction. Aug 2:1
GN’s distinctive office building. Aug 9:2
Village mourns Trustee Marian Israel. Aug 9:1
GN Plaza cuts vacancy rate by 50%. Aug 23:1
Plaza considers new street sweeping regs. Sep 6:3
Plaza increases residents' parking. Sep 13:3
Plaza considers noise abatement. Dec 20:2
Progress on Middle Neck Rd. Bridge. Dec 27:1
Plaza fines North Shore Mart. Dec 27:3

VILLAGES-KENSINGTON
K. will have a contested election. Jan 11:1
Contractor suspends K. project. Jan 11:1
K. has another contested election. Mar 1:1
Only K. has a choice. Mar 15:1
New mayor makes appointments. Apr 12:1
Kensington-Johnson property on the block. Apr 26:1
K. declares contractor defaulted. May 31:2
Taking quiet road toward finishing roads. Aug 9:1

VILLAGES-KINGS POINT
KP home wins award. Nov 8:34

VILLAGES-LAKE SUCCESS
Residents oppose neighbors' property plans. Feb 1:1
LS wins land use victory. Mar 22:1
LS prepares for village election. Apr 26:1
LS voters meet village candidates. May 3:1
Village responds to sex discrimination charges. June 28:4
Four trustees resign. July 26:1
Golf links LS with its past. July 26:11
Village drops health insurance for officials. Aug 23:1

VILLAGES-SADDLE ROCK
Wheels of Grist Mill Project grind on. July 26:3

VILLAGES-THOMASTON
Thomaston begins work to spare a tree. Apr 19:1
GN looks at its open space. May 31:1
Debates future of club property. June 14:3
Openness & open space debate. June 14:30
Water Comm supports acquis. of pool property. June 21:1
Turned-off Thomastonians turn out on bond issues. July 5:3
We wont quit on quince tree. Sep 27:1
Sealing material causes damage. Nov 1:3

VILLAGES-UNINCORPORATED
Harbor Hills residents say "enough is enough." Aug 30:3

WATER SUPPLY
Water Authority of GN North completes public takeover of Citizens. Jan 11:1
GN water companies report on quality, supply. May 10:3
Manhasset-Lakeville lifts water hook-up moratorium. May 31:8
Water Authority sponsors community forum. June 7:2
County studies GN's water supply. Aug 30:1
ABORTION
Defense of Womanspace ad (letter). Aug 15:16

ACCIDENTS
Fatal accident on Bayview Ave. Jan 31:2

ART & ARTISTS
Paul Petroff, photographer, exhibits in Mexico. Feb 14:39
Regina Gil & Doris Title exhibit at Y. Apr 11:18
Liz Gribin selected for award winners showcase. May 30:12
Doris Title gets top prize. June 13:27
Arts Center maintains its cultural mission. Jul 11:3
Harry Lieberman retrospective in NY. Aug 22:4
Arts & artists thrive in GN. Sep 5:2
Met. exhibit inc local artist, Marjorie Portnow. Aug 29:2

AUTHORS
Unger, Bob: Tune in to Success. Mar 14:2
Hurwitz, Johanna. Anne Frank: Life in hiding. Apr 11:12

BUSINESS
Flood of new GN stores continues amid some local retail casualties. Jan 17:2
BID budget approved by board. Jan 17:28
Magic of Miniatures (dollhouses). Apr 11:2
Gulotta to address Old Village Business Assoc. Apr 25:2
The North Shore Mart is in receivership. May 2:1
GN health consortium runs a contest. May 2:31
Iranian royalty visits GN salon. May 9:2
Gulotta: GN will be part of recovery. May 16:2
New security appears at Mart. June 20:3
Sigmund's: death of a gourmet dream. Jul 11:1
Vanderbilt Club faces closing. Jul 11:3
New restaurants open in GN. Aug 1:2
Vacant Mart stores are available. Aug 8:1
Drive the recovery by shopping locally. Aug 8:1
Daruma's annual anniversary party. Aug 15:2
Alphagraphics off and running. Aug 22:2
Office space in demand here. Aug 22:3
Squires gone, will be missed. Aug 29:3
Renaissance on Cutter Mill Rd. Sep 12:2
Unisys names new president. Sep 12:2
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Two guys from GN start agency.  Sep 19:2
Now 'Unisys' is gone from GN.  Oct 10:1
Business Ass'n to honor Capt. Renick.  Oct 24:2
Fighting recession with quality (Male Trend II).  Nov 7:2
Fighting recession with craftsmanship.  Nov 14:2
Vacant stores & high rentals.  Nov 14:3
Opening of North Street Grill sizzles.  Dec 19:2
Business acumen & warm heart (KJP Group).  Dec 26:2

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Asking for help finding jobs.  Oct 24:3
Harold Saper chosen.  Nov 14:3

CHURCHES
Tributes to Martin Luther King, Jr.  Jan 10:3
St. Paul's AME Zion burns mortgage.  June 20:2
Korean Catholic Community joins St. Alyosius.  June 20:19
SONO seeks home.  Aug 1:3
League shops for environment.  Sep 12:3
League conducts precycling tours.  Nov 28:26
SONO hosts inaugural reception.  Dec 12:3

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
GN Amnesty group gets news of Albanian prisoner's release.  Jan 10:28
GN Amnesty hears Sri Lanka speaker.  Feb 14:8
GN UCF honors Leonard Spelman.  Apr 11:3
Lions flip for Senior Center benefit.  Apr 18:2
UCF honors George Schuman.  Apr 25:3
Anna Quindlen breaks Womanspace records.  May 9:3
League considers women and poverty.  May 16:3
GN veterans group is recharged.  May 23:3
Amnesty Int. hears a torture victim.  May 23:3
AJC honors 3 women.  May 30:4
Amnesty Int.'s 30th anniversary.  June 27:8
Ronald McDonald House to burn mortgage.  July 18:3
SANE/Freeze to commemorate Hiroshima.  Aug 1:12
COPAY in its 22nd year of service.  Aug 15:5
New club for parents.  Aug 22:3
GN SANE/FREEZE commemoration.  Aug 29:4
Wonan space in its second decade.  Aug 29:5
UCF gifts report: We have to do better.  Oct 17:1
A night for community solidarity (Celini Lodge).  Oct 17:1
Holiday motivates creative giving. Nov 28:3
Tis the season for giving in GN. Dec 12:2

Community Planning  see REGIONAL PLANNING

CONSERVATION
Environmental terrorism (op-ed). Mar 7:24
Lime is better than lye (J. Kane). Aug 15:16
Water conservation (J. Kane). Sep 12:18
GN leads the way against chlorine. Oct 3:20
Hazards of sodium hydroxide (J. Kane). Nov 14:24
Water exchange would help us & NYC. Dec 5:18

CRIME
Queens gang preyed in GN. Jan 3:1
Nassau police fire 6th precinct officer. Jan 3:3
Cocaine Lab discovery unsettles neighbors. Mar 14:3
Police jail man who terrorized area. Mar 28:2
GN Estates doctor foils armed robbery. Apr 18:2
School play robbed. May 17:3
Community response to crime (ed.). Jul 25:16
Permit now needed for burglar alarms. Oct 3:26
32 hours Bates Rd. won't forget. Oct 17:2
Synagogue robbed again. Oct 17:3
Ordeal confirmed convictions (Bates Rd.). Oct 31:1
Attempted murder (Hakimian). Nov 14:3
Three houses of worship are burglarized. Nov 21:1
Marion Brooks' body found. Nov 28:3
Local drug arrest. Dec 12:3
Officials discuss drug intruders. Dec 19:3
Arrest made in Spinney Hill case. Dec 19:3

DANCE
First Soviet-American ballet co. Aug 29:2A

DEATHS
Anajovich, Silvia. Apr 11:24
Beale, Mildred. Dec 5:12
Benedict, Edith. Apr 11:24
Berg, Bertha L. Jan 24:6
Black, William S. June 20:6
Bogg, Ridgley. Dr. May 16:1
Bolton, Harold Christie. Jan 31:12
Braden III, James S. Nov 21:8
Bruell, Eric. July 4:10
Buhler, Eleanor. Oct 31:37
Carlin, Lotty. June 6:18
Cassidy, Norma Cronin. June 20:6
Chaikin, Sol. Apr 11:1
Charvet, Jean Joseph. Apr 4:14
Dankel, Peter. Mar 14:4
Dennelly, Philip. Feb 21:8
Dittrick, Captain John. Mar 14:4
Donshik, Dr. Alexander. Nov 21:8
Filmus, Gladys. Dec 19:13
Flores, Esteranza. Mar 14:4
Guarino, Joseph. Feb 21:1
Helstein, Herbert. Mar 7:22
Hullinger, Katherine. June 20:6
Junken, Daniel. Mar 7:22
Kunis, Solomon. Dec 26:6
Lazaunik, Eleanor M. Oct 17:16
Levins, Marlene. Mar 14:4
Malman, Leon. Apr 18:27
Marshall, Helen. Jan 10:27
McGintee, Robert M. Apr 4:14
McKechnie. Jul 18:12
Mirsky, Morris. Dec 19:13
Mollin, Pearl. Feb 14:28
Noor, Ibrahim. Jul 11:16
Pergament, Louis. Jan 10:27
Raices, Sherley A. Sep 19:8
Reel, Monsignor Henry James. Feb 21:1
Ronsheim, Sally R. Jan 3:19
Serven, Margaret McGarry. Mar 7:22
Shanack, Leon K. Nov 14:6
Siegmeister, Elie. Mar 14:4
Siegmeister-Spelman, Betty F. Feb 14:28
Stamler, Larry. Dec 12:6
Tanner, Fay. Mar 21:10
Withopf, John. Apr 4:14

ELECTIONS
Three GN villages hold elections. June 13:3
LWV spotlights election ethics. Sep 19:3
Election overseers are in place. Nov 14:3

FILMS
Helene & Bill Susman's film wins oscar. Apr 18:10

FIRE DISTRICTS
GN Alert Fire Dept. honored (photos). Jan 17:8
Alert Juniors: 10 yrs. of service. Aug 29:2
GN Alert Juniors win trophies. Sep 26:1
Vigilants battle fire. Dec 19:3

GREAT NECK LIBRARY
Library's video tape policy (letter). Jan 3:20
Black Art show opens. Ivan Habershham honored. Jan 17:2
Book traces library's first 100 years. Jan 24:2
Nassau's unique libraries. Mar 7:5
Levels and SONO (Letter). Mar 28:20
Library Trustees consider expansion. July 4:1
Library expansion (letter). Aug 1:20
Library reports questionnaire responses. Aug 15:1
Dorothy Clark retires after 4 decades. Aug 22:2
Library expansion reviewed (letter). Sep 5:20
Evaluating library's plan (letter). Sep 12:18
Adieu, Allison Taylor. Oct 17:8
Library issues interim report. Oct 24:3

GULF WAR
LWV helps community air feeling about Persian Gulf War. Feb 21:3
Singing lawyers welcome home troops. Mar 14:2
Marine comes home to GN. Apr 18:1
May 27th parade to honor Gulf vets. Apr 25:1
Celebrating victory & homecoming. May 2:1
Welcome home Captain Marlene Gittens. May 30:1
Bruzells throws bash for the battalion. June 6:1
Unisys System excelled in Gulf War. Jul 18:2

HEALTH
Elderly patient's sight restored. Feb 14:2
Village considers cigarette machine ban. Feb 14:2
Plaza passes ban on cigarette machines. Mar 14:3
Alzheimer's facility added to Grace Plaza of GN. Aug 22:3
Visiting Nurses fills void in GN. Aug 22:20
Diagnostic imaging. Oct 3:18
GN Cardiovascular & Hypertension Center. Oct 3:19
Medical insurance kept down. Oct 10:3
Helping patients to remember (Grace Plaza). Oct 31:3
"Heart to home" trains caring people. Nov 21:2
Doctor states concern over TB. Dec 5:1
Gift of independence for disabled (SUN). Dec 19:2

HISTORY
Holocaust survivor's wife's statement. Apr 4:20

HOUSING
VGN provides low-rent housing. Sep 19:3

MIDDLE EAST
Eyes on Madrid Peace Meetings. Nov 7:3
Israeli residents express skepticism. Nov 7:20

MIDDLE NECK RD
Accord reached on Middle Neck Rd. Feb 7:1

MINORITY GROUPS
Russian emigres are cautious. Aug 29:1

MUSIC
GN Philharmonic will perform at USSMM. Feb 14:3
GN Symphony Young Musicians competition. Mar 21:5
Japanese string group performs in Plaza. Jul 25:2
GN Philharmonic to debut here. Aug 1:1
Philharmonic's stormy debut. Aug 15:3
That GN sound in music! (GN Community Concert). Nov 21:3

NASSAU COUNTY
Seniors programs funded. Jan 10:5
Calling all businesswomen. Jan 10:5
Property tax exemptions due. Jan 10:5
Health profession scholarships available. Jan 10:5
Thousands protest at budget hearing. Dec 12:1

NEW YORK STATE
New year ushers in many new laws. Jan 10:5
NEWSPAPERS

NORTH HEMPSTEAD, TOWN
GN mayors focus on landfill closing. Jan 31:2
Supervisor Zwirn remains an optimist. Feb 7:2
Harbor Hills vs. town and engineer. Feb 21:1
Allenwood moves Town to stricter codes. Mar 7:1
Board votes to finance solid waste. Apr 18:2
May Newburger returns to the fray. May 2:2
Landfill workers plead for their jobs. May 2:2
Town faces 2 GN pool problems. May 23:1
N.H. postpones landfill layoffs. May 23:6
Republicans name N. Hempstead slate. June 6:2
State budget provides some relief. June 13:1
Town mourns death of Fuschillo. June 13:3
Wachtler sworn in as Town Councilman. June 27:1
Town revives plan for Morewood Development. Jul 11:2
Town moves to cut costs. Jul 25:2
Governor appears at troubled landfill. July 25:3
Update for village mayors. Aug 15:3
Waste drop-off fee. Aug 29:3
No action by town as deadline nears. Sep 12:1
GN gears up for Town election. Sep 19:1
Republicans offer finance plan. Sep 19:1
Village mayors flex muscles. Sep 26:2
Mayors say no...Solid Waste. Oct 3:3
Race for the Supervisor’s seat. Oct 31:2
Arrest on gun charge (Albert P. Monica). Nov 7:2
Emmanuel Brotherhood & Cellini Lodge lead formation of a council. Nov 7:3
GN muscle powered the sweep. Nov 14:1
Zwirn: election was vindication. Nov 14:3
Village: No bridge to Bridge Club. Nov 21:3
1991: a year of political changes. Dec 26:3
Solutions to odors in the air. Dec 26:3
Mayor make a 1991 difference. Dec 26:3

OLD AGE
Some senior citizens eligible for school-tax exemption. Apr 4:3
Senior Center conducts survey. Apr 4:5
New Options Club of GN Senior Center. Aug 22:3
PARK DISTRICT

Purchasing practices (letter). Mar 7:24
Park District wins Publication Award. Ajpr 18:12
Parkwood Pool to open as scheduled. Apr 25:3
Allenwood Park gets new playground. May 9:14
William Knobler continues his quest. Jul 18:1
Commuter parking advisory committee. Jul 18:2
Park Attorney's rehiring tabled. Jul 25:1
Comm. Imperatore is in the race. Aug 22:1
Park District honors USMMA Supt. Aug 22:26
Builders bid on indoor tennis. Sep 5:3
Hampton gets new park card. Sep 12:4
Park Bd releases proposed '92 budget. Oct 3:1
Great newspaper debate II-the parks. Nov 7:1, Nov 14:1
Candidates' rebuttals. Nov 14:2
Save our parks (letter). Nov 14:24
Focus on maintenance (debate). Nov 21:2
Indoor tennis (candidates' rebuttal). Nov 21:2
Focus on the environment (debate). Nov 28:2
Maintenance (candidates' rebuttal). Nov 28:2
Issue of tennis (letter). Nov 28:26
Methods compared (Library & Park) letter. Nov 28:13
Park Bd. candidates wrap up campaign. Dec 5:1
Park employees' morale (letter). Dec 5:18
Imperatore wins reelection bid to Park Board. Dec 12:1
Park District vote shows interest decline. Dec 19:1

PEOPLE

Ardini, Robert. Rose Society Pres. May 23:2
Chaikin, Sol. Apr 11:16
Ciampi, Angelo. Golf pro. Sep 5:40
Feinsod, Shawna. Tennis star. Sep 12:32.
Fischl, Barbara. UCF Honor. Apr 18:3
Flood, Mike. Scoutmaster retires. Aug 8:1
Glazer, David. Mental Health CEO. May 16:4
Goodfriend, Herbert E. KPMG Peat Marwick. Apr 11:4
Gribin, David. Marathon man. Nov 14:2
Hirsch, Myron. London Optical. Apr 11:4
Isenberg, Henry Dr. To advise NASA. Apr 11:4
Jacobsen, Colin B. Violin prodigy. Apr 11:4
Katz, Kenneth. Award. Apr 11:4
Marshall, Tom. Lead parade. May 23:1
McLaren, George. PAL Director. Aug 29:40
Noor, Abe. Memorial. Aug 1:40
Orenstein, Judge Jules E. Honored. Oct 10:2
Rapaport, Felix T. Dr. Legion of Honor. Jan 10:2
Salcius, Almus. Lithuanian. Sep 12:1
Schuster, Eugene. WW II 1st Lieut. Mar 21:2
Silber, Adah. NCLA president. Jan 17:26
Simon, Bob. Freed reporter. Mar 7:3
Thompson, Freddy. Bus driver. Aug 1:20
Tynan, John. Remembers Pearl Harbor. Dec 5:2
Urman, Janet. Social Worker of the year. Apr 11:4
Weinberg, Claire. District judge inducted. Jan 10:1
Zamchick, David. Remembers Pearl Harbor. Dec 5:2

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
State legislators interviewed by LOWV. Mar 14:24

POLITICAL PARTIES
GN Republicans reorganize. Jan 10:1
GN Republicans seek members. Mar 7:3
GN Democrat leader chairs convention. Mar 7:3
Reform Democrats listen to candidates. June 6:3
Optimistic Democrats name town slate. June 20:1
Both parties campaign in GN. Oct 10:1
Townships and politics (debate). Oct 3:7
"Not-In-My-Backyard" (debate). Oct 10:1
Solid waste management (debate). Oct 17:7
Negativism (debate). Oct 24:7
Closing arguments (debate). Oct 31:7
GN doctor (Edward Elkowitz) awaits Party's call. Dec 19:1

POLICE
New commander takes over 6th precinct. Apr 25:2
Local police auxiliaries need volunteers. Jul 25:1

POLLUTION
GN villages caught in middle of waste management controversy. Apr 18:20
Town Board responds to Village Officials. Apr 25:20
Report cites GN sewage spills. July 4:3
Noise regulation (letter). July 4:14
POST OFFICE
GN Post Office work keeps on truckin’. Jul 18:1

REAL ESTATE
GN co-op owner wants an out. June 20:1
Co-op taxes (letter). June 27:16
Cutter Mill Road stores converted to co-ops. July 4:2
Affordable housing (letter). Oct 31:26

RELIGION
Minister and rabbi exchange pulpits. Jan 17:16
GN clergy comments on Jeffries. Aug 29:1

SCHOOLS
North H.S. seniors discuss Gulf crisis. Jan 17:1
English chairman’s reappointment (letters). Jan 17:20
Reappointment of English Chairperson (letter). Jan 24:32
Hebrew Academy wins legal round. Feb 7:2
Youths form drug-free social group (SONO). Feb 7:4
South H.S. English Chairman resigns. Mar 28:3
Instructional program won't suffer. Apr 4:1
GN school district trims staff budget. Apr 11:1
Board incumbents challenged. Apr 25:1
Student parking still unresolved. Apr 25:5
Insights into school board candidates. May 2:3
Board adopts proposed school budget. May 2:5
Student parking: the issue that won't go away. May 2:3
Local elections attract large turnout. May 16:1
Middle School "scientists" excel at Olympiad. May 23:5
Student parking (letter). May 23:16
GN mother prompts safety law. May 30:2
North's Art Festival open to public. May 30:5
GN students cited for excellence. June 6:5
Congratulations to all our H.S. grads. June 20:1
Graduate pays tribute to teacher, Earl Higgins. June 20:1
GN HS's special awards. June 27:32
New school board president looks ahead. Aug 1:1
Asbestos removal at N. Middle. Aug 29:1
N.Middle asbestos plan's tentative ok. Sep 5:1
Supt. views schools' opening. Aug 29:26
Adult ed celebrates anniversary. Sep 12:5
Judge unblocks Yeshiva's expansion. Oct 3:1
Student parking (letter).  Oct 10:18
N. Middle asbestos removed.  Oct 17:3
Neighbors: curb the curb cut (parking lot).  Nov 21:1
School Board welcomes newest member.  Nov 28:1
School board honors Bob Rosenthal.  Dec 19:24

Senior Citizens  see OLD AGE

Sewer Districts  see PUBLIC UTILITIES

SPORTS
Steppingstone Sailing Club (photo).  Mar 7:48
Erika Lauren Hymowitz, GN young tennis star.  Mar 21:48
Say goodbye to GN's only bowling alley.  Mar 28:40
GN's first girls travel soccer team.  Apr 18:40
GN loses its PAL director.  May 23:40
North HS boys' tennis is Nassau champ.  May 30:40
UCF Tennis Tournament winners.  Aug 15:32
KP soccer team wins championship.  Nov 14:48
UCF 5-mile run attracts the very best.  Nov 14:48

SYNAGOGUES
Appeals Board requires additional studies for Temple's application.  Feb 7:3
Meshedi Temple application makes headway.  Mar 21:3
Meshedi community braces to save gym.  Apr 4:1
Temple Isaiah sponsors Der Yiddishe Mikado.  Apr 4:8
Meshedi Temple up for county review.  Apr 18:3
Dialogue on global ethics at Beth El.  May 9:23
Meshedi Jewish Community sues Village.  June 13:1
Roger Tilles elected Beth El president.  June 27:4
Iranian Temple taking shape.  July 18:3
Silver ornaments stolen from GN Synagogue.  Sept 5:1
Sephardics seek own local synagogues.  Sep 12:1
Rabbi's sad review of recent events.  Sep 19:20
Temple Israel observes...Sephardic Diaspora.  Oct 3:2
Temple Beth-El's 1492.  Oct 10:2
Court upholds temple limits.  Oct 24:1
Meshedi plan answer to court decision.  Oct 24:1
Court decisions (letter).  Oct 31:26
Meshedi lawyer disputes "consent" (letter).  Nov 7:23
Mordecai Waxman is Rabbi of the Year.  Nov 28:1
THEATER & DRAMA
GN Theatre Guild presents comedy, What the Butler Saw. Jan 17:14
Keri Moore, new director at Children’s Theatre. Feb 21:4
GN Theatre Guild presents California Suite. May 9:4
Betrayal at Levels. July 25:31
REAP II to perform musical production. Sep 5:2

TRAFFIC
Pedestrian safety committee sees progress. Jan 31:1
DiNapoli introduces crosswalk bill. Mar 14:1
New Middle Neck Rd. traffic signals. July 4:1
Middle Neck safety (letter). Jul 11:16
Bayview Ave. is made safer. Oct 3:3
Parking problem (letter). Nov 14:26

TRANSPORTATION
Working on the (LI) railroad (ed.). Jan 31:16
Campaign to restore LIRR cuts. Feb 14:2
Waiting at the station (letter). Sep 5:20

U.S. MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY
Gym named after James Liebertz, ex-athletic dir. Jan 10:40
Academy under alert because of Gulf War. Jan 31:1
Midshipmen relate Gulf experiences. Feb 7:1
Academy names new football coach. Feb 14:40
Cong. Scheuer honors midshipman who served in Gulf War. Mar 21:4
Merchant Marine Ball will honor curator. Apr 25:2
KP midshipmen to host scout camporee. May 9:2
VP Quayle will speak at USMMA. May 30:1
500 scouts camp at Academy. May 30:3
Museum's new Hall of Fame members. June 6:2
Quayle praises Merchant Marine grads. June 27:1
History is alive at KP USMMA. Aug 1:3
Foreign freshmen at USMMA. Sep 5:3
Plebes seek home environment. Dec 12:3
Officials protest closing of Seminar Center. Dec 19:24

VILLAGES-GREAT NECK
March 19th village elections shape up. Jan 17:1
GN responds to Gulf War. Jan 24:1
Yellow ribbons and support groups. Feb 14:1
GN Community mourns 2 leaders. Feb 21:1
GN travelers visit Israel. Feb 28:3
GN hails halt in Gulf fighting. Mar 7:1
Six GN villages conduct elections. Mar 14:1
Mayors protest state cutbacks. Mar 21:1
Villages send message to Town (tipping fees). Mar 21:2
Voter turnout indicates renewed interest. Mar 28:1
KP reevaluates zoning codes. Apr 18:1
Keeping the cop on the beat. May 9:1
Party endorses incumbents in Village election. June 6:3
Neglected home irks neighbors. Aug 29:3

VILLAGES-GN ESTATES
No contested election. Feb 7:3
GNE named tree city USA. Apr 4:5
Village hears variance dispute. Aug 1:3

VILLAGES-GN PLAZA
An architect and a mayor disagree. Jan 10:20
Edelson leads GN Plaza Management Council. Jan 17:2
BID budget approved by board. Jan 17:28
Community Health Day set for Feb. 1. Jan 24:14
Development of Kensington-Johnson site? Feb 28:1
GN Plaza conducts hearing banning cigarette machines. Feb 28:1
Palm Beach effect for Kensington-Johnson. Mar 21:1
Plaza trustees cool to K-J condos. Apr 11:3
GN Plaza's new design district. Apr 25:4
Plaza sues Town of North Hempstead. May 9:1
Plaza presents awards for heroic action. May 16:3
Bridge to be complete in fall. Jul 25:3
Village mayors for bond issue. Sep 12:3
Plaza street fair. Oct 17:3
County rejects Plaza’s code changes. Nov 14:2
Co-op & village split on facades. Dec 5:3
Village & co-op agree on facades. Dec 12:3

VILLAGES-KENSINGTON
Kensington scrutinizes condo proposal. Apr 4:3
K. condo development stalls. Aug 15:1
VILLAGES-KINGS POINT
Learning tree law the hard way. June 27:3
KP code ruled unconstitutional. Oct 3:1

VILLAGES-LAKE SUCCESS
Village politics heats up in LS. May 2:3
Haunted house's (Provost) last Halloween. Oct 31:3

VILLAGES-SADDLE ROCK
Grist Mill's water wheel of fortune. July 11:1
Saddle Rock names contest winner. Sep 5:4
Cooperation lights up Bayview Ave. Oct 31:1
Eleanor Buhler & the Grist Mill. Oct 31:37
Village spurs redistricting drive. Nov 21:3
DEA agents arrest drug dealer. Dec 5:3
Looking good for Mill opening. Dec 26:3

VILLAGES-THOMASTON
Innovative housing law rejected. Jan 3:4
Village OK's Senior Center parking lot. Jan 24:3
Thomaston's drive to save the quince. July 4:14
Village looks at landscapers. Aug 1:3
Thomaston weighs landscapers laws. Sep 5:1
Quince tree farewell set for Oct 29. Oct 24:1
We didn't quit on the quince. Nov 7:1

VILLAGES-UNINCORPORATED
Ups and downs in Harbor Hills case. Mar 28:1
Harbor Hills tax litigation encouraged. Aug 22:1
Harbor Hills' pool suit makes progress. Sep 26:1

WATER SUPPLY
Water control supervisor honored. Jan 10:24
Nassau's water supply problems-III(op-ed). Jan 17:20
Nassau Co.'s drinking water clean (op-ed). Feb 14:20
Nassau's major water problems-IV (op-ed). Feb 21:16
Water Authority gushes over its start. June 6:1
Water Authority upgrades system. Nov 28:3
Authority held water rate steady. Dec 19:3
Great Neck Record Index - 1992

Regular Features
- At the GN Library
- Community Calendar
- GN Business Record
- Places & things to visit
- People in the News
- Police Report
- School Notes
- Sports

ACCIDENTS
- Alert Dept rescues 15 year old. Mar 5:3
- Alert Fire Dept.'s dramatic rescue. Mar 12:1
- Issues raised by near-tragedy. Mar 12:1
- Cub scout pack honors its hero (Adam Shatzkamer). Apr 9:3
- Robert Levine discharged from NSUH. Apr 30:2
- Gould St. well and other hazards (ed). Apr 30:18
- Update on Robert Levine’s case. July 30:3
- Pedestrian fatality. Aug 13:3
- Robert Levine keeps promise to return. Sep 17:1

ART & ARTISTS
- Artists Network member, Arthur Laxer, discusses his photos. Jan 9:2
- Art rescuers to be interviewed on Cablevision. Feb 6:2
- GN photographers on a roll (Stancati & Schreiber). Mar 9:2
- GN's hot summer & "cool" art. July 23:2
- Sol Ewen retrospective at Artists Network. Nov 19:2
- Frank Lloyd Wright's GN legacy. Nov 19:3
- Glasnost opens eyes at exhibit. Dec 3:3
- Paul Petroff photos. Dec 11:3

AUTHORS
- GN author (Michael J. Katz) writes on engagement rite. Feb 27:2
- Howard Rose. No Bull Diet. May 7:6
- GN's Bill Gottlieb still clickin`. May 28:2
- LI Technology Newsletter, hi-tech bulletin spawned in GN. June 25:2
- Mystery novel set in GN (Fiedler, Jean. When a sparrow falls). July 16:9
- GN's Ethan Smith directs play. Sep 17:2
- Cancer by Dr. Wendy Schlessel Harpham. Oct 1:2
- Against all odds: Holocaust... by Helmreich. Oct 22:2
Rob Polner author of New York Notorious. Nov 19:2

BUSINESS
Holiday selling season...mixed bag. Jan 2:2
Focus on L.I. economy. Jan 2:3
Update on 1991 business stories. Jan 9:3
State seizes Belgrave Motors for unpaid taxes. Jan 16:2
Supermarket to open. Jan 30:3
Business trend: Migration across city line. Feb 20:2
Austin Drugs relocation. Feb 27:3
Hope for L.I.'s labor force. Apr 2:2
Muffin ladies toast your good health! Apr 30:8
Cafe proposal stirs a hot brew. May 7:3
Tough call of proposed cafe (ed.). May 7:18
GN garage owner restores classic cars. May 21:2
North Shore gets new Cadillac dealership. May 28:17
Two new Plaza restaurants for pasta lovers. June 4:2
Yogurteria opens its doors. July 16:2
Consumers, latest mart closing. July 16:3
Express Contracting expansion. Sep 10:2
Stancatis are out of The Kitchen. Oct 8:3
Employees' (Consumers') bonus of contention. Oct 22:3
George Carr's chairs fit his customers. Oct 29:2
Business groups honors movers & shakers. Oct 29:2
Business Assoc. honors 3 leaders. Nov 5:2
Needed: evening shopping hours (ed). Nov 12:10
GN couple lose their newstand. Dec 3:1
Biggest printing press in GN. Dec 3:2

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Chamber offers "A taste of GN." June 11:1
Chamber helps expose fraud. Aug 6:2

CHURCHES
St Aloysius' holy objects found. Jan 23:1
New musical director at All Saints Church. Feb 6:16
Father Gorman retires from St. Aloysius. June 18:1
St. Aloysius installs the Rev. Thomas D. Candreva Nov 19:6

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
Local Amnesty Group launches new program. Jan 9:10
Local groups remember Dr. King. Jan 16:3
Recession and cuts hit COPAY. Jan 30:3
LWV attend policy planning meeting. Feb 6:3
20 years of helping parents (Boces). Feb 20:3
Community Mainstreaming Assoc. Feb 27:2
League looks at district. Mar 5:14
GN office for six groups (Hadassah). Mar 26:3
Ariel Sharon spoke in GN. Mar 26:3
Grants for GN. Apr 9:3
GN League hosts energy forum. Apr 23:1
Open-door parent-child center. Apr 23:2
Libbie Botwinick, still on the march. May 7:7
Lion's precious gift, a guide dog. May 14:3
Public Action Committee. May 21:3
What can you do with pennies? (INN). May 21:2
Community leaders rally against racism. May 28:1
UJ & Dershowitz honor Seymour Reich. June 11:20
Lilo & Gerard Leeds (ICD) share their vision. June 18:1
Action Com'ttee dissects boards. June 25:3
CLASP summer program grows. July 16:3
Public Action Committee (letter). July 16:92
GN (SANE) remembers Hiroshima. July 23:3
HUG, Humane Urban Group (cat solution). July 30:3
REAP I celebrates 20th year. Aug 13:3
Womanspace celebrates equality. Aug 13:3
GN remembered Hiroshima. Aug 20:2
Open Door Parent-Child Caring Center. Aug 27:3
GN awash with hurricane aid. Sep 17:3
Candidates will debate unerr LWV auspices. Oct 1:1
UCF begins 1992-93 campaign in GN. Oct 15:1
CLASP receives accreditation. Nov 5:3
UCF-Neigbors helping neighbors. (illus). Nov 12:2A
Tradition of Christmas Day volunteers. Dec 24:1

CONSERVATION
GN nest awaits ospreys. Nov 12:3

CRIME
Mid-morning robbery (Pudgie's). Jan 2:3
Cab driver robbed at knifepoint in L.S. Jan 9:3
Drug dealers using North Shore homes. Jan 16:1
Church and temple burglar jailed. Jan 16:3
Charge 2 in 1988 Lim murder. Feb 6:3
Village employee arrested. Feb 13:3
Echo of Unisys case heard in GN. Mar 19:1
GN youths assaulted in Port Washington. Mar 19:6
Attempted murder on Cumberland Ave. Mar 19:6
Armed robbery. Mar 19:6
Police issue carjacking advisory. Apr 2:2
Body washes ashore. Apr 2:2
Auto piracy. Apr 2:2
Coin robbery. Apr 2:2
Rash of carjackings plagues GN. Apr 9:1
GN youth victim of spray attack. Apr 9:3
Robbery at Georgies Pub. Apr 9:11
Crime wave in GN? (ed). Apr 16:14
Task force on car-jacking. Apr 23:3
Police expect murder arrest (Grace Lam). Apr 30:1
Armed robbery in Thomaston. Apr 30:16
Pistol licenses (letter). Apr 30:18
Local officials react to serious crimes. May 14:1
Pistol licenses (letter). May 21:18
Crime wave subsides. June 18:18
Working to reduce auto thefts (R. Schneider). Aug 6:3
Burglary in broad daylight (ed). Aug 6:10
Pincher pinched. Aug 13:3
We also need ATM law (ed.). Aug 13:10
Coordinated police chase nabs suspects. Aug 20:1
Police dogs assist in capture. Sep 10:12
Waldbbaum's market burgled. Sep 17:8
Suspects apprehended in 25 min. Sep 24:18
Johnson defense team confident (Lim murder). Oct 8:3
Seriousness of carjackings. Oct 15:14
Johnsonsons convicted, plan appeal. Nov 5:3
Two GN girls missing. Nov 12:1
Teens return. Nov 19:3
Hostage crisis remembered. Nov 26:1
Carjacking on GN Rd. Nov 26:6
NatWest Bank robbed. Dec 3:8
Threatened by hypodermic needle. Dec 3:8
Asbestos robbery. Dec 3:8
Another rental by drug dealers. Dec 11:3

DANCE
Russian dancers perform with GN company. Mar 12:17

DEATHS
Ambron, Mary. Dec 3:7
Boresoff, Patricia Dorothy. Jan 30:6
Borin, Louis. June 11:24
Boye, Violet Sue. Aug 13:8
Brettler, Maxim. Mar 19:9
Claster, Joseph Leonard. Dec 17:39
Cohen, Gertrude. Sep 17:8
Cohen, Wilfred. Nov 26:16
Cromie, Mae. June 11:24
Daly, Madeline. May 14:20
DeStefano, Dorothy and Victor. Dec 11:6
Doleskey, Albert. Sep 17:8
Dyomm, Florence. Nov 19:31
Ehrlich, Dr. Leonard I. Jan 30:6
Fallon, Margaret. Nov 12:8
Fischman, Lewis D. May 14:20
Fleischer, Elaine. June 11:24
Forst, Helen E. Apr 30:14
Friedman, Joseph. Oct 1:8
Gavel, Esther N. Feb 27:6
Gayda, Lawrence J. June 11:24
Gayda, Marie. Mar 26:12
Goldstick, Ida. Oct 1:8
Gordon, Millicent Miscall. June 11:24
Gray, William. Sep 3:10
Grunther, Samuel. Nov 12:8
Guadalupi, David. Dec 11:6
Gurin, Dr. David. May 14:20
Hall, Jessica Pincus. Feb 20:10
Horowitz, Alexander. Oct 1:8
Kingoff, Benjamin. Oct 1:8
Lack, Beatrice. Aug 13:8
Lane, Leonard. Sep 24:21
Lazes, Alex H. Feb 20:10
Leiken, Gertrude. Apr 9:9
Lichaw, Pessia. Feb 27:6
Lomady, Elsie. Nov 26:16
Lowen, Jay M. Oct 15:11
Marchesi, Beatrice (Milred). Dec 17:39
MacIntyre, Giles T. Nov 26:16
McCormack, Joseph P. Nov 26:16
McNichol, Constance. Oct 8:1
Means, Cyril C. Oct 15:11
Mellor, Helen S. Sep 24:20
Mindel, Samuel Aug 27:6
Motchkavitz, Brandon Dylan. Sep 17:8
Nawy, Marcelle. Aug 20:9
Perkel, Vivian. Feb 13:6
ELECTIONS
All 6 village elections are uncontested. Feb 27:1
GN sees new village hall faces. Mar 5:1

ENVIRONMENT
Private breakwater should not be allowed. Jan 2:14
County lethargy at Stone Hill (J.Kane). Jan 30:18
Defects in regional planning board's report (J.Kane).
Feb 13:24
Road Salting (J. Kane). Feb 20:16
North Hills (J.Kane). Feb 27:14
Private breakwater (J.Kane). Mar 12:14
Pine Barren decision affects GN. Mar 19:3
Sewering and water quality (J. Kane). Apr 16:14
Smog abatement takes new turn (J. Kane). Apr 23:14
Needed: explanation on caustic soda (J.Kane). May 14:18
The Rio Conference (J.Kane). June 18:18
Unspoken global issue: Population. (J.Kane). June 25:18
Xeriscape lawns & gardens. July 9:16
Town Comm. supports 5-acre zoning (J. Kane). July 23:14
Cars desecrate wooded roads (letter). July 30:14
Voluntary compliance rarely works (J.Kane). Aug 13:10
Idles of summer (J.Kane). Aug 20:10
North Shore watersheds. (J. Kane). Sep 3:16
Drinking water (J. Kane). Sep 17:18
Considering poison in our lawns and gardens. Oct 15:14
Living with water shortages (J.Kane). Oct 22:14
Appeals Court hears groundwater case (Kane). Nov 5:10
Water: what's in store for us?  (Kane).  Nov 12:10
Protecting water quality & quantity.  Nov 12:10
High tech v. low tech (Kane).  Nov 26:10
Ground water research center proposed.  Dec 3:1
Hurricane Conference (Kane).  Dec 11:10
First-rate water system.  Dec 17:10

ETHNIC GROUPS
Intergroup relations by Hank Steinberg (letter). Oct 8:14
Iranian Alliance's historic forum.  Oct 22:3
Confronting racial tensions (ed).  Nov 19:10

FIRE DISTRICTS
Cuts affect firefighting school.  Jan 23:1
Vigilant Fire Dept. kept busy.  Feb 6:2
Manhasset-Lakeville F.D. had a busy year.  Feb 13:3
Fire at GN restaurant (North Street Grill).  Feb 27:3
Fire Depts. stage disaster.  June 18:3
Local numbers quicker than 911.  July 23:3
Green lawns without watering...(J. Kane).  Aug 6:10
Man. Lak. installs "right of way" signal.  Aug 27:3
Man-Lak conquers tough fire.  Sep 3:1
Fire Company honors member (illus).  Oct 1:7
Alerts teach survival techniques.  Oct 29:3
Alert firefighters honored (photos).  Dec 11:61
Alerts offer helpful holiday tips.  Dec 17:33

GREAT NECK
GN village tax assesments vary.  May 28:3
GN might be in one CD.  June 4:3
GN no longer in Sen. Padavan's 11th district.  June 11:3
Oldest veteran will be there!  Nov 5:1
100 year storm didn't spare GN.  Dec 17:1
Storm to remember.  Dec 17:16
Oldest veteran (letter).  Dec 24:10

GREAT NECK LIBRARY
Election is a contest.  Jan 9:1
Zielenziger endorsement (letter).  Jan 9:20
Incumbents nominated for library board.  Jan 16:1
Library election (letters).  Jan 16:18
Library election (letters).  Jan 23:26
Relkin wins library election in a landslide.  Feb 6:3
Library election results (ed).  Feb 6:30
Limit term of office (letter). Feb 6:30
Library election (letter). Feb 13:24
Station Branch construction. Feb 20:4
Proxy law discussion. Feb 20:4
Parkville Branch expands service. Mar 5:4
1991-Banner year for library use. Mar 5:4
Library election (letter). Mar 19:14
Library mourns loss of beloved colleague, Johnny Sanders.
   May 14:4
Library By-laws (letter). May 28:18
Library Assn. ponders revisions. June 18:3
Library nomination process (letter). Sep 3:16
Library's response (letter). Sep 3:16
Library Board faces southern rebellion. Dec 10:1
Library candidates state goals. Dec 17:3
Library honors advisory chairpersons. Dec 24:4

GREAT NECK RECORD
Last year's wish list reviewed. Jan 2:1

HEALTH
The country's health care crisis (ed). Jan 9:20
Health care is "Talk of Town." Jan 23:3
Helping sick children get better. Feb 13:3
Grace Kermish directs Health Helpline. Apr 2:2
GN vet: Rabies no alarm. Apr 2:3
Rabies and GN (ed). Apr 23:14
Warm weather alert on rabies. Apr 30:3
GN Physician leads AIDS study. May 7:1
Concerned with cancer neglect. May 21:3
State becomes health care focus. June 4:3
The need for health care reform (ed.). June 4:18
LIJ opens Lake Success Blood Center. June 25:1
Breast cancer prevention. Aug 6:3
GN group plans breast cancer month. Aug 27:1
Rallying for more breast cancer research. Oct 22:1
Counseling Center's help lines. Oct 29:3

MUSIC
Soviet Jews in concert. Jan 2:3
Colin Jacobsen, GN prodigy to solo with LI Philharmonic.
   Jan 30:2
GN Philharmonic needs us. Apr 2:14
Community concerts presents McDuffie. Mar 26:9
The Morgens, teachers of the stars. May 14:2
Young violinist, Gerald Behr. July 30:2
Community Concert Association. Aug 20:3
GN Philharmonic plays to a throng. Aug 27:2
GN choralers going strong at 35. Sept 3:3
Glenn Miller sound alive in GN. Nov 12:2

NASSAU COUNTY
Still no legislative districts (League Report). July 2:16

NOISE
FAA tests GN's noise tolerance. May 7:1
Oversights on overflights (ed.). May 21:18
County Executive's letter to FAA. May 21:18
GN faces noise that won't stop. June 4:1
Jet noises: why they vary. June 11:18
Villages attempt to regulate noise. July 9:3
Air and noise pollution (Scheuer). Aug 6:3

NORTH HEMPSTEAD, TOWN
Judge calls trash law unconstitutional. Jan 2:1
New team inducted in N.H. Jan 9:1
Ivan Kline, GN North grad is Town attorney. Jan 23:2
Zwirn sees economy as triple whammy. Feb 13:1
Town signs pact with Babylon. Mar 5:3
Clark reinstated as Zwirn walks. June 11:3
Two Party System under scrutiny (ed). June 11:18
Meeting turns into brawl. Sep 3:2
Attorney General issues checks. Sep 3:3
GN mayors: why rush garbage pact? Oct 1:1
County proposes Holocaust museum. Oct 1:2
Deena Lesser to be N.Hempstead clerk. Dec 17:1
Zwirn: guilty plea has no effect. Dec 17:3

PARK DISTRICT
Fair system for indoor tennis (ed.). Jan 30:18
Tennis lottery date extended. Mar 26:32
Indoor tennis (letter). Apr 23:17
Move divides tennis community. May 28:3
Memorial Field and Tennis School (ed.). May 28:18
Divided tennis community (letter). June 4:18
Abandoned car (letter). Aug 6:10
Park District indoor tennis opens. Sep 17:3
Park District proposed budget. Oct 1:3
GN indoor tennis ribbon cutting. Oct 1:3
Indoor tennis (letter). Oct 1:16
Candidates announce for park election. Oct 8:1
Candidates’ views on park budget. Oct 8:12
Leiberman enters race for Park Commissioner. Oct 15:2
Park budget nears approval. Nov 5:3
3 Park candidates’ backgrounds differ. Nov 19:1
3 candidates pick up support. Nov 26:1
Rev. Maier re-elected park commissioner. Dec 10:1

PEOPLE
Andemans. Off to Israel. Apr 23:3
Brooks, Allan. Life without retirement. Mar 12:6
Carlson, Joel. Back to S. Africa. Nov 12:3
DelPasqua, Leo and Flo. Vegetable gardens. Aug 13:2
Fishman, Robert J. Dec 24:31
Fortman, Dr. Jayne Schiff. Alaskan of year. June 25:2
Kane, Julian. Environmentally active. Mar 26:2
Kayser, Estelle. Leadership award. July 2:9
Kelner, Joseph. Auto safety. Nov 29:3
King, Alan. Rotary King. Apr 9:16
Rainey, Dr. Harry G. Bids farewell. July 9:2
Schneider, Dr. Steven. Neurosurgeon. Mar 19:2
Seeman, Lee. Receives award. Oct 29:2
Shaffer, Don. Law degree. Jan 30:2
Siegel, Iona. Sexual assault therapist. Apr 16:2
Simone, Michael. Oct 1:20
Summers, Ellen. Poet. May 28:2
Tupahache, Asiba. Runs for VP. July 9:3

POLITICAL PARTIES
Newburger & Seeman Convention bound. June 11:1

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Congressional candidates sprout locally. Feb 20:1
GN, nation’s bellwether (Reform dems). Mar 19:3
GN focuses on presidential primary. Apr 2:1
GN views Rubbergate. Apr 2:1
GN presidential night to remember. Apr 9:1
Clinton wins both GN districts. Apr 16:1
Senatorial candidates debate. Apr 23:3
Michael Siris announces for state senate. May 14:1
GN will send delegates to (Democratic) Convention. May 21:1
John Handler declares for state senate. May 21:1
Goldstein's article (letter). May 21:18
State senatorial contenders submit views. July 2:1
Great interest in GN and 5th CD. July 9:1
Nassau convention nominates Dem slate. July 16:1
GN delegates help launch campaign. July 23:1
Cong. James Scheuer will retire. July 23:1
Party designates Ackerman and Binder. July 30:1
DiNapoli nominated. July 30:3
The 5th C.C. tadpole (ed.). July 30:14
Republicans present state legislative slate. Aug 20:1
DiNapoli seeks 4th term in assembly. Aug 27:1
GN focuses on Sept. 15 Primary. Sep 3:1
Primary over, voters focus on big one. Sep 17:1
GN made primary impact. Sep 24:3
Riding Ross Perot's rollercoaster. Oct 8:3
Tully-Siris NY State Senate race heats up. Oct 22:1
Last ditch effort to court GN. Oct 29:1
Local voters give support to incumbents. Nov 5:1
Many in GN voted a split ticket. Nov 12:1
Cong. Scheuer's farewell. Dec 24:10

SENIOR CITIZENS
The giving Gitmans. Sep 17:14
GN Senior Center's Intergenerational Program. Oct 1:6
Dr. Berney's achievements. Oct 22:7
County senior services sustained. Dec 24:3

SCHOOLS
College choice and the economy. Jan 2:3
Parent Council slates community forum. Feb 6:1
GN sends money, love. (Viscardi School). Feb 6:6
Hebrew Academy case settled. Feb 27:1
Open letter from president of PTA. Mar 12:14
Maggie Hymowitz ranks first (tennis). Mar 19:32
GN Landmark '92 hits the mark (UPTC conference). Mar 26:1
GN: The way we want to be. Mar 26:1
Police and school officials meet (youth violence). Apr 2:3
School aid declines. Apr 9:3
Spirit of Landmark '92 (ed). Apr 9:18
Board adopts proposed school budget. Apr 23:1
Westinghouse editorial (letter). Apr 30:18
Graduates cherish "Days to Remember." June 25:1
Congratulations to our HS grads (list). July 9:5
Hebrew Academy starts expansion wing. Aug 13:1
GN school librarian's sad trek. Aug 20:6
Higher school taxes on the way. Sep 3:3
Returning students meet new principal. Sep 10:1
Barbara Berkowitz named to Bd. of Ed. Oct 29:1
Gun toting student expelled. Oct 29:3
Schools' capital needs reviewed. Oct 29:3
School bus supervision. Nov 5:10
Thomaston & GN School District receive awards. Nov 12:3
Robert Levine on his return to school. (illus.) Nov 12:8A
Mona Fuchs speaks of scheduling. Nov 19:5
Kennedy musicians reach out. Dec 3:5
Staffers edit countywide journal. Dec 3:5
North Principal Carol Clarke to retire. Dec 10:1
HS Concert: McNichol Memorial. Dec 11:5
GN South H.S. reunion (photos). Dec 11:2A
Responsible management cited. Dec 17:5

SPORTS
Ronald Nano ranks first in tennis. May 28:40
Margo Mandell, a (skating) winner. June 4:40
Golfing: the God Squad. July 30:7C
Mother & son win gold (archery). Aug 3:7C
Skipper Aron sails into a winning streak. Aug 20:7C
Senior citizen (Olga Rutner) skis to success. Dec 17:48

SYNAGOGUES
Rabbinic dialogue. Feb 6:16
Temple Emanuel's all-year valentine (dating). Feb 13:2
Conditions...for North Shore Sephardic Synagogue. Feb 27:3
Temple opens Gallery Emanuel. Apr 2:3
Iranians celebrate completion of temple. Apr 16:1
Rabbi's (Widom) house issue is resolved. Apr 16:3
Temple Beth El's week of brotherhood. May 7:2
Beth -El Museum opens exhibit. May 14:27
Gallery Emanuel's new exhibit. May 14:27
Meshedi appeal temple plans. May 28:1
Meshedi approval nears. Aug 27:3
GN Iranian-Jews form alliance. Sep 10:3
New year "miracle" on Steamboat Rd. (photos.). Sep 24:1
2 temples focus on ethnic relations. Nov 5:1
Murder acquittal protested in GN. Nov 19:1
Race workshops draw crowds. Nov 26:3
Celebrating the Festival of Lights (photo). Dec 17:1
GN rally for jailed spy. Dec 24:3

TELEVISION
Local alum's (Larry Hott) documentary to appear on Public TV. Jan 16:2
"Focus on Women" tapes go to Radcliffe. Feb 20:2
Madmen & lovers on TV (Rieff & Raphael). Mar 26:12
Reviewing the Cablevision system (letter). Apr 2:14
Reviewing the Cablevision system, pt.2 (letter). Apr 9:18
Cablevision's assurances (letter). May 21:18

THEATER AND DRAMA
Theatre Guild presents The Heidi Chronicle. Jan 9:2

TRAFFIC
County oks road agreement. Feb 20:1
Safety on Middle Neck Rd. (letter). Nov 26:10

TRANSPORTATION
Park district & Plaza help commuter. Jan 23:1
Village Mayors get commitments on LIE. Jan 30:1

UNITED STATES MERCHANT MARINE
Academy and Polish school forge close ties. Jan 23:10
UCF presents Academy with service award. Mar 5:3
Center closed but not forgotten (ESC). May 7:3
Capt. Renick is parade marshall. May 21:3
General (Colin Powell) is coming to Kings Point. June 4:1
GN's participation in Op Sail '92. June 18:40
KP graduation unites Bronxites. June 25:1
Navy vessel that served in Persian Gulf. Aug 6:3
Mariners battle sea 45 hrs in regatta. Sep 10:7C
Capt. Renick retirement. Sep 17:3
Bill Omelchenko to be inducted into Hall of Fame. Oct 1:2
KP appoints Smolens. Oct 5:7C
Appalachian Crafts Show. Oct 15:3
Rear Adm. Paul Krinsly to retire. Dec 17:8
VILLAGES-GN
Village balances rights & needs. Jan 30:3
Old Village finds new economies. Feb 27:3
Old Village turns on the light. Mar 12:3
Village govt. in the 21st cent. (ed). Mar 19:14
Two mayors respond to Goldstein. Apr 16:14
Committee plans Memorial Day. May 14:3
GN Village elections to be held. June 4:15
Vista Hill property still in limbo. June 25:3
Vista Hill property (letter). July 9:22
Roads to be resurfaced. July 23:3
Parking enforcement (John Ferguson). July 30:3
Volunteer beefs up parking enforcement. Aug 6:1
Marriage made in Village Hall. Aug 6:2
GN Village swears in new justice. Aug 6:2
Improved street lighting. Aug 13:3
Vista Hill zoning approved. Aug 27:3
Parking enforcement (letter). Aug 27:18
Volunteer parking enforcement (letter). Sep 10:16

VILLAGES-GN ESTATES
Something old & new (renovated village hall). Mar 19:1
Middle Neck agreement kicks in (police patrol). Apr 30:3
GN Estates named tree city. July 30:3

VILLAGES-GN PLAZA
Plaza’s budget reflects recession. Jan 16:3
Plaza retailers are undaunted. Mar 5:1
Signs to help shoppers find parking. Mar 26:6
From farm land to GN Plaza. Mar 26:14
Cop on the beat is back. Apr 16:3
Two Cutter Mill Rd. projects move ahead. Apr 30:1
In GN Plaza mothers are special. May 7:2
UCF & Plaza sponsor Antique Fair. May 21:7
Mayor Gussack’s dedication remembered. July 2:1
Allan Gussack, Communicator (ed). July 2:16
GN Plaza swears in new leaders. July 16:1
Trustee Maryellen Gussack. Aug 13:3
GN Plaza’s newest trustee. Aug 20:3
Gussack Plaza. Aug 27:3
Mayors of NY State remember Mayor Gussack. Sep 3:3
Event VI spotlights discovery. Oct 1:1
VILLAGES-KENSINGTON
Here's to Kensington eggheads (ed). Mar 26:14
Kensington-Johnson update. Apr 16:3

VILLAGES-KINGS POINT
Face-off in LS Village. Apr 16:3
LS residents vote in convention. May 7:18
Mitchell Creek wetlands still endangered. July 30:1

VILLAGES-LAKE SUCCESS
GN's concern over recharge area. Feb 27:3
Mayor Ousey responding to Newsday (letter). June 25:18

VILLAGES-SADDLE ROCK
Small village-big constitutional issue. Feb 13:1
Saddle Rock law sends message. Mar 12:3
Everyone into the pool...except. May 21:3
Pool and legal fees (letter). June 11:18
Mayor VOA exec. July 23:3
Countdown to Saddle Rock Mill opening. Aug 13:1
Grist Mill's wheel turns again. Sep 24:3
History comes alive at Saddle Rock Mill. Oct 15:1
Grist Mill's water wheel turns again! Oct 29:13
Saddle Rock Mill grinds again. Nov 12:1
Village honors retiring mailman. Dec 3:3

VILLAGES-THOMASTON
Residents Party announces slate. Jan 16:6
Thomaston looks at rental law. Feb 20:3
Quince tree remembered (letter). Apr 23:14

VILLAGES-UNINCORPORATED
Universal Studios comes to University Gardens. Mar 5:2

WATER SUPPLY
Water Authority finds $$$ under bridge. Jan 30:1
Local wells are threatened. Feb 6:1
Water Authority chairman talks quality. Mar 19:1
Triple play for water quality. Apr 23:3
Town's water resources (J.Kane). May 28:18
Water Pollution Control District employs millions (bacteria). July 30:3.
Report warns GN on water wells. Sep 10:1
Lead testing. Sep 10:3
Moratorium to protect ground water. Sep 17:3
Salt water report in perspective. Oct 1:3
Lead testing program. Nov 19:3
Regular Features
At the Library
Environmental Record
Great Neck
Business Record
Great Neck Park District
Mark Your Calendar
Interfaith Bulletin Board
Newsbriefs
Obituaries
People in the News
Police Report
School Notes
Senior Center News
Sports

ACCIDENTS
Accident destroys storefront. Mar 3:1
Speeders endanger seniors (letter). Jul 22:10
GN couple survive plane crash. Sep 16:3

ART & ARTISTS
Wining and dining for the Arts. Mar 18:3
GN photographer wins award (photo). May 20:22
GN art group (GN Center for the Visual & Performing Arts) shapes a dream. June 10:3
Two GN collectors break ground. Sep 23:3

AUTHORS
Another mystery novel set in GN (Marissa Piesman). Feb 18:2
GN graduate's (Annie Dawid) first book. Mar 4:2
Artists Network presents Lenore Seroka, photographer. Mar 11:2
GN author writes how-to-publish book. May 6:2
GN author writes book on marines (Carpenter). May 27:7
GN therapist (Berent) authors book on shyness. June 10:2
Book explores marital infidelity. Sep 2:2
GN author looks at adolescents (Caryl Brooks). Sep 9:22
They can kill you...-Dawn Steel. Sep 30:1
Hysterectomy: Making a Choice by Dr. Martin D. Greenberg. Oct. 21:32
When the hearing gets hard by Elaine Suss. Dec 16:22
BUSINESS
Vespa (restaurant) and Marfred Market. Jan 7:2
Sarah Brown "caters" to GN taste. Jan 14:2
Tower Ford, Bischoff Swiss Lace, Eagle Capital Holdings. Jan 21:7
Austin Drugs makes a big move. Jan 28:3
New shops: Giselle's Closet, Leo's Graphic, Petland, Keith, Inc. Feb 11:2
A Northern Boulevard of broken dreams. Feb 25:1
Clothes 'n Things crosses Middle Neck Rd. Feb 25:2
Pizza Uno arrives in GN. Feb 25:3
Restaurant moratorium hits snag. Apr 8:1
Retirees rally against "broken promises." Apr 22:1
New owner to revitalize Mart. May 27:3
Survey shows why shoppers leave GN. Jul 1:1
Retirees' rally keeps heat on Unisys. Jul 15:1
GN Lab (RTL) puts drugs to the test. Jul 29:3
Busines revives in Plaza & Estates. Aug 5:1
GN Department Store to close. Aug 19:1
GN: Supermarket showcase. Sep 9:1
Gardens at GN December target. Sep 23:2
GN chefs on the cutting edge. Sep 30:3
Unions picket mart renovation. Oct 14:3
LIRR station renovation. Oct 14:3
GN's old fashioned luncheonette. Oct 14:6
Eat in, phone out. Oct 21:2
GN becomes center of shareholder activism. Nov 4:1
GN video firm promotes business. Nov 4:3
Business community honors leaders. Nov 11:2
GN dating service matches singles. Nov 18:17
NY Tel's Great Neck presence. Nov 18:20
Unisys layoffs hit home in GN. Dec 2:1
GN crocheter makes 1000 hats yearly. Dec 2:2
Chinese executives visit GN. Dec 2:3
GN corporations on the move (Merrill Lynch). Dec 2:3
Sense of renewal spurs holiday shopping. Dec 9:1
Syrup trail leads to GN (Ubet syrup). Dec 9:3
Agency provides insight into job trends. Dec 26:1
Linking law & links in GN. Dec 16:39
Divorce rules (letter). Dec 23:10
GN students become hi-tech consultants. Dec 23:14
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
GN Chamber of Commerce (photographs). Apr 15:2A
Persian food & meaningful dialog. Apr 22:3
Second serving of "a taste of GN. June 10:1
Chamber focuses on health plan. Dec 9:3

CHILD CARE
GN joins Albany lobby. Feb 18:3

CHURCHES
Weekend commemoration for Rev. King. Jan 7:1
Fr. Candreva's 1st Easter in GN. Apr 8:1
All Saints Church's book nook. Apr 15:33
Black group hopes to help families. Jul 8:1
Churches' mission for peace in Ireland. Sep 23:1
Farewell to Father Kamerer. Sep 30:2

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
GN residents rally for peace. Feb 4:1
Stan Romaine smells the roses. Feb 4:3
GN tidings (photos). Feb 11:1A
Womanspace celebrates Women's History Month. Mar 11:3
United Community Fund recognizes volunteers (photos).
Mar 11:1A
Creative fund raising for CLASP. Mar 25:3
GN organizations (photographs). Apr 15:4A
Blind kitten looks for home (H.U.G.) May 6:3
Child care education blitz. May 6:3
SANE's Alfred Salzberg steps down. May 13:2
Wheels are turning for CLASP. May 20:3
Some help for college cost woes (Student Aid Fund). May 20:3
AJ Congress fetes mothers & daughters. June 3:2
SANE focuses on conversion. June 3:10
GN Amnesty group presses Clinton. June 10:10
GN/Manhasset Child Care Partnership. June 24:22
GN Golf Tourney benefits ADL. June 15:3
Group to remember Hiroshima. Jul 29:3
Visiting nurses celebrate 80th birthday. July 29:4
SANE/Peace commemorates bombing. Aug 12:16
Clasp thanks community. Aug 26:2
Open Door returns to Grace Ave. Aug 26:38
Womanspace support group. Sep 9:3
Imagine GN without UCF (ed). Sep 30:10
Girl scouts are really in fashion. Oct 7:3
McDonald House plans 2nd art auction. Oct 28:21
GN Community to hold blood drive. Nov 18:1
GN's giving season shifts in high gear. Dec 2:2
GN corporations on the move. Dec 2:3
GN SANE discusses Cuba. Dec 9:28
GN resident gives home to UJA. Dec 9:30
CLASP kids excel. Dec 16:23

CRIME
Local resident (Nissim Mizrachi) arrested. Jan 21:19
Wholesale jewelers robbed. Feb 4:8
Bank robbery. Mar 18:6
GN Road robbery. Mar 18:6
Arrest in bank robbery. Mar 25:8
LIRR clerk arrested for booth robbery. Apr 1:1
Carjacking foiled. Apr 1:10
Drug arrest in Kings Point. Apr 22:3
Vice Squad arrest. Apr 22:14
Police probe incident (Handbag Gallery). Apr 29:3
Robbery on East Shore Rd. June 10:6
Shots, and a manhunt. Jul 22:6
GN man victim of alleged scam. Sep 2:6
GN widow helps police investigation. Oct 14:1
Lake Success robberies. Oct 14:7
Charged with driveway robberies. Oct 14:7
GNE police help solve 1992 murder. Oct 21:1
Car stolen at gunpoint. Oct 21:40
Inspector Miglino discusses crime. Nov 25:3
$300,000 burglary at Filene's. Dec 9:7
GN resident (Victor Lazo) stabbed to death. Dec 23:3

DEATHS
Anton, Grace S. Newspaper publisher. May 13:10
Avnet, Evelyn. Jan 7:6
Barell, Dr. Martin. Jan 21:19
Bartner, Anne. May 6:34
Berney, Charles. May 6:34
Brecher, Edythe. Apr 1:26
Brody, Bernadr H. Feb 11:6
Brotman, Sol. Feb 25:22
Burstein, Morris J. May 20:21
Caros, Sheila. Feb 11:6
Cascell, Jean. June 3:26
Christie, Sandra. Apr 15:27
Chupack, Henry. May 13:16
Cogan, Phyllis. Feb 18:8
Cleave, Barbara Ann (Toy). June 10:31
Cole, Frank. Jan 14:25
Coleman Alte, Marha. Mar 18:19
Dreisin, Margarita. Jan 7:6
Eisner, Reba. Mar 11:16
Epstein, Harry. June 10:31
Evans, Robert N. Apr 1:26
Feigenbaum, Marge. June 3:26
Goldman, Marty. Mar 25:30
Goodrich, Marion Thurman. Feb 4:8
Greenberg, Ruth (Bobbi). May 20:21
Greenberg, Sally. May 27:34
Hamovitch, Mitzi Berger. Jan 14:25
Handler, Louis. Mar 4:14
Hsia, Ching Lin. Jan 14:25
Jarbeau, Lvina Wildin. May 13:16
Johnson, Bernice. Apr 1:26
Kane, Leon B. May 6:34
Kessler, Saul. Jan 7:6
Kramer, Eva. Apr 8:22
Kramer, Irving W. Feb 25:22
Lane, Dr. Frederick E. Lane. May 20:21
Larick, Stuart H. Mar 18:19
Lazar, Helen Lee. May 13:16
Lederman, Harry. Jan 21:19
Leif, Constance G. Mar 11:16
Lesser, Fannie. Feb 18:8
Maier, Elizabeth. Mar 4:14
Mannolini, Marian. Apr 29:26
Matusow, Jack. Apr 1:26
Maynard, John O. May 20:21
Murphy, Arthur J. Jan 21:19
Myers, Milton. Feb 4:8
Newman, Beatrice I. Jan 7:6
Pawgan, Hannah M. May 27:34
Perreux, Stefan Louis. Apr 29:26
Rayve, Edith A. May 6:34
Renard Carolyn. Mar 11:16
Rome, Bluma. Mar 18:19
Rosenwasser, Shirley. Apr 1:26
Sadock, William M. Mar 18:19
Saunders, Helen Sidey. Mar 25:30
Schwartz, Dorothy Spear. Feb 11:6
Schwartz, George. Jan 14:25
Siegelman, Ida. Feb 18:8
Spiegelman, Doris. Jan 21:19
Stanislaw, I. Joel. Jan 7:6
Steel, Lillian. Mar 18:19
Stollins, Hyman J. Mar 11:16
Tyson, Rear Admiral Victor Apr 15:27
Weare, John C. Apr 15:27
Weisbuch, Manuel. Feb 18:8
Wright, Harry. Mar 25:30
Yondorf, Anna. Apr 8:22
Zinkin, Morris. May 13:16
Weintraub, Beatrice. Jun 17:18
Trebatch, Debbie. Jun 17:18
Gewanter, Marcia Goldenberg. Jun 17:18
Bronston, Klementy. June 24:25
Newman, Anna Gertrude. June 24:25
Steinberg, Helene Graham. June 24:25
Gayle, Hector H. Jul 1:6, 10 (ed)
Talbot, Donald E. Jul 8:22
Rose, Sylvester P. Jul 8:22
Davis, Charlotte. Jul 8:22
Grabowski, Anna Durka. June 15:17
Tanner, David E. June 15:17
Blair, Lee. Jul 22:26
Karlin, Lee. Aug 19:22
Stern, Kenneth. Aug 19:22
Rudman, Charles. Aug 19:22
Fornari, Dr. Ermanno D. Aug 26:38
Morgenstern, William. Sep 9:8
Kaplan, Morris. Sep 9:8
Cohen, Mildred B. Sep 9:8
Folstein, Molly. Sep 16:22
Kramer, Ethel. Sep 23:26
Davis, Louis. Sep 23:26
Berger, Henriette. Sep 23:26
Aversa, Nicholas J. Sep 23:26
Lerner, Lester. Sep 30:30
Aronson, Rabbi Leonard. Sep 30:30
Bodian, Amy. Oct 7:22
Saltz Lazes, Roberta. Oct 7:22
Edelstein, William. Oct 7:22
Hoey, Gary "Pat." Oct 14:8
Widell, Sidney. Oct 14:8
Lyons, Gertrude (Trudy). Oct 21:7
Rymer, Bertram (Buddy). Oct 21:7
Cornehlsen, Virginia. Oct 21:7
Sobin, Ruth. Oct 28:27
Ratner, Benjamin. Oct 28:27
Kalb, Howard M. Nov 25:6
Friedland, Ralph. Dec 2:39
Olsen, Michael. Dec 2:39
Thomson Sturges, Margaret. Dec 9:26
Bermant, Bernard. Dec 9:26
Chait, Ethel. Dec 9:26
May, Jack. Dec 16:18
Thaler, Roslyn. Dec 16:18

ETHNIC
Hispanic Community schedules fund raiser. Apr 22:8
Persian food & meaningful dialog. Apr 22:3
GN couple hosts Japanese intern. June 17:2
Sephardic group returns to Spain. Dec 2:28

ENVIRONMENT
Winter sunrise (Kane). Jan 7:10
Westhampton Island threatened (Kane). Feb 18:10
LI Sound Study presented here. Mar 18:3
Study says LI Sound is gasping for air. Apr 1:1
LI Sound needs our help (ed). Apr 22:10
Whiter wheater (Kane). Apr 22:10
Sound articles (letter:Elkowitz). Apr 29:20
Breast cancer link found (Kane). May 6:10
Warning about lawn care pesticides. June 24:10
Battling pesticides. Jul 8:10
Pesticides Task Force (op-ed). Jul 22:10
Pesticide Task Force (letter). July 22:10
Hazardous waste remediation (Siegal). Aug 5:10
Triad cleanup update (Siegal). Aug 19:10
Electric cars drive away smog (Siegal). Aug 26:10
Protecting groundwater (Kane). Sep 2:10
It's time for line (Kane). Sep 16:10
Breast cancer, drinking water & pesticides. Oct 7:10
Unisys reports of hazardous waste cleanup. Oct 21:10
Unisys contaminants in aquifers (Kane). Nov 4:10
Is Triad waste a groundwater problem? Nov 18:10
Who wins with 5-acre zoning? Nov 25:10
Save the salt marsh! (Kane). Dec 9:10
The importance of the salt marsh (Kane). Dec 16:10

FIRE DISTRICTS
GN firefighters (photos). Apr 15:8A
Rescuer given highest honor. Apr 29:1
Rescue squad gets new tripod. Jun 17:3
18 firefighters hurt in USMMA blaze. Jul 1:1
Alert battles house fire. Aug 19:9
Fire hero (letter). Aug 26:10
NYS firefighter of the year. Sep 2:2
Alert stresses fire prevention. Oct 28:20
Manhasset-Lakeville battles fire. Dec 16:3

GREAT NECK
GN remembers the holocaust. Apr 15:1
Cohen defeats Samansky in VOA ELECTION. June 15:4

GREAT NECK LIBRARY
Change in GN Library form proposed. Jan 7:1
Keep the library "association" (ed). Jan 7:10
Library election (letter). Jan 7:10
Library election process (letter). Jan 14:10
Library proposal (letter). Jan 14:10
Library candidate (letter). Jan 14:10
Library voting process becomes an issue. Jan 21:1
Can we talk? "Meet the Candidates" (ed). Jan 21:10
Library election (letters). Jan 21:10
Nominated Library slate wins election. Jan 28:1
Quick action on library reform. Feb 4:10
Change in governance (letter). Feb 4:10
Library election procedures (letter). Feb 11:10
Library petition delivered (letter). Feb 18:16
League response (letter). Feb 25:20
Library referendum (letter). Mar 11:10
Library proposal (letter). Mar 25:10
GN Library restructuring referendum set. Apr 8:1
Library Association (letter). Apr 8:10
Library budget (letter). Apr 8:10
No reason to change (letter:Wiener). Apr 15:32
Great Neck Record Index - 1993

Library fees (letter: Bernstein). Apr 15:32
On-line public access catalog. Apr 22:4
Library's governance (letter: Knobler). Apr 16:16
Library proposal (letter: Boyle). Apr 29:20
Library referendum (letter: Zuckerman). Apr 29:22
Library Association is key issue May 12. May 6:1
GN voters like library as is. May 20:1
Thanks to library (letter: Hofberg). May 27:10
Library expenditures (letter: Knobler). May 27:10
Raymond R. Wile honored. June 3:
Ventures in photography exhibit. Jun 17:4
Children's librarian honored. Jun 17:2
Library election center stage. Dec 16:1

GREAT NECK POST OFFICE
New Postmaster sworn in. June 24:1
New GN Postmaster takes charge. Jul 1:3
People spoke; Post Office listened (ed) Jul 29:10
Library election (letter). Dec 9:10

HEALTH
GN Visiting Nurses celebrate 80th. Feb 25:3
GN woman (Joan Swirsky) asks the questions (breast cancer).
  Mar 11:3
GN doctors await Hillary's plan. Mar 25:1
GN views medical crisis. Apr 1:3
GN mobilizes for breast cancer battle. May 13:1
GN residents start health care program. June 3:1
LI breast cancer study. June 3:3
Motivating the disabled (op-ed). Jul 1:10
Health activist's efforts noticed. Jul 8:3
A look back at NS Hospital's 40 years. Jul 22:1
Health Rx: consider business (ed.). Jul 22:10
INN establishes health clinic for poor. Jul 29:1
Businesses battle cancer. Jul 29:3
Primary care is prime (ed.). Aug 26:10
GN cardiologist to speak on radio. Aug 26:39
North Shore Hospital honors volunteers (illus.). Aug 26:42
Medical paths lead to GN. Sep 16:8
GN responses to Clinton's Health Plan. Oct 7:26
GN's breast cancer coalition. Oct 28:3
Hospitals: It can't happen here. Oct 28:3
Launching GN breast cancer survey. Nov 25:1
GN Visiting Nurses expand role. Nov 25:2
Breast cancer seminar focuses on risks and prevention.  
Dec 9:27

**LONG ISLAND RAILROAD**
LIRR explains ballot.  Oct 14:3
LIRR renovation to start.  Dec 9:3

**MUSIC**
Moscow choir celebrates freedom.  Jan 28:2
GN 40s band still swingin'  Feb 11:3
Museum combines jazz and art.  Feb 18:3
Romaine & Morgen at Museum.  Mar 11:3
GN pianist (Jennifer Eley) to perform for Community Center.  
Mar 18:16
GN Choral Soc.to perform Britten's War Requiem.  Apr 22:3
 GN orchestra is labor of love.  May 6:3
Malbin featured at GN Philharmonic.  Jul 22:1
Young GN musician to play celebrity cruise.  Aug 19:6
Recital has REAP II crying for more.  Aug 19:8
New conductor leads GN Choral Society.  Aug 26:2
Youth orchestra tours S.E. Asia.  Sep 16:3

**NASSAU COUNTY**
Changes ahead for Nassau government.  Apr 22:1
Eleanor Berger's 20-year campaign.  Apr 22:22
Jay Herman on reassessment.  Apr 29:3
Kessel and Zwirn announce.  May 27:1
Dems nominate 3 from GN.  June 3:1
Dems nominated 4 (correction) GN residents June 10:1
Expressway closings begin next week.  June 10:1
County government overhaul.  (letter).  June 24:10
June-25-Aug 16: 3,856 accidents.  Aug 19:1
Democrats voice support for Gulotta.  Aug 26:4
County races blur party lines.  Sep 30:4
County candidates see need for change.  Oct 21:1
Voters to make decisions Nov. 2.  Oct 28:1
Elections results.  Nov 4:1
GN participates in Revision Hearing.  Nov 18:1
Charter revision (letter).  Dec 9:14

**NORTH HEMPSTEAD, TOWN**
Judge gives Zwirn aide Middlemark jail sentence.  Feb 4:2
Historic town law protects water.  Feb 11:3
Accusations abound at NH Town Hall.  Feb 11:3
5-acre zoning protects water (ed). Feb 11:10
Praise for highway crews (letter). Apr 1:12
NH passes pesticide law. May 13:1
Newburger announces for Town Supervisor. May 27:1
Newburger to run for Supervisor. May 27:33
Money the issue in exec race. Aug 5:3
Zwirn bests Kessel in Democratic primary. Sep 16:2
O'Neil/Lesser vie for Town Clerk's post. Sep 23:4
Range of candidates for Council. Oct 7:3
Supervisor candidates discuss issues. Oct 14:3
Brand new role for May Newburger. Nov 18:3
Town councilmen-elect rarin' to go. Nov 25:1

NORTH SHORE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
Doctor says Kevin beat the odds. Dec 16:3
Universal language at Hospital. Dec 23:16
New breast cancer program. Dec 23:20

PARK DISTRICT
Rink projects skate in smoothly. Jan 21:3
Parking system, a year later. Feb 25:1
Lerner wins parks contest (photo). May 20:18
Park teams stir reservations. Jul 29:6C
Security and convenience (Memorial Field) (ed). Aug 12:10
Tennis court dispute (letter). Aug 12:10
Tennis editorial (letter). Aug 26:10
Leboff announces for Park Commissioner. Sep 2:2
Hirsch announces candidacy. Sep 23:2
Park Board announces proposed budget. Sep 30:30
Seafarers and landlubbers debate. Oct 21:3
Park election (letters). Oct 28:10
Steppingstone Marina (letter). Nov 4:10
Park candidates differ in perspective. Nov 11:1
Park facilities (letter). Nov 11:10
Support for Myron Hirsch (letter:Knobler). Nov 11:10
Park election (letter). Nov 18:10
More on mooring (letter). Nov 18:10
GN incumbents face challenges. Nov 25:3
Park Board permits menorah on Green. Dec 2:1
Park election (letters). Dec 2:10
GN voters' choice narrows to 2 candidates. Dec 9:1
Hirsch wins Park election by 2 votes. Dec 16:1
Menorah (letters). Dec 16:34
Election aftermath. Dec 23:3
Park election aftermath (letter). Dec 23:10

PEOPLE
Berger, Dr. Berle. Optometrist. Jan 28:3
Chodosch, Margery & Stewart. Temple honors. Apr 15:3
Favitta, Michael. Evicted. Feb 11:1
Finke, Lilian M. Honored. Apr 15:3
Gotta, Nancy. Westinghouse semifinalist. Feb 4:5
Greenberg, Mel. Honored. Apr 15:3
Hall, Norman. Director turns actor. Apr 15:33
Kane, Muriel and Julian. Honors. Jun 17:8
Leeds, Jennifer. Wedding. Apr 29:8
Olin, Al. ADL honor. Jan 14:2
Penn, Steven. Employee of the year. Jan 14:2
Pepitone, Tom. Leads parade. May 27:3
Ramer, Ione. Feb 25:3
Romano, Michelle and Joseph. Mar 11:8
Samansky, Leonard. Jun 17:8
Spilke, Fran. Salute to Israel Parade. Mar 4:3
Sussman, Eva. Honored. Mar 11:8
Velie, Frank. Triathlete. Apr 1:6C
Viscardi, Dr. Henry. Documentary made. May 20:20
Siris, Michael. NY Court. Jun 15:3
Branningan, Kevin. Steppingstone. Jul 22:3
Hirsch, Bud and Peggy. Albania. Aug 5:1
DeMarco, Elaine & Joe. 3 dogs. Aug 5:3
Croly, Elizabeth. Honored by GNUCF. Aug 5:8
Goldstein, Dr. Marilyn. To teach in China. Aug 12:3
Kelman, Steven. Clinton appointee. Aug 19:3
Lomangino, Dr. Nicholas. Gulf War medal. Aug 19:9
Lelchuk Family. 24 pairs of shoes. Aug 26:1
Karlin, Lee. GN remembers. Aug 26:3
Weinstock, Denis A. Divorce lawyer. Sep 2:3
Grauer, Dr. William. Village historian. Sep 9:3
Gorelick, Jamie. Pres. Clinton appointee. Sep 16:1
Berger, Brad and Santiago, Lesly. Wedding bells. Sep 23:1
Steel, Dawn. GN to Hollywood. Sep 30:1
Weisburd, Amy and Bryan. A giving heart. Oct 28:2
Plesser, Sgt. Alfred L. Forgotten war. Nov 11:3
Cutler, R.J. Clinton documentary. Nov 11:26
Matveyev, Alexander. Russian economist. Nov 11:30
King, Rita. Gift of Sight honoree. Dec 16:8

POLITICAL PARTIES
Ackerman sworn in for 6th time. Jan 14:3
Jobs in the 5th C.D. (letter). June 10:10
Wax, Morton. Campaign for homeless. Oct 14:1

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Senator Lautenberg speaks at GN home (JAC-PAC). Jan 21:1
GN attends inaugural. Jan 28:1
Councilwoman Newburger's first year. Jan 28:1
Judge opens senate mailing costs. Mar 4:3
Village elections test citizen involvement. Mar 11:1
Dems set for Sept. 14 primary. Sep 9:3
Paid political advertisements policy (ed). Sep 23:10

RELIGION
Menorah (letter). Dec 16:10

SCHOOLS
Guard Luz Munoz directs traffic. Jan 14:5
Children's orchestra masters classics. Jan 21:2
The Superintendent as principal. Jan 21:3
King essay wins LI Regional price. Jan 21:5
Gamma Rays, Marigolds at North. Jan 28:5
Crucible on stage at South. Jan 28:5
Board approves capital projects. Feb 11:5
Education funding issue heats up in GN. Feb 18:1
School funding changes alarm parents. Mar 4:1
Town budget (letters) Mar 11:10
'Wellness Fair' focuses on health. Mar 25:5
School taxes (letter). Mar 25:10
Superintendent's loan (letter). Apr 1:12
Attend hearing (letter). Apr 1:22
Alumni plan trip back to 1942-43. Apr 8:3
School aid increased. Apr 22:3
The cost of education (letter: DiCamillo). Apr 22:10
Big school budget; small hearing. Apr 29:3
Residents vote on school budget. Apr 29:5
School para wins $10 million. May 13:3
School and library vote (ed). May 20:10
GN High 1942-43 alumni reunion. May 27:1
Kaplan to head GN North High. June 3:3
GN Board discusses smoking. June 10:25
Children's Library is dedicated. Jun 17:5
Lakeville kindergarten (letter). Jun 17:10
GN high schools graduate 453. June 24:1a
Parents: Don't bus our kindergartners. June 24:2
Not a done deal (busing).[ed.] June 24:10
Student saves school's torah. Jul 8:1
GN alumnus bridges Nassau and Spain. Jul 15:1
School overcrowding (letter). Jul 29:10
GN student (Rachel Gilliar) wins contest. Aug 12:3
Back to school with lots of memories. Sep 2:1
Sup't Shine's back-to-school message. Sep 2:5
NYS SAT scores release. Sep 9:5
News about the GN faculty. Sep 9:5
Lakeville kindergarten (letter). Sep 9:8
Lakeville school overcrowding. Sep 23:3
Parville school (op-ed). Sep 23:10
Lakeville & Parkville (letter: Altmann/Brinn). Oct 14:10
Class of 2000 is half way there. Nov 4:1
Japanese culture in the classroom. Nov 11:5
School Board to remove pesticides. Nov 18:24
Lakeville Kindergarten to move. Nov 25:3
Solving the next demographic problem (ed). Nov 25:10
SONO needs support (letter). Nov 25:22
Clickin' away... at GN North (photos.). Dec 2:16

SPORTS
Rebels' soccer stars honored. Jan 7:6C
PAL coaches (letter). Feb 4:10
GN Park team takes spotlight. Feb 11:6C
Lake Placid, Here she comes! (Melissa Ielpi). Feb 25:6C
Skate school's influx of pros. Mar 11:6C
Tara Modlin skates undefeated. June 3:6C
GN wins Maccabiah medals. July 29:6C
UCF run was a splashing hit. Nov 4:6C

SENIOR CITIZENS
Retirees hit by loss of benefits. Jan 7:3
Bridge Club (letter). Jan 21:10
Groundbreaking for second parking lot. Feb 4:1
Senior Center's winding road. Feb 11:1
Social security (letter). Mar 4:10
Senior Center Medicare guide. Apr 8:8
Great Neck Record Index - 1993

Charles Briefstein is honored. Sep 9:6
Right-to-die case. Oct 21:3
Driver/Photographer inspires REAP I. Oct 28:24

SYNAGOGUES
Sephardic Temple breaks ground. Jan 7:3
Temple Beth-El hosts Denmark tribute. Feb 25:2
Temple EmanuEl celebrates 40. Apr 1:1
Distinguished Beth-El foursome. Apr 15:3
Ed Koch to speak in GN. Apr 29:2
Nun speaks at GN synagogue. Apr 29:1
GN leads fight against hate. Jun 17:3
Architects honored for synagogue. June 15:16
Meshedi Temple set for autumn. Aug 5:18
GN clergymen tour Asian Jewish sites. Aug 12:1
Ackerman briefs rabbis on accord. Sep 16:1
Kristallnacht remembered in GN. Nov 4:3
GN Thanksgiving service planned. Nov 18:3
The menorah debate (ed). Dec 2: 10

TELEVISION
GN producer's Cambodian film on TV. Jan 28:2
PATC judges at festival. Apr 22:3
New sports TV show in GN. Jul 8:25
Cable TV rates. Sep 9:3
New cablevision (letter). Sep 16:10
Happenings at Public Access TV. Oct 21:34
Cablevision box. Nov 25:10

THEATER AND DRAMA
A&S property. Mar 18:25
GN playwrights'(Mills & Weisser) original satire. Apr 15:2

TRAFFIC
GN endures the Middle Neck mire. Jul 29:1

TRANSPORTATION
GN concerned with LIE. Feb 4:3
Making a point for Kings Point bus. Mar 11:3
Work together on LIE plan. May 6:10

UTILITIES
Bury those power lines! (ed). Mar 11:10
UNITED STATES MERCHANT MARINE
GN and the maritime industry (ed).  May 27:10
USMMA in its 50th year graduates 203. Jun 17:1
18 firefighters hurt in USMMA blaze.  Jul 1:1
USMMA fire clarifier (letter).  June 15:10
Merchant Marines aid ailing whale.  Aug 12:1
Adm Matteson on USMMA's future.  Aug 26:1
3 of USMMA sail on tall ship.  Aug 26:3
Campaign to keep USMMA open.  Sep 2:1
Willy2 improving.  Sep 2:3
Unkindest cut of all (ed).  Sep 2:10
Kings Point closing (letter).  Sep 2:10
USMMA is not on V.P. Gore's list of closings.  Sep 9:1
USMMA closing (letter).  Sep 9:10
Half a loaf is unfair (ed.).  Sep 16:10
The Admiral meets GN Chamber.  Sep 30:3
Postmark: 50th anniversary of USMMA.  Oct 7:3
Admiral's paean to KP.  Nov 11:3
Threat eased to USMMA.  Nov 18:3
Local shipwreck artifacts at Museum.  Nov 25:3
Coach Greer takes charge.  Nov 25:6C
Academy spared from budget cuts.  Dec 2:3

VILLAGES-GN
Holiday symbols (letter).  Jan 14:26
Menorah controversy (letter).  Feb 4:10
This empty house on Arrandale Ave.  Feb 11:1
Plaza considers restaurant moratorium.  Mar 25:1
GN crafts fair ready for throngs.  Apr 29:1
Mayor Sid Evans resigns.  May 6:3
Village supports 5 acre zoning.  June 10:3
Village elects a new mayor (Isabel Verlotta).  June 24:3
Verlotta sees role as caretaker.  Jul 8:3

VILLAGES-GN ESTATES
Ackerman to the rescue.  Feb 11:3
Police Chief Kelly announces retirement.  Mar 11:1
The team that leads GN Plaza.  Mar 25:18
Landlords-We need you (ed).  Apr 1:12
Residents spar over police plan.  Aug 19:4
Village government goes for civilianization.  Sep 23:3

VILLAGES-GN PLAZA
Plaza celebrates the arts.  Jan 7:5
On trial: Failure of Kensington-Johnson. Jan 14:1
GN Central Auxiliary on patrol 10 years. Apr 15:93
Proposed moratorium (letter: Corn). Apr 15:32
Plaza passes moratorium on restaurants. Apr 29:1
Neighbors: "club puts them behind 8 ball." June 10:1
Plaza Board scratches pool hall. June 24:3
Plaza ok's businesses. Jul 22:3
Opryland comes to GN Plaza. Jul 22:7
Gino's expanding. Aug 5:3
Trees will be missed (ed.) Aug 5:10
Plaza's Octoberfest will be autofest. Sep 9:1
"Gardens" mart was a farm. Sep 23:2
Festival & America's love affair. Oct 7:1
Downed trees (letter). Oct 21:10
Clothing Drive for the homeless. Oct 28:2
Window dressing in the Plaza. Oct 28:28
Mayor Rosegarten supports unfunded mandates date. Nov 4:3

VILLAGES-KENSINGTON
Mayor Burghardt wins grant for Hofstra. Oct 21:3

VILLAGES-KINGS POINT
Gn home was on Pacinos's way. Jul 1:3
Neighbors defend Mitchell Creek. Dec 23:3

VILLAGES-LAKE SUCCESS
Village ponders upzoning. Feb 18:1
Upzoning (ed.). Feb 18:10
Upzoning Lake Success. Feb 25:10
Five-acre zoning and cancer (letter). Mar 4:10
Lake Success upzoning (letter). Mar 18:10
Upzone now-or pay later (ed). Mar 18:10
Lake Success, 2026 (ed). Mar 25:10
2.5+2.5=? (Kane). Apr 1:12
LS zoning deliberations (letter). Apr 1:22
Lake Success, 2026: revisited (Kane). Apr 8:10
LS nominees. May 6:3
Road conditions (letter). May 13:10
LS still weighs 5-acre zoning. June 17:1
LS gets grant. Aug 19:3
LS Deputy Treasurer arrested. Aug 26:3
LS zoning (letter). Sep 9:10
Reviving the lakes of Lake Success. Oct 7:1
Five acre zoning. Dec 16:3
VILLAGES-RUSSELL GARDENS
Joyce Cohn, Russell Gardens' new mayor. Mar 18:1
Former deputy village clerk arrested. Sep 2:3
Village historian says goodbye. Sep 9:3

VILLAGES-SADDLE ROCK
Saddle Rock Grist Mill reopens. Apr 8:4
Grist Mill open: visitors welcome. Apr 29:3
Jack Zucker resigns. Dec 9:3

VILLAGES-THOMASTON
Village of Thomaston's new mayor. Feb 11:4
Street lighting construction has broken ground. Mar 11:3
Thomaston completes street lighting. Sep 2:2
Sad autumn for Norway maples. Sep 23:3

WATER SUPPLY
Manhasset-Lakeville Water District rate hike. Jan 21:3
NYC water dilemma: lesson for LI. Jan 28:10
Water trustees (letter). Feb 18:10
Sound cleanup to cost billions. Apr 15:3
Drinking water protection (LWV). Apr 29:3
Water authority focuses on conservation. May 20:1
Focusing on water conservation. June 10:3
Water for the future (essay). June 15:10
Water restrictions still in effect. Jul 22:3
Water Authority contest winners. Jul 22:16
Water protection (letter). Jul 29:10
Water Board looks for truck route. Aug 5:4
GN neighbors solve caustic problem. Sep 30:1
Water Authority names new chairperson. Dec 23:3

WEATHER
GN copes with blizzard of '93. Mar 18:1
Regular Features
At the Library
Environmental Record
Great Neck
Business Record
Great Neck Park District
Mark your Calendar
Interfaith Bulletin Board
Newsbriefs
Obituaries
People in the News
Police Report
School Notes
Senior Center News
Sports

ACCIDENTS
Ice-related accident. Jan 27:1
Snow collapses garage roof and spirits. Feb 17:1

AIR TRAFFIC
On the matter of airplane noise. Jan 20:3
New Jersey's Chutzpa (ed.). Feb 17:10
New test flight paths will skirt GN. Mar 31:1
Noise pollution-air and surface. Apr 7:10
FAA plans for GN take off. Aug 18:1
Flight patterns suspended (until Sept. 12) Sep 1:3

ART & ARTISTS
Kallen exhibits at Berger Center. Jan 6:20
Gallery Emanuel presents landscapes. Jan 6:20
"Matters of the Spiriti" at Emanuel. Feb 17:14
Art Center sketched in broad strokes. Feb 24:3
GNSHS tops in Nassau in art contest. Apr 7:6
Emmanuel Gallery's "In sharp focus." June 16:6
Art Center: things are happening! June 30:3
GN Art Center in the works. June 30:10
Gallery Emanuel presents "Summertime." July 7:15
Gottlieb's photos featured at Post Office. Sep 1:15
JCC features a 'homeless' exhibit. Oct 13:3
New Arts Center opens school in GN. Dec 1:1
Arts Center benefit. Dec 8:3
### AUTHORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GN poet (Charlotte Snitzer)</td>
<td>Started in adult program.</td>
<td>Mar 17:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Raviv</td>
<td>Co-author of Friends in Deed.</td>
<td>Apr 28:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Selwyn Mills</td>
<td>Existential Fortune Cookie.</td>
<td>May 12:29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Gross</td>
<td>Co-authored America's Longest War.</td>
<td>Aug 4:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossing the line by Joan Swirsky.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 13:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GN author (Mark Laxer)</td>
<td>Exposes cults.</td>
<td>Oct. 27:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to meet a mensch in N.Y. by Robin Newman.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 10:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journey through illness and beyond by Brenda Shoshana Lukeman.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 8:37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BUSINESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sam Goody comes to GN.</td>
<td>Jan 6:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparing GN prescription prices.</td>
<td>Jan 13:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurant (Buon Appetito) as a culinary school.</td>
<td>Jan 20:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millie places first with GN Chamber.</td>
<td>Feb 10:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unisys/ gets $20 million contract.</td>
<td>Feb 10:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inn at GN takes shape.</td>
<td>Mar 10:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursery owners talk damage control.</td>
<td>Mar 17:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investors' rights group revived in GN.</td>
<td>Mar 17:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Cannes to customized cakes.</td>
<td>Mar 24:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxing season for GN accountants.</td>
<td>Apr 7:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart of GN makes a comeback.</td>
<td>Apr 21:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping mall (letter).</td>
<td>Apr 21:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuomo stresses high tech for LI.</td>
<td>May 5:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun stores (letter).</td>
<td>May 5:11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinnest pizza in GN began in Brooklyn.</td>
<td>May 12:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun control debate in GN (ed).</td>
<td>May 12:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun control (letter).</td>
<td>May 26:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taste of GN a la Lake Success.</td>
<td>June 9:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bermaine's old new business.</td>
<td>June 16:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security firm moves &amp; adds training area.</td>
<td>July 7:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruzells celebrates 6 yrs in GN.</td>
<td>July 7:8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taste of GN tasted new location.</td>
<td>July 7:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GN co. markets discount long distance calls.</td>
<td>July 21:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening of Boston Chicken.</td>
<td>July 21:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique and creative dining in GN.</td>
<td>Aug 4:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantasy Foods backs its fat-free claims.</td>
<td>Aug 11:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun store debate (letter).</td>
<td>Aug 18:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billiard tables &amp; fine food.</td>
<td>Aug 25:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genovese opens in GN.</td>
<td>Aug 25:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local merchants help back-to-schoolers.</td>
<td>Sep 1:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guns in GN (letter).</td>
<td>Sep 1:20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Health Club opens in GN Gardens. Sep 8:3
Unisys in transition still bonded to GN. Sep 15:1
Plaza condominium. Sep 15:2
Gardens at GN celebrates opening. Sep 15:3
Guns in GN (letters). Sep 15:10
Unisys wants to be good neighbor. Sep 22:2
Fitness Center's court appearance postponed. Sep 22:3
Gun stores (letter). Sep 22:13
Local officials want Unisys to succeed. Oct 6:1
Fitness Center court hearing. Oct 6:3
The uncertainty about Unisys in GN. Oct 13:16
Fitness Club update. Oct 20:3
"Real" toy guns are scarce in GN. Oct 20:3
Gilliar Pharmacy closing after 70 years. Oct 20:36
Riverside Chapels dedicates renovation. Nov 10:3
Unfinished hotel makes film debut. Nov 17:3
Boca music nights. Nov 17:10
Pet store application Nov 24:3
Unisys names new unit president. Nov 24:14

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
John Kiernan to address GN Chamber. Jan 13:3
Village officials discuss snow removal. Jan 20:3
Remarks (by Paul Townsend) stir debate. Mar 3:1
Chamber honors Bank of GN president. Mar 10:2
Arnold Kasdan honored by GN Chamber. Apr 14:2
Anti-graffiti campaign. May 5:16
Chamber honors Donna E. Williams. May 12:2
Chamber to honor David Marks. June 9:2
Honoree Freedman's acceptance message. Oct 6:13
GN Chamber honors George Carr. Dec 8:2

CHURCHES
Honoring memory of Martin Luther King. Jan 13:1
Community Church celebrates 80th Anniversary. May 5:2
Congregations worship together for summer. July 7:8
Local residents host Irish Catholics & Protestants.
    July 21:1
Antique show at All Saints Church. Sep 8:31

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
SANE/Peace...request Cuban trade embargo be lifted.
    Jan 20:3
New executive for Womanspace. Jan 27:3
Honor roll of VGNP clothing drive supporters. Feb 3:10
From GN to Micronesia with love (UCF). Mar 10:3
Yahar, an attorney's Hadassah is born. Mar 10:14
GN League unites ethnic groups. Mar 17:1
Banning assault weapons. Mar 17:3
Womanspace hosts multi-cultural event. Mar 17:8
GN groups speak out against hate crimes. Mar 24:1
League & ethnic groups meet with politicos. Mar 24:1
Scrutinizing the Army School of Americas. Mar 24:11
New leaders of Garden Club (photo). Mar 24:16
CLASP sponsors family vacation seminar. Apr 7:24
Groups search for roots of violence. Apr 14:3
ABM Treaty (letter). Apr 28:11
Hispanic group raises funds for CLASP. May 12:16
COPAY-a great community resource. May 26:8
GN's response to murder (ed). May 26:10
ACLD home celbrates 7 years in GN. June 2:3
Hoe-down to help Isreaeli children. June 9:19
Stars go to bat for Ronald McDonald House. June 9:40
Blanketing Israel with love (Pomegranate Guild). June 16:3
Seeing fruits of labor in S. Africa. June 16:3
Progress & goals in child care services. June 16:11
GN's UCF celebrates 40 years of service. June 16:22
Parent Child Program celebrates 22 years. June 23:8
Open Door Parent-Child Center reports change & growth.
July 7:5
SANE will hold Hiroshima remembrance. Jul 21:7
Open Door names new director. Aug 4:5
CLASP launches new program. Aug 4:5
GN Garden Club: Nurturing kids & vegetables. Aug 11:1
Womanspace celebrates Equality Day. Aug 11:18
GN SANE'S Hiroshima commemoration. Aug 25:32
COPAY elects new president. Sep 8:3
League focuses on welfare. Sep 15:3
SANE on Cuba (letter). Sep 15:10
Helen Keller volunteers plan show. Sep 29:34
(AJC) Forum examines 1st amendment & religion. Oct 13:1
Solidarity night. Oct 13:2
SANE sponsors foreign policy forum. Oct 20:30
CMP assists LWV with office space. Nov 17:6
Hadassah to present 1st Humanitarian Award. Nov 17:16
CLASP steps up fund-raising. Nov 17:26
ORT plans major fund-raising event. Nov 24:3
SANE/Peace to discuss election results. Nov 24:11
Friends for LI celebrate 30 years. Dec 8:8
SANE/Peace actions's objectives (letter). Dec 8:14

COURTS
District Court's new home. July 7:5

CRIME
Conviction in Taiwan. Jan 6:3
Victor Lazo Memorial. Jan 6:3
Vandals slash tires in GN. Jan 6:9
GN man arraigned in murder. Feb 27:3
Former Russell Gardens clerk sentenced. Feb 24:9
6th Precinct on trail of burglary team. Apr 7:1
Student arrested. Apr 28:3
Man murdered on GN street. May 19:3
Punishment for vandalism (letter). May 19:11
How LS police captured murder suspect. May 26:1
Legalizing drugs debated. May 26:1
Body found in Kings Point. May 26:3
Three arrests for prostitution. June 9:29
Let's consider drug legalization (op). June 9:30
Arshad Hassain indicted for murder. June 23:13
GN villages respond to crimes. June 30:3
Drug legalization (letter). June 30:10
Second bomb incident in GN in July. July 28:1
Pranks come in mega proportions in GN. Aug 18:1
GN architect's plans prevent urban crime. Sep 1:1
"Defensible space" in GN (ed.). Sep 1:20
Stolen car driven off cliff. Nov 3:1
Armed robbery on Middle Neck Rd. Dec 1:11

DEATHS
Adams, Stanley. Mar 10:25
Adams, Stanley. Feb 3:39
Aglietti, Hugo L. July 21:25
Angelo, Charles "Sonny." July 14:23
Aron, Jack. Jan 27:26
Baynash, Beatrice Rachel. Jan 20:42
Bennett, Sara. Jul 28:30
Bloomfield. Dr. Sylvan. Jan 6:21
Bolet, Nathan. Mar 3:34
Brachman, Brigitte (Gigi). June 16:30
Braunstein, Marvin. June 30:30
Breitowitz, Jennie Block. Sep 22:40
Caine, Sophia.  Feb 24:21
Chertoff, Samuel.  Jan 6:26
Cianciulli, Christopher.  Oct 13:54
Colin, Alma R.  Apr 28:50
Conkling, Lucy Bracken.  Jan 26:10
Cook, John DeWitt.  Apr 7:32
Cook, John DeWitt.  Mar 31:26
Curry, Gevondis.  May 12:32
Davis, Straham.  May 19:32
Dehn, Anna J.  Aug 11:32
Ehlers, Lydia M.  Jan 20:42
Eimicke, Catherine E.  July 7:19
Elkowitz, Elizabeth.  June 16:31
Ellman, Dr. Lee.  June 16:31
Elsohn, Leon R.  Jul 28:30
Fabrikant, William.  Apr 28:50
Feiring, Florence G.  Mar 24:16
Feldman, Leonard.  Feb 24:21
Fensterstock, Phillip F.  Mar 17:19
Fippinger, Gladys Pauline.  Oct 20:46
Flax, Cecelia.  Mar 24:16
Fleischer, Ernestine.  Feb 24:21
Florman, Marvin George.  Oct 13:54
Fougner, Mary Ryan Ehrbar.  May 19:32
Friend, Howard L.  Jul 28:30
Garland, Anne E.  May 19:32
Glaser, Jack.  Apr 14:34
Goldin, Myrna.  Sep 8:33
Gordon, Carl.  June 30:30
Grauer, Beatrice Singer.  Oct 6:39
Greenberg, Tillie.  Sep 29:40
Greene, Dorothy.  July 7:19
Greenstein, Sally.  Jan 13:26
Greenstein, Sally.  Jan 6:26
Gruenstein, Paula.  Feb 17:8
Haines, Dorothy Frances.  Jan 6:26
Halper, Alfred.  Jan 6:26
Halpern, Jesse (ed).  July 14:10
Halpern, Jesse.  June 30:30
Hament, Gus.  Apr 28:50
Herbst, Annette.  Apr 7:32
Herbst, Annette.  Mar 31:26
Hirschl, Roslyn.  Mar 20:25
Hope, Lionel Harry.  June 30:30
Hughes, Elisa K.  Feb 3:39
Hunt, Jr., Martin J.  Oct 27:44
Hysa, Paula.  Feb 17:8
Jacklin, Irving.  Sep 8:33
Kashani, Yousef.  Apr 7:32
Kashani, Yousef.  Mar 31:26
Kimelman, Kate.  Feb 3:39
Klein, Ruth.  Mar 20:25
Klement, Mary.  May 19:32
Knie, Marie.  July 14:23
Levine, Steven.  June 30:30
Liebertz, Captain James.  May 12:32
Lincoln Sr., Robert.  June 9:32
Lobell, Gene.  June 16:31
Lorrance, Arthur.  Apr 7:32
Lorrance, Arthur.  Mar 31:26
Lucas, Edward.  Aug 11:32
Lyons, Gary.  Jan 27:26
Martino, Eugene M.  Sep 22:40
Match, Dr. Robert K.  Oct 20:46
Mattison, Sidney.  Feb 3:39
Mehdizadeh, Nissan.  Jan 20:42
Meyers, Albert A.  Feb 3:39
Miller, Ira I.  Oct 27:44
Murad, Frederich.  Apr 14:34
Nissman-Abelow, Marilyn.  Aug 18:18
Pawel, Ernst.  Aug 25:48
Pepitone, Thomas.  June 9:32
Perlbinder, Arnold.  Feb 10:16
Plesser, David.  Jan 20:42
Potter, Patricia.  Jan 20:42
Reiter, Tinoket Ellant.  Mar 24:16
Richman, Janet.  Oct 6:39
Riordan, David J.  Aug 11:32
Roshwalb, Irving.  Sep 1:12
Roth, Dr. Harry.  Jan 13:26
Schapiro, Yetta.  Sep 1:12
Schuld, Frank P.  Feb 3:39
Shanahan, Mary H.  Aug 4:30
Sheinberg, Jessie.  Sep 29:40
Silverman, William.  Mar 10:25
Siris, Muriel.  Mar 3:34
Smoler, Henrietta.  Oct 20:46
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Snow, Adolph. Apr 28:50
Stralka, Clem. Jan 20:42
Sufrin, Dr. Marcel. Jan 6:26
Tannenbaum, Ida. Mar 17:19
Tchet, Victor. July 7:19
Thiel, Helen L. Apr 21:34
Weintraub, Lionel. Sep 22:40
Weisbuch, Edith. Feb 10:16
Weissman, Leah. Sep 29:40
Wetschler, Dorothy Cohen. July 21:25
Wiener, Murray. Apr 14:34
Workman, Jeanette. Aug 4:30
Yetski, John A. Oct 27:44
Ziering, Blanche. Apr 21:34
Place, Mary Virginia. Nov 10:32
Buzen, Arthur. Nov 10:32
Rosengarden, Dorothy Kline. Nov 10:32
Cohen, Dr. Richard. Nov 17:44
Levy, Louis. Nov 17:44
Kaplan, Dr. William. Nov 17:44
Malman, Seymour. Nov 24:32
Reich, Helyn. Nov 24:32
Cohen, Richard M. Nov 24:32
Karazia, Amelia K. Dec 1:45
Rabinovici, Raya. Dec 8:44
Teres, Bonnie. Dec 8:44
Gimpel, Shirley. Dec 8:44
Rosenberg, Edward. Dec 8:44

ELECTIONS
How to run district elections (ed). Jan 13:10
Some GN villagers offered choice. Feb 24:1
Elkowitz wants to represent the 5th C.D. Feb 24:1
Village elections, a mixed bag (ed). Feb 24:10
Six GN villages to hold elections. Mar 10:2
Bill would reform special district elections. Mar 10:3
Election results. Mar 24:3
Election results. June 30:3
Close elections. Dec 1:14

ENVIRONMENT
Questions on the marsh (Kane). Jan 6:10
Deficiencies in Mitchell Creek Environmental Report. (Kane)
Jan 13:10
Coastal erosion (Kane). Jan 20:10
Mitchell Creek hearing. Jan 27:3
Mitchell Creek's ownership still in doubt. Jan 27:10
Mexpoint's petition (Kane). Feb 3:10
Mitchell Creek disclosure affidavit (Kane). Feb 10:11
Youth speaker (Ian Dreiblatt). Feb 10:11
Mexpoint site flood hazards (Kane). Feb 24:11
Why the Mexpoint Development should be rejected (Kane). Mar 17:11
2 GN leaders honored for environmental effort. Mar 24:10
Chlorine halted (Kane). Mar 31:10
GN leaders receive environmental award. Apr 7:9
Mexpoint's claims (Kane). Apr 14:11
Pesticide-free lawn campaign. Apr 13:11
Pond management symposium. Apr 28:3
The gardener's friend (Kane). May 5:11
Where have the fish gone? (Kane) May 12:13
Long Island Lake & Pond Management Symposium. May 19:3
Smoke gets in your eyes (Kane). May 19:11
Two eclipses (Kane). May 26:11
Lawn care (Kane). June 2:11
Anatomy of procrastination (Kane). June 16:10
League's awards for environment. June 16:13
Salt water intrusion (Kane). June 23:11
Water conservation rhetoric (Kane). June 30:11
Cuomo's help sought (Kane). July 7:11
Serious need for water conservation (Kane). Aug 11:21
Bacterial contamination (Kane). Aug 18:21
Is salt water intrusion forever? Aug 25:29
Red tides are increasing (Kane). Sep 8:11
Chlorination hazards (Kane). Sep 15:11
Sound cleanup. Oct 13:3
Is GN water safe to drink? (Kane). Oct 20:13
Does early Fall presage harsh winter? (Kane). Nov 3:17
Mexpoint and Texas floods (Kane). Nov 24:13
Offshore drilling (Kane). Dec 1:15
Radiation wastes in aquifers (Kane). Dec 8:15

ETHNIC
GN's Korean community remains calm. Mar 31:8
Hispanics meet with community leaders. Oct 13:11
Hadassah studies Iranian culture. Oct 27:3
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FIRE DISTRICTS
Alert Fire Company elects officers (photo.). Jan 27:20
Alert Fire Co offers info on recent warning (Nissan minivans). Mar 17:28
Alert battles kitchen fire. Apr 14:3
Fire companies battle major brush fire. May 5:1
Alert responds. May 26:3
Alert Dept. celebrates its history. Jul 21:6
GN women Alert & Vigilant. July 28:3
GN firefighters aid Burn Center. Aug 4:3
Minute Men team win a trophy. Aug 11:7
Coffeemakers recalled. Aug 18:3
Smoke detectors recalled. Sep 1:3
Alerts battle garage fire. Sep 15:3
Fire-the enemy among us (Alert). Sep 22:21
Alerts battles nightmare blaze. Nov 10:3
Fire companies role in cliff accident. Nov 10:20
Alerts battle fire on Station Rd. Nov 17:8
Manhasset-Lakeville puts out garage fire. Nov 17:9
Alert promotes safe extension cord use. Nov 17:32
Manhasset-Lakeville battles 2 fires. Dec 1:22
Alerts give warning tips on heating equipment. Dec 8:15

GREAT NECK
GN celebrates Black History Month. Feb 17:3
Local officials dealing with potholes. Mar 31:3
GN divided by Revision Commission.(ed). Mar 31:10
GN area disaster plan in the works. Apr 7:20
Mothering and mayoring in GN. May 5:2
GN's 70th annual Memorial Day parade (photos). June 9:17
Great Neck "Peninsularity." (ed) July 7:10
Great Neck summer vignettes (photos). Aug 11:26
GN union leader notes holiday's centennial. Sep 1:1
GN Manor community in a lather about car wash. Oct 20:1
Telecommunicating & public hearings (ed). Oct 20:12
Upland's zoning change (letter). Oct 20:12
A special place (letter). Nov 10:13

GREAT NECK HOUSE
Problem at GN House (letter). Mar 31:10

GREAT NECK LIBRARY
Library elections (letters). Jan 6:10
KP Civic Assoc. hears candidate (Hartman). Jan 13:3
For Hartman (letters). Jan 13:10
For Bernstein (letters). Jan 13:26
Candidates discuss views at Library Forum. Jan 20:1
Hartman’s nomination (letter:Eber). Jan 20:10
Bernstein’s leadership (letter:Relkin). Jan 20:10
Bernstein re-elected. Jan 27:1
The library election (ed.). Jan 27:10
Library Director points to needs. Feb 3:3
Library needs and seniors (ed.). Feb 3:10
Open meetings (letter:Doyle). Feb 9:10
Library youth program going strong. Mar 3:5
Seeking community involvement (letter:Hartman). Apr 7:10
Library’s Nominating Committee to meet. July 7:17
Jack Eber's example (ed). July 28:10
Library connects GN to superhighway. Aug 11:3
Library Committee advises: "Scale down plans." Aug 25:1
Levels presents The Wall. Sep 1:5
Library Trustees consider advisory report. Sep 8:11
GN couple revive conversation. Sep 8:23
Library branches (letter). Sep 15:11
President’s renomination bid rejected. Oct 27:1
Library election (letter:Kline). Oct 27:14
Library election (letter:Eiser). Nov 3:16
Library election (letter:Tyler). Nov 10:12
Thanks to Levels (letter:Bruno). Nov 10:13
Library expansion (letter:Weiss). Nov 17:14
Library candidates address issues. Nov 24:3

GREAT NECK POST OFFICE
Postmaster explains change. Apr 14:1

HEALTH
Health care scholarship. Jan 6:3
Biofeedback for children. Jan 20:42
Town meeting on health care reform. Feb 3:18
NY State taps GN expertise. Feb 24:3
Breast cancer coalition plans survey. Mar 3:29
Fertility research at North Shore Hospital. Mar 17:3
Breast cancer activists honored. Mar 31:3
Hospital administrator answers the page (Safian). Apr 17:1
Study shows chemical-breast cancer link. Apr 21:8
Magazine questions breast cancer research and weighs cancer risk. May 5:6
Peter's Place spurs breast cancer campaign. May 12:8
Health coalition: Moynihan breaks promise. July 7:11
Merchants fight breast cancer. July 14:3
Smoking in restaurants. Aug 11:3
Breast cancer survey. Aug 18:3
Searching for causes of breast cancer. Aug 25:3
Sorting out health care reform. Aug 25:29
Flu shots for seniors. Sep 29:3
Breast cancer seminar focuses on teenagers. Oct 6:3
Smoke-free restaurants do well. Oct 6:12
Non-smokers' rights (letter). Oct 6:13
GN surgeon's new anestheisa technique. Oct 27:6
MRI breakthrough. Oct 27:19
Psychiatrist claims dyslexia breakthrough. Oct 27:36
LIJ cancer care wins award. Nov 3:3
Pride of Judea names new director. Dec 1:7
North Shore Hospital to study AIDS patients. Dec 1:10

LONG ISLAND RAILROAD
The other LIRR (letter). June 23:10
Strike fare adjustment. June 30:3

MUSIC
GN Philharmonic at Academy. Jan 27:3
Philharmonic bassist tuned up. Feb 10:3
Romaine interviews young virtuoso. Feb 10:21
GN student (Joseph Turian) to sing with National Opera. Mar 17:3
GN singer (Morgen) at Sam Goody. Mar 17:26
Winning young musicians announced. Apr 7:20
Irene King to sing with GN Philharmonic. July 14:1
GN Philharmonic-loud and clear. July 28:3
Woodstock cancellation rocks GN bands. Aug 11:5
Morton Gould receives national honor. Sep 15:1
Morton Gould honored by the nation. Dec 8:1

NASSAU COUNTY
County Executive Gulotta sworn in. Jan 13:31
John Kiernan provides glimpses into Nassau govt. revision. Jan 27:1
Officials learn about sexual harassment laws. Feb 3:8
Critical time in county charter revision (ed.). Mar 17:10
Revision panel approves districts. Apr 7:3
County legislature (letter:Kline). Apr 14:10
GN resident (Simmons) named to Nassau Board. Apr 28:16
Charter revision will be discussed. May 5:3
GN focuses on revision map. May 12:1
Charter Commission divides GN. June 2:1
Revision plan needs revision (ed). June 2:10
Campaign finance reform plan rejected. June 2:26
Lisanne Altman runs against Senator Tully. June 23:1
Newburger's map. June 23:3
DiNapoli prepares uniform school budget vote bill. June 30:3
Supervisors stalled on Charter Plan. July 7:3
"Master" will design new county districts. July 14:3
District map back on the drawing board. July 21:17
Revision map (letter:Weitzman). Aug 4:10
Charter proposal will go to the voters. Aug 11:12
Charter revision. Sep 1:23
Changing political landscape: The Republicans. Sep 8:5
Board of Supervisors make history. Sep 15:12
Vote "No" on charter revision. Oct 13:17
Charter revision discussed at GNLWV. Oct 20:3
County legislature information available. Oct 20:12
County legislature (letter). Oct 27:14
Great Neck and Proposition 1. Nov 3:16
DiNapoli panel focuses on oil spills. Nov 24:8

NORTH HEMPSTEAD, TOWN

GN shines in Town inaugural. Jan 6:1
Supervisor Newburger-Its the economy. Feb 3:1
Town clerk focuses on Peddler Law. Mar 17:20
North Hempstead honors its women (photos). Mar 31:6
Councilwoman versus Town Board. May 5:14
Town & villages strike solid waste deal. July 7:1
Newburger's efforts win award. Aug 18:26
Hazardous waste. Sep 8:3
Tax ememption for seniors. Sep 8:3
Newburger defends town tax rise. Oct 13:1
Town recycling expansion. Dec 8:3

NORTH SHORE HOSPITAL

GN takes part in North Shore gala. Feb 24:20
Hospital's tax exemption (letters). Sep 8:10
North Shore unveils new scanner. Oct 20:10

**PARK DISTRICT**
The GN election that won't go away. Jan 6:1
Let's start all over again (ed). Jan 6:10
Park election suit update. Jan 13:3
Park election (letters). Jan 27:10
Park election (letter). Feb 3:11
Election case on hold. Mar 3:3
Park election entangled in legal knots. Apr 21:3
Park district's third avenue of approach (ed). Apr 31:10
Park district election (Knobler). May 5:10
Park District election (Leboff). May 12:11
Park election (letter:Imperatore). May 19:10
Park election (letter:Wallach). May 26:11
Park election (letter:Sobel). June 2:10
Getting summer started in the parks. June 9:3
Judge upholds park election. June 30:1
Park election (letter:Leboff). June 30:10
Park election (letter:Kelman). July 14:11
Park Commissioners' reimbursement (letter). Aug 18:20
Park Budget Hearing (letter:Wallach). Sep 22:40
2 Park candidates. Oct 6:1
Religious display (letters). Oct 13:16
Park boaters (letter). Oct 13:16
3rd candidate (Betty Gross) for Park Board. Oct 20:1
Park Board oks Menorah. Nov 3:1
Park election absentee ballots. Nov 3:3
Religious displays (letter). Nov 3:18
Park candidates address the issues. Nov 17:3
Opinions expressed prior to Menorah decision. Nov 17:15
Quiet stroll thru Park election. Dec 8:1
Chabad Menorah knocked down. Dec 8:3

**PEOPLE**
Abrahamsen, Gary. Retired cop is hero. May 26:3
Brown, Rose. GN activist. Aug 11:6
Chernov, Lauren Beth. Co-op Nursery. June 16:15
Finke, Lilian M. National Award. July 21:3
Freedman, Robert. Honored. Sep 15:2
Geisinsky, Rabbi Yossi. "Rebbe's" teachings. June 23:3
Gerulaitis, Vitas. Remembered in GN. Sep 22:40
Gorelick, Jamie. GN roots. Sep 29:1
Gorelick, Jamie. Visits hometown. Aug 25:3
Gorelick, Jamie. Nation's #2 Attorney. Mar 3:3
Gottlieb, Bill. Honored at PO. Sep 15:16
Gould, Morton. National Honor. Sep 15:1
Gould, Morton. Letter. Sep 22:40
Gurfein, Captain Arthur David H. GN Marine. Sep 8:1
Harris, Elaine. Living Legacy Award. Mar 3:3
Hassid, Forough. Sponsors benefit. Apr 28:3
Jason, Michael K. M.D. Radio program. Jan 6:18
Kash, Harvey. GN activist. May 19:1
Kelman, Sylvia. Leboff's attorney. Jan 6:16
Kline, Brett. Covered Normandy. July 7:3
Koeppel, Adolph. Golfer. May 12:18
Lanzkowsky, Dr. Philip. Honorary degree. June 9:28
Newman, Oscar. GN architect. Sep 1:1
Nielson, Malcom. Alert 63 years. Aug 11:14
Pepitone, Thomas. GN Veteran/D-Day. June 2:3
Roos, Elaine. Town & Country Taxi. May 26:16
Seaman, Lee and Murray. South East Asia. Mar 27:3
Seaman, Lee and Murray. White House. Jan 6:3
Steir, Dr Milton. REAP. May 19:2
Davidson, Rabbi K. Honored. Nov 3:2
Plesser, Staff Sergeant Alfred. GN Vet. Nov 10:1
Antor, Seymour. Honored. Nov 10:2
Levy, Judy & Barry. Adoption. Dec 1:3
Shapiro, Howard. AIDS. Dec 1:3

POLICE
Sixth Precinct forms PROACT team. Jul 21:3

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
High profile of GN's Congressman (Ackerman). Mar 31:1
Dr. Elkowitz has an uphill fight. Apr 21:3
State Senate mail case. May 12:3
Reform Democrats host candidates for Attorney General. June 9:18
Attorney General candidates debate in GN. June 23:4
Tully seeking re-election. July 7:3
Ackerman challenged. July 7:3
Congressional primary looms for both parties. Jul 21:3
Oberlander's primary petition disqualified. Aug 4:7
Nassau's changing political landscape: The Democrats.
Aug 25:5
Democratic Party (letter). Sep 1:21
Barbara Neale supports firefighters. Sep 22:27
Assembly race has hometown flavor. Oct 6:3
Vote yes on proposal no. 1 (op-ed). Oct 20:13
Candidates love GN. Nov 3:1
Great Neck bucks trend. Nov 17:1
GN heard Cuomo's historic speech. Nov 17:1
Role of local political parties (ed). Nov 17:14
The religious right (letter). Nov 24:12

POLLUTION
Leaf blower noise. May 12:10
DiNapoli announces funding waste treatment facilities.
May 26:16

RELIGION
Forum focuses on religious right. Nov 3:3
Local residents honored by 4 Chaplains Org. Nov 10:34

SCHOOLS
(Rachel Giliar) wins National Writing Award. Jan 13:5
Minionis, Math Chair, to retire. Jan 27:5
Interfaith youth group to leave for Israel. Feb 10:1
Youth speaks out against racial violence. Feb 17:11
New SAT test to be given March 19. Mar 3:4
Reducing the budget (ed.). Mar 24:10
School budget time raises issues. Mar 31:5
GN students in President's competition. Mar 31:5
Dr. Miller celebrates his 90th birthday. Apr 7:5
School board adopts proposed budget. Apr 21:5
Parents bring careers to classroom. Apr 28:3
South HS achievers recognized. Apr 28:5
Fed praises GN school lunches. May 5:3
40 years since landmark desegregation decision. May 5:10
1976 babies declare independence. May 12:3
Taking "superhighway"to Belize. May 12:5
GN students rack up Latin awards. May 19:5
Slow progress of school integration. May 26:13
Response to article on integration. June 2:10
Football field named for Constance McNichol. June 9:1
National honors for Saddle Rock School. June 9:3
SANE/Peace awards in essay contest. June 9:5
Funds and education (letter). June 9:10
Step 1 to a smoke-free school district. June 16:1
25 years for the GNSHS class of 69. June 16:1
Congrats to GN high school grads. June 23:1
GN high schools graduation awards. June 23:2A
Board of Ed honors retirees (photo). June 23:5
Setting the 'Record' straight (letter). June 23:10
Smoking in schools (letter). June 23:11
North guidance counselor "semi-retires." June 23:14
Congratulations to our college graduates. June 30:2
Adult learners win scholarships (photo). June 30:5
Alan L. Gleitsman Award (North HS). June 30:5
GN North graduation speeches. June 30:5
Smoking ban (letter). June 30:10
GNS Middle receives Telecommunication Grant. Jul 27:5
Smoking in schools (letter). July 14:10
School Board discusses smoking. Aug 4:3
Media specialist awarded grant. Aug 4:5
South grad (Matt Haber) takes prize for essay. Aug 22:5
Smoking remains burning issue in GN. Aug 18:3
School tax rate changed. Aug 18:3
School District announces meal policy. Aug 18:5
Class of '98 says goodbye to GN. Aug 18:5
GN student essay in DC archives. Sep 8:24
School Board meeting clears the air. Sep 15:5
Teacher moves to administration. Oct 6:5
Open house (Leeds' Inst.) to opening of minds. Oct 20:3
College Board names scholars. Nov 17:5
Prayers in school (letter). Dec 1:15
Schools set up bulletin board. Dec 8:5

SPORTS
Coach Baratta hangs up his whistle. June 30:7C
ADL Golf Tourney shoots for history. June 30:7C
GN pro serves at Shelter Rock. Aug 4:7C
Maggie Blair Hymowitz brings home the gold. Sep 22:48

SENIOR CITIZENS
Vital volunteers. Jan 6:6
The coffee cart commodore. Mar 24:6
Town tax collector advise for seniors. Apr 7:8
A magic day with South teens. Apr 28:17
Senior Center celbrates 40th Anniversary. June 2:13

17
AJC honors Hilda Liff. June 9:24
GN Senior Center Board of directors (photos). June 30:18
From GN to Rwanda refugees. Aug 4:3
Virginia Graham wows 'em (photos). Nov 17:24

SYNAGOGUES
DiNapoli observes peace process in Israel. Jan 13:1
Ambassador speaks at Temple Israel. Jan 13:2
GN diaspora of Young Israel. Jan 20:3
Shamir addresses Iranian community. Feb 17:3
Beth-El Brotherhood plans interfaith seder. Mar 3:2
GN leaders respond to violence. Mar 10:1
Temple & ethnic coalition's free mammograms. Apr 7:11
Three perspectives on Middle East. Apr 14:3
Guns & violence focus of Beth-El meeting. Apr 28:5
Beth-El & NSUH present Heart Disease Symposium. Apr 28:6
Temple Isaiah's oldest member. May 26:2
Rabbi Waxman's latest meeting with Pope. May 26:4
Bridge maintains its popularity in GN. May 26:18
Women of the Bible quilt. June 2:14
Meshedis breaks ground for Steamboat Rd. Temple. June 30:1
Trees on Temple ground (letters). July 7:10
Landmark hearing (letter). July 7:11
Art & Judaism at Temple Emanuel. Aug 25:44
Chabad services (letter). Sep 29:13
Chabad location (letter). Oct 13:17
Judith is remembered. Nov 24:2
All Saints Cemetery opened to all. Nov 24:3

TELEVISION
Bloomgarden interviews Kostabi. Jan 13:8
County village officials consider inviting Cablevision competition. June 30:1
Channel 44 remembers Ernst Pawel. Sep 8:22
Public Access TV Corp. logo contest. Sep 8:31
PATV to celebrate 10 years. Oct 13:34
Public Access TV celebrates 10th anniversary (photos). Nov 3:34
Public Access examines stereotypes. Nov 10:3

THEATER AND DRAMA
GN residents starred in Damn Yankees. Feb 10:26
Romaine presents "Mixing and Matching." Apr 14:19

TRANSPORTATION
Throggs Neck ramp project delayed. Sep 22:21

TRAVEL
GN group's 3 weeks in Provence. Nov 24:28

UNITED STATES MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY
Scout day a success at USMMA (photo). Jan 13:18
Rep. Ackerman's fight for Academy's future. Feb 10:1
AFL-CIO unit supports Academy. Mar 3:3
DiNapoli interviews Matteson. Apr 28:13
Academy no-tuition. May 12:3
Power Squadron changes watch. May 12:25
Capt. Mary McWilliams will lead the parade. May 26:1
Liberty Ship painting unveiled. June 2:6
USMMA midshipman's D-Day account. June 9:14
Fred Sherman, voice for "the quiet institution." June 23:1
The "Quiet Institution" in GN (ed). June 23:10
GN hosts fire antique show & muster. June 30:14
Knicks rebound with kids at USMMA. July 14:7C
D-Day Liberty Ship visits KP. Aug 25:1
House passes no tuition for Academy. Aug 25:3
Congress saves no-tuition for USMMA. Sep 22:1
Marine Academy receives $54,000 grant. Sep 22:18
1st African-American to lead regiment. Oct 6:6
Academy names facility for its first African-American graduate. Oct 13:24
Diabetic cadet reinstated. Nov 3:3
No tuition at Kings Point (letter). Nov 10:13

VILLAGES-GN
Interest free loan for VGN. Feb. 10:3
VGN trustees reminder on businesses from home. Mar 10:3
New & old merge for VGN crafts fair. Apr 28:1
New sign legislation. May 26:18

VILLAGES-GN ESTATES
The candidates. Mar 3:1
GNE Mayor lobbies state officials for aid. Mar 24:3
GNE considers residential moratorium. May 5:3
GNE focuses on architecture. May 12:3
GNE is "Tree City." May 19:3
GNE moratorium. May 26:3
GNE meeting on codes. July 7:3
GNE application for variance. July 21:11
GNE trustees set to vote on codes. Aug 4:3
GNE building variance (letter). Aug 11:21

VILLAGES-GN PLAZA
Rosegarten team kicks off its campaign. Jan 20:1
Three tons of clothes for homeless collected. Jan 20:42
Snow removal (letter). Jan 27:11
Mayor endorsed (letter). Feb 3:10
Plaza appoints first cultural head. Feb 17:16
Plaza’s budget process (letter). Feb 24:11
Parking problem (ed). Mar 3:10
Parking in the Plaza (letters). Mar 3:11
Gun shop ban debated before GN Plaza board. Apr 14:1
Analyzing the LS election (ed). Apr 14:10
Proposed ban on gun shops (letter). Apr 14:10
Heart of GN makes comeback. Apr 21:1
Village deals with flip side of renewal. Apr 28:1
Problems caused by renewal can be solved. Apr 28:10
Banning plan delayed. May 26:3
Plaza receives Preservation award. May 26:6
Petitions in Plaza. June 9:3
Parking and traffic (letter). July 14:10
Plaza parking proposal. July 28:3
Parking in GNP. Aug 4:1
Plaza receives Gussack Main St. Award. Aug 4:1
Plaza hosts LIA Transportation Committee. Aug 4:8
Plaza parking (letter). Aug 11:21
Taxes and parking lot (letter). Aug 18:21
Plaza's festival attracts 125 classic cars. Sep 8:28
Judge Tenenbaum honored by peers. Sep 22:3
Squire Theater incident (letter). Sep 22:12
Pet store wants to open in Plaza. Sep 29:1
Early hour trucks (letter). Sep 29:12
Action taken on trucks (letter). Sep 29:13
Delivery trucks (letter). Oct 27:14
The Gardens at GN (letter). Nov 3:17
Foodtown supermarkets (letter). Nov 10:12
Community support for Plaza drive. Nov 24:29
Holiday shopping in high gear in Plaza. Dec 1:1
Fitness Center update. Dec 1:3
VILLAGES-KINGS POINT
Chabad's bid wins estate in KP. Jan 13:1
Chabad property hearing at Landmark Commission. Apr 28:3
Chabad property up for landmark status. May 19:1
Chabad provides plans for KP property. June 2:1
Chabad Property: the paramount issue (ed). June 9:10
Landmark (letter). June 16:10
KP Commission deny landmark application. July 7:1
KP Civi Association installs new officers. July 21:19
Buried drums (letter). July 28:10
KP trustees uphold Commission. Aug 25:3
KP farm obtains landmark status. Sep 1:3
KP challenges tent services by Chabad. Sep 22:1

VILLAGES-LAKE SUCCESS
Golf course pesticide use update. Mar 10:6
Contested election in LS. Apr 14:1
Voters select new mayor. May 12:1
LS and county revision. May 12:10
LS exclusion (letter). May 26:11
LS's first woman mayor. Aug 4:1
LS back in GN. Aug 4:18
How LS was saved. Aug 11:3

VILLAGES-SADDLE ROCK
Saddle Rock Grist Mill reopens. Apr 14:3
Leonard Samansky leads county mayors. Apr 21:1
Road winds its way to completion. May 5:1
Grist Mill's shaft broken. July 7:3
Conservation enforcement. Aug 11:3
SR's court round. Sep 15:3
Small (police) booth with big significance. Sep 29:3
Fences in Saddle Rock (letter). Nov 10:12

VILLAGES-THOMASTON
The candidates. Mar 3:1
Thomaston protests NatWest move. Apr 28:3
Sidewalks in Thomaston (letters). Apr 28:10
Hospital & Village in tax dispute. Aug 18:3
Hospital & its community (letter). Aug 18:20
Hospital's statement on tax exempt status. Aug 25:29
Thomaston seeks state help.  Sep 1:3
Thomaston vs. North Shore.  Sep 1:20
Thomaston sends message to Hospital.  Sep 15:3
Thomaston/Hospital coverage (letter).  Sep 29:12
"No show" University Hospital.  Oct 6:3
Hospital & Village still apart on taxes.  Oct 27:3
Paging North Shore University Hospital.  Oct 27:14
Pickets support Village's position.  Dec 8:3
Thomaston vs North Shore Hospital (letter). Dec 8:14

VILLAGES-UNINCORPORATED
GN Terrace kids collect food for needy.  Dec 1:44

WATER SUPPLY
Manhasset-Lakeville okays rate hike.  Jan 20:16
GN Water Authority's new chairperson.  Feb 3:1
GN water doesn't need chlorine.  Mar 24:3
Salt water intrusion and conservation (ed).  June 16:10
Water Authority announces conservation June 16:11
GN Villages act to conserve water.  July 14:1
GN receives water pollution control grant.  July 14:3
Focus on water conservation (ed).  July 21:10
Need for water conservation (Part I).  July 21:11
Water Authority essay contest winner.  July 21:11
North Water Authority acts on conservation.  July 28:1
Water conservation (letters).  July 28:10
Need for water conservation, part II (ed). Jul 28:11
Water Authority uses chlorine.  Aug 11:1
Lawn watering construction.  Aug 25:3
Water Authority essay contest winner.  Aug 25:10
Water rates (letter).  Sep 1:21
Water Authority approves new rates.  Sep 8:1
Water rate schedule rates high grade.  Sep 8:10
New water rates.  Sep 29:3
New water rates protect water (Kane).  Sep 29:13
Chlorination discontinued.  Oct 27:3
Regular Features
At the Library
Environmental Record
Great Neck Business Record
Great Neck Park District
Mark your Calendar
Interfaith Bulletin Board
Newsbriefs
Obituaries
People in the News
Police Report
School Notes
Senior Center News
Sports

ACCIDENTS
She wont bend on bend in road. Jan 5:3
Fatal auto accidents in Kings Point. Jan 19:7
Local woman killed in storm. Nov 16:1

ART & ARTISTS
Gallery Emanuel presents "The lay of the land." Jan 5:20
Photograher Betty Rosenzweig (photos). Jan 12:22
GN Arts Center registration continues. Feb 9:3
GN artists to exhibit at Unitarian Center. Feb 9:27
Artists depict breast cancer struggle. Mar 2:7
Holocaust fine arts exhibits at JCC. Mar 2:28
Artist Network presents juried exhibit. Mar 16:12
Barbara Steinberg captures the world in a lens. Mar 16:25
Lissy Dennett featured in gallery show. Mar 30:10
GN Center presents "Splendor in the Arts." Apr 6:26
Marion Green to exhibit in Soho. Apr 13:26
Gilda Schiff Zirinsky at AIA Gallery. Apr 13:29
GN artists look forward to Crafts Fair. Apr 20:1
In praise of the Arts Center. Apr 20:16
Haiku at the Arts Center. Apr 27:15
Lissy D ennett at Suffolk Gallery. Apr 27:42
Bill Gottlieb photos placed in Library of Congress. May 4:1
Arts Center pictures itself at Squire. May 11:1
Gallery Emanuel presents spring fever. May 11:28
Classical arts are alive & well in GN. May 18:16
North Shore Arts Center alive and well. May 18:19
Marily Goldstein curates art exhibit/C.W.Post. May 25:34
Benefit for GN's new arts center. June 8:20
Great Neck Record Index - 1995

Seroka will exhibit at college. June 22:11
GN's Art Center: an update. June 29:15
Dance troupe joins Art Center. Jul 6:3
Gallery Emanuel presents new show. Jul 6:8
WQXR publicizes Arts Center. Aug 10:3
GN Republicans honor Arts Center. Oct 5:31
Arts Center enrollment soars. Oct 19:3
Town meeting addresses the arts. Oct 12:3
Gallery Emanuel presents Asian influence. Nov 9:10
American Ballet Russe seeking funding. Nov 16:2
Eglevsky Ballet to perform The Nutcracker. Nov 30:36

AUTHORS

David Zeiger shares his life & breath. Feb 16:14
Making peace with my mother, Sylvia B. Grossman. Feb 16:26
LWV publishes This is Great Neck. Mar 30:3
Selling Equipment Leasing by Michael Berke.
Ernst Pawel's memoir. June 8:6
Andrew Kane, Rabbi Rabbi (Dobkin). July 13:6
The Golden Age of Jazz by William Gottlieb. Aug 17:3
The Vision of Richard Weaver by Joseph Scotchie. Aug 31:3
GN Amnesty awards holocaust author (Eva Fogelman). Sep 7:22
Ernst Pawel, The Poet Dying. Oct 5:10
Harmony Houses dedicates Living Values. Oct 12:22
Celebrating the new This is Great Neck. Dec 7:3
GN Amnesty Int. works to release China's Wei Jingsheng.
Dec 7:3
Party for This is Great Neck. Dec 21:17

BUSINESS

Town "cuts" down car wash. Jan 19:1
North Shore Health Club decision (letter). Jan 19:14
North Fork acquires Bank of GN. Jan 26:9
GN womens opens her 1st business in new country. Feb 2:2
Pet boutique thrives in GN. Feb 2:2
Developer presents plan for Mall on A&S site. Feb 9:4
Anti-car-theft device comes to town. Feb 23:27
GN business groups should merge (op). Apr 27:17
Four years of the Taste of GN. June 1:2
GN car wash opens. July 13:1
Jeffrey Bass helps companies grow. July 13:3
Defense plant to leave GN. July 20:1
The GN Music Center. Sep 7:5a
Squire sold.  Sep 21:1
Yes, we need our movie theater! (ed).  Oct 5:20
Stop & Shop buys Foodtown.  Oct 26:1
Inn sponsors sailing races.  Nov 9:8

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Arlene Weis honored.  Jan 12:2
Geraldine Sevin honored.  Feb 9:2
Chamber honors restaurateur Yoshi Hirashima.  Mar 9:2
Chamber honors Jay Corn.  Apr 6:2
Chamber honors Frank Lesser.  May 4:2
Frank Lesser's honoring.  June 1:10
Richard Stancati honored.  June 8:3
Chamber merger impasse.  Aug 17:1
Taste of GN rated four plus (photos) Aug 31:32
Honors Richard Arenella.  Sep 14:2
Law firm honored by Chamber.  Oct 12:2
Chamber honors GN's 3 fire companies.  Nov 9:2
Honors Allen Honig (Poultry Mart).  Dec 14:2
Chamber merges with Plaza merchants.  Dec 21:3

CHURCHES
Landmark church (AME Zion) holds special service.  Feb 9:34
Father Gorman's 50 yrs as priest.  May 18:2
Bahai'is celebrate their founding.  May 18:3
St. Al's holds lottery for Pope tickets.  Oct 19:2

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
GN Visiting Nurse Ass'n sees change.  Jan 5:14
Randi Robics Show at Open Door.  Jan 12:21
Local kids surrender their "weapons."  Feb 2:3
GN Amnesty supports Chinese dissident.  Feb 2:12
LWV celebrates 75th anniversary.  Feb 9:3
Archaeological group focus on Syria.  Feb 9:27
Womanspace celebrates Women's History Month.  Feb 16:26
League of Women Voters celebrate 75th.  Feb 23:14
GN Garden Club sponsors Xeriscape Garden program.  Mar 16:3
Womanspace visits Pataki's office.  Apr 27:10
UCF supports student aid fund.  June 1:2
In support of UCF (ed.).  June 1:12
Sara's Center in GN.  June 15:3
Changing of the guard at CMA.  June 15:6
Salvation Army in GN.  June 22:2
Pulitzer Prize winner visits.  July 13:2
CLASP celebrates 20 years. July 13:8
Women and the Holocaust. July 13:10
Coalition against domestic violence. July 20:2
Open Door names new director. July 20:3
Hiroshima remembered (GN SANE Peace). Jul 27:1
Womanspace celebrates Gladys T. Roth (photos). Jul 27:20
GN UCF’s annual dinner dance. Aug 10:12
North Shore Child & Family Guidance. Aug 17:2
SANE/Peace remembers Hiroshima. Aug 17:3
GN-Manhasset-BOCES Parent Child Home Program. Sep 14:3
Sara’s Center: art therapy. Sep 21:2
Child care partnership honors supporters. Sep 21:25
UCF kicks off 42nd annual campaign. Oct 19:24
Richard Arenella, new UCF president. Oct 26:3
Friends of Hospice meets a need. Nov 2:2
SANE focus on Gingrich revolution. Nov 2:16
League publishes updated book on GN. Nov 23:1
Providing vocational rehabilitation (UCF). Nov 23:2
Activists protest nuclear testing. Nov 23:3
Local leaders attend Ort National Convention. Nov 23:12
UN officials at 5th solidarity night. Nov 30:12
CVA blue ribbon gala (photos). Nov 30:26
Planned Parenthood honors GN couple. Nov 30:27
Non-profits feel the budget crunch. Dec 14:1
Boycott "nuclear tests" (letter). Dec 21:16
Bridge players compete at UCF Tournament. Dec 21:18

CRIME
Auxiliary Police will begin to patrol again. Jan 12:1
Mugging victim's unheeded call for help (letter). Jan 12:12
Great Neck man arrested. Jan 19:12
Great Neck man arrested. Jan 19:12
How police caught robber. Jan 26:1
The war on drugs has failed (op). Mar 2:21
Lake Success telemarketers arrested. Apr 6:28
Bank Robbery at NatWest. Jul 6:3
Parks, schools, entice new residents. July 13:3
Insurance fraud (letter). July 27:12
Jewels robbed in broad day light. Oct 19:1
Police investigate swastika incident. Nov 16:3

DEATHS
Aaronson, Stephen. Aug 3:30
Adams, Elsie M. Mar 9:56
Adams. Elsie M. Mar 2:40
Amzler, John. Apr 20:44
Arons, Saul July 6:31
Atwell, M.D., W.C. Mar 16:48
Bacharach, Justin L. Feb 23:32
Biblowitz, Louis. Aug 3:30
Bird, Whitney. Aug 3:30
Blumberg, George J. Nov 16:46
Borzell, Joseph T. Sep 21:38
Braunstein, Barbara Stadin. Feb 16:30
Brodey, Marcia. Mar 16:48
Brodey, Marcia. Mar 9:56
Burgmyer, Warren L. Mar 2:40
Cantor, Emanuel D. Feb 2:29
Carrell, Hannah Virginia "Ginny." Jun 15:40
Chalfin, Ann Popowsky. Feb 23:32
Chamberlain, J. Seymour. Jan 19:37
D'Angelo, Alice. Apr 6:40
DeBellis, Victor P. Jun 15:40
Doskow, Natalie. Sep 21:38
Eckstein, George G. May 25:40
Ehrlich, Albert. Mar 9:56
Einsidler, Dorothy. May 11:46
Erickson, Grace L. Jun 15:40
Esposito. Phyllis. Apr 6:40
Feinsilver, Albert S. Jun 1:32
Foley, Patrick J. Jr. Feb 16:30
Fox, Estelle Ruth. Jan 12:32
Frank, Emilienne Fardel. May 11:46
Freedman, Robert E. Aug 31:40
Gauf, Paul E. Sep 14:38
Gauf, Paul F. Oct 26:46
Gibson, Hermie. Mar 9:56
Goldenberg, Frances H. Jan 26:36
Grego, Anne H. May 4:48
Grolnick, Dr. Max. Feb 23:32
Guadiano, John P. Nov 23:30
Hadjuk, John. Oct 26:46
Hasenflug, Conrad. Nov 16:46
Hertzberg, Alvin Oct 5:38
Hicks, Margaret Madeline. Jan 19:37
Hopf, Julia. Feb 23:32
Howard, Ronald T. June 8:32
Hurwich, Elizabeth. Feb 2:28
Iannone, Helen. Mar 16:48
Imperatore, Elizabeth. Nov 23:30
Jaros, Frank. Feb 16:30
Kallen, Howard. Apr 27:56
Kalnick, Benjamin S. July 6:31
King, Arnold D. Oct 26:46
Koran, Edith. June 15:40
Landau, Gladys. June 8:32
LeCluse, Charlotte T. Jan 26:36
Liman, Joan Leslie. Feb 2:29
MacDevitt, James Patrick. Mar 2:40
Marshall, Louis E. Sep 13:38
Marthy, Francis G. Jan 12:32
Martin, Gertrude. Jan 12:32
Martin, Nancy Lincoln. Aug 17:31
Mayer, Philip Jr. Sep 14:38
McKeon, Elizabeth G. Jan 12:32
McQuade, Walter. Jan 19:37
Miles, Norman. Feb 23:32
Minzer, William. Jan 5:32
Motchkavitz, Frank Mathew. Nov 9:46
Niman, Evelyn. Mar 9:56
Pearlman, Sarah Birnstein. Oct 5:38
Perry, Jeannettee F. Mar 16:48
Perutz, Tino. Jan 12:32
Pinnella, John Lewis. Nov 16:46
Pomerance, Hortense. Apr 20:44
Powell, John H. Jan 19:37
Rabinovici, Dr. Elia. Jan 26:36
Reed, Josephine. Jan 5:32
Riese, Murray. Jul 27:30
Rose, Clarice Goldstein. Jul 27:30
Samansky, Edna R. Sep 14:38
Schectman, Sidney P. Apr 13:38
Schoenbaum, Arthur. May 18:46
Schwartz, Jonathan William. Mar 2:40
Shayne, David. Apr 20:44
Sherl, Mildred B. Apr 6:40
Shields, Frances. Mar 2:40
Sloboda, Antoinette. May 11:46
Slutsky, Hilda. June 15:40
Sussi, John (Jack) Thomas. Feb 16:30
Susswein, Arthur. Jan 5:32
Tannenbaum, Paul H. Aug 17:31
Tarnopol, Etta. July 6:31
Teitelbaum, Ann. Jan 26:36
Thies, Wayne R. Apr 13:38
Tillman, Eddie Arthur. Apr 6:40
Tillman, Eddie Arthur. Mar 30:40
Tufts, Gladys C. May 11:46
Tufts, Gladys C. May 4:48
Vancourt, Woodrow. May 25:40
Walfish, David. Mar 30:40
Wanczowski, Charles J. Jan 5:32
White, Frank W. Mar 2:40
Wieckhorst, Celestina. Nov 23:30
Williamson, Matthew. Mar 23:56
Wilner, Julius. Feb 23:32
Wilson, Kathleen. Jan 12:32
Wurst, Emil. Aug 17:31
Lazar, Theodore. Dec 14:47

ENVIRONMENT
Antipodal forgetfulness (Kane). Jan 12:14
Easy on the salt, please (Kane). Jan 19:16
NYC water problems (Kane). Feb 9:21
Karson, Janet Rothschild. Feb 9:36
Goldenberg, Frances. Feb 9:36
Rosenthal, David. Feb 9:36
LeCluse, Charlotte Thurston. Feb 9:36
Long Beach groins will cause erosion (Kane). Feb 23:17
Atchafalaya (Kane). Mar 9:17
The national soporific (Kane). Mar 30:13
Congressional downgrading. (Kane). Apr 13:13
Introducing xeriscape gardens. Apr 13:33
Water conservation (Kane). May 25:20
DiNapoli supports environment. June 1:9
Summer solstice (Kane). June 8:13
Sutter, Pearl H. July 13:32
Weber, Dr. Arthur H. July 13:32
Our somewhat improved coastal waters. July 20:15
Westhampton's windblown whammies (Kane). Aug 31:17
Pitch pines & serotinous cones (Kane). Sep 21:17
The canny crows (Kane). Oct 26:17
Manhasset-Lakeville water problems. Nov 23:17
Ozone depletion (Kane). Dec 28:14
ETHNIC
History of Lithuanians. Jan 5:24
GN's Israelis react to terrorist attack. Feb 2:11
Habersham is in midst of it all (Black History Month). Feb 16:3
The latest data on anti-semitism (ed). Mar 2:20
Iranians remember Oklahoma victims. May 4:2
GN's Hispanic head for citizenship. June 1:3
These Jews grew up in Tientsin, China. Jul 6:3
Welcoming Iranians into GN businesses (ed). Sep 21:16

FIRE DISTRICTS
Alert Fire Company elects officers for 1995. Feb 9:26
Alert advisory: toaster recall. Feb 23:4
Alert Fire warning. Aug 3:3
Fighting the Suffolk wild fires. Sep 7:3
Fire destroys Lake Success house. Dec 14:1

GREAT NECK
GN set to honor Dr. King's memory. Jan 12:1
Village taxes. Jan 12:3
Weekend to remember weather-wise. Feb 9:3
Traffic warning (letter). Feb 9:20
Clothes donated to homeless drive. Feb 16:3
Stop signs (letter). Feb 16:16
Villages face contested elections March 31. Feb 23:1
State budget cuts closely watched in GN. Feb 23:1
Village officials set victim aid. Feb 23:3
Mayors oppose arbitration. Mar 9:3
Increase state funding to villages (Samansky). Mar 23:17
Election results. Mar 30:3
GN villages eye sales tax money. Apr 27:1
Great Neck Road made a little safer. Apr 27:3
As UN celebrates 50. May 11:3
GN Memorial Day Grand Marshal (Tynan). May 25:1
Stores provide safe haven. June 22:1
GN gourmets await "The Taste." June 22:2
Safe haven update. July 13:3
Handling Megan's law in GN. Aug 17:16
GN lawyers react to O.J. verdict. Oct 12:1
GN deserves historical society (ed). Oct 26:16
Property taxes (letter). Oct 26:16
GNVOA plans for emergencies. Nov 2:3
GN celebrates Veterans Day. Nov 9:1
United Nations alive and well in GN. Dec 7:8
Lest give a gift to Great Neck (ed). Dec 21:16

**GREAT NECK LIBRARY**

Library election (letter:Meyer). Jan 5:12
Length of service emerges as issue. Jan 19:3
Library election (letters). Jan 19:16
Candidates debate the issues. Jan 26:1
Library election (letters:Zarin, Feinman). Jan 26:12
Renee Zarin retains her library seat. Feb 2:1
Bayview Ave. incident (letter). Feb 2:10
Families receive "Books for Babies." Mar 23:1
Expansion plans to be public soon. Apr 6:1
There are library plans! (ed). Apr 6:20
Library expansion (letter). Apr 6:20
3 GN Library trustees resign. Apr 13:1
The library again! (ed). Apr 13:12
Library board lets resignations stand. Apr 20:3
Renee Zarin's statement. Apr 20:17
Board candidates. Apr 20:17
Board elects new officers. May 4:1
The library (letters). May 4:16
GN Library (letter:Farley). May 11:22
Statement from Library Board of Trustees. May 11:23
Library lawsuit. May 25:1
Statement from E.Bernstein & Muriel Kane. May 25:19
Library lawsuit hearing postponed. June 1:3
Nominations presented to Board. June 1:3
Statement from Renee Zarin. June 1:13
Judge hears arguments on library. June 8:3
The library (letter). June 8:12
Trustees retain library seats. June 15:1
Library (letter). June 15:15
An appeal may be considered. June 22:1
Access to cd-rom databases. June 22:4
Library officers to face new elections. June 29:1
GN library to the forefront. June 29:1
Let's put personal feelings aside! (ed). June 29:14
The library (letter). June 29:15
Latest bout at library. Jul 6:1
The library (letters). Jul 6:16
Flag at library(letter). July 13:13
Our library is a public institution. July 20:15
New library officers. July 27:1
Is the battle over? Aug 3:1
Statement from Renee Zarin. Aug 3:17
GN Library Board tackles finances. Aug 10:1
All those late meetings. (ed). Aug 10:14
Library (letter). Aug 10:14
Library parking lot. Aug 10:15
Approved list for counsel. Aug 10:1
Parking lot on GN Library wetlands (op-ed). Aug 17:17
When the Library Board gets to business (ed). Aug 31:16
Library (letter:Lerner). Sep 7:20
Library (letter:Wiener). Sep 14:17
The library and Sylvia Kelman. Sep 21:4
Operational audit approved. Sep 28:1
The library (letter:Siegel). Oct 5:21
Library Board nominees announced. Oct 19:1
Term limits added to ballot. Nov 9:1
Harriet Rieff as Emily Dickeinson. Nov 16:10
Library Board approves 1995 audit. Nov 23:3
Its really back to business! Nov 30:16
Term limits (letter). Nov 30:16
Library Board (letter:Wassyng). Dec 6:23
Library update (letter:Siegel). Dec 14:26
Library elections (letter:Kline). Dec 14:26
Library (letter:Zarin). Dec 28:12

HEALTH
Breast Cancer Coalition's coming events. Jan 5:18
National Autism Week marked here. Jan 19:8
Comprehensive LI breast cancer study. Feb 23:17
Testimony on pesticide. Mar 2:3
Smoking (letter). Apr 13:13
Exhibit on breast cancer. Apr 12:34
Mobile mammography van to GN. May 18:43
Health care (letter). June 1:12
GN group named to managed care project. June 15:39
New treatment for snoring. Aug 24:32
Teaching self-examination. Sep 28:8
Smoking (letter). Oct 16:12
High rate of HIV found in GN. Nov 2:1
AIDS in GN's front yard (ed). Nov 9:20
Handicapped parking (letter). Nov 9:20
Being vigilant on HIV. Nov 16:21
Nutrition against cancer. Nov 16:21
National health insurance (LWV). Nov 23:17

HISTORY
Phipps Family legacy lives on. Jan 26:5

HOSPITALS
Hospital raises funds for Emergency Dept. Jan 5:24
North Shore Hospital saves Guatemalan. Jan 12:28
First in region to use angioplasty device. Jan 19:20
Hospital warning about children's virus. Jan 19:20
Hospital opens pediatric intensive care units. Jan 26:26
Pride of Judea, 80 years in service. Feb 2:25
St. Francis performance recognized. Feb 23:12
NS Hospital seeks volunteers for drug studies. Mar 2:37
Learn to be a better babysitter in LIJ. Mar 2:37
LIJ provides help for panic attack sufferers. Mar 2:37
Full accreditation for LIJ. Apr 13:3
Learning network at NS Hospital. Apr 13:22
LIJ runs camp for hyperactive kids. Aug 24:4
Weight management program. Aug 31:34
Neuroscientist joins NS Hospital. Sep 21:11

LAW
Spearheading a new law (Roberta Penchina). Nov 9:3
New law passed protecting children on water. Nov 9:3

LONG ISLAND RAIL ROAD
LIRR Station (letter). Feb 2:11
LIRR refund test program now permanent. Feb 9:26
Ticket station hours cut. Mar 16:3
LIRR closing (letter). Mar 30:12
Commuters annoyed at shorter hours. May 11:2
Parking permits (letter). May 25:18

MUSIC
Musical benefit for Open Door. Jan 5:26
Father & son make beautiful music. Mar 2:3
Violinist Carol Kushner at GN House. Apr 6:8
Grant to GN Philharmonic frozen. Apr 20:1
Morton Gould wins Pulitzer Prize. Apr 27:1
Bach Aria Festival. June 22:8
GN Choral Society officers. Aug 10:33
GNAC piano recital (Edmund Arkus). Nov 16:12
Holocaust Remembrance Concert. Nov 16:13
Five year old violinist (Noah Seligman). Nov 23:2
Piano drive. Dec 7:30

NASSAU COUNTY
2 Dems announce for county legislator. Feb 9:1
Miller to run for county legislature. Mar 9:1
Sabbeth day. Apr 13:24
Tight race for county legislature. May 11:1
Democratic candidates' statements. May 11:23
Kaiman will challenge Altmann in primary. June 1:1
Revolving door in legislative race. June 8:1
Legislature primary set. Aug 3:3
All set for new legislature primary. Sep 7:1
Judge Orenstein seeks a second term. Sep 21:2
Sernick challenges School District. Oct 5:1
Issues facing county legis. candidates (ed). Oct 12:16
Dog license fees. Oct 12:22
Takes issue with candidates claims(letter). Oct 26:167
Candidates speak out. Oct 26:18
Altmann outlines budget positions. Nov 2:1
Stopping sale of cigarettes to kids (ed). Nov 16:16
A local hoffice for county legislators (ed). Dec 14:24

NORTH HEMPSTEAD, TOWN
Newburger on 1994. Jan 5:1
Newburger announces re-election plans. Feb 9:1
Residents criticize Morewood property proposals. Feb 23:8
Newburger begins re-election drive. Mar 9:3
Set Zwirn record straight. Mar 9:17
Zwirn rebuttal (letter). Mar 16:16
N. Hempstead honors its women. Apr 6:7
Earth Day conference. May 25:4
Solid waste agreement. June 1:3
No slugfest, but the race is on. June 8:3
Newburger explains Morewood plans. June 15:2
Town fighting illegal apartments. Jul 27:3
Finance skirmish in race. Aug 3:3
Zwirn challenges independent petitions. Aug 31:4
Newburger confident coming into primary. Aug 31:18
A race goes down to the wire. Sep 7:3
Town Supervisor race (letters). Sep 7:21
The "Politics of Virtue" triumph. Sep 21:1
Great Neck Record Index - 1995

Town receives national resource grant. Sep 28:16
GN issues addressed. Oct 19:1
Town internship program. Oct 19:3
Town pest management. Oct 19:7
NH focuses on senior housing. Oct 19:10
Newburger defends her record. Oct 26:1
Election results. Nov 9:1
Newburger edges 2 opponents. Nov 16:1
Joan Swirsky (letter). Dec 7:22

PARK DISTRICT
Parking Advisory Committee. Jan 19:3
Menorah issue (letter). Feb 2:10
Religious symbols (letter). Mar 2:21
Parking coupons (letter). Mar 9:17
Parents seek to extend ice rink season. Mar 23:1
Steppingstone Park (letter). Mar 30:13
Wyngate Park (letter). Apr 20:16
Roller blading comes to Parkwood. May 18:3
Challenger seeks to change election date. Aug 3:1
Is security at GN's parks a problem? Aug 24:1
Megan's law (letter). Sep 14:16
Proposed 1996 budget. Oct 5:12
Park budget (letters). Oct 19:16
Park district (letter). Oct 26:17
LWV sponsors Park District debate. Nov 23:3
Election contested. Nov 30:1
Availability issue surfaces at debate. Dec 7:1
GN Plaza & Park District build a gazebo. Dec 7:1
Park election (letters). Dec 7:20
Leiberman contests park election. Dec 21:3
Park Board approves election recanvas. Dec 28:3

PEOPLE
Brandt, Alan. UCF honor. Jan 19:3
Brandt, Alan. UCF honors. Mar 16:48
Caballero, Nadia. Teen wins fashion contest. June 22:3
Dobkin, William S. Second retirement. Mar 23:16
Graham, Bonnie D. Cafe comedy. June 29:3
Granoff, Robert. Feeds homeless. June 29:3
Jacob, Jessica. Family of nine. Jan 26:2
Kagen, Betty. Child of the Holocaust. June 8:1
Kawano, Sandra Lee. White House conference. June 29:2
Klebanow, Isidore. Columbia's elder grad. June 15:1
Koeppel, Daniel M. 1995 Time award. Feb 16:23
Koeppel, Daniel. Wins magazine award. Mar 30:40
Krisky, Bob. Grandparenting (ed). Feb 23:16
Lechluch, Joni. Mother of 6. May 11:2
Levin, A. Thomas. Village attorney. Mar 2:25
Lewis, Dick. WW II veteran. May 4:3
Marks, Esq., William. Holocaust lawyer. Mar 23:3
Moss Greenberg, Jill. Hall of Fame. Mar 30:2
Nierenberg, Sam. Retiree finds youth. Apr 12:3
Opperman, Joseph. July 20:32
Perotta, Maureen. Waitress. Jan 5:3
Ravitz, Wendy. Argues before Supreme Court. Jan 26:23
Roth, Gladys T. Retiring Womanspace director. June 15:28
Rutner, Olga. Skier, 82. Apr 13:6
Samanksy, Mayor J. Leonard. Activist. Apr 27:16
Seeman, Lee. Named to Commission. Apr 12:3
Silvers, J. David. July 20:32
Sverdlov, Yuri. From Siberia to capitalism. Apr 20:6
Valentine, Lisa. Mother & daughter. Feb 9:10
Weiser, Elaine. Hadassah president. May 4:3
Weiss, Mitchell. Paperless...expert. May 25:3
Zahler, Emma. Mamaloshn maven. June 22:3
Zaner, Louis T. July 20:32
Zimmerman, Bob. Kennedy Center. May 11:1
Conversano, Steven. Police officer. Aug 3:3
Schwartz, Mathew. Dueling O.J.s lawyers. Aug 10:1
Whitehorn, Polly. Quilter. Aug 17:3
Browne, Denis. Aug 24:1
Siegel, Patricia. Handwriting expert. Aug 24:3
Zangas, Tom. Actor. Aug 24:11
Braverman, Julie and Charlie. Volunteers. Aug 31:3
Green, Mark. No.2 in NYC gov. Sep 14:3
Elgart, Milton. Pied Piper. Sep 14:6
Freedman, Bob. (Dobkin). Sep 14:17
Rosenberg, Marilyn & Milton. Hurricane Luis. Sep 21:3
Silver, Martin. Man of the Year. Sep 21:18
Hott, Lawrence R. Film maker. Sep 28:2
Stern, Judy. War on clutter. Sep 28:3
Jacobson Family. Honored. Sep 28:3
Gershwind Family. Honored. Sep 28:3
Jacobson, Charlotte. Hadassah honors. Sep 28:18
Marks, William. Wins Princz' legal battle. Oct 5:3
Zimmerman, Robert. In D.C. Oct 5:3
Seeman, Lee. Saving lost heritage. Oct 12:3
Kline, Brett. Paris beat. Oct 12:10
Romaine, Stanley. Social activist. Oct 26:10
Oberwager, Jerry. Social activist. Oct 26:10
Mills-Whitehorn, Polly. Quilter. Oct 26:15
Bloomgarden, Lucette. Holocaust Center. Nov 2:3
Drake, Ervin. GN songwriter. Nov 16:3
Krostich, Henry. UCF Executive VP. Nov 30:2
Bloomgarden, Eron. Interns at White House. Nov 30:2
Abrahamsen, Gary. Condo manager. Nov 30:10
Kaplan, Madge. AJC honors. Nov 30:29
Seeman, Lee. Clinton delegate. Dec 7:3
Hecht, Gilda. Healing quilt. Dec 7:3

POLITICAL PARTIES
Birth of the New Party on LI. Feb 16:1

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Ackerman istalled as lone LI Democrat. Jan 123
Forum on new political party. Feb 2:3
The New Party's electoral strategy. Feb 16:17
Ackerman forum. Mar 16:3
Endorsements by mayors (letter). Mar 23:17
GN democrats look to be heard in DC. Apr 6:1
GN lawyer runs for legislature. Apr 6:1
Ben Zwirn in race for supervisor. Apr 6:3
Ackerman for Altmann. July 13:3
Ackerman on Whitewater panel. Aug 10:1
Push for New Party on ballot. Aug 10:3
Ackerman pusehs for HIV testing of babies. Aug 17:1
Ben and May in newsletter fracas. Aug 24:3
GN resident (Gene Klein) challenges Ackerman. Oct 19:3
Do you know your ballot proposals? Oct 12:17
Orenstein elected NC Court Judge. Nov 23:3
DiNapoli hosts Veterans's Forum. Nov 23:3
Robert Zimmerman & Ron Edelson apointed to NFB. Nov 30:1
REAL ESTATE
Signs of revival in GN real estate. Mar 2:1

RELIGION
Needed: a 'Great Neck' police on religious symbols in public places (ed.). Jan 19:14

SCHOOLS
Board looks into classroom needs. Jan 12:5
GN Alum elected Secretary of State (Ct.). Jan 19:3
Parkville School makes headlines. Jan 19:5
Parents & teachers present budget requests. Jan 26:4
North Shore Hebrew Academy students help Israeli child. Jan 26:7
Lakeville student to star in opera premier. Jan 26:21
New alternatives for North seniors. Feb 2:5
Musicians shine in & out of school. Feb 9:5
Open campus (letter). Feb 9:21
GN teen (Mara Schwartz) stars in musical. Feb 9:51
School Board suggests capital projects priorities. Feb 16:4
GN students score high nationwide. Feb 16:5
Fee increase for schools' summer camp. Feb 23:5
GN library at Parkville. Feb 23:7
Community School celebrates Chinese New Year. Feb 23:23
Proposed NYS budget impacts on kids. Mar 2:3
GNPS/TV programs. Mar 2:5
Student activist honors. Mar 9:1
School Board proposes budget. Mar 9:4
GNHHS winter sports awards ceremony (photos). Mar 9:62
Class of '45 comes home to GN. Mar 16:1
School Board deals with secular harassment policy. Mar 16:4
Hebrew Academy honors 4 residents. Mar 16:7
Sexual harassment (letter). Mar 16:16
Will federal cuts leave kids hungry? (op). Mar 16:17
CLASP children see the world. Mar 23:3
GN professor "builds" for at-risk youth. Mar 23:4
Supt. Shines's contract extended. Mar 23:4
School PR named tops in NY. Mar 23:5
CUNY budget cuts (letter). Mar 23:16
School Board adopts sexual harassment policy. Mar 30:4
North Library named "Electronic Doorway." Mar 30:30
GN elementary schools ban new toy. Apr 6:3
Schools reinstate cultural arts funding. Apr 6:4

16
Schools adopt proposed budget. Apr 20:5
Schools' online bulletin board policy. May 18:5
Track teams (letter). May 18:18
Parents and principal selection. June 1:4
GN student writers honored. June 1:5
Internet (letter). June 1:12
North Middle holds Shakespeare day. June 8:5
GN students at Lincoln Center. June 8:20
The Internet in the schools. June 15:4
Schools' stand on Internet access. June 15:15
Class of 95-graduation and awards. June 22:1
Board of Ed honors retirees (photo). June 22:5
Volunteers honored for service to adults. June 22:5
Ackerman announces art winners. June 22:12
Channel one (letter). June 22:16
Schools face cuts in State & Fed. funding. June 29:5
Adult & immigrant learning thrives here. June 29:6
Internet access (letter). June 29:14
The internet (letter). June 29:15
South Clubs improve school's courtyard. June 29:
1945 grads had a ball at reunion. Jul 6:5
Looking for more room at GN schools. July 13:1
School Board elects officers. July 13:5
South High graduation speech. July 13:5
About the Parent Child Home Program. July 13:13
Internet access (letter). July 20:14
Judi Bosworth, new school board VP. Jul 27:3
Adult ed registration at all-time high. Aug 3:5
SHS's Andrew Krause digs history. Aug 10:5
Violinist (Yumi Sagiuchi) gets scholarship. Aug 24:5
Participant or spectator (grad speech). Aug 31:17
Solving classroom shortage problem. Sep 7:1
Growing elementary school population (ed). Sep 7:20
School Board tackles space needs. Sep 21:1
Village School earns national acclaim. Sep 21:5
Free and reduced school meals. Sep 21:10
School buses (letter). Sep 21:16
Advance placement scholars. Sep 28:5
Children can volunteer too! (ed). Sep 28:16
School Board tables presentation. Oct 5:1
Hiroshima essay contest winner. Oct 5:5
School Board adds 2 new goals. Oct 19:4
School budget (letters). Oct 19:16
High rating for GN schools. Nov 2:3
School Board reports on Regents. Nov 2:4
North officials meet with Iranian parents. Nov 2:5
Kudos for our schools! (ed). Nov 2:20
GN schools (letters). Nov 2:20
North needs new athletic fields. Nov 16:4
Preparing for the world of work. Nov 16:34
School Board approves policies. Nov 23:4
Rebel Cafe opens at South High. Nov 23:5
LI schools unite to teach science. Nov 23:5
Adult Ed. facility needs. Nov 30:4
Libraries unite bit by byte. Nov 30:5
81 musicians named to county festival. Nov 30:5
GN schools, a report card (letter). Nov 30:17
Bd of Ed approves policy/Controlled Substance and Alcohol Testing. Dec 7:4
Diploma for adults. Dec 7:5
Landmark '96 set for April 22. Dec 14:3
Summer recreation program report. Dec 14:4
Considering enrollment projections. Dec 21:3
Bd of Ed hears CAR report. Dec 21:5

SPORTS
Tara Eve Modlin skates on to the Nationals. Jan 19:56
Brian Joseph placed 1st in 3200m. Apr 6:48
2 teens to play baseball in China. May 25:7C
Undefeated golf team 2nd in county. June 8:7C
Scheiber named most dedicated player. June 15:8C
Disabled athlete runs past adversity. July 6:8C
Steppingstone Sailing Club & womanship. Jul 27:7C
Parkwood wins third straight. Aug 3:7C
Yankees following 2 GN boys. Aug 10:7C
Barry & Bret Sheiber win UCF tennis tourney. Aug 24:8C
Mariners seek 5th consecutive post-season. Sep 7:54
GN athletes participate in Maccabi games. Sep 7:54.
Behind the scenes at the US Open. Sep 7:55
Mariners return 8 starters. Sep 7:56
Sailors gear up for regatta. Sep 7:56
5 Mariners selected as All-Stars. Nov 23:40
North football team finally beats South. Nov 30:56

SENIOR CITIZENS
Group apartments for the elderly. Mar 2:25
Great Neck Record Index - 1995

Fighting for ...educational aspirations (ed). Mar 9:16
Proposed cuts threaten care of elderly. Mar 16:3
Tax time means seniors helping seniors. Mar 30:6
Seniors blossom (Dobkin). Apr 27:6
The crime problem (Dobkin). May 25:8
Catering to an aging GN. Jun 6:17
Fed budget cuts threaten ombudsman. Aug 31:1
Older Americans on the job (Dobkin). Sep 7:10

SPORTS
Allison Toy fences her way to top of county. Mar 2:48
Zamchick has gone through many rackets. Mar 16:56
Fern enters 3rd decade as voice of Blazers. Jun 29:40
GNNH '95 sports award (photo). Dec 7:54

SYNAGOGUES
"Chicago City" performs for Temple Isaiah. Jan 19:21
Temple Isaiah focuses on Iranians. Jan 19:22
Temple Isaiah hears Iranian reporter. Feb 2:3
All-female Israeli orchestra at Emanuel. Mar 2:1
Ethnic Coalition presents S. African official. Mar 16:2
Emanuel focuses on religion & 21st century. Jul 8:2
Cantorial concert. Sep 7:6
Temple Isaiah honors Rabbi Steinberg. Oct 26:3
UN official at Coalition's solidarity night. Nov 2:3
Black conservative assails Farrakhan. Nov 9:2
Memorial to Yitzhak Rabin. Nov 9:21
GN rabbi to speak at Women's Forum. Nov 23:14
Rabbi Jacobs discusses Chanukkah with Lions. Dec 21:12

TELEVISION
Authors of Grown-up children on cable TV show. Mar 16:32
Hidden children on Cable TV. June 8:28
Cablevision (letter). Jul 6:16
"Artscene" is finalist in video festival. Jul 6:24
Emergency notification via cable. Oct 19:14

THEATER AND DRAMA
GN Theatre Guild presents Beau Jest. Jan 19:11
Joseph Grezetic to star in...1776. June 8:28

TRANSPORTATION
Fare hikes. Aug 31:17
UNITED STATES MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY
Inspector General recommends closing. Jan 26:3
Midshipmen clean up Steamboat Rd. Feb 2:1
Midshipment among us (ed.). Feb 2:10
Top navy officer to visit USMMA. Mar 2:3
USMMA threat continues. Mar 9:3
Women's history lives at KP Museum. Mar 9:3
Kings Point tuition update. Apr 6:3
Midshipman dies on training. May 25:3
USMMA needs your support. June 22:17
4 Russians among USMMA grads. June 22:18
USMMA trains Panama Canal operators. July 20:4
Dr. Lawrence Jarett named professor emeritus. Jul 27:3
USMMA's new sister school. Aug 3:14
Graham H. Hall's new post. Aug 10:3
Honor for Fred Sherman. Dec 7:44

VILLAGES-GN
Old Village amends code. Jan 26:3
Mayor responds to "Gardens" grievances. Feb 2:1
Old Village & disability law. Feb 16:3
Reda Lee recalls thriving community. Feb 23:3
VGN auxiliary police set to patrol. Mar 30:3
VGN tackles parking issues. Mar 30:4
VGN considers zoning change. Apr 13:3
VGN zoning change. May 11:3
VGN agenda highlights parking. May 11:4
New VGN parking lot. June 15:1
More parking for the Old Village (ed). June 15:14
Mayor Varlotta addresses Iranians. Jul 6:1
VGN purchases parking lot. July 20:3
NYS early retirement program hearing. Aug 10:3
VGN adopts moratorium. Oct 19:3
VGN explores loading zone. Nov 2:3
VGN addresses permitted uses. Dec 14:3

VILLAGES-GN ESTATES
GNE clerk arrested. Jan 12:3
Harriet Becker to run for mayor. Jan 26:2
Larry Nadel to run for mayor. Feb 9:2
Candidates night set for GNE election. Feb 16:1
Trustee candidates & civic group disagree. Mar 9:1
Summary statements of mayoral candidates. Mar 16:17
VILLAGES-GN PLAZA
Grievances against Gardens. Jan 19:1
Plaza holds the line on taxes. Jan 26:6
Gardens at GN (letter). Feb 2:11
GNP fights night noise. Feb 9:3
Plaza keeps a watchful eye (liquor). Feb 23:3
Gardens at GN (letter). Mar 2:21
Parking fines & business permits set for public hearing by Plaza. Mar 9:4
Plaza eliminates similar use permits. Mar 23:3
Stirrings around KJ school ruins. Mar 30:3
Plaza donates money to new arts center. Apr 13:3
Environmentally safe solutions. Apr 13:22
Parking violations increased. May 11:3
Inn at GN set to open. May 18:1
Plaza ends bid for parking at Crossman site. May 18:1
Plaza hears KJ development plans. May 25:1
Please develop the KJ site (ed). May 25:18
Traffic ticket (letter). June 8:12
Plaza considers waste proposal. June 29:3
Rollerblading issue. July 13:1
Skaters & shoppers at Plaza meeting. Jul 27:1
The rollerblading crisis (op). Jul 27:13
GN Plaza approves taxi fare hike. Sep 14:1
Autofest & street festival (photos). Oct 19:28
Plaza autofest set for October 15th. Oct 12:1
New law (delivery trucks). Nov 9:3
Controversy over Plaza rezoning. Nov 23:1
Clothing drive. Nov 23:14
GN Plaza & Park District build a gazebo. Dec 7:1
BID elects new officers. Dec 7:2
Rezoning plan to Nassau County for review. Dec 14:3

VILLAGES-KENSINGTON
Kensington candidates debate the issues. Mar 16:1
Kensington opens upgraded pool. June 15:3
Memorial for Mayor Marvin Florman. June 15:40
K-J hearing at Kensington. Jul 6:5
Appellate Court upholds Kensington. Dec 28:3

VILLAGES-KINGS POINT
Proposed KP development (Fleetwood Pool site). Jul 6:4
4.5 foot cucumber. Aug 31:1
VILLAGES-LAKE SUCCESS
Pride of the Vanderbilt Club in LS. Jan 5:4
Unisys Division is sold. Mar 30:2
When GN was UN's home. Nov 16:3

VILLAGES-SADDLE ROCK
Nassau County plans threaten Bayview Bridge Crossing. Mar 30:1
Saddle Rock wins lawsuit. Apr 12:3
Bayview Ave. bridge update. Apr 12:4
Bayview Bridge will not close. Jul 6:1

VILLAGES-RUSSELL GARDENS
Village presented with pesticides alternatives. Apr 13:1

VILLAGES-THOMASTON
Village & hospital settle tax dispute. Jan 5:1
Tree city award. May 18:12
Big restaurant in Thomaston. May 25:3
Sidewalks (letter). May 25:20
Nautical design sails over objections. June 1:1
PR campaign wins statewide award. June 8:28
Clerk at conference. July 13:3
May say goodbye to sidewalks. July 20:1
Thomas sidewalks. Aug 3:3
Save some Thomaston sidewalks. Aug 3:16
Thomaston sidewalks (letter). Aug 31:16
Certain sidewalks will remain. Sep 28:1
Thomaston sidewalks (letter). Oct 26:16
Thomaston Roadway Improvement Project. Nov 16:36
Resident's Party convention on Jan 11, 1996. Dec 7:3

VILLAGES-UNICORPORATED
Great Neck Terrace Arbor Day celebration. May 25:40

WATER SUPPLY
Water chlorination. Jan 26:3
Water Authority bills reflect new rates. Mar 9:42
From the directors of the Water Authority. Mar 23:18
Water conservation contests for students. Apr 6:3
It's water week all year in GN. May 11:3
Lawn sprinkling (letter). May 25:18
Water Authority Poster Contest. June 8:13
Conservation banner over Bayview Ave. June 15:10
We must conserve water now! (ed). July 13:12
From the Water Authority of GN (letter). July 13:13
Knepper announces winners of water contest. Jul 20:31
Water audit offer. Aug 10:15
Water Authority winning essayist. Aug 10:15
Water conservation is working in GN. Sep 14:1
We're conserving water (ed). Sep 14:16
Water conservation is working. Oct 26:1
Regular Features
At the Library
Environmental Record
Great Neck Business Record
Great Neck Park District
Mark your Calendar
Interfaith Bulletin Board
Newsbriefs
Obituaries
People in the News
Police Report
School Notes
Senior Center News
Sports

ACCIDENTS
Bayview Av accidents add up. Feb 15:1
Car loses control, smashes into Fredericks. Oct 10:1
Fatal accident at train station. Nov 7:6

ART & ARTISTS
At the GN Arts Center. Feb 8:18
"Things in General" show at Gallery Emanuel. Mar 14:48
Art works for the children. Apr 4:3
Arts Center plans anniversary concert. Apr 11:7
Shirley Romaine at GNAC concert. Apr 25:10
Fran Forman Winant exhibit. May 2:8
Art Center celebrates its 1st anniversary. May 30:18
Women in the Arts honored by AJC. Jun 6:2
"Art died in my front yard." Jun 6:24
New Gallery Emanuel show is "Eden." July 4:22
Dorrit Title art exhibit. July 11:13
Local artists in illustrators show. July 18:7
Arts Center workshops for EOC children. Aug 1:22
Lambarene sketches at GN House. Aug 8:24
Gallery Emanuel presents "The Chosen." Aug 29:24
Artist Choice show to feature 5 local artists. Sep 5:1
GN artist adds to Library's Chinese Collection. Sep 12:3
Fran Winant's exhibit. Sep 12:1
Permanent home for Art Center. Sep 19:1
Ruth Eckstein exhibit. Oct 10:12
Art & style of R.J. Rosegarten. Oct 17:4
Great Neck artist Roberta Seid. Dec 12:3
AUTHORS
Helping the blind "see" pictures. July 18:3
Baseball Letters by Seth Swirsky. Aug 1:last
Nutritionist (Puhn) issues 5-day diet book. Aug 22:3

BUSINESS
Holiday shopping beats last year. Jan 4:3
African-American monthly (NY Trends) published in GN.
Jan 4:10
GN restaurants: no smoking, no problem. Feb 22:3
Khosrow Nemati of Metamorphosis Hair Salon. Feb 22:10
Informed Decisions, help in hiring & career. Mar 7:2
Auto salon moves & expands. Mar 7:2
Foodtown sold again. Apr 11:3
Crafts Fair set for May 5. Apr 18:1
Getting us to shop here. Apr 18:16
Sir Speedy listed on Internet. June 27:19
GN without a book store? (ed) July 11:16
GN business woman to lead NAWBO). Aug 22:4
Bayberry union demands negotiations. Sep 12:1
NAWBO award to Arlene Kaplan. Sep 19:3
Robert Marco wins Genovese contest. Sep 19:3
Nassau McGowan about to close. Oct 17:3
Inn at GN opens new restaurant. Oct 17:12
Hi-Tech sponsors local TV. Oct 17:12
Sir Speedy wins national award. Oct 17:12
AstraLite chooses ACS Communications. Oct 17:12
Music Center sponsor UCF race. Oct 17:12
Station Coffeeshop closes. Nov 7:3
Steamboat Nursery is closing. Dec 12:3

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Anne Tschinkel honored. Jan 11:2
Chamber honors Leonard Samansky. Apr 11:2
Chamber honors 2-Gutterman, Massaro. May 16:2
Chamber honors Raymond Iryami. June 13:2
Giraffe Award to Bob Rosegarten. Sep 12:18
Gloria Brady wins October giraffe award. Oct 10:17

CHURCHES
Scarlet was blessed twice. Apr 11:4
St. Aloysius offering summer camp. Apr 11:5
Jewish boys in church league. Sep 5:4
Cemetery for all faiths. Sep 5:4
Father Candreva named "Monsignor." Aug 29:1
Lights stolen from church. Sep 19:7

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
COPAY in desperate need. Jan 18:2
Heart Breakers for MS. Feb 8:4
Parent Child Home Program. Feb 8:4
New EOC director looks ahead. Feb 29:3
Linden St residence seeking volunteers. Mar 21:3
Lions celebrate 60th anniversary. Mar 21:3
Womanspace talk on battered women. Apr 4:22
Amnesty aids Chinese prisoner. Apr 4:46
D'Innocenzo at SANE discussion. Apr 11:25
Womanspace dedicates lounge. Apr 11:25
Open letter to Clinton (letter:SANE). Apr 18:16
(CLASP) week of the young child. May 2:2
To President Clinton (letter:SANE). May 16:17
Supporting charities (letter). May 16:17
Helping Hand Program begins. May 23:3
Womanspace: Campaigning for women's rights. May 30:1
LWV school finance meeting. May 30:13
SANE/Peace action (letters). May 30:17
COPAY's first annual dinner dance. May 30:22
Laura Campbell joins Open Door. Jun 6:30
SANE/Peace meeting. Jun 6:39
Womanspace and support groups. June 20:2
SANE/Peace symposium. June 27:17
Ninth annual Congress of Peace Action. July 11:4
Jon Kaiman at SANE. July 11:25
SANE commemorates Hiroshima Aug. 5. July 18:19
Girl Scouts offer so much. Aug 1:1
A group for moms at Womanspace. Aug 8:3
SANE remembers Hiroshima. Aug 15:4
SANE/Peace Hiroshima (letter). Aug 15:16
Womanspace meeting to "Focus on Women." Sep 5:13
Ladies of Charities benefit (photos). Sep 12:12
UCF 5-mile race:behind the scenes. Sep 26:32
First-ever UCF Telethon. Oct 10:1
Sephardic group supports UCF. Oct 17:1
Sane/peace action meeting. Oct 24
UCF Telethon a hit! Oct 31:

CRIME
Man takes stepson hostage. Feb 1:1
Police arrest 2 for armed robbery in KP. Feb 22:1
Mugging near North High. Mar 14:1
An attack (letter). May 2:20
Man found dead of drug overdose. Aug 1:3
Man convicted for rape of GN woman. Aug 15:1
GN robber convicted. Aug 15:18
Have you seen these men? Dec 12:1

DEATHS
Ackerman, Eva. Oct 24:36
Alpert, Alice L. Nov 28:38
Alpert, Sophie Jascunska. Feb 15:40
Anderson, David. Sep 12:48
Arvine, Kitty. Mar 14:54
Baumann, Honorable Donald P. Dec 12:36
Bleimeyer, Philip. Mar 30:30
Bogatz, Robert. Nov 21:44
Bogatz, Robert. Nov 28:38
Borden, Paul. Apr 18:38
Braun, Leonard. Feb 15:40
Bullen, Esther. Mar 14:54
Caplen, Nathan H. Feb 22:34
Dalton, Elizabeth. Apr 25:36
Doyle, Edward R. Oct 31:36
Dupont, Evelyn Hassard. Dec 19:38
Eaddy, William Streeter. Jan 25:36
Eck, William L. May 2:54
Ember, Ida. Feb 8:32
Fallon, Thomas A. June 20:50
Felt, David A. Nov 7:36
Finke, Lillian M. Sep 26:38
Finkelstein, Ada. May 30:32
Fiedner, Ralph. Jan 18:38
Fraites, William F. Mar 7:30
Fraser, Willard. Mar 28:28
Gould, Morton. Feb 29:1
Grasso, Everlyn B. Jan 25:36
Habermehl, Marie F. Aug 8:32
Handler, Samuel L. Nov 21:44
Handler, Samuel L. Nov 28:38
Hiers, Lucy H. May 16:48
Hodosky, Walter Adam. Mar 7:30
Huckel, Elizabeth D. Aug 8:32
Jones, Howard G. Jan 18:38
Kahn, Eric M.  Dec 5:36
Kane, Janet.  May 2:54
Kane, Janet.  May 9:38
Kavanagh, Donald J.  Oct 24:36
Kopel-Miller, Rose Ann.  Feb 22:34
Kurke, Dorothy Goodman.  Mar 7:30
Lamas, Joseph F.  May 16:48
Lawrence, Thomas W.  Sep 12:48
Leavitt, Eleanor.  Oct 31:36
Leiderman. Robert M.  Sep 26:38
Lokken, Theodore.  May 9:38
Lynch, Patrick J.  Apr 18:38
Malman, Ruth.  Nov 7:36
Margulies, Ralph.  Apr 11:26
Marks, Alex.  Feb 22:34
Marshall, Dr. Louis E.  Aug 29:40
McKeown, Thomas Frank.  Jan 11:30
Meade, Honorable Robert C.  July 4:30
Meade, Robert C.  July 11:33
Meyer, Eva.  June 20:50
Meyer, Gerald.  Apr 25:36
Miller, Herman.  Sep 19:36
Mongelli. Joseph J.  Mar 30:30
Morris, Elizabeth.  Oct 31:36
Muller, Florence M.  Jan 25:36
Munley, Eaq, John H.  Feb 1:38
Murray, Margaret R.  Oct 3:32
Murray, Margaret Reilly.  Nov 7:36
Nathan, Harold.  Dec 12:36
Newfield, Marcel.  Sep 5:40
Nilan, Alice. C.  Nov 14:36
Nuss, Edna E.  Dec 19:38
Nuss, Edna E.  Nov 28:38
Obst, Dorothy A.  Apr 18:38
Ormsby, Elizabeth Emerson.  Nov 21:44
Orthel, Gladys.  July 4:30
Ourlicht, Myrtle Elizabeth.  Jan 11:30
Pantell, Robert E.  June 13:36
Patton, Mary C.  Nov 14:36
Petty, Josephine F.  Apr 11:26
Quattrocchi, Nino.  Feb 1:38
Relson, Morris.  June 20:50
Richaman, Dr. Benjamin.  May 2:54
Rieser, Marie C.  Oct 3:32
Rosamilia, Carol.  Oct 3:32
Rosegarten, Rita.  Feb 22:1
Rossetto, Gesina Peters.  June 13:36
Sanders, Bernard.  June 20:50
Sanders, Bernard.  May 30:32
Schenck, Gracey Isabelle Forbes.  Mar 14:54
Schub, Samuel.  Aug 8:32
Shapiro, Harold D.  May 16:48
Shapiro, Justin Marc.  Aug 15:48
Spellmeyer, George C.  Aug 29:40
Starobin, Dr. Herman.  June 6:40
Totura, Michael.  Nov 14:36
Tredwell, Euginie.  Aug 29:40
Waxman, Ruth.  Oct 24:36
Weining, Anna.  Feb 1:38
Weinmann, Bert.  June 6:40
Wenig, Anna.  Feb 16:40
Woerner, Harold T.  Jun 6:40
Zuckerman, Ellen.  June 6:40

ELECTIONS
March 19 results.  Mar 28:3

ENVIRONMENT
Water supply (Kane).  Jan 25:17
5 acre zoning protects water (Kane).  Feb 8:17
North Hills zoning (Kane).  Feb 22:17
Woburn connections to LI (Kane).  Feb 29:17
Evolving toward extinction (Kane).  Mar 7:18
Athletic fields at Parkwood (Kane).  Mar 14:18
Smoking’s dying embers (Kane).  Mar 28:17
Pesticides are poison (Kane).  Apr 4:17
Controlling pesticides on our own (ed).  Apr 11:16
Poisoning lawn... (Kane).  Apr 11:17
Environmental Record. (letter).  May 9:17
Gene Klein (letter:Altmann).  May 16:17
Take over the LI Water Corp!  (Kane).  May 16:19
Five-acre zoning!  (Kane) July 11:17
Fluoridation of drinking water (Kane).  Aug 8:17
5-acre zoning in the North Hills watershed (Kane).  
Sep 12:21
Manhasset-Lakeville water chlorination waiver denied (Kane)  
Sep 26:21
Old water mains (Kane).  Oct 3:17
Clean water/clean air bond act. Oct 31:17
Parkwood Woods (Kane). Nov 7:17
One million space rocks per year (Kane). Nov 14:17
Water quality problem in Nassau Co? (Kane). Nov 21:17
Are EPA's new air quality standards necessary? (Kane)
   Dec 5:21
Is there water on the moon? (Kane). Dec 12:21
Everybody talks about climate... (Kane). Dec 19:17

ETHNIC
GN celebrates Persian New Year. Mar 28:3
GN mayors at Iranian gathering. Apr 4:2
HCGN 6th annual fundraiser. Apr 18:22
She (Claire Weintraub) seeks European roots. Oct 24:3
Asking & receiving Iranians' support (ed). Oct 24:16
Mashadi Community (letter). Nov 28:16

FIRE DISTRICTS
Vigilants respond to Bond St. fire. Jan 4:3
Pension for Alerts? Jan 25:1
Yes for firefighters. Feb 15:8
Vigilants help LILCO. Feb 29:6
Fire service awards election (ed). Mar 14:16
Alert fire awards program approved. Mar 21:1
DiNapoli salutes fire hero. May 2:19
Vigilant request (letter). July 4:16
Push to clearly identify houses. July 25:3
Frank Gould announces re-election bid. Oct 31:3

GREAT NECK
Blizzard of '96. Jan 18:1
Emergency Preparedness (ed). Jan 25:16
Record-setting clothing donated. Jan 25:28
Recycling public servants (ed). Feb 15:16
Nominating committee for judges (ed) Feb 29:16
Bayview Ave. (letter). Mar 7:17
Rally against tax increase. Mar 14:18
March 19 results. Mar 28:2
Landmark '96. Mar 28:5
Joint effort to promote GN stores. Apr 11:1
GN's Special Olympics (ed). Apr 25:16
Landmark Conference 1996. Apr 25:17
Day for our daughters in GN. May 2:3
Shop in Great Neck (letter). May 2:21
Landmark 96 (letter: Rabbi Klayman). May 9:16
GN VOA moves forward on emergency plans. May 16:1
Shop in GN (letter). May 16:17
GN parade grand marshal. May 23:1
Landmark Comm. in every village (ed). May 23:16
Shop in GN (letter). May 23:17
Emergency preparedness... (ed). May 30:16
Fifth annual Taste of GN. Jun 6:1
Memorial Day Parade (photos). Jun 6:14
Employing all of our children (ed). June 13:16
Apple Tree Lane (letter). June 13:16
Landmarks Comm. hears Apple Tree Lane. July 18:1
Parking meters (letter). July 18:17
Liquor licenses: greater local control. Aug 1:1
Hiroshima commemoration August 5. Aug 1:13
Visible address numbers please! (ed). Aug 1:16
VGN landmark law challenged. Aug 15:1
Include GN in sales tax break (ed). Aug 15:16
GN has books for sale. Aug 29:4
Shopping in GN (letter). Sep 12:21
VOA emergency plans. Sep 19:1
VOA calls for full athletic fields study. Oct 3:1
Lend a "Helping Hand" (ed). Oct 3:16
Villages win Auto Club safety awards. Oct 10:6
Goodbye to unwanted free shopping weeklies (ed). Oct 31:17
Reforming election debates (ed). Nov 14:16
Austria's bravest visit GN. Nov 28:3
A Hanukkah poem. Dec 5:4
Activists energize community. Dec 12:26

GREAT NECK LIBRARY
Changes in GN Library operations. Jan 4:1
Second GN Library election planned. Jan 4:1
Legality of library meeting questioned. Jan 4:3
Library candidates favor term limits. Jan 11:3
Library (letter: Siegel). Jan 11:16
Changing the world (letter). Jan 11:16
"No" to Library term limits (ed). Jan 18:16
Library infighting continues. Financial report discussed.
Jan 25:1
Library (letters). Jan 25:16
"Yes" on Library changes (opinion). Jan 25:17
The library (letters). Feb 1:16
Rebuttal to Gilliar attack (letter: Kane). Feb 1:18
Library president reelected.  Feb 8:1
Electioneering guidelines, please! (ed).  Feb 8:16
Library elections (letters).  Feb 8:16
Library imbroglio (Gilliar).  Feb 15:17
Library (letter:Lerner,E).  Feb 22:16
Library vote set for April 1.  Feb 29:1
Library (letters).  Feb 29:16
Board changes library structure.  Mar 7:1
New concerns for calmer library board (ed).  Mar 7:16
Budget introduced at Library.  Mar 14:1
By-law amendment library vote.  Mar 28:3
Library (letter:Zarin).  Mar 28:17
Library Board tackles trustee conduct issue.  Apr 4:1
Conduct of the library trustees (ed).  Apr 4:16
Library by-laws election results.  Apr 4:1
Library (letter:Hauptman).  Apr 18:17
Library focuses on its branches.  Apr 25:1
Linked future of Library branches (ed).  May 9:16
Station Branch (letter).  May 23:17
Station Branch (letter).  June 20:18
Library Board goes ahead with reorganization.  July 4:1
Library extends Sunday hours at 2 sites.  July 4:6
Station Branch (letter).  July 4:16
Library Internet policy.  July 11:8
Library (letters).  July 11:16
GN Library will provide Internet access. July 25:1
Library board nixes director’s plan.  July 25:3
Old standards still apply for Internet (ed).  July 25:12
Library nominating committee (letter).  July 25:12
Library Board (letter:Kline).  Aug 1:17
Internet policy (letter:Udow).  Aug 8:16
Library trustee stepping aside.  Aug 15:1
Farley questions "Friends of the Library."  Aug 22:1
New library attorney.  Aug 22:18
Library carpeting installation deferred.  Aug 29:7
The Library (letter).  Sep 5:16
The library (letter:Altmann).  Sep 12:21
Milton Adler-the face behind the voice.  Aug 29:3
Expanded sunday hours.  Sep 19:15
Chinese art book donation.  Sep 19:15
Lakeville branch (letter).  Sep 19:16
Fitzgerald at 100.  Sep 19:22
Library board divided over bills.  Oct 3:1
Lakeville library branch. Oct 3:12
GN Library staff votes for NYSUT affiliation. Oct 10:6
Friends of the library (letter). Oct 10:20
Library's Lakeville branch (letter). Oct 10:21
Friends of the Library (letter). Oct 17:16
The library (letter). Oct 17:16
Library election (letter). Oct 31:16
Library elections contested. Nov 7:1
GN Library elections. Nov 14:1
Library trustee resigns. Nov 21:1
Statement from the GN Library. Nov 21:17
Library election (letters). Nov 21:30
Library accepts resignation. Nov 28:1
Concerned Citizens Dedicated to Protecting Our Library. Nov 28:17
Exploring Iranian culture. Dec 5:2
Nominating committee looking for candidates. Dec 5:3
Library election (letters). Dec 12:27
Library election (letters). Dec 19:17
Concerned Citizens of the Library. Dec 19:17
Library elections (letters). Dec 26:17

HEALTH
Giving a man a chance to live. Jan 4:3
Residents concerned about cancer rates. Jan 25:18
Pataki budget (letter). Apr 11:16
Groups study breast cancer prevention. Apr 18:3
Alternatives to pesticides. May 2:10
Breast Cancer Survey (ed). May 2:20
Smoking (letter). May 9:17
GNBC fun feast at local EOC. May 16:7
GN HIV rate still high. July 18:1
How to react to the news on AIDS. July 18:16
More AIDS statistics. July 25:1
New UroCenter in GN. Aug 8:27
Nassau County measles alert. Sep 5:16
Joan Hamburg to moderate panel on breast cancer. Sep 12:23
Dental Clinic for our needy children. Nov 21:3

LONG ISLAND RAILROAD
The LIRR (letter). Mar 21:17
It's tough to take the railroad! Sep 12:20
MOVIES
GN grads hit film.  Feb 29:1

MUSIC
GN Philharmonic fund raiser.  Feb 8:3
GN remembers Morton Gould.  Feb 29:1
Band of LI premier concert.  Mar 21:3
New voice (Sandia Ang) in GN Choral Soc.  Apr 11:3
Tuesday morning music club.  Apr 11:4
Musical Schwartz Family.  Apr 18:8
GN residents honored.  Apr 25:2
Young Americans competition.  May 16:11

NASSAU COUNTY
Altmann inducted into Legislature.  Jan 11:3
A county legislature for the people (ed). Jan 11:16
Ackerman attempts to free hostages.  Feb 1:3
More police for Nassau County.  Feb 8:3
DiNapoli sponsors "Elisa's" law.  Feb 22:3
Assembly passes DiNapoli environmental bills. Feb 29:3
Altmann backs mental health programs.  Mar 14:3
An "A" for Ackerman.  Mar 14:3
Gov. Pataki's budget.  Mar 21:3
DiNapoli bill extends school vote.  Mar 21:3
Ethics bill in limbo?  Mar 21:12
Lisanne Altmann's new role.  Apr 4:3
Rep Gary Ackerman (letter).  Apr 11:16
Altmann supports summer jobs for youths.  Apr 18:3
From oil heat to gas (letter:DiNapoli).  May 16:17
Ackerman's bill on AIDS testing enacted.  May 30:1
County legislature (letter).  May 30:16
DiNapoli running for 6th term.  Jun 13:1
Edward K. Kitt gets GOP nomination.  Jun 13:1
Ackerman challenged by David Fish.  July 11:3
County works of local roads.  July 25:1
Ackerman protests refused visa.  July 25:7
Town fights hazardous waste.  Aug 15:18
Ackerman responds to resiency charges.  Aug 22:1
DiNapoli's water quality legislation signed.  Aug 22:17
DiNapoli announces 1997 internships.  Aug 29:17
DiNapoli announces Workers' Comp reform.  Sep 19:24
Assistance for people with disabilities.  Sep 19:24
The invisible 9 from NC.  Dec 19:6
NEWSPAPERS
Anton newspapers debuts on the Internet. Dec 5:1

NORTH HEMPSTEAD, TOWN
Town Democrats sworn in. Jan 25:4
Supervisor Newburger looks to the future. Feb 1:1
Town limits use of public streets by businesses. Feb 8:3
Town passes new taxi law. Feb 29:12
Town to honor uncommon women. Mar 7:3
North Hempstead STOP Program. Mar 28:3
North Hempstead honors its women. Apr 4:3
N. Hempstead announces Morewood Plan details. Apr 4:10
NS Animal League offers free rabies shots. Apr 25:3
Town urges seniors: join "Vial of Life." May 2:3
Town amends fence ordinance. May 16:3
Town issues warning: Prom night limos. May 16:3
Town offers TDD service. May 30:13
Town limits height for retaining walls. Jun 6:3
District court campaign. Sep 19:1
Uniform town taxi identification. Oct 10:4
Town negotiates Cablevision's franchise contract. Oct 10:6
N. Hempstead honors donors of records. Oct 17:14
Town initiates emergency preparedness. Nov 21:1

PARK DISTRICT
Tennis camp Apr 18:48
Bill Dobkin to run for Park Commissioner. June 13:3
Summer jobs for local teens. Jun 13:3
Bill Dobkin, Bob Lincoln to run. June 20:1
Cooky Blaha in Park race. July 4:1
Hirsh to seek park re-election. Aug 29:1
Gloria Brady retires from Park District. Aug 15:3
Park elections (letters). Sep 12:20
Park election (letter). Oct 17:17
Park Commissioners ok salary raise. Oct 24:1
Debate over park debate. Nov 14:1
Park election (letters). Nov 14:17
LWV presents mini-voters guide. Dec 5:1
Park election (letters). Dec 5:22
Dobkin wins by landslide. Dec 19:3

PEOPLE
Askina, Wilma. Writer. Aug 8:3
Ayromlooi, Steven. Oscar nominee. May 16:1
Bassen, Annette. Award. Dec 19:25
Bergantinos, Soli. Tiny violinist. Feb 8:3
Blum, Elsie. Dog trainer. Jan 18:3
Brand, Karen and Oscar. AJC honor. Dec 5:18
Brand, Oscar. Chamber honors. Nov 14:4
Brand, Oscar. Wins Peabody Award. Apr 25:1
Brumberg, Matthew. 11 yr old chess wizz. Nov 14:3
Chung, Annie. Youg paleontologist. Oct 3:4
D'Innocenzo, Michael. Year with Gingrich. Jan 25:14
Gil, Regina. Honored. Dec 12:2
Gitin, Dr. Seymour. Ancient city of Ekron. Aug 1:24
Gould, Morton. GN remembers. Jan 29:1
Greenberg, Irene. Artist with a camera. Apr 4:26
Hall, Norman. Director. Dec 5:3
Harounian, Jack. Jerusalem's honorary trustee. Mar 28:1
Hartman, Jesse. Record deal. June 20:3
Hill Slater, Phyllis. Lead NAWBO. Aug 22:4
Hochbergs, Irwin and Rita. Theodor Herzl Award. Nov 7:10
Hodges, Leroy. Student overcomes odds. May 30:3
Israel, Howard Dr. Holocaust in anatomy text. Apr 11:1
Jacobsens. After tragedy. Oct 17:3
Kane, Julian. Crusades to protect. Aug 25:17
Kase, John. GN lawyer aids Israel court. Mar 14:3
Kass, Donna. Senior Citizen of the Year. May 16:3
Klein, Daniel. Opera debut. May 23:12
Lehrman, Erica. HS student. Oct 31:5
Levoy, Marc. Graphics award. July 11:18
Levy Sticker, Joan. Feb 8:2
Linden, Jay. Selling the 1996 Olympics. July 18:3
Linden, Jessica. Teen pageant. Feb 1:2
Machnikoff, Tina & Philip. Petra, Jordan. Aug 1:3
Meyersfield, Eric. Off-Broadway hit. Apr 11:5
Nelkin, Ruth Tahalheimer. Lehmans return to Germany. Jul 18:1
Newman, Robin Gorman. Singles guru. Sep 5:3
Penn, Sheilan & Murray. Right stuff. Sep 5:1
Poons, Kitty. Mexico City. Jan 4:2
Rapoport, Florence. Women's issues activist. June 27:2
Romaine, Stanley. Magazine award. June 20:2
Rosegarten, Bob. Lawyers honor. Feb 15:3
Rosegarten, Mayor Robert. Markel Award. Mar 14:2
Salcius, Almus. Kaunas, Lithuania. May 9:2
Sanchez, Lou. Meets Pope. Feb 1:3
Seeman, Lee. At the White House. Jun 6:8
Serwitz, Amy. Remembering Rita Rosegarten. May 30:2
Sheff, Alice. Award. Jan 11:23
Smith, Rachel. Helping sea turtles. Nov 7:3
Southard, Melville. On Boxing Commission. Apr 25:2
Spielvogel, Gena. Serving poor. Sep 5:3
Steinberg, Howard. Head NYS Authority. Feb 22:3
Straus, Lisa & Marc. Triple Bar Mitzvah. May 9:3
Tam Jr., Henry. Fubright award. Aug 1:5
Waldman, Michael. Clinton's stop speech writer. Feb 15:1
Waldman, Steven. Helping to save US service plan. May 2:1
Wax, Morton. Picks foreign flicks. Sep 26:3
Weiser, Elaine. Hadassah. May 2:22
Wesey, Alexander & Starsy. Steamboat Nursery. Dec 12:3
Wissner-Gross, Zachary. Singing lead. Sep 26:3
Zarin, Michael and Renee. AJC honor. Dec 5:18

POLICE
New commander for 6th precinct. Aug 8:1

POLITICAL PARTIES
Reform Dems host meeting with Cong. Schumer. Apr 25:3
At the Democratic Convention. Sep 12:1
Democrats open headquarters in GN. Sep 19:4
Democrats sweep GN. Nov 14:1

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Elections (letter). Apr 25:16
3 village elections on June 18. Jun 6:3
Senator Tully "in" for the eighth round. June 20:1
Democrat Nachbar to face Tully. June 20:1
Make Democracy work. July 4:17
Grant Lally helped Ackerman's rivals. Aug 1:1
Lally-Republican for 5th CD. Aug 1:1
Gary Ackerman (letter). Aug 15:16
Primary challenge quashed. Aug 15:22
Light turnout for candidates' night. Oct 31:1
ADA annual LI voting record. Oct 31:33

SCHOOLS
CLASP Center reaccredited. Jan 4:5
Thoughts on K-J (letter). Jan 18:16
New elementary computer curriculum. Jan 25:5
Partnership with Kennedy Center. Feb 1:3
New head of Village School. Feb 1:4
Capital projects authorized. Feb 1:5
Enriching our schools through partnership (ed). Feb 1:16
Prents rally to save shop course. Feb 15:1
Industrial arts (letter). Feb 15:16
Industrial Arts Program (ed). Feb 22:16
Clover students help the UCF. Feb 29:4
Village School senior hired by IBM. Feb 29:5
South presents full-scale opera. Feb 29:5
Yumi Sagiuchi (7th gr) to solo at Lincoln Center. Feb 29:12
GN school budget holds the line. Mar 7:1
Exams returned in timely fashion. Mar 7:3
Special Olympics in GN. Mar 7:3
GN SAT scores are on the rise. Mar 14:4
Masterpiece of a fund raiser at Hebrew Academy. Mar 14:51
School Board considers North Field expansion Mar 21:1
Landmark Conference set for April 22. Mar 21:5
What we all learned from North High (ed). Mar 21:16
New principal for South High. Mar 28:2
English-social studies team. Mar 28:4
South senior edits, runs-Excels. Mar 28:5
Landmark Conference news. Apr 4:5
Industrial arts (letter). Apr 4:16
GN North's cure for "Senioritis." Apr 18:2
Students perform at Lincoln Center. Apr 18:5
North HS presents A Chorus Line. Apr 18:5
Students in coastal research project. Apr 18:7
Junior enters Int. Science Fair. Apr 25:3
Separate status for Village School. Apr 25:4
School Board adopts budget. May 2:1
Bond issue may be a solution. May 2:4
GN School Board passes '96-'97 budget. May 2:5
New Regents regulations. May 9:1
School Board ok's Parkwood EIS. May 9:1
Re-inventing libraries with technology. May 9:5
GN grad nominated for student Oscar. May 16:1
School Board tenures NHS principal. May 16:1
GN Schools and GN Arts Center partnership. May 16:3
Schoolboard ok’s capital projects. May 16:5
In support of the school budget. May 16:16
Athletes score on court and on SAT. May 23:5
Elementary schools want shop. May 30:1
14 perfect scores on Latin exam. May 30:5
Shop and computer for K-5. Jun 6:1
Artfest ’96 concert. Jun 6:4
Make school elections inclusive (ed). Jun 6:16
It's prom time once again. Jun 6:17
K-J plan changing a bit. Jun 13:1
Additions for Baker School. Jun 13:1
Reviewing North athletic fields. June 13:4
North’s student leader makes a difference. June 13:5
Education (letter). June 13:16
The 482 members of Class of ’96 (photos). June 20:1W
Barstow Award. June 20:2W
Dr. Shine to head South High. June 20:3
EIS to address north athletic fields. June 27:3
Schools announce winners & scholars/ June 27:5
Prejudice reduction: teaching the teachers. June 27:6
We need more school athletic fields (ed). June 27:16
Board recognizes Faculty and others. July 4:5
Catherine Moore retires as JFK principal. July 11:3
Village School graduation speech. July 18:5
North High graduation speech. July 25:5
A good year at GN Community School (photos). Aug 1:19
New principal for JFK school. Aug 8:1
Fifth grader receives citizenship award. Aug 15:5
Essays of college graduation speeches. Aug 15:5
GN South graduation speech. Aug 22:5
Villages question new school fields. Sep 12:1
Summer capital projects update. Sep 12:4
Singing the lead at Lincoln Center. Sep 26:3
GN Public Schools meal policy. Sep 26:19
GN students take top prizes in Science Fair. Oct 3:5
School bus monitors (letter). Oct 3:17
Summer at GN Community School (photos). Oct 3:24
Schools explain SEQRA process. Oct 17:1
Let's not politicize our schools! (ed). Oct 17:16
North athletic fields. Oct 24:1
Children's entertainment series. Oct 24:5
Open letter from GNV's mayor & board. Oct 31:19
Students launch interschool magazine. Nov 14:5
Teachers' contract talks at impasse. Nov 21:1
Athletic fields EAF to state. Nov 21:1
Mock elections show students' priorities. Nov 21:5
President Clinton responds to students. Nov 21:5
School Board broaches bond issue. Dec 5:1
A 16 year old is not a licensed driver! (ed) Dec 12:20
School board selects architect. Dec 19:2
GNTA teachers' contract signed. Dec 19:2
GN Bd of Ed. ok's capital project. Dec 26:2
New principal for South High. Dec 26:3

SENIOR CITIZENS
Meals on wheels turns 20. Jan 4:18
Senior Center seeks help. Feb 22:2
Free tax aid for seniors. Feb 22:3
Senior Center (photos). May 2:14
JCC Executive Board. Sep 12:46
Liff, Hilda. Yankee fan. Nov 7:45
Senior opt for New Options. Oct 17:11
GN Senior Nutrition Program. Nov 14:22
Senior Center pioneered services. Dec 16:3G
Millie does it again! (photos). Dec 26:10

SPORTS
Mariners win tenth straight. Feb 1:44
Mariners ranked seventh in NCAA polls. Feb 1:38
Glantz sparks rebel playoff comeback. Feb 22:6C
KP's Flannery named Coach of the Year. Feb 29:48
Blazers end spectacular 14-6 season. Feb 29:48
Mariners finish 2nd in championships. Mar 7:6C
Allison Toy top fencer, again. Mar 14:6C
Brian Joseph finishes 5th in state qualifiers. Mar 21:6C
North High winter sports ceremonies (photos). Apr 11:38
GN doctor heads Maccabi soccer team. Apr 11:40
Sharks finish 10-2 season. Apr 18:48
UCF tennis games starting on May 24. Apr 18:48
Running at the Penn Relay. May 2:last page
Lacrosse team wins Hudson Division. May 23:last page
Claudine Compas qualifies for States. Jun 6:last page
North girls spring sports aware (photos). June 13:46
Karate championships at Kings Point. June 13:last page
North boys spring sports awards (photos). June 20:
North High individual sport awards. July 4:last page
Open letter from Bd of Ed (playing fields). Oct 31:17
GNMHS sports awards (photos). Dec 5:54
GN Bd of Ed ok's capital projects. Dec 26:2

SYNAGOGUES
Honoring Dr. King at joint service. Mar 21:3
Temple Emanuel remembers (Hiroki Sugihara). Apr 4:2
Congressman Schumer to speak at Beth-El. Jan 4:4
His father rescued Jews (Hiroki Sugihara). Apr 18:1
Gallery Emanuel show features paper & metal. Apr 25:8
Temple Beth-El honors Roger Tilles. Apr 25:40
Temple proclaims "Emanuel Day." May 2:3
Celebrating a book on Iranian-Jews. July 4:3
Black and Jewish dialogue. (letter). July 11:17
Temples form singles network. July 25:26
Family theme for high holidays. Sep 12:3
Temple Beth-El summer nursery program. (photos). Sep 26:18
Sephardic Temple plans Hebrew day school. Oct 10:3
Religious celebration (letter). Nov 7:16
Working to equalize Jewish education. Nov 21:3
Chabad explains its proposed project. Dec 12:1
Chabad (letter). Dec 26:17

TELEVISION
PATC one act play competition. Feb 1:3
Cablevision offers phone service. Sep 5:1
New talk show for PATV. Sep 19:6

UNITED STATES MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY
Museum presents maritime award. Jan 11:12
Logistics expert joins USMMA faculty. Apr 4:18
USMMA presents "Hamlet." Apr 25:33
KP wins Lacrosse title. Apr 22:48
USMMA names department head. May 9:20
KP wins National Dinghy title. June 24: last page
Russian valedictorian at USMMA. Jul 4:18
KP Mariners dominated cadets. Sep 26:54

VILLAGES-GN
Study for Steamboat Rd. approved. Jan 18:3
New banners. Feb 15:3
VGN may extend Steamboat Rd. moratorium. Mar 14:3
VGN seeks community input on Steamboat Rd. zoning. Mar 21:1
VGN to rezone Steamboat Rd. May 9:1
GNV Crafts Fair (photos). May 9:14
Appletree Lane (letter). May 16:16
Fighting to save a house. May 23:1
Landmark application is submitted. June 27:3
First GN Village woman justice. July 11:1
Three new bills. July 25:7
VGN permits ham radio antennas. Aug 29:1
Steamboat Road zoning moves ahead. Aug 15:3
Appletree Lane update. Sep 19:7
Call for municipal parking. Sep 26:1
Landmark hearing postponed. Sep 26:1
Reagan Farm House (letter). Sep 26:20
Steamboat Road rezoning (letter). Sep 26:21
VGN rezones Steamboat Road. Oct 10:3
Landmark debate continues. Oct 17:1
Commission is agreeable on landmarking. Oct 31:3
Landmark approved. Nov 7:1
In favor of landmarking (ed). Nov 7:16
Public hearing in Landmark case. Nov 14:1
VGN Landmark public hearing. Dec 12:1
Board favors landmark status. Dec 26:3

VILLAGES-GN ESTATES
Trustee (Harriet Becker) retires, sort of. Feb 8:2
F. Scott Fitzgerald house in GNE. July 4:3

VILLAGES-GN PLAZA
KJ proposal moves forward. Jan 11:2
Rosegarten seeks re-election. Jan 18:3
51 Great Neck Rd. rezoned. Jan 18:3
Residents oppose new restaurants. Feb 15:3
Plaza to draft new KJ zoning. Feb 15:3
GN Public Schools online. Feb 15:5
Plaza justice race contested. Feb 22:1
Concern over restaurant in shopping center. Mar 7:3
Plaza drafts new KJ zoning. Mar 14:3
Sr. housing plan for Plaza. Mar 28:1
Alternate proposal for KJ site. Mar 28:1
Gazebo in the park (letter). Apr 4:16
Plaza tackles new shopping center restaurant proposal.
Apr 11:3
GN Plaza passes 2 new bond resolutions. Apr 25:3
Anonymous gambling charges. May 9:3
Videographer documents gazebo. May 16:44.
Making way for KJ and seniors. May 23:3
Grace Ave gazebo dedication. Jun 6:16
Grace Ave. gazebo dedication. June 27:1
Plaza proposes incentive zoning. Jul 11:1
Breakfast with Bob. Aug 1:10
In memory of Rita Rosegarten. Sep 12:10
Bill Dobkin's cartoons at Village Hall. Aug 29:3
Plaza tackles KJ and Sr. housing. Sep 26:1
In memory of Rita Rosegarten. Sep 26:4
New antiques show joins AutoFest. Oct 10:1
The new Squire Theatre. Nov 7:1
Festival (photos). Nov 7:22
Hillpark remains two-way. Nov 14:3
Clent Rd. closing (letter). Nov 21:30
K-J to be developed. Nov 28:1
New Squire Theater. Dec 12:23
Noise pollution (letter). Dec 19:16

VILLAGES-KENSINGTON
Mayoral race contested. Jan 25:3
Tax decrease for Thomaston. Feb 1:3
Kensington has to choose for mayor. Feb 8:1
Village wins big. Mar 7:1
Scuffle over K. appointments. Apr 25:3
Kensington election (letter:Last). May 16:16
Historical society formed. Jun 6:37
K. okays design for KJ. June 27:1
K-J site. Aug 15:18

VILLAGES-KINGS POINT
Broadlawn neighbors working things out. Feb 29:3
Local Jewish Community Center planned on Chabad estate.
June 27:1
The giant pumpkin caper. Oct 31:1

VILLAGES-LAKE SUCCESS
Defense plant to stay. Jan 18:1
Altmann speeds up road repair. Sep 12:14
Lockheed Martin plant to close. Nov 28:1

VILLAGES-SADDLE ROCK
Xeriscape Garden groundbreaking. Mar 14:12
Saddle Rock School expansion. July 11:1
VILLAGES-THOMASTON
Two parties vie in election. Feb 1:1
Thomaston's election. Mar 14:1
Plaza election (letters). Mar 14:16
Thomaston election (letters). Mar 14:16
Group Home hosts a brunch. Apr 18:3
Thomaston split on road project. May 23:1
Thomaston Roads (letter). May 30:17
Renovation referendum set for June 25:1
Thomaston referendum. June 20:16
Thomaston takes second look (road projects). July 4:1
Thomaston wins good government awards. Dec 26:6

WATER SUPPLY
Water Authority sprinkling regulations. May 2:12
Water Authority begins test well drilling. May 9:3
Water Authority posters on display. Jun 6:17
Water Authority contest winners. July 4:33
Water Authority drilling. Sep 19:17
Rusty H2O is safe. Oct 3:1
Restaurants offer water (only) on request. Oct 24:1
Planting begins at xerscape. Nov 14:6
Authority taps off-peninsula water. Dec 19:3
Great Neck Record Index - 1997

Regular Features
At the Library
Environmental Record
Great Neck Business Record
Great Neck Park District
Mark your Calendar
Interfaith Bulletin Board
Newsbriefs
Obituaries
People in the News
Police Report
School Notes
Senior Center News
Sports

ACCIDENTS
Residents demand road safety measures. Feb 6:3
Children injured in school bus accident. Mar 6:1
Fatal accident on Middle Neck Rd. Jan 23:2
Woman struck on Middle Neck Rd. Mar 13:6
Car plows into Daruma. Aug 28:3
Sprinkler system activated at Squire Theater. Oct 9:1
Woman killed on Middle Neck Rd. Nov 20:1

ART & ARTISTS
Gallery Emmanuel presents A matter of Degrees. Jan 9:23
Piano key-mometer helps raise funds for Art Center. Feb 6:6
Postal service honors GN artist, Marvin Mattelson. Feb 13:3
Paulette Singer exhibit in Roslyn. Feb 13:6
"Arts with smarts" for fours/fives. Jan 30:3
Roberta Aviram signs art contract. Mar 13:4
GN Arts Center construction begins. Mar 20:1
Kennedy Center partnership at work. Mar 27:1
Paulette Singer at Bryant Library show. Mar 27:6
Festival of the Arts. Jun 5:2
Art Center moves to new home. Jul 3:1
Gallery Emanuel presents artistic fantasies. June 19:22
Iranian Center discovers new artist (Josephine Mairzadeh) July 10:3
Two GN artists exhibit (Title & Derzie). July 17:6
Art Center honors Francis Ford Coppola. Jul 31:1
Gallery Emanuel presents “Tradition!” Aug 28:19
Art exhibit by Dorrit Title. Sep 11:13
Quilter Linda Abram’s work chosen. Oct 23:3
Fran Forman Winant artworks. Oct 23:10
Gallery Emanuel presents *In My Mind’s Eye*. Nov 6:28
Espyh Slobodkina donates art collection. Nov 20:2
GN Arts Center now hosing National Art Show. Dec 4:12
Memorial concert for Samuel Baron. Dec 4:13

**AUTHORS**
Martin Dobrow began right here. Jan 9:3
Adult program cookbook on sale. Feb 13:4
Rabbi Michael Klayman & Rahel Musleah write children's Jewish holiday stories. Apr 17:3
Esther Chasin’s book on *mitzvot*. Jul 31:2
Joan Swirsky’s *Book of life*. Aug 21:10
*Bridge across the Jordan* by Drs. Adaia & Abraham Shumsky. Dec 18:3

**BUSINESS**
GN firm restores Houdini's grave. Jan 2:3
Houdini story caption corrections. Jan 9:4
New Squire Theatre opens Feb 14. Feb 13:1
Welcome to the new Squire Theatre (ed). Feb 27:16
Villages oppose Macy's expansion. Mar 13:3
Beanie Baby craze hits GN. Apr 10:2
Millie's Place is in the heart of GN. May 1:2
Cyvia Kahn sticks her neck out. June 26:3
Lockheed Martin explores reuse alternatives. Jul 31:17
Local merchant “organizes” UCF. Oct 2:3
Lockheed Martin plans for cleanup. Oct 9:1
Fernando Cerf (Getty Station) faces tough times. Nov 6:3
Toys for tots at Kolson. Dec 18:16

**CHAMBER OF COMMERCE**
Ronna Telsey accepts Giraffe Award. Fe 6:25
Chamber honors Zipes & Goldberg. Feb 20:4
Launch of ChamberVision. Fe 27:14
Ronna Telsey honored. Jan 16:4
Chamber of Commerce on "Access Live." Jan 30:22
AIDS researcher, Dr. Frederick Siegal, honored. Mar 13:1

**COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS**
Cancer Volunteers of America 25th anniversary. Feb 6:19
SANE/Peace meeting on Germany. Feb 20:10
From Amnesty International. Jan 16:6
SANE/Peace meeting: Cold War, NATO. Mar 20:24
CLASP honors Edna Zelan. Mar 27:25
UCF salutes outstanding residents. Apr 10:1
Family Support program. May 1:5
Arms sales (letter). May 1:18
UCF seeking executive director. May 29:1
Eleanor Roosevelt awards for 3 GN residents. May 29:7
CLASP gourmet wine dinners. July 1j0:22
Hiroshima commemoration. July 24:4
Great Neck Garden Club. Aug 14:49
SANE commemorates Hiroshima Day. Aug 21:14
UCF tennis awards presentation. Sep 4:3
Second annual UCF telethon. Sep 18:1
Taste of GN supporting breast cancer research. Sep 18:1
UCF telethon Sunday evening. Sep 25:1
GN SANE peace action goes to the UN. Oct 9:21
UCF telethon a big success! Oct 16:1
UCF race. Oct 23:1
UCF celebrates Anne Tschinkel's retirement. Oct 23:1
UCF reopens search for new director. Nov 13:1
Veterans honor comrades, living & dead. Nov 13:3
Centenarian charms Womanspace party. Nov 27:3
SANE/Peace action meeting. Nov 27:24
UCF honors Anne Tschinkel (photos). Dec 11:24
Amnesty Int. hails release of Wei Jingsheng. Dec 18:12

CONSERVATION
Sagan's death and Martian Life (Kane). Jan 2:13

CRIME
GN man (Morris Sutton) arrested. Aug 14:6

DANCE
The American Ballet Russe. May 29:8
Eddie Zawacki returns to GN. June 12:12
GN’s first Nutcracker. Nov 13:6

DEATHS
Anderson, Lillian. July 17:46
Arner, Joseph. Sep 25:52
Artsis, Mildred. Nov 20:48
Attie, Dr. Joseph Nathan. Dec 18:56
Bacal, Millicent S. Apr 10:52
Baker, Sister Nancy Baker, R.S.M. Oct 30:52
Berliner, Dr. Meyer. Apr 24:36
Bernstein, William. Mar 6:32
Billing, Claire. Oct 23:52
Brill, Martin. Nov 6:42
Brook, Sara. Oct 16:58
Brooks, Adelaide E. Dec 18:56
Brundage, Thelma. Sep 4:38
Cantor, Lillian Banyas. Jul 31:38
Connolly, William J. June 12:51
Dennelly, Richard W. Mar 6:32
Eilen, Adle. Oct 30:52
Election results (villages). Mar 27:1
Eley, F.H. Lewis. Fe 27:36
Estivo, Francis J. Dec 4:44
Everett, George. Apr 24:36
Feldheim, Eric. Oct 9:42
Feldman, Fred. Mar 20:40
Feldman, Fred. Mar 27:40
Fierst, A.L. Apr 3:42
Fischer, Clarence S. Nov 6:42
Flaherty Sr., James E. Apr 24:36
Flanagan, Rosemary T. Mar 13:48
Glickman, Shirley Deckel. June 19:48
Gutieri, Tanya Anna Homage. Oct 9:42
Hamond, Esther. June 19:48
Hannes, Hillel Edward. Nov 27:40
Henry, Eleanor Whitney. Fe 27:36
Hill, Addie Hill. Apr 3:42
Hirschberg, Muriel. June 12:51
Hoffman, Pearl. June 19:48
Hoffman, Wallace. Apr 10:52
Holmes, Hezekiah. Aug 28:40
Idol, Jospehine. July 17:46
In-Soon Choi. Feb 6:4
Jacobs, Lewis. Feb 20:38
Johansson, Roger. Oct 23:52
Katz, Erna B. Apr 17:42
Kelner, Rachael J. Mar 6:32
Klafter, Corinne. Nov 20:48
Kleinman, Philip. Dec 18:56
Klinger, David. Nov 20:48
Kneece Jr., Ancil. Aug 28:40
Kopel, Robert J. Nov 13:54
Krug, Martha. Nov 27:40
Kuchlewsky, Victor. Nov 20:48
Kurzrok, Evelyn. Mar 20:40
Lagin, Ann. Sep 11:52
Lazaunik, Albert J. Oct 2:42
Lazaunik, Albert J. Sep 25:52
Lesser, Frank. Sep 11:1 & 52
Lincoln, Dorothy. Dec 11:60
Lipeles, Pauline. Apr 24:36
Markowitz, Minnie. Jan 23:36
Marrocco, Lillian. Jan 16:48
Martin, Alice A. Jan 30:38
Mayer, Katherine K. Aug 17:32
Meltzer, Sylvia. May 29:28
Metz, Elizabeth. Dec 11:60
Moeller, Elizabeth B. Nov 13:54
Moore, Margaret. Jul 31:38
Murphy, Rev. Kenneth G. Feb 13:51
Murray, Richard J. Oct 9:42
Nadler, Murray. Apr 17:42
Nemeny, George. Jul 31:38
Ninesling, Tessie Cissik. Mar 27:40
North, Edward. Nov 20:48
November, Sylvia. May 29:28
O’Regan, Timothy. Sep 4:38
Oginski-Silver, Miriam. Sep 4:38
Phillips, Donald. Nov 6:42
Pilvinis, Jean Marie. Oct 2:42
Polowczyk, Carl J. Mar 27:40
Raices, Richard. Jan 23:36
Randall, Florence Engel. Sep 11:52
Reed Sr., Robert J. Mar 20:40
Reed, Eileen. Sep 25:52
Reuther, George C. Nov 27:40
Rizzuto, Ninette. Jan 16:48
Rossano, Louis A. Oct 30:52
Rubenau, Bertha. Nov 13:54
Seaman, Burton. Dec 11:60
Shaffer, Dennis J. Jan 16:48
Shaffran, Betty. Mar 6:32
Teres, Jeanne. Nov 13:54
Thompson, Joan. Oct 16:58
Tilkin, Benjamin. Jan 2:22
Von Au, Mildred Parker. Jan 30:38
Werber, Anne M.  Sep 25:52
Wright, Mary C.  Mar 13:48
Harris, Sarah B.  Dec 25:32
Feuerstein, Arthur H.  Dec 25:32

ELECTIONS
3 Village elections June 17:1

ENVIRONMENT
Orion (Kane).  Jan 9:17
Lockheed Martin & the DEC: gearing up for final clean-up.  Feb 6:1
Pluto's discoverer dies (Kane).  Feb 6:17
Other solar systems (Kane).  Feb 27:17
You can't hear Spring anymore. (leaf blowers).  Mar 6:4
Climate changes on Mars (Kane).  Mar 6:17
Road-salt damage (Kane).  Jan 16:17
Winners & losers in evolution (Kane).  Jan 23:17
Happy Equinox! (Kane) Mar 20:16
The dirty dozen cancers (Kane).  Mar 27:17
Grass cutters/leaf blowers (letter).  Apr 3:16
The benefits of cigarettes (Kane).  Apr 3:17
Leaf blowers (letter).  Apr 10:24
Leaf blowers (letter).  Apr 17:16
Tales of a comet (Kane).  Apr 17:17
Sightings of red fox in GN.  Apr 24:3
Estates address leaf blowers (op) May 1:17
Bottled water or tap water? (Kane) May 29:17
Left –hand pitchers (Kane).  Jun 5:21
Save money, save water (Kane).  June 12:21
Comet meteor particles & weather (Kane).  June 19:21
Serendipity (Kane).  July 17:17
It’s crystal clear (Kane).  Aug 14:17
Digger wasps (Kane).  Aug 21:21
A new chlorination hazard (Kane).  Sep 4:17
Reducing toxic pesticides.  Sep 18:13
Toxic wastes (Kane).  Oct 23:21
Cleaning up LI Sound.  Nov 13:22
DEC to clean up Stanton pollution.  Nov 6:1
Healthier chickens/sicker humans.  Nov 6:17
Stanton pollution cleanup (Kane).  Nov 27:19
Environmental effects of dams (Kane).  Dec 11:21
LILCO responds to gas leak.  Dec 18:21
Earliest sunset (Kane).  Dec 25:17
ETHNIC
Mashadis contribute to re-election campaigns. June 19:3
Hispanic community reaches out to community. June 26:18
Altmann introduces Mashadis to police. Aug 28:1

FIRE DISTRICTS
Busy weekend for M-L FD volunteers. Feb 13:6
Alert Fire Co. update (photos). Mar 27:4
GN twins qualify as youngest EMTs. Apr 17:3
Vigilant rescue woman from smoky blaze. Jul 10:2
GN’s bravest train in live fire. Jul 24:3
Carriage Road house fire. Sep 4:11
Vigilants honor police forces. Nov 6:2
Vigilant ambulance service’s 60 years. Nov 20:3
Fatal Fairview Ave. fire. Nov 27:1
Ron Poons badly burned. Nov 27:1
How do we thank Ron Poons? (ed). Dec 4:20
Update on Ron Poons. Dec 18:2
Chapel Pl apartment fire. Dec 25:4

GREAT NECK
GNVO travel to Albany. Jan 9:4
GN leads Nassau in rent battle. Feb 27:1
Village elections on March 18. Mar 6:1
Villages call for share of county sales tax. Jan 16:3
Good Samaritans in our midst. Jan 16:12
Great Neck goes to the ball. Jan 30:1
Winstorm hits area. Mar 13:1
Rent control (letter). May 1:16
Police patrol GN by bicycle. June 26:3
Filming a GN commercial. July 3:1
Samansky heads GN VOA. Sep 4:1
GN officials install VOA Bd. Sep 4:2
Topsy/Turvy world of driving. Sep 18:3
GN villages receive pedestrian safety awards. Oct 2:3
GN village officials travel to Albany. Dec 18:2

GREAT NECK LIBRARY
Library (letters). Jan 2:13
Library’s meet the candidates issue. Jan 9:1
Library election (letters). Jan 9:16
From the GN Library Staff Association. Jan 9:17
Steve Glaser heads Library Board. Feb 6:1
Peace at last? (ed). Feb 6:16
Chinese New Year celebration. Feb 20:19
Candidates debate Library issues. Jan 23:1
Library election (letters). Jan 23:17
Library special election (letter). Jul 10:16
Library to hold special elections. Jul 17:1
Library begins long-range planning. Aug 14:1
Library by-law change passes. Sep 25:3
Library board to adopt unattended children’s policy. Oct 2:1
Levels slow overhaul causes frustration. Oct 16:1
Re-evaluating Levels. Oct 16:21
GN library director resigns. Nov 6:1
Library Board elections contested. Nov 13:1
Levels (letter). Nov 13:20
Levels (letter). Nov 6:17
From the Friends of the Library. Nov 6:18
Library meeting ends contentiously. Nov 27:1
Levels (letter). Nov 27:17
Levels recommendations approved. Dec 4:1
Library election (letters). Dec 4:21
Levels (letter). Dec 4:22
Recommendations of the Committee to Evaluate Levels. Dec 4:30
Meet the candidates. Dec 18:31
Library names Interim Director. Dec 25:3

GREAT NECK LIBRARY-PROGRAMS
Danny Pitt Stoller in Level’s production. Jul 31:3

HEALTH
Joining to fight breast cancer. Feb 13:4
Quality home nursing care give GN residents. Jan 16:19
Breast cancer prevention. Oct 23:8
North Shore & LI Jewish sign merger accord. Nov 13:26

MUSIC
Open Door presents musical cabaret. Jan 2:14
GN Concerts to merge with Arts Center. Feb 13:11
GN teens win Philharmonic award. Apr 3:3
40 years for GN Choral Society. Aug 28:3

NORTH HEMPSTEAD, TOWN
Town sponsors AARP defensive driving course. Jan 9:6
Evacuation plans underway. Jan 9:24
State of the Town address. Feb 13:1
Town and Norstar to better housing. Feb 20:23
Warns against unlicensed peddlers. Mar 27
Fabio announces bid for re-election. Apr 3:14
Newburger running for re-election. June 19:1
Newburger taps D’Urso for deputy slot. June 26:31
Town wins grant. Jul 31:34
Senator Michael J. Tully dies at 64. Aug 7:1
Lesser seeks re-election to Town Clerk post. Sep 25:1
Town hearing for building moratorium. Oct 16:3
Newburger declared winner. Nov 13:1

NAISSAU COUNTY
Long Island goes "Direct-on-Line" in 1997. Jan 2:1
Interview with DiNapoli. Feb 27:17
DiNapoli introduces caregiver registry act. Apr 3:24
Urgin state to keep rent control. Apr 17:1
Altmann votes for breast cancer funds. June 26:16
Pesticide notification legislation. June 26:22
DiNapoli amendment benefits villages. June 26:30
Legislature race. July 24:1
DiNapoli pursues Lt. Gov. job. Jul 31:1
DiNapoli holds nanny hearing. Jul 31:2
Kaiman seeks County DA seat. Aug 7:1
Dillon responds to Kaiman. Aug 28:3
State senate race gearing up. Aug 21:1
Altman votes for road repaving. Oct 23:15

PARK DISTRICT
Canada geese experiment. Feb 13:23
William S. Dobkin, new Park Commissioner. Jan 23:19
LI Composers' Alliance to honor Leo Kraft. Apr 3:26
The train is back at the station. June 26:28
Dog evicts geese from Steppingstone. Jul 31:3
Geese return to Steppinstone. Aug 21:2
Imperatore enters the park race. Sep 4:1
Marina may open to school district. Oct 23:1
Replacing Park Commissioner Gary Maier. Nov 6:1
Park election (letters). Nov 13:20
Town golf course site. Nov 6:22
Park election debate canceled. Nov 20:2
Park elections (letters). Nov 20:21
LWV presents mini-voters guide. Dec 4:3
PEOPLE
Ackerman, William A. Adelphi trustee. Feb 20:1
Ashkenase, Karen. UJA-Federation cabinet. Oct 9:34
Badalamente, Fran. Honored by GNCC. Oct 16:4
Baumann, Marie & Jack. Apr 3:4
Bingham, Elizabeth. Retired teacher. Jan 30:3
Brenner, Eric. Hiring the handicapped. Sep 25:3
Cannon, Woodrow. GN/M CCCP. June 26:34
Cohen, Dr. Jon. Principal for a day. May 1:3
Edelson, Ron. NCCC business person of the year. Oct 16:3
Geiss, Alan C. Named director. July 24:29
Gil, Talia. Composer, Director. May 1:4
Gior, Dr. Zvia. Gachelet. Apr 10:3
Gottlieb, William P. Happy Birthday. Feb 20:3
Gross, Herman. Staying young forever. Jun 5:3
Hirsch, Myron. (ed). Jan 9:16
Kern, Marjorie. GN herbalist. Aug 28:33
Lange, Bernice & Jack. Antartica. Apr 3:3
Leiberman running for park election. July 17:1
Levin, James. UJA-Federation cabinet. Oct 9:34
Levine, Dr. Laurie. Dermatologist. Aug 14:3
Leyton, Saul. Man for all seasons. July 3:3
Locks, Richard. Retirement years. June 26:34
Louie, James E. Winthrop appointee. Oct 16:10
Minster, Hershel. Lithuanian emigre. Jan 23:4
Muller, Sandra. Reykjavik, Iceland. Jan 16:3
Puhn, Laurie. Government scholar. Sep 4:5
Rabino, Tahli, Honored by CAPS. Sep 4:20
Rai, Kanti Dr. LIJ employee of the month. Oct 16:8
Rosenberg, Nora. South HS valedictorian. Jan 30:5
Samansky, Leonard. NC Commissioner. Jan 23:3
Seeman, Lee. Holocaust Memorial. Jul 10:2
Seeman, Lee. Malta. Mar 20:3
Shames, Jennifer. New ideas from S.Africa. Fe 27:1
Someck, Alan. Giraffe Award. Apr 10:2
Ungar, William and Jerry. Holocaust Museum. May 1:1
Weidman, Dr. Bette. Fulbright honor awards. Mar 6:3
Zimmerman, Robert. Kennedy Center. Jan 9:1
Passes, Dr. Harvey. Laser technology. Dec 4:2
Shaffer, Dean. Seeks Belgrave post. Dec 4:2
Oken, Marian. Caricatures. Dec 4:3
Heller, Honey & Keith. Honored by AJC. Dec 4:18

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Great Neckers join Ackerman. Jan 16:1
Legislator Altmann proposes pet law. Mar 13:3
Reform Democrats discuss pending ACLU suit. Mar 20:11
Cong. Ackerman to speak in GN. Mar 27:7
Senator Tully sponsors landmark bill. July 10:10
Altmann and Shulman debate issues. Oct 2:1
LWV meet the candidates, pt. 2. Oct 9:1
Ackerman obtains money to hunt down Nazis. Oct 9:29

RELIGION
Clergy’s joint Thanksgiving service. Nov 13:3

SCHOOLS
Grant to Community School. Jan 2:15
NHS thespians present one-act plays. Jan 9:5
Joseph Turian, Westinghouse finalist. Feb 6:1
Summer recreation proposal. Feb 6:3
The Holocaust: memories, resistance, survivors. Feb 6:5
NHS students and the environment. Feb 13:5
Douglas Bloom wins photography award. Feb 13:5
UPTC budget requests. Feb 20:1
GN Community Nursery School (photos). Feb 20:5
CAR, Vol II presented. Feb 27:1
Hebrew Academy students...rites of passage. Feb 27:3
Using Internet to learn Shakespeare. Feb 27:5
GN students doing well. Jan 16:1
North Middle yearbook wins top prize. Jan 16:5
3 students named Westinghouse semifinalist. Jan 23:1
CAR Report/State Report card analyzed. Jan 23:3
GNTA/UPTC address Bd of Ed meeting. Jan 30:4
State Report Cards (CAR) (letter). Jan 30:16
Brian Joseph competes in Jeopardy! Mar 13:3
Fourth-graders fault TV. Mar 13:18
State OK: Athletic Field Plan. Mar 13:1
GN Schoold Board budget proposal. Mar 20:3
Suzanna Brickman chosen Presidential Classroom Scholar. Mar 27:3
Schools propose bond issue. Ap 3:1
Supt. Shine’s contract renewed. Ap 3:1
School district faces lawsuit. Apr 3:3
Capital projects address safety. Apr 10:3
Dr. Shine (ed). Apr 10:16
School Board reviews budget. Apr 17:1
Children’s Day at the Village School. Apr 17:1
School bond issue progressing. Apr 24:1
Art of fund raising at the NSHA. Apr 24:19
Safe and drug free school grants. May 1:1
GN High plans 50th reunion. May 1:3
School board hires financial advisor. May 29:1
On newly planned Hebrew school. May 29:3
Schools expect court decision soon. Jun 5:1
Exchange student from Belarus. June 5:2
Memorial fund for Beverly Mede. June 5:3
HS program reports. June 12:3
The Village School (ed). June 12:20
Board of Ed (letter). June 12:20
GNHS class of 1997. June 19:1
Science/Technology research. June 19:1
Athletic field order vacated. June 19:1
Athletic fields lawsuit update. June 26:1
GN Yeshiva turns out scholars & professionals. July 3:3
Five new HS graduation awards. July 3:5
South HS graduation speech. Jul 20:5
Free and reduce-price meal policy. Sep 11:4
Schools address bond issue. Sep 18:2
School opens on positive note. Sep 18:3
Athletic fields environmentally sound. Sep 25:1
School bond issue. Oct 2:1
Addressing secondary schools. Oct 9:3
Bond options reviewed. Oct 16:1
Teaching a second language. Oct 23:1
“Dare to care” at North Middle School. Nov 6:3
LI Blood Services blood drive at GNNHS. Nov 6:3
Final school bond issue proposal. Nov 20:1
Board of Education grants tenure. Nov 20:3
Public schools bond issue vote Jan 21. Dec 4:1
Remembering North principal Elliot Noyes. Dec 11:4
Plans for new school athletic field. Dec 18:3

SCHOOLS-FACULTY & STUDENTS
Gilliar, Raymond. R. Wins essay contest. June 12:5
Harkavy, Diane. Barstow Award. June 12:2w
Farzan-Kahani, Sherry. Barstow Award. June 12:2w
Waldinger, James. Leader on stage & off. Jun 19:5
School faculty & retirees honored. June 26:1
Kim, Grace. Interning with NYC Mayor. July 17:3
Liu, Sophia. Devotes summer to science. Aug 7:5
Rechler, Zachary. Wins gold medal. Sep 11:3
Meyersfield, Eric. As the world turns. Nov 6:4
Ally Fuchs’ off-broadway debut. Nov 30:4
On remembering Justin Ressler. Dec 11:3
Kristin Marchesiello wins origami award. Dec 25:3

SPORTS
GN Special Olympics on April 13. Feb 13:3
Let’s support our own special olympics (ed). Feb 20:16
South girls gymnasts win conference. Feb 20: last page
Melissa Ielpi skates to success. Jan 16: last page
Adam Czynski to compete at Winter Games. Jan 16: last page
North High winter sports awards (photos). Mar 20:54
USMMA sports 1997 preview. Mar 27:54
North's Aviram qualifies for counties. Mar 27:54
GN Games Special Olympics (photos). May 1: last

SENIOR CITIZENS
An intergenerational delight (photos). Jan 2:5
Senior Center seeks local funds. Feb 20:1
Senior Center budget (letter). Feb 27:16
Second congregate care proposal. Jan 23:1
Center thrives despite cuts. Mar 27:3
Senior demonstrators demand safety. Jun 5:1
Happy 100th birthday Sarah Thompson. Oct 23:30

SYNAGOGUES
New windows at GN Synagogue. Jan 2:3
Chabad JCC (letters). Jan 2:12
Yael Dayan speaks from Emanuel's pulpit. Jan 9:3
Black-Jewish dialogue. Jan 9:10
Chabad (letter). Jan 9:18
Chabad entertains patients. Feb 20:8
Temple Beth-El Mitzvah Day. Mar 6:1
Gallery Emanuel presents "Awakenings." Mar 6:3
Temple Beth-El Christmas hospital volunteers. Jan 16:19
Temple Israel's Parenting Program. Mar 27:10
Orthodox statement rejected by GN rabbis. Ap 3:1
No Saturday work at Portico. Apr 3:4
Mitzvah Day! (ed). Apr 3:16
Beth-El undertakes writing a new Torah. Apr 24:3
The Jewish people (letter). Apr 24:16
Yom HaShoah observance at Temple Israel. May 1:2
Gallery Emanuel presents "NY, NY." May 1:2
Temple Beth-El's Mitzvah Day. May 1:28
Mashadi children learn about the Holocaust. May 1:45
Leah Rabin at Temple Emanuel. June 26:2
A tribute to Cantor Henry Weintraub. Jul 31:32
New director of education at Emanuel. Aug 21:4
Spiritual leaders look ahead to 5758. Oct 2:3
Mayor of Haifa to speak at Beth-El. Oct 23:4
Shashi Tharoor to speak at Temple Emanuel. Oct 23:4
Rabbi Waxman to meet with VP Gore. Nov 13:35
Excitement in the Youth House of Temple Israel. Nov 6:10
Young Judaea: the experience. Nov 27:4
GN temples observe Feast of Lights. Dec 18:3

TELEVISION
What's So Funny? hears the voices of John Roach. Fe 6:24
Today's Public Access TV. Fe 27:3
ChamberVision premiers on PATV. Mar 20:34
ChamberVision on PAT. Apr 3:8
ChamberVision explores the senses. Apr 24:10
New golf video from PATC. Oct 9:3

THEATER AND DRAMA
Separate Tables coming to Cumberland. May 1:9
Barbara Kinghorn brings Shakespeare to GN. Nov 13:10

UNITED STATES MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY
Fire at USMMA. Jan 9:13
Black history month exhibit. Jan 30:7
USMMA welcomes women too. Mar 20:30
Dr. Warren Mazek wins federal award. June 19:3
"Reach for Tomorrow" kids visit Academy. Sep 11:14
Honors GN's Herman Brickman. Oct 23:3
Chief Matteson will retire. Nov 13:3
Sexual assault charges at USMMA. Nov 6:3
Homecoming at USMMA BRINGS $1 million in donations. Nov 6:14
USMMA gets more money. Nov 27:2
VILLAGES-GN
Village opposed DEC plan. Feb 13:1
Old Regan Farmhouse declared landmark. Jan 16:1
Moratorium on home building & additions. Mar 13:1
GN Village asks for traffic controls. Mar 27:1
Village sets 6-month moratorium. Apr 10:1
Budget approved. Apr 10:4
In support of moratorium (ed). Apr 17:16
GN Village hears community input. Apr 24:1
Old favorites at Crafts Fair. May 1:1
Traffic controls for village. May 29:1
Mayor Tell looks to future for business. Jul 10:1
Zoning concepts explored. July 17:3
Exploring zoning recommendations. Aug 14:1
Villages considers moratorium extension. Aug 28:1
GN Village extends moratorium. Sep 11:1
New apartment building to attract renters. Sep 11:1
Village discusses rezoning. Sep 25:2
Village calls for traffic study. Sep 25:3
Public hearing for rezoning. Nov 13:2
New GN Village committee: 2 cultures. Nov 27:2
New residential zoning. Dec 4:1

VILLAGES-GN ESTATES
Estates bans leaf blowers in summer months. Jun 5:3
Reducing a fire hazard. Jun 5:38
Estates trustees impose mayoral term limits. Nov 20:1
GNE parking tickets were no good. Nov 27:1
GNE term limits (letter). Nov 27:17
Estates Gateway Drive fire. Dec 4:1
Estates bans banner pole. Dec 11:3

VILLAGES-GN PLAZA
Assisted living becoming a reality. Jan 9:1
Kensington-Johnson memories for sale. Feb 6:3
Mike Simone retires after 40 years. Jan 23:6
Plaza to increase local shopping. Jan 30:1
KJ developer matches community donations. Mar 20:1
Plaza zone change a step closer. Apr 10:3
Sephardic Center approved for day. Apr 24:1
Bidding farewell to K-J. Apr 24:2
Traffic (letter). May 1:18
Assisted living presentations. May 29:3
Plaza scavenger hunt. May 29:11
Breakfast with Bos is a big hit! Jun 5:34
KJ project ordered to halt. Jun 12:1
KJ project moving once more. Jun 26:3
Please don’t pick the flowers! Jul 10:1
Plaza scavenger hunt. Jul 17:3
GN Plaza donates police bike. July 24:1
2 assisted living facilities approved. July 24:3
Plaza addresses side street. Aug 14:1
Plaza’s only cemetery. Aug 21:3
Plaza AutoFest. Sep 18:1
Auto repair shops along Great Neck Rd. Oct 16:1

VILLAGES-LAKE SUCCESS
Lockheed Martin donates defibrillator. Jul 31:3

VILLAGES-SADDLE ROCK
Saddle Rock reduces tax 15%. Jan 16:4

VILLAGES-THOMASTON
Donations for developmentally disabled. Feb 6:14
"State of the Village" message. Feb 6:17
The Good Neighbors Party. Feb 6:23
Thomaston (letters). Mar 6:16
Mayor seeks justice post. Feb 20:1
Thomaston Village Justice Election. Mar 13:1
Honoring those who stand the test of time. Mar 13:1
Thomaston election (letters). Mar 13:17
Thomaston named Tree City USA. May 1:4
Thomaston approves bond for road restoration. Jun 12:1
Thomaston (letters). June 19:20
Cocaine seized in GN home. July 17:1

VILLAGES-UNINCORPORATED
Allenwood seeking a townwide moratorium. Oct 9:1

WATER SUPPLY
GN's drinking water. Jan 9:17
LMV groundwater protection meeting. Jan 30:17
Water Week (letter). May 1:18
Water Authority seeks own enforcement. Aug 21:1
Tschinkel seeks reelection to Belgrave Bd. Nov 13:2
Erroneous water quantity. Oct 6:23
Regular Features
At the Library
Environmental Record
Great Neck Business Record
Great Neck Park District
Mark your Calendar
Interfaith Bulletin Board
Newsbriefs
Obituaries
People in the News
Police Report
School Notes
Senior Center News
Sports

ABORTION
Response to a letter (letter: Zeller)

ACCIDENTS
Fatal auto accident on Northern Blvd. Jan 29:3
Storm topples crane on Cuttermill. Mar 12:1
Pedestrian accident. May 21:15
May 26 car crash. June 4:1
GN Plaza bicycle incident. Aug 13:31

ART
Arts Center wins county grant. Feb 19:1
Arts Center to launch film series. Mar 5:2
Quilt artists host show at Shelter Rock Art Gallery. Mar 5:3
GN Arts Center features photo exhibit. Apr 9:3
GN artists show in Soho May 13. May 7:12
Gallery Emanuel presents Color Full. May 14:8
Arts Center receives grant. June 18:2
Arts Center brings sunshine to hospital life. Jun 11:3
Artists Network holds year-end reception. June 25:3
NSCAC poster contest. July 2:5
Arts Center presents Fall Cinematheque film series. July 30:1
GN Arts Center reorganizes. Aug 20:10
Television lamps exhibit at PW Library. Sep 3:3
Arts Center open house. Sep 10:16
Film preview at Cinematheque series. Sep 17:1
Gallery Emanuel presents "Israel at 50." Sep 24:48
Art Center screening Untitled (letter: Ungar)
Lee Grant & Ben Gazzara coming to Arts Center movie premiere. Nov 5:1
Gallery Emanuel presents "Mixed Bag." Nov 5:8
Maya Angelou film *Down in the Delta* premiere. Nov 12:2
Arts Center planning gala Nov 19. Nov 12:22
Arts Center (letter). Nov 12:29
GN Arts Center happenings. Dec 3:3
Giancarlo Impiglia exhibit opens at GN Arts Center. Dec 17:36

**ARTISTS**
Abrams, Linda. AHRC Annual Art Show. Sep 24:46
Abrams, Linda. Award winning quilt lady. Oct 29:4
Cohen, Marian Gerrick. Anne Frank painting. Sep 10:4
Grecco, Lawrence. Photographer's new exhibition. Jan 29:33
Gross, Chaim. GN Arts Center. Oct 1:18
Kalinsky. Photographer's work. Feb 5:16
Quat, Helen. 80th birthday exhibit. Oct 15:27
Ritter, Hannah. Local artist to exhibit. May 21:31
Layton, Toni. Local sculptor. Dec 3:3
Udow, Roz. Exhibit. Dec 10:25
Harnick, Sylvia. Wins prize. Dec 17:3

**AUTHORS**
Blum, Evan & Leslie. *Irreplaceable Artifacts*. Oct 29:3
Golbert, David. *Never too old to be young*. Sep 11:3
Hurwitz, Johanna. Publishes 50th book. May 21:3
Swirsky, Joan. Co-authors *Beauty & the Beam*. May 14:42
Swirsky, Joan. *Coping With Lymphedema*. Aug 6:12
Zimmermans, Diana. *The Ultimate College Checklist*. May 14:3
Bennett, Saul. *New Fields & Other Stones*. Nov 19:10
Friedland, Dr. Stan. *An orphan has many parents*. Dec 10:3

**BUSINESS**
Princess Di Beany Baby Charity raffle at Twigs. Jan 8:1
Joseph Iacono of Third Dimension’s sculptures. Feb 26:3
Meet Mickey Blue Eyes at Leonard’s. Mar 26:3
Vogue & Vintage. May 14:4
Spinell’s offers free haircuts. May 14:4
Great Neckworking event a success on May 20 (photos). June 11:18
GN Sir Speedy wins National Sales Award. Aug 6:12
Cablevision to buy local theaters. Aug 20:1
The Mayfair of GN. Aug 20:26
Next Generation Radiology. Sep 10:14
Mayfair of GN. Sep 10:14
Senior Quarters at GN. Sep 10:14
Kolson Korenge window a winner. Nov 12:3
UCF names Hi-Tech a strategic partner. Nov 12:3
Safra National Bank opens. Dec 3:34
Penny Preville donations. Dec 3:34
What's hot in GN for holidays 1998. Dec 10:2

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Carol Teplin, Chamber Giraffe Award honoree. Apr 23:2
GN plans millennium celebration. Apr 30:1
Neil Levin to speak to Chamber. Apr 30:6
Celebrity auction a big hit! June 18:49
Carol Teplin honored. July 2:1
GN Chamber builds a permanent home. Aug 6:1
Marcie Rosenberg receives Chamber of Commerce award. Oct 15:1
Annual Awards dinner (photos). Nov 5:18
Chamber honors local media. Nov 19:2
Chamber dedicates gazebo. Dec 10:3

CHURCHES
Students visit stained glass treasures. Feb 19:3
All Saints “blessing” aids homeless animals. Apr 30:2
Strawberry Festival going strong at 82. June 11:1
New pastor at St Aloysius church. Oct 29:1
Interfaith Thanksgiving Service Nov 23. Nov 19:1

CINEMA
New Cinametheque film series. Jan 22:2
Popular Arts Center film series. May 21:6
Squire Movie Theater sold. July 2:1

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
UCF creates new Tschinkel Fund. Jan 29:2
Very special volunteer joins CMA team. Feb 19:2
Chinese new year 4696 celebration planned. Feb 19:3
The Rehabilitation Institute (Amy Serwitz). Mar 12:53
Womanspace to celebrate Woman’s History Month. Mar 19:3
Bill Moyers invites COPAY. Mar 19:13
UCF honors volunteers. Mar 26:4
GN Hadassah Festival of Jewish film. Mar 26:8
GNBCC breast cancer quilt. Apr 2:21
SANE/Peace: landmines, an urgent problem. Apr 2:21
Local girl scouts celebrate diversity. Apr 9:3
Grants for Child Care Partnership. Apr 9:10
UCF honors 3. Apr 16:1
Iranian group donates to UCF. Apr 23:27
COPAY dinner dance June 2. Apr 30:3
Celebrate with UCF honorees! Apr 30:3
UCF honorees (letter). Apr 30:20
GN UCF's 11th annual antiques show. May 21:3
Dr. Mathilde Krim to speak for COPAY. May 21:10
SANE, Mother's Day & landmines. May 21:39
AJ Congress tribute to "women who lead." May 28:32
UCF raffles Princess Bear. June 4:3
UCF dinner dance a big success (photos). June 4:3
UCF 1998 telethon already in the works. June 18:1
NCIW donation to Parent-Child Home Program. June 18:3
New GN Children's Medical Fund chapter. June 18:3
Manhasset/GN EOC stands for children. June 11:3
GN UCF helps fund EOC. June 25:4
Child Care Partnership recognizes supporters. July 9:7
UCF's 11th annual antique fair. July 2:4
Open Door luncheon scores success. July 2:30
COPAY third annual dinner dance. July 2:31
COPAY dinner dance. July 16:2
Muriel Turk heads UCF. July 23:1
Annual Hiroshima remembrance. July 23:3
Lions care. July 23:4
Jewish Community Council of GN awards ADL. July 23:24
Strategic planning for UCF. Aug 6:1
Bonnie Gould retires from UCF. Aug 6:6
Open Door leads in early childhood education. Aug 6:10
News update from Hadassah. Aug 13:12
UCF (letter: Turk). July 30:22
UCF Telethon update. Aug 13:3
UCF installs new officers & board. Aug 20:4
SANE/Peace remembers Hiroshima. Aug 27:3
Summer interns for GN UCF. Aug 27:3
EOC group at the Lion King on Broadway. Sep 3:19
Womanspace poetry roundtable. Sep 10:17
UCF explores village support. Oct 1:2
Ronald McDonald House gets organized. Oct 1:3
Hispanic Community of GN Inc. Oct 8:4
D’Innocenzo talks politics with SANE. Oct 15:22
UCF live telethon on local TV. Oct 22:1
Unwanted cars can benefit MADD. Oct 22:7
UCF dedicates Telethon to Milton Guttenplan. Oct 29:1
SANE/Peace action (letter). Oct 29:22
Breast cancer quilt to save lives. Nov 5:2
UCF kicks off annual fund-raising campaign (photos). Nov 12:14
Hadassah honors organizations that care for children. Nov 19:12
Womanspace Library. Nov 19:32
CLASP remembers and is thankful. Nov 26:1
COPAY's children’s after school program. Nov 26:2
Operation Murder (letter). Nov 26:28
COPAY Latino family resources program. Dec 3:6
American Jewish Congress honors activists. Dec 3:12
UCF Telethon memory album (photos). Dec 3:21
Flirting with nuclear disaster (op:Levinson). Dec 3:25
Womanspace runs a successful conference. Dec 3:38
Jonathan Schell at SANE. Dec 17:35
COPAY, Inc. installs new board of directors. Dec 17:55
SANE’s annual New Years Day party. Dec 24:8
Open Door Parent-Child Caring Center presents Laura Campbell. Dec 24:10

CRIME
GN man stabbed to death. Jan 8:1
April 29 kidnapping. May 21:4
May 8 shooting. May 21:4
DA announces arrest. May 21:17
Robbery at Friendly Taxi. May 21:42
Anti-Semitic vandalism (letter:Newburger). July 2:20
Peter Warren arrested in flagman incident. Nov 12:6

DANCE
Jam "Petites" take top award. Jan 1:19
Classical Russian ballet & beyond. Feb 12:3
American Ballet Russe. June 4:8
Nutcracker auditions. Sep 10:14

DEATHS
Baron, Jeffrey L. May 14:46
Baumann, Donald. Mar 12:1
Bernstein, Paula. Apr 23:44
Brown Sr., William I.  Apr 2:36
Brown, Robert.  Jan 8:39
Carbone, Marie.  Jan 1:31
Conkling Jr, Charles R.  Jan 8:39
Cotter, Elizabeth D.  May 21:46
Dennis MD, David. J.  Feb 19:48
Diamond, Ann.  Feb 5:56
Duffy, William J.  Aug 27:45
Fagan, Robert J.  May 7:46
Feaster Sr, The Honorable William J.  Sep 24:52
Feaster Sr., Honorable William J.  Oct 1:38
Films, Tully.  Mar 5:40
Fiore, Alfred Emil.  Apr 30:52
Friedman, Ruth Simon.  Jan 22:40
Friedman, Sylvia “Bea”.  Apr 30:52
Gordon, Marvin. July 23:38
Gould, Francis E.  Oct 29:40
Greenberg, Herbert.  Aug 6:36
Guttenplan, Milton.  Oct 29:40
Hausman, Jack.  July 23:38
Hirst, Lewis Thaddeous.  July 16:40
Hyman MD, Roger.  May 7:46
Jacknowitz, Samuel.  June 25:40
Kampen, Irene.  Feb 12:48
Karlitz, Dr. Lester.  Jan 8:39
Kaufman, Marie.  June 4:38
Krauss, Catherine.  Feb 5:56
Laitman, Mitchell. (letters).  Apr 30:21
Lardner, Rex.  July 30:30
Lardner, Rex. It wasn't just a game.  Aug 6:21
Lawrence, Helen.  May 14:46
Lear MD, Phillip Ephraim Lear.  Feb 19:48
Lindrup. Marie A.  Feb 19:48
Lloyd, Walter Allen.  Feb 5:56
Luminati, Calista Palmer.  May 14:46
Martin, James J.  Sep 3:38
McHenry, Rosemary Dillon.  Apr 2:36
Meyer, Robert F.  July 2:36
Miletta, Silvio A.  July 16:40
Miller, David.  Feb 26:46
Moore, William Donald.  Mar 12:54
Nadler. Hannah.  Aug 20:48
Paterson, Catherine.  Mar 12:54
Rauch, Dr. David.  May 21:46
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Reed, Rosalie. Jan 1:31
Reichenberger, Andree. Mar 5:40
Riordan, Celia Josephine Riordan. Feb 19:48
Ruben, Irving. Mar 26:46
Ruffini, Eileen E. Oct 29:40
Shatter, Aubrey. July 16:40
Sherman, Doris Heys. July 9:34
Simon, Hyman G. Jan 1:31
Tomick Jr., Charles John. Sep 10:40
Topf, Nancy. Oct 1:38
Vassar, T. John. Mar 12:54
Weiss, Stephan. Sep 3:38
Winsky, Anthony F. Aug 6:36
Wright, Joseph R. Mar 19:56
Wurzbacher, Winona M. Sep 17:48
Yusen, Muriel Spear. July 16:40
Ziff, Arthur. Jan 22:40
Gross, Jack. Nov 5:48
Keival, Adeline. Nov 5:48
Dancis, Mordecai. Nov 5:48
Bush, Victoria M. Nov 12:56
Moore, Edgar J. Nov 12:56
Albert, Ethel. Nov 12:56
Fried, George Joseph. Nov 19:48
Wolf, George E. Dec 3:48
Blaha, John F. Dec 3:48
Paradisin, William. Dec 10:46
Levine, Tobie. Dec 10:46

ELECTIONS
LWV fair campaign practices manual. Jan 1:4

ENVIRONMENT
Western water consumption (Kane). Jan 8:17
Meteorite & TWA flight 800 (Kane). Jan 22:21
Time of day, day of time (Kane). Jan 29:21
Are living birds actually dinosauirs? (Kane). Feb 5:21
Nor‘easters? Hurricanes? Feb 12:21
Greenhouse gases & global warming (Kane). Feb 19:17
Citizens Development Co. site. Feb 26:2
DEC holds public meeting in GN. Mar 5:1
Will DEC become DNA? (Kane). Mar 12:21
All roads lead to Rome (Kane). Mar 19:21
The story of life (Kane). Mar 26:21
Vertebrate ancestors (Kane). Apr 2:21
Evolution of primitive mammals (Kane). Apr 16:20
Evolution of advanced mammals (Kane). Apr 23:21
Evolution of advanced mammals, II (Kane). Apr 30:21
Fossil human & their ancestors (Kane). May 14:21
NYC's 3rd water tunnel could benefit GN (Kane). Aug 20:21
Bonnie: was she a hurricane? (Kane). Sep 3:20
Seawater: a resource for fresh water? (Kane). Oct 1:21
Sewage plant's "penalty." (Kane). Oct 22:21
Extraterrestrial meteors (Kane). Nov 5:25
Leonid meteor storms (Kane). Nov 19:25
Serendipity, chronination by-products & Clinton. Dec 10:21
Consumers and environment (letter). Dec 17:24
Followup on TTHMs in drinking water (Kane). Dec 17:26

FIRE DISTRICTS
Ron Poons comes home. Jan 1:3
Welcome home Ron Poons! Jan 8:1
Parfumerie Douglas fire. Jan 8:1
GN firefighters respond to upstate storm. Jan 22:3
Manhasset-Lakeville proposes $2.2 million bond issuance. Jan 22:4
Ron Poons’ road to recovery. Mar 12:3
Vigilant names Fireman of the Year. Mar 12:28
Manhasset-Lakeville FD website. Apr 2:3
Alert handles a “live” fire drill. Apr 23:3
North Shore dive rescue unit forming. May 7:3
May 28 fire. June 4:1
Grace Ave Park building fire. June 18:1
Electrical storm causes fire at co-op. June 18:1
State honor for Ron Poons. July 9:6
Vigilant donates to student aid. July 2:5
Vigilant Fire Co updates the "Jaws of Life." Aug 6:16
Vigilant volunteer ushers new life into GN. Aug 20:1
Vigilant is "hot" on fire prevention week. Oct 1:1
Manhasset-Lakeville holding line in '99. Oct 8:19
Extended CPR training. Oct 22:1
Fire on 88 Middle Neck Rd. (letter). Oct 29:22
Two local fires conquered. Nov 12:1
Local inventor (Adam Pierce) sheds light on fire. Nov 26:3
MLFD places new ambulance in services. Nov 26:18

GREAT NECK
Community prayer service scheduled. Jan 15:1
Trouble at EOC on High Street. Feb 5:2
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Bayview Ave residents concerned about development. Fe 12:46
EOC ups the ante in High St. battle. Feb 26:1
A visit with Ackerman. Mar 5:1
Village elections. Mar 12:1
DiNapoli and Rosegarten. Mar 12:3
Manhasset Bay Protection Committee. Mar 19:1
Election results. Mar 26:2
Millennium Singles group comes to party in GN. Apr 9:2
Full plate at the Taste of GN on June 23. Apr 23:1
The Ackerman Report. Apr 30:28
Manhasset Bay Protection Committee. May 14:1
Crafts Fair enjoys record turnout (photos). May 14:1
3 village elections June 16. May 21:1
GN plans annual Memorial Day parade. May 21:1
Good news for Manhasset-GN EOC. May 21:22
Taste of Great Neck-June 23. June 18:1
To LILCO (letter). June 18:22
Village elections June 16. June 11:1
The free shop-in-great-neck trolley. July 9:3
Good samritan (letter). Aug 13:21
Road rage (ed). Aug 20:20
A tornado in Great Neck? Sep 17:1
Great Neck overdevelopment (letter:Spector). Oct 8:20
Filming a movie in Great Neck. Oct 15:2
A brand new luxury rental building in GN (ad). Oct 22:16
Halloween in Great Neck (photos). Oct 29:16
Every village should support GN's VOA (ed). Nov 5:24
Candlelight vigil draws hundreds of local residents. Nov 12:29
Ackerman secures items in budget deal. Nov 19:35

GREAT NECK LIBRARY
Library election(letters). Jan 1:12
Library election (letters). Jan 8:17
GN Library Staff Assoc. (paid ad). Jan 15:6
Library needs should come first (paid ad). Jan 15:7
Library election (letters). Jan 15:20
Debating the Library issues. Jan 22:1
Library election (letters). Jan 22:20
From Friends of the GN Library (paid ad). Jan 22:21
Open letter to public (DiCamillo). Jan 22:21
Library staff (letter). Jan 22:22
Library facing staff contract negotiations. Jan 29:1
Election irregularity charges surround library elections. Feb 5:1
Tribute to Jo Ann Farley and Steve Glaser. Feb 5:20
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Library elections (letters). Feb 5:20
Library election (letter). Feb 19:16
Adler to seek library reelection. Feb 26:1
Library elections (letter). Feb 16:20
Library wrestles with policy issue. Mar 5:1
A policy & bylaws committee for the library. Mar 5:16
The library (letters). Mar 5:16
Library board (letter). Mar 26:20
GN Library staff signs contract. Apr 2:1
The library (letter). Apr 9:21
Library (letter). Apr 23:20
Library adopts budget. Apr 30:2
Library approves Parkville renovation plan. May 7:1
Library (letter:Romaine). May 7:21
Library (letter:Lerner). May 14:21
Library (letter:Zarin). May 21:22
Library Board announces appointment of new director. May 28:19
Library (letters). May 28:21
Library hires new director. June 4:1
Library (letter:Lerner). June 4:20
Library commits to Lakeville. July 2:1
Library (letters). July 2:21
Parkville branch. July 2:25
A statement from Renee Zarin. Aug 6:21
Renee Zarin will not seek re-election. Aug 20:3
Library Open House to welcome new director. Sep 3:11
New director to speak to GN League of Women Voters. Sep 10:40
"Focus Groups & Surveys" presentation. Sep 24:4
Library director addresses GN LWV. Oct 15:53
Library branch renovations. Oct 22:3
Library Nominating Committee nominees. Oct 29:10
Library elections to be contested. Nov 12:3
2 Library elections contested. Nov 19:1
Please keep local elections above board! (ed). Nov 19:24
Library election (letter:Sobel). Nov 26:28
Library election (letters). Dec 3:25
Library election (letter). Dec 10:21
Library mailing proxy ballots to all members. Dec 24:3
League of Women Voters studies association library elections. Dec 24:12
Library election (letter). Dec 24:18
GREAT NECK POST OFFICE
Postal rates to change on Jan 10. Nov 26:3

HEALTH
Hot Shots comes to Great Neck. Jan 1:4
Update on breast cancer activism. Feb 5:22
Cancer screening & education day. May 7:29
Environmental hazards & breast cancer. June 4:1
Breast cancer (letter). June 18:22
Rick Shlvoy's "Row for a cure." July 23:20
Parker Jewish Institute hospice program. Aug 13:19
Breast cancer 3 steps to early detection. Oct 1:8
First colon cancer support group on LI. Nov 5:21
LIJ to create asthma center. Dec 17:37

MUSIC
Open Door Parent Child Center musicale. Jan 15:2
Children's Orchestra Society award. Mar 12:6
Temple Emanuel presents Three Cantors. Mar 12:10
Elliott Abrams at Temple Beth-El. Mar 12:10
Open Door Family Center musicale. Mar 12:25
North Shore Youth Orchestra concert. Mar 19:10
Hypnotherapist (Carole Thaler)discovers talent. May 21:3
GN's Classic Jazz Quartet. Aug 13:2
Virginia Davidson, Director of GN Choral Soc. Sep 3:2
GN Philharmonic's Salute to Youth. Sep 10:4
Children's Orchestra Society presents violinist Isidore Cohen. Nov 12:54
GN flutist (Amy Ziegelbaum) plays at Carnegie Hall. Nov 26:3
Keeping up with Al Grey. Dec 17:3

NAISSAU COUNTY
Altmann & banks hear LIRR dispute. Feb 19:6
Money for Nassau County police officers. Mar 5:3
Altmann questions HUB studey. Mar 19:21
Altmann to push for item pricing legislation. Apr 9:21
Altmann votes to help victims of violence. May 14:27
Co-ops and condos (letter). May 21:20
Help available for 1st-time home buyers. June 11:20
Anti-smoking law. June 25:23
Rent guidelines. July 2:10
New limitations on smoking in Nassau. July 16:1
Altmann: new smoking ordinance reminder. July 23:21
Altmann calls on citizens to become smoke busters. July 30:23
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Try a girl scout camp. July 30:23
Altmann stands for children. Aug 6:34
Altmann: "Convert HOV lanes on LIE." Aug 13:21
Public hearings on Nassau Co. comprehensive plan. Sep 10:15
10th annual breast health outreach to womens groups. Sep 17:15
Altmann supports childhood immunization program. Oct 1:16
Tutors urgently needed for literacy volunteers. Oct 22:40
County Clerk Murphy announces STAR service. Oct 29:7
Log on to sports. Oct 29:48
Manhasset Bay improvement plan to be released. Nov 5:46
Altmann announces legislative WEB site. Nov 12:54
HOV Lane's future drives controversy at hearing. Dec 10:16
Altmann pushes for Villages to get piece of sales tax pie. Dec 17:26
Altmann calls for HOV lane expansion plans to be put on hold. Dec 24:14

NEW YORK STATE
Di Napoli announces “Star” extension. Jan 29:16
NYS Assemblyman DiNapoli pushes for Kieran’s law. Feb 26:6
DiNapoli seeks re-election. Feb 19:1
DiNapoli announces enviromental grants. Feb 19:8
DiNapoli helps secure clean water/clean air funds. Apr 9:12
DiNapoli pesticide notification legislation. June 25:21
Jon Brooks to challenge Sen. Michael Balboni. July 9:1
DiNapoli announces state grants. July 9:8
DiNapoli announces proposed holocaust victim insurance bill. July 2:28
Senate passes Legislation to prohibit lawsuits by felons. July 23:19
Senator Balboni (letter:Schachter). July 23:21
Howard Last announces bid for State Assembly. Aug 6:1
Thomas Zampino to challenge DiNapoli. Aug 13:1
Balboni announces cancer events. Aug 20:23
Balboni "taking a toll on toll." Aug 27:21
Balboni bill to help stalking victims. Aug 27:29
McCall & DiNapoli college savings forum. Sep 3:10
DiNapoli’s Kieran law is signed. Sep 3:26
First L.I. Women's Cancer Education Day. Sep 10:3
Environmental activist, John Brooks, in Senate race. Sep 10:3
McCall & DiNapoli to hold college savings forum. Sep 10:15
Balboni running for re-election. Sep 24:3
DiNapoli announces 1999 Internships. Sep 24:8
DiNapoli announces state grants to protect western LI sound. Oct 15:10
DiNapoli law makes ice cream trucks safer. Oct 15:20
Balboni receives legislative appointment. Oct 15:23
Sierra Club endorses DiNapoli. Oct 15:26
Agent orange awareness crusade. Oct 22:17
Comptroller McCall campaigns in GN. Oct 29:22
Balboni secures large Arts Center grant. Nov 12:1
DiNapoli restores state funding to CLASP. Nov 12:8
Dems spurn property tax increase. Nov 12:16
Bill to protect victims of domestic violence. Nov 19:19
Restoring Poison Control Center funding. Nov 19:19
For LIJ Hearing & Speech Center. Nov 19:19
DiNapoli obtains grant for North High. Nov 19:38
DiNapoli & Balboni visit CMA residents. Dec 3:17
Governor signs 2 Balboni bills into law. Dec 3:19
Balboni announces passage of "Kathy's Law." Dec 3:19
DiNapoli announces improved pedestrian safety measures in GN. Dec 10:25

NEWSPAPERS
The Great Neck Record (letter). June 25:22
Editorializing (letter). June 25:22
The Great Neck Record (letters). July 2:20

NORTH HEMPSTEAD, TOWN
Town installs new board. Jan 15:1
Newburger looks to new term. Jan 15:2
LWV hears Supervisor. Jan 29:1
Breast cancer forum of experts. Feb 19:13
Town considers Allenwood upzoning. Apr 2:1
Preserving Allenwood (ed). Apr 2:20
Women’s roll of honor. Apr 9:1
Town considers moratorium extension. Apr 9:1
Town extends Allenwood moratorium. Apr 16:2
Lockheed Martin proposes redevelopment. Apr 23:1
Zoning changes (Allenwood) (letters). Apr 23:24
Allenwood rezoning (letter). Apr 30:21
Town upzones Allenwood. May 7:1
Harbor Links (letter). May 14:20
Bayview property sale in litigation. May 21:1
Town marriage license requirements. June 4:3
Harbor Links (letter). June 4:20
Town senior recognition day. June 18:50
Allenwood zoning amendment. June 25:1
Town considers leaf blower law. June 25:3
Harbor Links tee-time cards available. Jul 9:21
Newburger addresses League of Women voters. July 2:1
Manhasset Bay cleanup update. July 2:1
Allenwood (letter: Zarabi). July 2:21
Zoning (letter: Levy). July 16:20
Allenwood zoning hearing August. July 23:1
Town holds on leaf blower law. July 23:1
Allenwood (letter: Zarabi). July 23:21
Town unveiling of shoreline trail. July 23:28
Harbor Links Golf Course opens to public. July 30:40
Thousands to get tax break from town. Aug 6:30
No law for Allenwood exceptions. Aug 13:1
S.T.O.P. to safely dispose of pollutants. Aug 13:19
Surviving the HMO Experience Forum. Aug 27:19
Nine hole course now open. Sep 17:56
Free neutering program. Sep 24:41
Seniors urged to get free flu shots. Oct 1:28
North Hempstead gets good news budget. Oct 8:3
Town takes action against family violence. Oct 15:3
Frank C. Marcellino appointed Commissioner. Oct 15:5
Marcellino seeking election to Belgrave Board seat. Oct 22:2
Harbor Links to add family rink. Oct 29:48
Lockheed-Martin applies for reuse application. Nov 5:4
1999 Town of North Hempstead budget. Nov 12:49
Lockheed Martin update. Nov 19:1
Lockheed Martin update. Nov 26:1
Town approves 1999 budget. Dec 3:3
Town HMO Informational Service. Dec 3:4
Belgrave election (letters). Dec 3:25
Beware of the dangers of pesticide use. Dec 10:1A
Lockheed Martin update. Dec 17:1

PARK DISTRICT
Park District farewell to Gary Maier. Jan 1:3
New park commissioner to be named Jan 27. Jan 15:1
Park District honor (Sarah Hughes) figure skater. Jan 22:48
Ruth Tamarin appointed to Park Board. Feb 19:1
Rose Brown’s donations. Apr 23:11
Teens offer tips to Tamarin. May 7:31
Park District bond issue. June 25:1
Commuter parking tickets available at Paradise Café. June 25:20
Steppingstone marina blessing of the fleet. July 16:48
Park District launches tennis tournament. Aug 13:47
Solving the problem at the pool. Aug 20:1
Parkwood pool back to normal. Sep 3:1
Ruth Tamarin seeks new park board term. Sep 3:1
Commissioner Ruth Tamarin (letter). Sep 10:20
Lionel Hampton keeps a date with Great Neck. Sep 17:2
Park District Bond Issue hearing. Sep 24:1
Park Board approves budget proposal. Oct 8:1
1998 Summer Jam (photos). Oct 8:12
Park District passes proposed 1999 budget. Oct 22:1
Parks seek villages cooperation. Nov 5:3
Future of Steppingstone summer concerts. Dec 3:1

PEOPLE
Aibel, Dan. Young playwright. July 9:3
Apelast-Weinberg, Effie. Lyric soprano. Oct 8:3
Ayromlooi, Steven. Film director. Mar 19:3
Biele, Louis. Poet. July 30:3
Blaha, Cookie. Mother of the Year. F May 7:2
Blum, Evan & Leslie. Recycle. Oct 29:3
Blunden, Col. Robert J. Military promotion. Mar 12:30
Cohen, Dr. Jon. Principal for a-day. July 16:3
Dallal, Jamila. Valedictorian. May 7:3
DiVello, Jr., John. 8 year old needs your help. Sep 27:12
Drake, Ervin. Remembering Sinatra. May 28:1
Drake, Ervin. UCF telethon. Sep 17:3
Fornari, Amy. Volunteer. Aug 6:3
Gluckauf, Elsie. Hadassah leadership award. Oct 8:47
Gottlieb, William P. Lifetime award. Apr 2:5
Graham, Bonnie D. Spice, sparkle, wit. June 4:10
Grey, Al "Fab." Entertains at White House. Oct 29:3
Gubbins, Millie. UCF honoree. June 4:3
Harounian, Jack. Aug 6:3
Honig, Allen. UCF honoree. June 4:3
Kahn, Sasha. Off-Broadway. Mar 26:3
King, Alan. Perfect pickle. July 9:4
Kohan, Michael L. The life of a sailor. July 16:3
Landon, Susan Hiller Russell. 100 years in GN. Sep 3:3
Lansbergs, Jerry & Gloria. Parker Hospice. Aug 27:1
Lehman, Dana. Planned Parenthood honoree. Oct 8:8
Lippet, Bob. Film historian. Sep 3:8
Marshak, Linda. UCF Executive Director. Feb 26:1
Mehrberg, Jil. Playgirl SE Asia Marketing Dir. Aug 6:33
Miller, Dan. Discovers magic. Sep 24:18
Miller, Dr. John L. Supt. Of s Emeritus. Jan 8:3
Miller, John L. Remembering. Feb 12:21
Muller, Robert O. Land mine’s treaty. Feb 19:8
November, Jo. UCF honoree. June 4:3
Osias, Rosalie. Raising money for Monica. June 25:3
Pomerantz, Burton D. Funniest Lawyers Contest. May 14:3
Poons, Ron. Grand marshall. June 4:2
Reidman, Fern. Lectures. Sep 17:33
Rosenberg, Marcie. Tilles appointment. Apr 9:3
Rosenzweig, Betty. “Clock” author. Feb 5:3
Saltzman, Stacey. Alvin Ailey dance costumer. Mar 26:3
Sanchez, Lou. Police Officer. Aug 6:2
Schalet, Phyllis. Track champion. Aug 20:55
Seeman, Lee. Wyszkow, Poland. Mar 12:2
Shar, Gary. Film producer. July 30:3
Sloane, Louise. Artist in residence. June 4:2
Thompson, Joan. Living legacy. June 18:4
Tshinkel, Anne. Retired? June 4:2
Washington, Genevieve. 4th of July. July 2:3
Zimmerman, Robert. Rosie O”Donnell Show. June 18:3
Primi, John & Norma. Wedding day. Nov 5:3
Mercedes, Jennette. GN sailor. Nov 5:16
Weiss, Estelle, Head of Patient Relations at LIJ. Nov 12:4
Blye, Lottie & Bill. Survival in Italy. Nov 12:33
Goldberg, Dr. Stuart. Table. Nov 19:2
Poons, Ron. Thanksgiving service honor. Nov 19:3
Cohen, Dara. Summer at sea. Nov 19:3
Saltzman, Stacy. Costume designer. Dec 17:23
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Mark Green announces Senate run at South HS. Feb 12:1
Grant Lally to pay campaign fines. May 28:1
Green Day ready for Long Island. Aug 27:12
Sen. D’Amato to speak in GN. Aug 27:14
Voter registration & absentee voting deadlines. Oct 1:16
Candidates night meeting scheduled for Oct 20. Oct 8:19
RDA to host 98 Meet the Candidates Forum. Oct 8:46

SCHOOLS
Residents to vote on school bond issue. Jan 15:5
Support the school bond issue! (ed). Jan 15:20
Athletic fields project begins. Jan 22:1
5 named Westinghouse semifinalists. Jan 22:5
SHS senior takes sports award. Jan 22:5
Voters approve school bond issue. Jan 29:1
GN’s Westinghouse winners. Feb 5:1
School transportation policy. Feb 5:1
Schools devise Internet policy. Feb 12:1
Elizabeth Metz Memorial Scholarship. Feb 12:5
CLASP board meets with CLASP teacher & staff. Feb 12:6
Athletic Fields addressed. Feb 19:1
School district summer programs. Feb 26:2
GN school’s Internet policy. Mar 5:1
Beth HaGan School (photos). Mar 5:12
GN Public Schools Website. Mar 12:5
Schools propose preliminary budget. Mar 19:1
Second athletic field lawsuit dismissed. Mar 19:1
The partnership at work (Kennedy Center). Mar 26:1
Internet policy (letter). Mar 26:20
School Board addresses budget. Apr 2:3
Parkwood Athletic Fields clarification. Mar 5:3
Third athletic field challenge. Apr 2:1
Athletic fields (letter) Apr 2:20
Athletic Fields go to bid. Apr 16:1
GN Community School (photos). Apr 16:5
GNNH winter sports awards (photos). Apr 16:46
Special student recognition. Apr 23:1
GN secondary schools teach Chinese language. Apr 23:3
Keeping GN clean. Apr 30:1
Schools approve Internet policy. May 7:1
Breast cancer education at South High. May 12:12
Mortimer Abramowitz (letter). May 7:21
Athenic fields lawsuit dismissed. May 14:1
School district adopts proposed '98-99 budget. May 14:1
New 1998-99 school capital projects. May 21:3
Athletic Fields (letter). June 4:21
Pride in the Village School (ed). June 18:22
Schools implement bond issue. June 11:1
Baker Elementary requests full-time TESL. June 25:3
Prekindergarten parent ESL at Clover Drive. July 2:12
President Judi Bosworth. July 16:1
Middle School magazine (Rebel Pen) award. July 16:5
Board of Education (ed). July 16:20
VP Lawrence Gross. July 30:1
GN North wins Catrina contest. Aug 6:4
Super school summer rec program. Aug 13:1
Free & reduced-price meal policy. Aug 13:4
Intergenerational program with South Middle. Aug 20:16
School capital projects update. Aug 27:1
GN Kiwanis Club scholarships. Aug 27:5
North Shore Community Arts Council Certificates of Merit. Aug 27:5
Freedman Scholarship winners. Aug 27:5
Board commends Village School students. Feb 12:5
Students perform at Lincoln Center. Apr 30:5
Board recognizes South Middle students. May 4:5
Rotary honors South Middle students. May 21:5
Volunteers recognized at Adult Learning Center. June 11:5
Faculty & administrators honored. June 11:5
Board recognizes faculty and others. June 25:5
Clover Drive students help library. June 25:5
Class of 1998 (photos). June 25:16
Science Olympiad. July 9:5
GN League of Women Voters scholarships. July 9:5
Adult Center bids farewell to retiring teachers. July 2:3
GN lawyers North HS awards. July 16:5
South HS graduation speech. July 23:5
Students with disabilities honored at UCP Nassau graduation. July 23:5
Public Access TV honors 5 students. July 23:5
Film & TV in 3 grads' future. Aug 13:3
GN Cobras Waldbaum's cup champions. Aug 6:46
GN students finish their studies at Nassau Tech. Aug 20:5
Looking at the new regents changes. Sep 3:1
GN teachers explore LI's roots. Sep 3:5
Hepatitis B vaccine required for entry to Kindergarten & pre-school. Sep 3:17
Parent-Child Home Program seeking volunteers. Sep 10:5
EAB/News 12 scholar-athlete award.  Sep 10:5
Water Authority $150 award to GN schools.  Sep 10:5
Schools welcome new faculty.  Sep 17:5
Smooth public school openings.  Sep 24:1
25-year employees honored.  Sep 24:5
Shared decision making reports.  Oct 1:1
High School reunions planned.  Oct 1:3
GN Community School (photos).  Oct 1:12
School bond issue construction report.  Oct 8:1
Planning for Rauch Memorial lecture.  Oct 8:5
Hadassah breast care class at North High.  Oct 8:13
GNSHS Beach Cleanup Day.  Oct 15:20
"Public Schools Under Attack" LWV program.  Oct 15:23
Board of Education committee appointments.  Oct 22:3
School Board recognition week.  Oct 22:5
New state mandated elementary school testing.  Oct 29:1
Technology workshop for science teachers.  Oct 22:5
School District honoring policy.  Nov 5:1
Public schools under attack.  Nov 5:10
GNNHS Homecoming (photos). Nov 5:55
GN Bd of Ed student delegates.  Nov 12:1
NYS mandated secondary school testing.  Nov 19:3
Parkville students reap what they sow (photo). Nov 19:5
School District hosts parenting seminar.  Nov 19:5
Per diem teachers without a contract.  Nov 26:1
All-County music students.  Nov 26:5
School bond issue construction update.  Dec 3:1
Musicians tapped for All-Eastern.  Dec 3:5
School Board opposes charter schools.  Dec 10:3
Religious schools teach meaning of Hanukkah. Dec 10:3
Elementary school foreign language deferred. Dec 17:1
Students share Thanksgiving at the Senior Center.  Dec 17:5
GN Community School re-accredited. Dec 17:14
Schools and LIE construction.  Dec 24:3
Church schools prepare children for Christmas.  Dec 24:3
School vouchers (letter).  Dec 24:19

SCHOOLS-FACULTY & STUDENTS
Bosworth, Judi. Heads School Board.  July 9:1
Burghardt, Amy. Volunteer.  Sep 10:5
Crisses, Alexander. Battle against racism. Apr 2:16
Dreiblatt, Ian. Wins ARTS awards. Feb 26:5
Fuchs, Mona. School Board president honored. May 21:5
Gelbard, Jon. Revisits South Middle. Aug 27:5
Jovovic, Maija. Graduates from the Cultural Arts Center. Aug 27:5
Kandel, Melissa. Writing contest winner. June 4:5
Kaplan, Bernard. GN North HS principal address. Oct 15:24
Lang, Jordan. Writing contest winner. June 18:5
Lobel, David. Sax. Sep 24:3
Lopez, Jose. Teacher of the year. Mar 19:5
Lui, Debra. Wins Achiever Scholarship. July 9:5
Michael Weinstock. Student aid fund really helps. Apr 30:3
Rifkin, Judah. Bone density research. Mar 19:4
Ross, Michael. Moss Memorial Award winner. June 25:18
Scher, Peter. NHS alumni named ambassador. Jan 29:3
Silverman, Meredith. SHS graduation speech. July 2:5
Smolow, Michael. NHS graduation speech. July 30:5
Smolow, Michael. Alan L. Gleitsman Award Winner. Aug 20:5
Thalappillil, Justin, South HS Merit scholar. July 23:5
Untracht, Ari. NHS graduation speech. July 9:5
White, Phyllis. S.Middle School teacher honored. Oct 1:5
Xavier, Danny. Outstanding design. July 2:2
Wisner-Gross, Alexander. Nataional Award. Nov 5:5
Witkin, Mitzi. Retired teacher honored. Nov 5:5
Litvack, Courtney. NOW award. Nov 19:5

SENIOR CITIZENS
DiNapoli announces senior forums. Apr 23:31
3 honored by Senior Center. Apr 30:4
Judith Sloan performance. June 4:26
Funday Monday program kicks off on July 13. July 2:3
Great Lions Club Picnic at Senior Center (photos). Aug 13:26
Senior Center new board is sworn-in (photo). Aug 13:34
New Senior residence to open in GN. Sep 3:26
Mayfair hosts information sessions. Oct 22:14
Senior Quarters new case manager. Oct 22:14
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Holiday gifts to seniors. Oct 29:6
A different aspect of bereavement. Nov 5:6
Senior Center rejuvenated. Nov 19:26
Prof Martin Saltzman. Nov 26:29
Advanced health care planning. Nov 26:29
Networking between UCF & the Senior Center. Dec 10:8

SPORTS
GN Special Olympics Training Club. Fe 5:3
GN Games Special Olympics (photos). May 7:14
Special Olympics and beyond. Apr 2:3
GN Games Special Olympics. May 14:3
North High team spring sports awards (photos). July 9:47
Adult softball at Allenwood. July 16:47
Feldstein qualifies for Junior Rider competition. July 30:40
UCF/Anne Tschinkel tennis tournament finals. Aug 27:55
1998 Kings Point fall football preview. Aug 27:56
UCF announces "Family" basketball tournament. Sep 10:48
Stride With Pride Walk-a-Thon. Sep 10:48
1st annual Rex Lardner tennis tournament. Sep 17:56
UCF five-mile run. Oct 29:48
You can fill our sports pages! (ed). Dec 3:24

SYNAGOGUES
Jews and Judaism (letter). Feb 26:21
Temple Beth-El’s Mitzvah Day. Mar 5:3
Proposed synagogue. Mar 12:20
Holocaust memorial music drama. Mar 26:1
Concerns over Mashadi opening. Mar 26:1
Holocaust Remembrance Day in GN. Apr 16:3
Temple Beth-El’s..Mitzvah day (photos). Apr 16:18
Mashadi worship in new GN synagogue. Apr 23:3
Beth HaGan school welcomes visitors (photos). Apr 23:16
Catholic Church honor Rabbi Waxman. Apr 30:1
Mashadi Synagogue operational violations. Apr 30:8
Sir Martin Gilbert to speak at Temple Emanuel. Apr 30:30
Adrienne Cooper performs Ghetto Tango at Temple Emanuel. May 7:4
Sir Martin Gilbert at Temple Emanuel. May 7:4
Off-Bway production coming to Temple Beth-El. May 21:27
Catholic Church honors Rabbi Waxman. May 28:1
Mashadi Jewish Center lecture series. June 18:8
Emanuel presents Dr. Mahmoud M. Mahfouz. June 11:8
New options at the Senior Center. June 25:10
Adult Bat Mitzvah at Temple Israel. July 2:2
Li'Senior Quarters residences join together. July 23:2
Beth-El elects new board. July 23:26
GN Village considers Beth Hadassah Synagogue tent request. Aug 27:3
Beth Hadassah requests high holy days tents. Sep 3:1
Cantor Bernard Fitch to chant Emanuel's selihot. Sep 3:7
Exhibit at the new Mashadi Synagogue. Sep 3:33
Temple Israel's B'Yad. Sep 10:2
Rabbi Jerome Davidson honored. Sep 10:2
Temples prepare children to celebrate the new year. Sep 17:1
Temple Isaiah high holidays food drive. Sep 17:8
Two holiday tents denied. Sep 24:4
Temple Emanuel special needs classes. Sep 24:36
Rabbi Jerome Davidson honored. Oct 1:1
Torah gift to new GN congregation (Babylonian Jewish Center). Oct 1:3
Temple Emanuel officers installed. Oct 1:14
Mashadis honor 3. Oct 1:14
Sol Wachtler at Beth-El service. Oct 1:14
Unifying GN Jewish community. Oct 8:1
Etz Hayyim Synagogue project comes to GN. Oct 8:1
Temple Isaiah collecting shoes for children of Kosovo. Oct 22:2
Sculptor Frank Meisler to exhibit at Temple Beth-El. Oct 22:24
Kristallnacht Commemoration Nov. 8. Nov 5:1
Temple Beth-El dedicated its new Torah. Nov 5:3
Interfaith Thanksgiving service Nov. 23. Nov 29:1
Temple Israel to sponsor Debbie Friedman concert. Nov 26:11
Morris Dees to speak at Emanuel. Dec 10:4
"Hanukah Story" at Temple Emanuel. Dec 10:26
Young Israel celebrates 25 years. Dec 17:4
One of the South's oldest temples. Dec 24:26

TELEVISION
First Northeast video festival Oct 17. May 21:16
"Something to talk about" (letter). June 4:20
Fire awards to be aired on Public Access. July 9:36
Public Access volunteers honored. July 30:16
Cablevision seeks channel consolidation. Oct 15:1
First Annual Northeast Video Festival. Oct 15:1
First Annual Northeast Video Festival. Dec 3:18
Cablevision launches optimum online service. Dec 3:39

THEATER AND DRAMA
Theater group (Makeshift Theatre ensemble) seeks sponsors. July 2:6
Makeshift Theatre Ensemble. July 16:4
Makeshift presents... July 23:1
Right Track Players: Theater with a passion. July 23:3
Shirley Blanc Romaine in performance. July 30:8
Mashadi Jewish Center presents a play. Nov 26:32

TRAFFIC
Random traffic checks in GN. Mar 5:2
No turn on red sign on Steamboat & Middle Neck. Apr 9:20
Pedestrian safety (letter:Frank). July 16:20
GN parking rules (letter:Metsch). Sep 24:24
GN traffic (letter:Metsch). Oct 1:20
Traffic (letter:Metsch). Oct 8:20
Parking (letters). Nov 26:21

TRANSPORTATION
LIRR track work begins May 18. May 7:3

UNITED STATES MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY
New alumni president selected at USMMA. Jan 15:12
Capt. Moses Hirschowitz recognized. Apr 9:8
Shakespeare at Federal Maritime Academy. Apr 9:19
Honorary degrees to highlight KP commencement. Jun 4:12
Eric Y. Wallischeck awarded USMMA Bronze Medal. June 4:38
Tarumi violinists. June 18:44
New USMMA Superintendent. Aug 20:1
USMMA fall sports preview. Sep 10:47
Admiral Stewart (letter). Sep 17:20
Othello at Academy. Nov 12:33

VILLAGES-GN
Village joins athletic fields study. Jan 15:1
Road improvement program. Mar 5:3
20th Annual Crafts Fair is coming! Apr 16:1
Village of GN tax increase. Apr 16:3
Village considers 3 laws. June 11:3
Addressing pedestrian and traffic safety. July 16:1
Public hearings. July 30:1
Village nixes billboard benches. Aug 13:1
Ellard Avenue gate issue. Aug 27:1
Village addresses merchant parking. Sep 10:1
Village of GN(letter:Wrigg). Sep 17:22
Old Village traffic changes. Sep 24:3
Police nix Old Village one-way streets. Oct 1:1
Old Village assesses traffic law changes. Oct 29:2
Fighting traffic in the Old Village. Nov 26:2

VILLAGES-GN ESTATES
Election for trustees. Mar 5:4
Leaf blower law renewed. Apr 23:2
Demolishing homes (letter). Apr 30:20
GN Estates (letter). May 21:20
Planning poolside concert. June 25:12

VILLAGES-GN PLAZA
Rosegarten team to run. Jan 22:1
Mayor Rosegarten’s glass is always half full. Jan 22:3
Mayfair groundbreaking. Jan 22:2
No GN Plaza tax hike. Jan 29:3
“Dare to care” in Plaza update. Feb 12:1
East Moreland Civic Association. Feb 26:20
Plaza addresses crane accidents. Mar 26:1
Plaza drafts strict crane law. Apr 9:1
Gutsy new crane law (ed). Apr 16:20
Ackerman supporting road repairs. Apr 23:33
Plaza passes crane law. Apr 30:1
Plaza honors auxiliary police. May 21:3
Huge sinkhole under Plaza Street. June 11:4
David Sear sizzles in Plaza. June 25:4
Plaza wins top award. July 2:34
Pedestrian safety. July 16:4
Plaza approves Vets’ tax exemption. Aug 13:2
Plaza Hotel refurbished. Aug 27:1
All-new GN Plaza Street Festival. Sep 10:1
Plaza continues road resurfacing. Sep 10:1
Plaza star performer awards. Sep 10:31
Plaza to try valet parking. Sep 24:1
Plaza St. Festival & AutoFest a big hit! (photos). Oct 8:14
Plaza & parks claim same property. Oct 29:1
Hearing on new Plaza apartment. Oct 29:2
Plaza considers zoning & code changes. Nov 12:1
Parking (letter). Nov 12:28
Plaza considers hotel & assisted living moratorium. Nov 26:1
Plaza looks toward historic preservation. Dec 3:1
Plaza moratorium drafted. Dec 10:2
Plaza Mayor travels to Albany. Dec 10:10
Plaza addresses supermarket deliveries. Dec 17:1
Preserving a piece of history (8 Bond St.). Dec 17:3
Plaza star performers honored. Dec 17:38
Plaza valet parking update. Dec 24:6

VILLAGES-KINGS POINT
Awards party in KP. Nov 12:7

VILLAGES-LAKE SUCCESS
Lake Success police moving forward. Apr 16:3
Police saving lives. July 30:1
AED proves to be a lifesaver. Oct 8:2
Recharge basins at Lockheed will not be cleaned. Nov 12:2
Lake Success (letter: Bernstein). Nov 26:21

VILLAGES-SADDLE ROCK
Bowling Green opens in Village
When is a house a movie set? Dec 3:1
Huge tax cut proposed for Saddle Rock. Dec 3:3
Saddle Rock closes land sale. Dec 17:33
New Saddle Rock Village Hall. Dec 24:3

VILLAGES-THOMASTON
Thomaston marks progress in road repair. Jan 1:3
Money awarded for road repairs. Feb 19:11
Landscaping contest. Apr 30:29
Saddle Rock Village Hall groundbreaking. May 21:3
Ticketing (letter). Nov 12:28

VILLAGES-UNINCORPORATED
Moratorium (letter). Feb 26:36

WATER SUPPLY
Michael Kalnick chairs WAGNN. Mar 12:3
Gloria Markfield appointed. Mar 12:3
Xeriscape Garden dedication. June 11:17
Xeriscape dedication ceremony. June 25:1
Flushing program phase 1. Oct 1:11
Bettilou Fester seeks Belgrave Commissioner's seat. Nov 5:2
James Sharkey seeks re-election to Manhasset-Lakeville Water/Fire Board. Nov 19:6
Belgrave election (letter). Nov 26:21
Drinking water (letter). Dec 3:24
Construction of new off-peninsula wells. Dec 17:10
Manhasset Bay water quality improvement plan. Dec 17:32
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Regular Features
At the Library
Business Record
Community Calendar
Great Neck Arts Center
Great Neck Park District
Great Neck Television
Interfaith Bulletin Board
Newsbrief
Off the Record
People in the News
Police Report
School Shorts
Sports

ACCIDENTS
Leaving the scene of an accident. Apr 29:54

ART & ARTISTS
Arts Center presents Iranian Film Series. Jan 7:3
Glass as an art form. Jan 7:21
Innovative Arts Center courses. Jan 28:41
Art Center focuses on quilt to heal. Feb 4:3
Arts Center film series starting again. Feb 4:4
GN Arts Center gala (photos). Feb 11:19
Group showing of Sara's Center artists. Feb 4:13
GN Arts Center hosting exhibit. Feb 18:2
GNAC: learning from the Kennedy Center. Mar 11:3
North Shore Auxiliary Photo Contest winners on display. Mar 11:12
Gallery Emanuel presents Of Natural Origins. Mar 11:42
Arts Center film series March 25. Mar 18:6
Breast cancer healing quilt display at GN
Arts Center. Apr 1:15

High marks for Arts Centers ballerinas. Apr 8:3
Holocaust Art Show. Apr 8:26
New Arts Center foreign film series. Apr 15:6
Director of Arts Center honored by Town. Apr 22:4
Local artist receives grant for performances on Jewish India. Apr 22:17
Gallery Emanuel presents "World of Color." May 6:33
English movie previews at Arts Center. May 13:12
Arts Center "Festival of the Arts" May 23. May 20:2
A professional resident ballet company. May 20:3
Major new film at GN Arts Center. Jun 10:3
Arts Center open ballet classes. Jun 17:3
Arts Center honors its volunteers (photos). Jun 17:22F
Grand Arts Center benefit concert (photos). Jul 1:28
Gallery Emanuel presents "the Medium is the Message." Jul 8:12
Gallery Emanuel offers work of local artists. Jul 29:10
Arts Center Fall movie premieres. Aug 26:2
Arts Center's new courses. Sep 9:25
Arts Center to honor Mayor Rosegarten. Sep 16:2
New Arts Center ballet teacher, Dixie Dahlstedt. Sep 30:3
Arts Center honoring GN musician Al Grey. Oct 7:4
Local merchants help the Arts Center succeed. Nov 18:10
GN Arts Center annual gala (photos). Dec 2:32

ARTISTS
Berline, Anne. Exhibit. Mar 4:6
Brous, Ellen. Exhibit in PW. Oct 28:12
Derzie, Raisy. Exhibit. Apr 22:30
Gottlieb, Bill. Jazz photos on line. Jun 10:2
Harnick, Sylvia. Exhibit. Feb 25:8
Ritter, Hannah. Apr 22:30
Schwartz, Francine. Exhibit at Plaza. Mar 4:6
Sloane, Louise P. GN Artist. Jul 29:27
Udow, Roz. Exhibits at National Art League. Sep 16:10

AUTHORS
Makover, Dr. Michael E. Mismanaged Care. Mar 11:6
Shoshana, Dr. Brenda. Why Men Leave. Jul 15:8
Swirsky, Joan. All About Love. Jan 21:17
Zitrin, Richard. The Moral Compass of the American Lawyer. Jul 1:12

BUSINESS
Edwards Super Food stores online (Peapod.com). Jan 7:30
Dr. Robert Fox conducts seminar at 30-minute fitness. Jan 14:57
Omaha steaks to open. Jan 21:13
Dr. Harvey passes uses the Erbium Laser. Feb 4:12
Tiger Shulmann's Karate. Feb 11:36
GNVBA donates benches to Village. Feb 18:3
Senior Quarters. Feb 25:48
Free training for personal care aide career. Apr 15:4
Lockheed Martin (letter). Jun 24:24
Retiring GNVBA president leaves legacy. Jul 15:4
Cancer society to close local thrift shop. Jul 22:3
American Royal Art Corp.  Aug 12:13
Santellis: American as pumpkin pie.  Oct 28:3

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Giraffe Award to Elliot S. Rosenblatt.  Jan 28:2
Chamber installs officers Feb. 25.  Feb 4:2
Chamber honors Bill Dobkin.  Apr 8:2
1999 GN Business Profiles (special insert) May 6
Chamber honors Peggy Blumen.  Jun 10:1
Buy a little piece of GN!  Jun 24:1
Chamber "Shop in GN" trolley.  Jul 1:4
Increasing breast cancer awareness.  Aug 12:3
Volunteering at the Chamber kiosk.  Oct 14:2
Chamber and GNVBA awards dinner.  Oct 21:1
Lawrence Nadel honored.  Nov 18:8
Chamber & GNVBA award night.  Nov 25:1:16
The GN trolley.  Dec 2:3

CHURCHES
Carl McCall at GN Clergy Service.  Jan 7:1
All Saints blessing of the animals.  Apr 1:2
GN churches celebrate Easter.  Apr 1:3
Welcoming All Saints' new rector.  Apr 29:1
The blessing of the animals.  Apr 29:2
All Saint's church blessing of the animals (photos).  Apr 29:14
Strawberry Festival celebrates 83 years.  Jun 3:1
Grace Plaza's St. Aloysius volunteers.  Sep 16:12
St. Aloysius honors the Cullens.  Nov 4:2

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
COPAY'S after school program.  Jan 7:10
Gershwin evening to benefit Open Door Parent Child Center.  Jan 21:2
Open Door institutes new baby program.  Feb 4:2
Susan Stevenson named Executive Director of GN/MCCCP.  Feb 4:4
Human rights (letter).  Feb 25:22
American Cancer Society's thrift shop.  Mar 4:3
Open meeting of Amnesty International.  Mar 4:12
Open Door Parent-Child Center celebrates Gershwin.  Mar 4:14
GN Garden Club presents "Spring, Spring, Spring!" Mar 11:13
Independent Business Women's Circle.  Mar 18:10
Rotary Clubs continue Honduran mission.  Mar 18:12
Friends of Hospice Conference April 14:25
Womanspace forms a Writer's Circle.  Apr 8:10
An open letter to President Clinton from GN/Sane.  Apr 8:20
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GN/Sane opposing NATO bombing. Apr 8:21
COPAY bilingual support for victims of domestic violence. Apr 8:29
Volunteering at CMA is special. Apr 15:2
Great Neck Sane(letter). Apr 15:24
GN Chapter of ADA attacks Milosevic's genocide. Apr 15:26
Womanspace Independent Business Women's Circle. Apr 29:7
UCF honors Richard Arenella & Wendy Kreitzman (photos). Apr 29:18
The New Kiwanis Club of GN. Apr 29:22
Family Support Program. May 6:3
50 years for National Council of Jewish Women Lakeville. May 13:3
COPAY, Inc. assists abuse victims. May 13:16
Hadassah teaches teens breast care. May 13:28
NCJW invests in Israel. May 20:3
Open Door luncheon (photos). May 20:12
Parent Child home program international luncheon (photos). May 20:18
GN Amnesty International wins praise. May 20:21
Officer Chuchul with GN Cub Scouts (photo). May 20:36
Michio Kaku speaks at SANE/Peace action. May 27:8
CLASP children celebrate Arbor Day. May 27:10
Carolyn McCarthy to speak at GN/MCCC. Jun 3:2
UCF annual antiques show. Jun 3:3
Where families can go for help (COPAY). Jun 3:3
GN Lawyers donate. June 3:12
LI Coalition for Democracy awards. Jun 3:19
JDO demonstration to save Jews in Iran. Jun 17:3
NCJW dares to make a difference. Jun 17:33
Nukes in space at GN Sane. Jun 17:34
SANE/Peace (letter). Jun 24:24
Coalition Against Domestic Violence. Jul 1:3
COPAY's 30-years of service is celebrated. Jul 15:2
Origami Peace Cranes for Hiroshima Day (photo). Jul 15:18
GN SANE (letter). Jul 15:24
SANE/Peace (letter). Jul 22:24
GN/Manhasset Parent Child Home Program. Aug 5:3
Why not volunteer! (ed). Aug 5:18
Open Door Parent-Child Center picnics. Aug 19:16
Sara's Center launches "The Gift of Art Marketplace." Aug 12:6
COPAY offers cultural enrichment. Aug 12:10
SANE/Peace Action remembers Hiroshima. Sep 2:34
CLASP members set to honor Mary Kasindorf. Sep 9:6
The Children's Medical Fund of NY gala. Sep 9:8
GN Garden Club's "Autumn Odyssey." Sep 16:2
AJC for gun control. Oct 7:29
SANE/Peace hosts "East Timor: the inside story." Oct 7:34
Open Door presents "Parenting Matters!" Oct 7:45
COPAY Inc. receives state major grant. Oct 14:4
COPAY and First Lady Hillary Clinton. Oct 21:6
Are there drugs in GN? Nov 18:2
FOCUS honors Special Olympic's Alan Someck. Nov 18:17
Salvation Army honors North Shore volunteers. Nov 18:39
Community comes out for GNBC/Chamber kick-off. Nov 25:18
NARSAD awards dinner raised money for research. Nov 25:35
GN Visiting Nurses serves in many ways. Dec 2:3
Next steps toward abolishing war (SANE/Peace). Dec 2:8
Lions Club of GN receives service awards. Dec 2:34

CRIME
Woman stabbed in the back. Nov 11:46
Mystery over death of local couple. Nov 25:4

DANCE
Dance Visions performance grant. Mar 4:4
American Ballet Russe presents Cinderella. Jun 3:4
Cinderella. (photos). Sep 23:16

DEATHS
Abrams, Harry. Jun 10:46
Abrams, Stanley L. Aug 26:38
Balassone, Josephine Work. Jun 3:38
Bartell, Edward A. May 27:46
Bartell, Edward. A. May 20:38
Berger, Eleanor D. Feb 4:56
Binkiewicz, Frank C. Jul 22:28
Blate, Robert P. Oct 21:52
Carroll, Arthur J. Feb 25:48
Carroll, Margaret. Mar 11:56
Cowan, Sanford R. Mar 25:46
Cutler, Seena. Jul 15:44
Dannenfelser, Marion J. Feb 11:54
DeMane, Minerva. Mar 11:56
Demeter, Dr. Lee. Feb 4:56
DiRusso, George. Apr 15:54
Eggermann, Julia. Mar 4:40
Ferry, Edward D. Feb 18:42
Fisher, Edward F. Aug 12:54
Fisher, Edward F. Jul 29:28
Flax, Fay Etta. Mar 4:40
Fox, Anna. Sep 23:45
Friedland, Billie. Feb 4:56
Frost, Linda. Mar 18:40
Fuchs, Howard A. May 13:56
Gentile, Frank D. Feb 18:42
Gildston, Dr. Harold M. Oct 21:52
Goldstein, Louis. Jul 15:44
Goodman, Bernard. Feb 11:54
Greenfield, Saul I. Sep 23:45
Hamburg, Helen G. May 6:53
Hirshland, Ellen Berney. Sep 16:60
Iversen, Wilhelm. Sep 30:52
Jacklin, Carol S. Feb 18:42
Jackson, Dagmar. Jun 10:46
Kahn, Jan Jaffe. Jun 17:44
Kelly, John. May 13:56
Kessler, Elaine. Mar 11:56
Klein, Elaine, B. Jun 3:38
Klein, Robert L, Esq. Jun 3:38
Langone, Rose. Aug 26:38
Lucas, Julia Eleanor. Jun 17:44
Maier, Paula. May 20:38
Marino, Jose "PePe." Jan 21:46
McCann, Helen M. Feb 11:54
Meyer, Ruth M. Sep 2:46
Moffo, Ralph J. Feb 25:48
Mones, Irene. Jan 21:46
Osten, Charlotte. Nov 4:46
Otruba Sr., Jerry F. May 6:53
Pavlak Perzanowski, Josephine. Sep 30:52
Peshkin, Mollie S. Aug 12:54
Rainey MD, Harry G. Feb 18:42
Reckson, Fannie Sheingold. Sep 16:60
Reinstein, Ethel C. Aug 5:30
Rice, Dorothy. Sep 2:46
Rogers, Raymond A. Feb 11:54
Ross, Patricia Ann. Jul 29:28
Savage, Anthony Charles. Jan 14:62
Shankman, George. Sep 16:60
Shaw, Lillian. Oct 21:52
Shein, Dr. Joseph. Aug 26:8
Sherl, Bernard. Jun 10:46
Smajdjas, John H. Mar 4:40
Tarnow, John. Jun 3:38
Tomassi, Elvira. Feb 25:48
Ungar Markowitz, Elenor. Oct 28:47
Vanagas, Theresa J. May 27:46
Williams, Charles I. Feb 4:56
Yuska, John J. Jul 22:28
Saul, Gary Craig. Nov 11:46
Izzo, Fred A. Nov 11:46
Weinstein, Doris. Nov 18:46
Gee, MD, Timothy S. Nov 18:46
Munley, Mary Dorothy. Nov 25:36
Moser Sr., William M. Dec 2:45
Brannigan, Desmond J. Dec 2:45

ELECTIONS
League sponsors candidates night. Oct 28:1

ENVIRONMENT
The Shapes of Precipitation (Kane). Feb 4:21
Oddball Planet Pluto (Kane). Mar 4:21
Stanton Cleaners informational meeting. Mar 11:20
New Stanton Cleaners Inc. (letter). Mar 18:20
Stanton Cleaner hazardous waste site public meeting. Mar 25:1
Stanton Cleaners hazardous waste site public meeting. Apr 1:23
Spreading environmental health precautions. Apr 15:16
Another planetary system (Kane). Apr 22:21
More data needed to solve the Pluto enigma (Kane). May 6:25
Stanton contamination cleanup takes off at last. May 13:25
Curbing pesticides (letter). Jun 3:27
Take a gander at this goose. Jul 1:21
Green Party fund raiser. Jul 8:21
Drilling begins on Lockheed Martin monitoring wells. Jul 15:1
Kennedys crash... (Kane). Aug 5:19
EPA updates Stanton area cleanup. Aug 19:2
No dredge spoil for LI coastal waters (Kane). Sep 16:29
Cleaning up harbors causes problems (Kane). Oct 7:25
50 years of environmental research (Kane). Nov 11:24
Rounding up Canada geese. Nov 25:3

ETHNIC
GN Iranian Hadassah Chapter. Jan 14:3
Persian film spans cultures, generations. Jan 4:21
HCGN honors Mary Kasindorf. Feb 25:4
Coming together at the Seder table. Mar 25:3
Iranian American Democrats organize. Oct 14:1
Genetic disease affecting Iranian Jews. Nov 25:3

FIRE DISTRICTS
Alerts honors members. Jan 14:4
Vigilant ambulance at North End. Feb 11:3
Vigilants celebrate 94th anniversary in style. Feb 4:18
Manhasset-Lakeville fighting fires. Feb 18:3
The 3rd Vigilant ambulance at work.
Local EMS squad to receive defibrillator grant. Jun 10:13
Vigilants welcome new chaplains. Aug 5:30
Life-saving message from Alert Chief Peterson. Sep 23:3
GN Alerts: A fire tech first. Nov 18:3
Kenny & Rolston in MLW/FD race. Dec 2:12
Manhasset-Lakeville election (letter). Dec 2:24

GREAT NECK
Winter flood surprises Great Neck. Jan 7:3
Ackerman brings supporters to D.C. Jan 14:1
GN welcomes first '99 baby. Jan 14:3
Historic preservation (ed). Jan 14:20
GN Village Business Assoc. holiday party (photos). Jan 21:14
A G.I.F.T. for our teens. Feb 11:3
Five villages see uncontested elections. Feb 18:1
Stanton Cleaner site (op). Feb 25:21
VOA presentations. Mar 4:1
An eagle perches at GN home. Mar 4:3
GN celebrates the Persian New Year. Mar 11:2
GN women named to Town Women's Roll of Honor. Mar 18:3
Village election results. Mar 25:1
Slaughter in Kosovo (op: Golbert). Apr 15:25
Be civil to one another (letter). Apr 29:28
GN chosen as Millennium Community. May 6:1
Ackerman Report. May 13:22
A millennium invitation. May 20:1
Village elections on June 15. May 20:1
A report from G.I.F.T. May 20:3
GN continues Memorial Day tradition. May 27:1
Spruce Tower's 70th anniversary. Jun 3:14
Uncontested village elections June 15. Jun 10:1
GN's Memorial Day Parade (photos). June 17:16
Good Samaritans: Alive and well in GN. Aug 12:4
Wedding party paints a house before. Aug 26:3
Big win in court for Manhasset/GN EOC. Sep 2:2
The North Shore Shopping News (letter). Sep 16:28
How we handled Hurricane Floyd. Sep 30:1
VOA issues, ideas & updates. Sep 30:1
Ronald McDonald House opens its house to GN. Sep 30:8
GN VOA dinner (photos). Sep 30:18
AAA traffic safety awards. Oct 21:4
Senior Housing Facility (Bayview Civic Assoc. notice). Oct 21:6
In case of emergency: How ready is GN? Oct 28:1
Village Officials Association meets. Nov 4:3
How ready is the Great Neck peninsula? Nov 11:1

GREAT NECK LIBRARY
Library election (letters). Jan 7:22
Library election (letters). Jan 14:20
2 incumbents absent from Library candidates night. Jan 21:1
No dangerous electioneering! (ed). Jan 21:20
Library elections (letters). Jan 21:23
Bette Weidman wins library trustee seat. Feb 4:1
Library election (letters). Feb 4:20
Thank you to the GN Library Community (letter:Molinaro). Feb 11:20
Library election (letters). Feb 18:20
Library elections (letters). Feb 25:20
Library (letter). Mar 4:20
Library (letters). Mar 11:23
Library tackles upcoming budget. Mar 18:1
Library (letters). Mar 18:21
Board trims year 2000 budget. Apr 1:1
Library Board wraps up year 2000 budget. Apr 15:1
Library Association election study. Apr 29:10
'Nukes in Space 2: Unacceptable Risks.' May 20:10
The library budget (letter). May 20:20
New music series: Emerging GN talent. May 20:32
Artist Lissy Dennett donates sculpture to the library. May 20:33
The library (letter). Jun 3:27
Update: Library long-term planning. Jun 17:3
Temple Israel donation to Library honors Rabbi Waxman. Jul 8:8
Library Board (letter). Jul 15:24
TTY devices now on loan. Jul 22:12
Levels celebrates quarter century of service. Jul 29:3
Library dedicates Altman Memorial Collection. Jul 29:12
Library hires consultant. Aug 12:1
Making library board meeting easier. Aug 12:18
Library board meetings. Sep 2:20
Celebrate Summer Reading. Sep 16:16
The Library Board (letter). Sep 23:26
Lakeville Library Branch open house (photo). Sep 30:7
The Library board (letter). Sep 30:31
Library Board (letters). Oct 7:30
Friends of the Library (letter). Oct 14:30
GN Library Board votes on election petition. Oct 21:1
Library Nominating Committee (letter). Oct 21:34
Library (letter). Oct 28:33
To the Library Director (letter). Nov 4:26
Library board trustee election uncontested. Nov 11:3
Library (letters). Nov 18:22
Association members will vote on proposed library election date change. Nov 25:4
Friends of Libraries (letters). Dec 2:26

HEALTH
NS U. Hospital cancer study. Jan 7:12
NS U. Hospital has #1 NYS surgeon. Jan 7:34
New level of radiation therapy. Jan 14:26
Heart Center offers multi-disciplinary approach. Jan 14:31
Pet therapy aids brain injured. Jan 21:11
Experts address health issues. Feb 11:21
New pinpoint accuracy radiation therapy. Feb 18:12
Cancer patients to benefit from new affiliation. Mar 4:25
Lyme disease vaccination offered a LIJ . Mar 4:35
LI Alzheimer's Foundation to hold annual conference for caregivers. Mar 11:53
LIJ receives $1.3 million AIDS grant. Mar 25:16
Concern about health care grows on LI. Mar 25:23
Treating fibroid tumors without surgery. Apr 8:16
Albany breast cancer lobby day. Apr 8:21
Canada geese issue. Apr 29:1
Empowering women to create breast health. Apr 29:10
Colon cancer awareness conference offered free to public. Apr 29:13
Hospice Care Network joins North Shore-LIJ. May 27:39
For youngsters with weight concerns. Sep 23:3
Encephalitis (letter). Sep 23:30
GN united for breast health education. Sep 30:4
Pesticides (health). Oct 14:24

MUSIC
Morton Gould's Hosedown. Mar 25:14
Lincoln Center Children's Orchestra Concert. Apr 15:46
Choral Society to perform Bloch & Bach. Apr 15:53
GN Music Center at Carnegie Hall. May 20:16
GN residents and violinist Midori. May 27:4
Navah Perlman & her trio in benefit for Arts Center. May 27:28
Oscar Brand to perform at Candlelight Vigil. Sep 30:6
GN Philharmonic's Salute to Youth concert. Oct 14:1
Acclaimed new Klezmer band performs. Nov 18:34

MUSICIANS
Gould, Morton. Hosedown at Tilles Center. Mar 4:3
Kiai, Sina. Pianist. May 20:32
Kraft, Leo. New musical work at GN House. Mar 4:28
Ziegelbaum, Amy. 1st flutist. Apr 1:6

NASSAU COUNTY
Democratic legislators call for tobacco law. Jan 7:34
Legislature approves 9 programs to aid the County's elderly
Altmann responds to State of the County. Mar 4:21
Crime stoppers earn well deserved tips. Mar 4:31
Budget suggestions. Mar 11:23
Comptroller Parola pulls no punches. Mar 11:49
Gulotta addresses budget deficit. Mar 18:2
Nassau County debates reassessment. Mar 25:1
Gulotta unveils DWI car seizure option. Mar 25:46
Jacobs appointed minority leader replaces Nyman. Apr 8:1
Gulotta declares Parkinson's Disease Awareness Day. Apr 15:30
Assemblyman DiNapoli elected new Nassau County Democratic Chairman. Apr 22:1
Lisanne Altmann appointed to Rules Committee. Apr 22:17
Boys Scouts merger considered. May 6:36
It's all about party unity! May 13:1
Limiting access to violent video games. May 13:1
Majority of restaurants go smoke free. May 20:17
Altmann votes to put brakes on borrowing. May 20:23
Altmann to "stand for children." May 27:13
Birnbach challenges Altmann for county legislative seat. June 3:1
Altmann on NC jail board candidates. Jun 10:25
Altmann approves over $1.9 million for health & education. Jun 17:34
County fights to protect ratepayers. Jun 17:38
Interfaith Alliance lobbies for gun control. Jun 24:53
VP Gore meets with Nassau Democrats. Jul 1:1
Critical need for blood on Long Island. Jul 8:2
Altmann approves funds for Mobile Mammography Program. Jul 15:6
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Ombudservice Program of Nassau County. Aug 19:3
Republican legislators pass transfer tax. Aug 26:6
Altmann votes against transfer tax. Aug 26:25
Be a contender for civil service jobs. Sep 23:22
Sleuthing the West Nile virus continues. Sep 30:1
Democrats announce plan to reduce deficit. Oct 7:1
Birnbach opens campaign headquarters. Oct 14:6
Pushing the party message. Oct 21:7
Altmann bill to protect against sexual orientation discrimination. Oct 21:18
League urges drastic changes: Budget reform. Oct 25:8
Democrats sweep Nassau County! Nov 11:1
Altmann appointed to key leadership post. Nov 25:1

NEW YORK STATE
Balboni names "Financial Aid Awareness Month." Jan 14:50
DiNapoli to lead government committee. Jan 28:35
Sen. Balboni introduces legislation to stop stalkers. Feb 4:19
Pesticide notification passes Assembly. Feb 18:13
Pesticide neighbor notification. Mar 4:28
Balboni reviews cancer treatment issues . Mar 11:55
STAR tax cut legislation. Mar 18:19
Balboni announces "Poison Prevention Week." Mar 25:10
NYS Assembly seeks reform of HMO's. Apr 1:10
Public forum on "Charter Schools." Apr 1:12
Bill to help children of deceased peace officers. Apr 8:26
DiNapoli urges pesticide notification. Apr 15:1
McCall congratulates Town on bond rating. May 6:43
DiNapoli supports prostate cancer screening. May 13:15
Assembly to act on school safety/anti-gun violence bill. May 13:51
DiNapoli leads on commuter tax repeal. May 27:20
Easy vote on commuter tax. Jun 3:2
Protecting NYS's water supplies. Jun 10:8
Balboni Anti-stalking legislation gains statewide support. Jun 17:30
Anti-weapons of mass destruction act" passes Senate. Jul 8:27
Senate passes telemarketing fraud prevention act. Jul 15:22
CMA dedicated home last month. Jul 15:23
LI Region Market Authority. Jul 29:13
LIE project demolishes trees. Aug 12:1
DiNapoli to speak before Chamber. Sep 9:2
DiNapoli announces assembly internships. Sep 16:3
DiNapoli announces state grants for non-profit groups. Sep 16:21
NYS HMO report card. Oct 21:20

NORTH HEMPSTEAD, TOWN
Councilman D'Urso announces new assistant. Jan 14:19
New textile recycling program for North Hempstead. Jan 14:34
Public scoping session for redevelopment of Lockheed site. Jan 14:49
From Doreen Banks (letter). Jan 21:20
New garbage district carters for town. Jan 21:33
Supt. Newburger to vie State of the Town address. Jan 28:19
Town accepting nominations for Women's Roll of Honor. Jan 28:35
1999 taxes due Feb 10. Feb 4:3
Supervisor Newburger lauds state of Town. Feb 11:1
Town legislates annual reports. Feb 4:13
Public Safety Dept. makes a difference. Feb 4:18
Town Clerk assesses her term. Feb 4:43
International year of older persons 1999. Feb 18:7
Ann Galante kicks off her campaign. Feb 25:2
Town supports American Red Cross Month. Mar 11:8
County public safety appointment. Mar 25:54
STOP program collection day set for April 10. Apr 1:2
Newburger & D'Urso support dog project. Apr 1:16
Community activist honored by town. Apr 8:2
Moody's upgrades North Hempstead bon rating. Apr 22:15
North Hempstead named Town of the Year. Apr 22:18
Edito Karen Rubin honored by North Hempstead. Apr 29:4
North Hempstead Town Board (letter). Apr 29:36
Both parties set for town elections. Jun 17:1
Supervisor May Newburger is angry. Jun 24:2
Deena Lesser named Executive Assistant at Town Hall. Jun 24:3
NY League of Conservation endorses Newburger. Jul 8:21
Town supports gun show checks. Jul 15:1
Town Clerk race heats up. Aug 19:1
Home sale values soar in North Hempstead. Aug 12:41
North Hempstead to revise building code. Aug 26:1
Sullivan challenges Riordan for District Court. Aug 26:1
Town Board to consider townwide referendum. Aug 26:10
Town clerk elections. Sep 2:20
NY League of Conservation voters endorses Newburger. Sep 2:21
Town pump & treat reservoir. Sep 2:35
Town cancels referendum plan. Sep 9:3
Town's new pump-out service. Sep 9:13
Measures to reduce risk of encephalitis. Sep 16:3
Town clerk race. Sep 23:1
Democrats open headquarters. Sep 23:1
Newburger to file conservative budget. Sep 30:1
Town to hold candlelight vigil against domestic violence. Oct 7:1
NH financial position (letter). Oct 14:24

PARK DISTRICT
Steppingstone summer concerts discussed. Jan 14:1
Only attendance restricted at Steppingstone concerts. Jan 28:1
Dobkin delivers State of Parks address. Feb 11:1
Defibrillators at 3 park sites. Feb 25:1
Expansion of Steppingstone Park. Mar 18:1
George M. Cohan estate (letter). Apr 1:22
George M. Cohan property. Apr 8:1
Park District Youth Advisory Board organizes teen activities. Apr 22:12
Cohan property (letter). Apr 22:29
Cohan's progeny reminisce. May 6:1
Park District welcomes sailing director. May 13:4
Tiananmen Square survivor to speak at GN House. May 27:14
Cohan estate (letter). May 27:20
Cohan property update. Jun 17:3
Dave Sear in Summer in the Park concert. Jun 24:21
George M. Cohan Estate (letter). Jul 1:20
Park District residents only in Steppingstone. Jul 8:1
Park District & new PAL office. Jul 15:1
Putting on the Shows. Jul 22:1
Park District approves PAL building. Jul 29:1
Al Grey: Giving back and all that jazz. Aug 5:1
Parkwood adds kosher food. Aug 5:8
Parkwood celebrates Millennium. Aug 19:10
Lionel Hampton returns to Steppingstone. Sep 2:1
Brill family donates park benches. Sep 23:2
Cohan property (letter). Sep 23:26
Park budget: Not tax increase. Oct 21:1
The Polezhayev Family performs at GN House. Nov 4:29
Cohan property (letter). Nov 25:20
William Dobkin to run for a second term. Nov 25:1
KP to act on Cohan mansion on Dec 14. Dec 2:1

PEOPLE
Berger, Eleanor. Memorial Fund. Feb 11:12
Cohen, Linda. TV exposure. Jul 8:3
Dorfman, Lou. Roasted for a good cause. Mar 25:3
Dubin, Eleanor & Melvin. American Friends of Nishmat. Apr 15:23
Eley, Jean. Letter to the Editor. Jan 7:24
Eng, Irene. UCF tennis sponsor. May 27:47
Fox, Karen. Helen Keller National Center honoree. Sep 16:4
Gecelter, Dr. Gary R. Chief of Gen. Surgery at LIJ. Jan 7:13
Gil, Regina. TV exposure. Jul 8:3
Goodman, Carole. Her White House "Buddy." Aug 5:2
Gottlieb, Bill. Turns 82. Mar 4:4
Graham, Bonnie D. Mentor of many media. Jan 21:4
Greenbaum, Beatrice. Forum: End-of-Life decisions. Sep 2:3
Groedel, Caryn. Attorney wins a big one. Sep 23:6
Hughes, Amy. Mother's Day. May 6:2
Jettelson, Julius. WW II hero recognized. Aug 5:1
Kantor, Eva. 101 and swings. May 27:3
Kasindorf, Mary. CLASP director honored. May 20:34
Katz, Ros. Helen Keller National Center honoree. Sep 16:4
Krauss, Eugene S. Director of Orthopedics. Sep 23:12
Kroll, Rose. 100th birthday. Apr 8:3
Kunis, Rena. 10 years on the Record. Jan 21:3
Leeds, Lilo & Gerard. Institute for Student Achievement. Apr 8:8
Lieberman, Herbert. Co-chairman of the City College Fund. May 20:30
Lobel, David. Band player. Jul 8:10
Puhn, Laurie. Harvard graduate. Sep 2:3
Rapoport, Florence and Carl. Goodbye. Aug 26:4
Recinos, Rosa. Mother's Day. May 6:2
Roberts, Marcia. Broadway producer. Apr 29:3
Roberts, Marcia. Broadway. Jan 7:3
Roberts, Marcia. Celebrates Tony nominations. May 13:3
Rosenman, Ellen & Martin. UJA-Federation honor. Oct 14:7
Sacks DaSilva, Zenia. Professor returns to early vocation. Sep 23:13
Saunders, Dan. Federal hate crime prosecution team. Sep 9:11
Scheinman, Greg. Young movie producer. May 6:3
Seeman, Lee. Gift. Jul 8:3
Seeman, Lee. Visits Turkish Cyprus. Feb 25:5
Styne, Joshua. U. of P. May 6:18
Tenenbaum, Irving. A tribute. Apr 8:21
Thompson, Sarah. Age 101. Mar 25:2
Veliz, Jose. Bridging 2 cultures. Jun 17:2
Vigneaux, Ellen. Helen Keller National Center honoree. Sep 16:4
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Wallace, Michael. Wins Pulitzer Prize for History.  Jun 17:30
Weinstein, Jack B. Honored by GN Lawyers Assoc.  Feb 18:16
Wolper, Lisa and Emily. GN actresses.  Jul 8:2
Yoran, Shalom. War hero.  Jan 21:3
Zimmerman, Robert. Front row seat.  Feb 4:3
Strauss, Marc. Stars in NYC.  Nov 11:4
Rosenzweig, Martin. WW II memories.  Nov 11:3
Roberts, Seth and Ronna. Mystery over death.  Nov 25:4

**POLITICAL PARTIES**
The Jewish Political Caucus.  May 27:26

**POLITICAL PARTIES AND GOVERNMENT**
ADA honors Congresswoman Nita Lower in GN, May 13:34
Center for Election Analysis opens at C.W. Post.  Jul 14:6
Hillary Clinton comes to Great Neck!  Jul 22:1
First Lady came to dinner.  Jul 29:1
Hillary Clinton: Not just listening anymore.  Sep 23:1
Partners part on political party affiliations.  Oct 14:3

**POST OFFICE**
GN Post Office employees adopt a family.  Jan 14:2

**SCHOOLS**
School year recreation program.  Jan 7:1
GN Public Schools Channel TV 51.  Jan 7:3
North High Thespians present *Our Town*.  Jan 7:5
South High's Asian Night 1998.  Jan 7:19
Schools summer 1999 recreation program.  Jan 14:1
New yeshiva elementary school to open.  Jan 14:6
7 Great Neck Intel semifinalists.  Jan 21:1
School Board meeting update.  Jan 21:5
Musicians honored.  Jan 21:5
School budget process begins.  Jan 28:1
Ground broken at GN's elementary schools.  Jan 28:5
Congratulations Intel semifinalists!(ed).  Jan 28:20
School Board broaches underage driving.  Feb 4:1
3 are finalists in Intel Competition.  Feb 4:1
GN Bd of Ed commends Village School students.  Feb 4:5
School Board policy issues.  Feb 11:1
Students wow Intel judges with advanced research.  Feb 11:5
Middle school summer enrichment program.  Feb 18:1
GN Community School fall family festival (photos).  Feb 18:5
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Metropolitan Youth Orchestra & Chorus performs.  Feb 18:10
Summer science programs.  Feb 25:1
Celebrating the century.  Feb 25:5
GN students navigate the world's rainforests.  Feb 25:7
Academics, sports, tutoring (letter).  Feb 25:22
Summer instrumental music program.  Mar 4:1
North students part of history program.  Mar 4:5
Altmann lauds Inter semifinalist.  Mar 4:25
South HS joins Supreme Court Tournament.  Mar 11:4
Water conservation in the classroom.  Mar 11:8
Schools propose millennium budget.  Mar 18:1
Students excel in L.I. science competition.  Mar 18:5
Board recognizes North High students.  Mar 18:5
Students to perform at Lincoln Center.  Mar 18:5
GN South students perform Dragon Dance.  Mar 18:25
Secondary school changes made.  Mar 25:1
Science Olympiad Team wins first at Western L.I. regionals.  Mar 25:5
Parents urge zero tolerance for underage, unlicensed drivers.  Apr 1:1
Proposed school budget cuts.  Apr 1:1
Little Theatre of the Deaf: Shakespeare.  Apr 1:3
Beth HaGan Nursery School News (photos).  Apr 1:5
South High students shine a Supreme Court tournament.  Apr 1:10
State Report Cars: GN schools doing well.  Apr 8:1
GN Community School Teddy Bear Health Fair (photos).  Apr 8:5
Board recognizes South High students.  Apr 15:5
North High presents A Midsummer Night's Dream.  Apr 15:5
School Board (letter).  Apr 15:24
GN/Manhasset Parent-Child Home Program.  Apr 22:3
Understanding NYS school report cards.  Apr 29:1
May 2 concert date at Carnegie Hall! Apr 29:3
Students take top awards in Duracell contest.  Apr 29:5
Students score at LI Science Symposium.  Apr 29:5
From Supt. of Schools, Dr. William A. Shine (ed).  Apr 29:28
Saddle Rock students loved Lantern Festival.  Apr 29:39
After Columbine: Safety in our schools.  May 6:1
School Board adopts budget.  May 6:1
Guns and schools (letter).  May 6:24
Violence in the schools.  May 6:25
South Middle raises tenure issue.  May 20:1
Growing a greener future at South High.  May 20:4
South Seniors win at International Fair.  May 20:5
School Board addresses 2 board policies.  May 27:1
GN Public School District web site updated.  May 27:5
Winners announced in Art Contest.  May 27:6
Recognizing high achieving students. Jun 3:3
Adult Program Quarter-Century Club. Jun 3:5
Town of North Hempstead Student Poetry Project GN winners. Jun 3:30
It's all about bureaucracy at the SED! Jun 10:1
Fourth grade ELA test results. Jun 10:3
Kids caring & contributing to their community. Jun 10:14
Mobil Grant for John F. Kennedy School. Jun 17:4
Volunteers recognized at Adult Learning Center. Jun 17:5
Third Kindergarten full day added. Jun 24:1
GN Student Aid scholarship. Jun 24:4
The class of 1999-Honors & Awards. Jun 24:30
Banning high school rifle teams. Jul 1:3
Korean War vet talks to South students. Jul 1:5
NYS Charter School law (letter). Jul 1:25
Summer food service program. Jul1:30
Early retirement rejected by School Board. Jul 15:1
"Sepalotodo" contest. Jul 15:5
GN schools technology update. Jul 22:1
North students inducted into Music Honor Society. Jul 22:5
Science Congress winners (photo). Jul 22:5
School rifle teams (letter). Jul 22:24
South High celebrates Internship Program. Jul 29:5
NSCAC Awards to graduating seniors. Aug 5:5
South Middle triumphs at Science Olympiad. Aug 5:5
Summer Theater's Comedy Tonight. Aug 12:2
Recreation and our public schools. Aug 12:3
Eighth-grade graduation awards. Aug 12:5
GN South Middle School goes to the moon. Sep 2:5
GN Public Schools open for 1999-2000. Sep 9:1
Music students tapped for All-State. Sep 9:5
25-year employees honored. Sep 9:5
Update: Banning school rifle teams. Sep 16:3
Schools welcome new faculty (photo). Sep 16:5
Update: GN Schools bond issue construction. Sep 30:2
Baker students win Consumer-Science Award. Sep 30:5
South High: taking student driving seriously. Oct 7:1
School Board addresses rifle teams. Oct 7:3
Afro-American faculty in schools (letter). Oct 7:24
School summer recreation program. Oct 14:3
New klezmer band in concert. Oct 14:5
Elementary schools decision-making report. Oct 21:3
GN charter school proposal. Oct 28:1
High School shared decision making. Nov 4:3
Charter schools (letter). Nov 4:24
Great Neck schools (letter). Nov 4:26
Middle school shared decision making report. Nov 11:3
Charter schools (letter). Nov 11:26
School Board opposes local charter school. Nov 18:1
A charter school in GN/ Why? (ed). Nov 18:20
Charter schools (letters). Nov 18:20
UPTC Parents confront charter school issue. Nov 25:1
School district budget increase. Nov 25:1
GN state test scores rank high. Dec 2:1
Charter School panel discussion. Dec 2:1
Sen. Balboni joins fight against GN charter school. Dec 2:1
State, national and AP scholars. Dec 2:5
Charter schools (letters). Dec 2:24

SCHOOLS-FACULTY & STUDENTS
Belmont, Suzanne. Saddle Rock PTSA president. Oct 7:3
Berkowitz, Brian. Awarded President’s Scholarship. Sep 16:5
Berkowitz, Brian. Volunteer. Apr 15:2
Borda, Rose. Teacher receives national recognition. Jul 8:5
Bosworth, Judi. Continues to head School Board. Jul 8:1
Burg, Hal. GNN graduation speech. Jul 15:5
Burghardt, Amy. Writing Award. Jul 15:5
Chou, Sharon. Wins $10,000 in math contest. Oct 28:5
Cohen, Toby. Hispanic scholar semifinalist. Apr 29:5
Dr. Ruth Westheimer keynote speaker at Conference. Apr 22:10
Epstein, Emily. North Middle graduation speech. Aug 12:5
Feierstein, Lauren. Locks of love. Aug 26:3
Fitoussi, Marge. PTSA president profile. Aug 19:3
Fogel, Pam. PTSA president profile. Aug 19:3
Franco, Arley. Student of the year. Feb 11:4
Gayer, Sheridan. SHS graduation speech. Jul 8:5
Glow, Heidi. PTA President profile. Jul 29:3
Greene, Susan. NHS PTSA co-president. Aug 5:3
Hatami, Natalie. North senior wins ARTS award. Jan 14:5
Heinegg, Tom. Granted tenure. Jun 17:1
Holtzman, Robin. Lakeville PTA president. Sep 9:3
Hong, Michele. Finalist in Disney Contest. Jun 17:5
Huang, Warren. Nassau Bar Assoc. competition. Apr 29:5
Kashani, Barbara. Baker co-president. Aug 26:3
Kosarin, Steven. Leadership program. Oct 14:10
Langsner, Fran. PTSA President profile. Jul 15:3
Lauria, Jessica. Lions honor. Apr 29:5
Levine, Joan. Lakeville PTA president. Sep 9:3
Maroof, Phillip. First in Nassau essay contest. Jan 21:5
Meyers, Jessica. GNNHS speech. Jul 29:5
Miner-Healy, Susan. PTSA President profile. Jul 29:3
Myers, Jessica. Gleitsman Award winner. Jul 8:5
Natter, Liz. NHS PTSA co-president. Aug 5:3
Ocheltree, Matthew. Harvard Book Prize. Apr 15:2
Ohebshalom, Richard. NHS graduation speech. Sep 2:5
Pereira, Matthew. NHS speech. Aug 19:5
Pereira, Matthew. Senate Youth Program. Jan 28:5
Polland, Allison. NMS graduation essay. Sep 2:5
Pollard, Allison. South Middle graduation essay. Aug 12:5
Reduced fees for senior citizens for dog licences. Apr 29:3
Rusinek, Julia. In memoriam. Sep 9:4
Schechter, Cindy. Village School president. Aug 12:3
Shapiro, Leslie. Kennedy’s PTSA president. Oct 28:3
Simkovic, Michael. JFK library contest. Apr 29:5
Smolinsky, Matthew M. GreenPoint Achieves Scholarship. Jul 29:5
Sneag, Darryl B. South High graduation speech. Aug 5:5
Steiner, Jacob. Landmark volunteer. Aug 19:5
Stern, Eric. AARP Awards. Jul 1:5
Tomey, Matthew. South HS graduation speech. Aug 26:5
Tutus, Ahu. Drama scholarship. Apr 15:5
Wagner, Susan. Saddle Rock PTSA president. Oct 7:3
Wissner-Gross, Alex. Cancer Conference. Jul 5
Wissner-Gross, Alex. Wins top Intel prize. Mar 18:3
Wissner-Gross, Alexander. USA scholar. May 27:5
Wolf, Michael. LI Historical Journal. Apr 29:5
Marcus, Susanne. TESL teacher honored. Nov 25:5

SENIOR CITIZENS
A taste of theater at the Senior Center. Jan 28:12
GN Senior Center exercise classes. Jan 28:18
Grace Plaza employee contract expired. Jan 28:1
Grand opening of the Mayfair. Jan 28:25
The Mayfair of GN sponsors festival of Jewish film. Apr 15:16
Seniors enjoy a "Thanksgiving" at Millie's Place (photos). Feb 18:14
Senior Center transportation (letter). Apr 29:36
GN Senior housing exception to no pet rule. May 13:3
Senior Center winners in art contest. Jun 10:22
Solving a parking problem. Aug 12:1
Senior choral group forming at the Mayfair. Sep 16:18
GN Lions Club picnic at the Senior Center. Sep 30:12

SPORTS
GN wrestling team: young and upcoming. Feb 11:56
Rebel Girls track on the run. Feb 4:62
Shurka qualifies for States and Nationals. Feb 25:56
Ice skater Sarah Hughes does it again. Mar 4:46
North's swim relay team qualifies for States. Mar 4:48
KP Basketball advances to divisions. Mar 4:48
South's DeMarco qualifies for swim states. Mar 11:63
Daniel C. Frankel wins Junior Golf Skills Challenge. Mar 11:63
North's Aviram places 2nd & 3rd in county gymnastics. Mar 11:64
North's Shurka ends season with 2 school records. Mar 25:56
Brustien sets record with 18 strikeouts. Apr 1:40
Sarah Hughes skates to fame. Apr 22:1
Special Olympics bigger and better. Apr 22:2
GN Park District Parkwood Ice Show. Apr 22:47
Blazer bats heat up against Roosevelt. Apr 22:48
Special Olympics on May 23. May 20:1
Special Olympics (letter). June 3:22
UCF Women's tennis tournament. Jul 1:46
GN Games 1999 (photos). Jul 1:47
11-year old GN golfer Daniel Frankel. Jul 8:46
GN merchants support ORT's Golf & Tennis Classic. Jul 8:47
WORC Stride With Pride in GN. Jul 22:38
Todd Ehren sponsors GN UCF tennis tournament. Aug 12:55
GN South's Jane Vong makes regional soccer team. Aug 12:55
Ron Nano on a roll. Aug 12:55
UCF Tennis Tournament Finals-Big Winners.
Dan & Scott Demarco qualify for Empire's & National. Sep 9:39
John Green wins gold at Empire State Games. Sep 9:39
Byrnes, Erin. 2 silver medals in diving. Sep 16:63
Abraham, Dan. Bronze medal in baseball. Sep 16:63
SYNAGOGUES
Martin Luther King Services. Jan 7:1
Couples college offered at local temples. Jan 7:3
Gallery Emanuel presents "Art-Speak." Jan 7:7
Temple Beth-El honors 7 temple leaders. Jan 14:14
Temple Beth-El to hold salon art exhibit. Jan 21:2
Ecumenical exchange. Jan 21:10
Stephen M. Berk to speak at Emanuel. Jan 21:10
Temple Israel Central European trip. Feb 18:6
Purim festivities at Temple Emanuel. Feb 25:4
Come Night at Temple Isaiah. Feb 25:15
Rabbis Davidson & Waxman to dialogue. Mar 11:2
Mitvah Day at Temple Beth-Edl. Mar 11:3
Masmadi Center hosts Chief Rabbi of Moscow. Mar 11:50
Young Israel offers course in liturgy. Mar 25:2
GN Synagogue Holocaust Memorial Service. Apr 8:4
Mitvah Day at Temple Beth-El (photos). Apr 8:12
Cantorial concert of Jewish music. Apr 8:29
"Seeds of Peace" graduates at Emanuel service. Apr 15:3
Temple Israel Holocaust service. Apr 15:3
Synagogue forum on domestic violence. Apr 29:8
Temple Isaiah-Temple Beth-El Holocaust Remembrance. Apr 29:20
Beth-El honors Norway for Holocaust apology. Apr 29:23
Israeli Ambassador Zalman Shoval to speak at Emanuel. May 6:3
Temple Israel hosts Israeli prodigies. May 13:28
Rabbi Abraham B. Eckstein honored. May 20:7
Temple Emanuel pays tribute to Warren A. Werner. Jun 3:18
Kosher Sex author at Temple Beth-El. Jun 3:18
Temple Emanuel renovation. Aug 5:6
Temple Emanuel nursery school director Ellen Hofstetter. Sep 2:6
New director of education at Temple Isaiah. Sep 2:19
Jewish groups plan holiday observance. Sep 9:1
Gallery Emanuel presents new exhibit. Sep 9:27
Polish shtetl exhibit at Beth-El. Oct 7:14
Gallery Emanuel presents Virtual Reality. Nov 4:22

TELEVISION
New programs on autism. Jan 14:23
PATC announces 3rd annual one-act play competition. Apr 1:8
Cablevision contracts facing open issues. May 13:1
Public Access TV workshops offered. May 27:39
Cablevision launches PSA Campaign. Aug 5:25
In tribute to Rebbitzen Gail Polakoff. Sep 2:3
Great Neck Record Index - 1999

Hiroshima Day. Sep 16:52
Newly elected officers of GN/NS Cable Commission. Nov 25:21
Landmarking video to be cablecast. Dec 2:4

THEATER AND DRAMA
Shirley Romaine's theater series. Apr 15:47

TRANSPORTATION
Brush fire halts LIRR rush hour service. Apr 22:1

TRAFFIC
Addressing Middle Neck Rd. gridlock. Aug 5:4

UNITED STATES CONGRESS
Congressman Gary Ackerman on gun violence. Jun 17:1
Ackerman condemns arrests of Iranian Jews. Jul 1:2
Senator Schumer meets local press. Jun 3:1
LIJMC honors Congressman Ackerman. Jul 15:3
Ackerman Report. Jul 22:8
Ackerman funds for beach erosion study. Aug 12:17
Ackerman selected as UN delegate. Sep 23:19
Ackerman blasts Burger King. Oct 7:31
Ackerman secures funds for beach erosion study. Oct 14:2

UNITED STATES MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY
First time ever USMMA Holocaust course. Feb 11:3
Taming of the Shrew at USMMA Apr 27. Apr 22:7
Ronald E. Byrne, Jr., USMMA honorary degree. Jun 17:29
Ackerman secures more funds for USMMA. Sep 2:7
The USMMA George M. Cohan band. Oct 21:1
Academy training ship first on scene at EgyptAir crash. Nov 11:1

UNITED COMMUNITY FUND
UCF welcomes the Mayfair as sponsor. Jan 7:2
UCF honors 2 outstanding volunteers. Mar 11:1
Come to the UCF dinner dance. Apr 8:1
Thank you UCF! Apr 15:24
UCF welcomes new executive director. Jun 10:1
UCF antique show a big hit! June 24:2
46th annual campaign under way. Sep 16:1
UCF’s 46th Annual Campaign under way (photos). Sep 16:26
UCF asks for your help! Dec 2:3
VILLAGES-GN
Old Village Middle Neck Rd. plans. Mar 4:1
Plans for new Middle Neck Rd. Mar 18:3
Old Village Crafts Fair. Apr 15:1
East Shore Road construction. Apr 29:2
Crafts Fair expects attendance of over 30,000. Apr 29:3
GNVBA Crafts Fair (photos). May 13:20
The May 2 Fair (letter). May 20:20
Tale of 5 trees. Jun 17:1
When is a tree not a tree? (ed). Jun 17:24
GN Village Business Assoc. chooses co-presidents. Jul 1:1
Old Village encourages business. Aug 12:1
Village faces more subdivisions. Aug 26:1
Overcrowding (letter). Aug 26:20
Holiday parking. Sep 16:1
Simcat Torah permit. Sep 30:3

VILLAGES-GN ESTATES
GNE Mayor Nadel resigns. Feb 11:1
Hotly contested Estates elections. Feb 18:1
Nadel off ballot. Mar 4:1
Howard Hirschmann named Estates trustee. Apr 22:1
Estates calls for Chabad School EIS. Apr 22:3
Estates named Tree City USA. May 6:43
Trustees consider marina proposal. Jun 24:1
New downtown apartment building proposed. Jun 24:1
GN Estates Marina (letters). Jul 1:20
GN Estates Marina (letters). Jul 8:20
Estates marina tempest. Jul 22:3
GNE Marina (letters). Jul 22:22
Estates marina (letters). Aug 5:18
Estates marina (letters). Aug 19:20
Estates marina (letter). Aug 26:20
Estates marina (letter). Oct 7:24

VILLAGES-GN PLAZA
Plaza adopts moratorium. Jan 14:1
Plaza parking meters all 25 cents. Jan 21:1
Noise complaints. Jan 21:1
Plaza power outage forces evacuations. Jan 28:2
Plaza and Maple garages. Jan 28:3
Historic preservation. Jan 28:3
Clarification: No tax increase. Feb 4:3
Long look at Knightsbridge project. Feb 25:1
Plaza tennis patrons briefed by Health Dept. Mar 4:2
Restaurant defies Plaza. Mar 11:1
GN Plaza's new location street signs. Apr 15:48
Plaza residents oppose new restaurant. Apr 22:6
Plaza addresses historic preservation. Apr 29:1
Plaza addresses medical office zoning. May 13:1
What a wonderful window ! award. May 20:14
Plaza proposes landmark legislation. May 27:1
Plaza landmark questions. Jul 1:1
Plaza star performers are honored. Jul 22:4
Plaza addresses lower rents. Jul 29:1
44 Knightsbridge nears approval. Jul 29:2
Plaza oks lower ETPA rents. Aug 12:3
Plaza adopts historic preservation. Aug 19:3
Back street beauty appreciated. Aug 19:19
Plaza begins new apartment process. Sep 2:2
Plaza honors top cops. Sep 16:3
Plaza honors local merchants (photos). Sep 16:33
Plaza Street Fair Autofest Oct. 17. Oct 7:1
Plaza to extend moratorium. Oct 14:1
Update: Plaza moratoriums. Oct 28:1
Fair & AutoFest (photos). Oct 28:14
Plaza approves apartment building. Nov 11:2
Plaza extends hotel and senior housing moratorium. Nov 25:2

VILLAGES-KENSINGTON
New xeriscape garden. Jul 22:3
More tree tales. Aug 19:1
Kensington Gate in Dog House (letter). Sep 9:18
Kensington Gate (letter). Sep 16:28
Dogs(letter). Sep 30:30

VILLAGES-KINGS POINT
KP plans new village hall. Jan 7:1
KP residents new Village Hall. Jan 28:20
New village hall for KP in 2000. Apr 15:1
Kings Point considers Cohan landmark. May 27:1
The case for landmarking (ed). June 10:24
George M. Cohan house (letters). June 10:24
Cohan property (letter). Jun 17:24
Cohan property (letter). Aug 5:18
Cohan home (letter). Oct 28:24
First approval for Cohan preservation. Nov 4:1
George M. Cohan property (letter). Nov 4:26

VILLAGES-LAKE SUCCESS
Portrait of Mayor Robert Bernstein. Mar 4:1
Former Mayor Joyce Cohn dies. Mar 11:1
The UN in Lake Success (letter). Apr 15:24
Preserving the old United Nations building. Jul 1:1
Buckle up for the LIE expansion. Jul 8:1
Lake Success trustees have 2 tigers by the tail. Jul 15:24
Westbound LIE ramp closed. Aug 19:4
The Lake Success golf story. Aug 12:54
A look at the old United Nations site. Sep 9:1
Proposed Lake Success Community Center (letters). Nov 11:24
Lockheed Martin (letter). Nov 11:26
Lockheed Martin site under contract. Nov 18:1
Lake Success dedicates new building. Nov 18:1

VILLAGES-RUSSELL GARDENS
Russell Gardens considers leaf blower ban. May 27:3
Russell Gardens leaf blowers (letters). May 27:20
Russell Gardens votes to ban leaf blowers. Jun 10:3

VILLAGES-SADDLE ROCK
Saddle Rock passes tax cut budget. Jan 14:3
Work on Saddle Rock Grist Mill. Jun 10:4
Grist Mill will grind again. Jun 24:3
Village Hall for Saddle Rock. Nov 4:1

VILLAGES-THOMASTON
Arbor Day 1999. Apr 29:16
Creating storm drains. Jul 29:1
Thomaston considers senior housing. Aug 5:1
Thomaston zoning proposal. Sep 2:1
Rezoning meets opposition. Sep 16:1
Thomaston in a quagmire (ed). Sep 30:24
Senior housing (letter). Oct 14:24
Continuing saga of Thomaston. Nov 4:1
Thomaston construction (letter). Nov 25:20

WATER SUPPLY
Manhasset-Laveville taps new superintendent. Jan 28:26
Manhasset Bay Protection Committee. Feb 4:1
Summary of Manhasset Bay Water Quality Improvement Plan. Feb 18:19
Summary (ibid). Feb 25:16
Summary (ibid). Mar 4:26
Summary (ibid.). Mar 11:45
Water quality regulations & standards. Mar 18:4
Summary (ibid). Mar 18:31
Water Authority sprinkling regulations. Apr 22:27
LI Sound grants fund education projects. Apr 22:31
Watershed stewards honored. May 13:33
Watershed steward awards meeting. May 27:3
Water Authority offers speakers bureau. May 27:20
Over-watering can harm lawns. Jun 17:3
Water Authority addresses breast cancer survivors. Jun 17:24
Water Authority's 1999 Poster Contest. Jul 15:15
Water conservation during summer months. Jul 29:2
Water conservation is vital! Aug 19:1
M.T.B.E. & GN waters. Sep 2:1
Water Authority of GN North announcement. Sep 9:11
Water Authority offers educational materials. Oct 14:20
Water Authority prepares for Y2K. Nov 25:13
Regular Features
At The Great Neck Library
Business Record
Community Calendar
Great Neck Arts Center
Great Neck Park District
Great Neck Public Schools
Great Neck Television
Interfaith Bulletin Board
Newsbrief
Off the Record
People in the News
Police Report
School Shorts
Sports

ART & ARTISTS
Gallery Emanuel presents "On The Square." Mar 16:32
Gallery Emanuel presents "Natural Selection." Jul 6:2

ARTISTS
Cohen, Susan Ruth. Jan 13:12
Comnitzer, Luis. At Whitney biennial show. Jan 20:4
Gross, Beatrice. Mar 16:20
Harnick, Sylvia. May 11:10
Kase, Arlene. Peter Malkin exhibit. Mar 16:7
Weinstein, Rachael. Great Neck studio. Aug 10:3
Grey, Al. Celebrating his life. Aug 24:7

ARTS CENTER
Arts Center concert series in private homes. Jan 27:4
Features local film makers. Feb 3:3
Center receives student grant. Feb 3:13
USAF Band of the Rockies coming town. Mar 16:1
GNAC brings yoga to its facilities. Mar 23:3
Artist Romare Bearden featured. Apr 6:20
Concert in tribute to Al Grey. May 4:10
Local merchants offering discounts to Arts Center "Friends of the Arts." May 11:29
Ballet students perform for local seniors. May 11:32
Registration for Summer Arts 2000. May 11:32
Arts Center Festival of the Arts. Jun 8:3
The "slightly-off -center" style of former Mayor Rosegarten. Jul 20:1
Live, from the Arts Center: It's News 12. Aug 17:3
Arts Center exhibit features local artists. Aug 24:3
Arts Center gala at Tribeca Rooftop. Aug 31:1
Arts Center raising funds for expansion. Sep 7:1
Arts Center to present music course with cellist Jeffrey Engel. Sep 21:4
Gala in memory of Doris Weinstein. Sep 21:32

AUTHORS
Cosmann, Richard. Sacrifice and other stories. Jun 1:39
Dominitch, Larry. The Jewish Holidays. May 25:12
Glass, Alan. Love in a thirsty land. Mar 9:4
Musleah, Rahel. Why on this night? Mar 16:11
Newman, Robin Gorman. How to meet a mensch. Feb 10:6
Ungar, William. Destined to Live. Apr 20:3
Wissner-Gross, Elizabeth. Unbiased. Mar 2:4
Gabor, Dr. Marta Simon. In pursuit of balance. Aug 24:3
Bloom, Amy. To host 2 sessions at adult program. Sep 21:5

BUSINESS
Ellios's celebrates 35 years in Great Neck. Feb 17:4
Young entrepreneurs come home to GN. Mar 16:2
Frederick's student aid scholarship. Mar 16:3
Independent Business Women's Circle workshops. Jun 1:22
Arts With Smarts is moving up. Jun 15:4
Mayfair of GN celebrates first anniversary. Jun 29:32
The Independent Business Women's Circle. Jul 6:3
Acoda trunk show benefits CMF. Aug 3:4
Grace Plaza offers new vascular therapy program. Aug 17:19
"Quick Fix PR" launched by RGN Communications in GN. Aug 17:19
Grace Plaza, now Grace Plaza of GN Rehabilitation & Nursing Center. Aug 24:8
Goodstein Realty: Leader in Certified Buyer Representation. Aug 24:8

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Honors Assemblyman Thomas DiNapoli. Mar 9:2
Honors Valerie Link. Apr 6:2

CHURCHES
New vestry at All Saints Church begins work. Mar 16:1
All Saints: Blessing of the Animals. May 18:4
All Saints continues a strawberry tradition. Jun 1:1
Millennium Pilgrimage of St. Aloysius Church. Jun 22:14
Rev. Johanna Johns Jung, new pastor at North Shore Presbyterian. Aug 31:4

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
What parents should know about ecstasy (COPAY). Jan 6:2
BWC: Embracing obstacles in your business. Jan 6:2
SANE/Peace: Getting rid of war. Jan 20:17
Sara's Center meets Roberta Seid. Jan 20:24
27-year history Amnesty International. Jan 27:30
COPAY's children active in the community. Feb 3:3
Independent Business Women's Circle. Feb 3:15
COPAY/Conflict/Anger workshop. Feb 24:19
GNLWV study committee. Mar 9:8
Business Women explore possibilities. Mar 23:30
Parent-Child Home Program at work. Mar 30:3
Sara's Center needs our help. Mar 30:4
GN SANE Missile Stop Tour. Apr 6:6
Hadassah journal honors multiple generations. Apr 6:12
SANE/Peace action speaker, Gordon S. Clark. Apr 27:8
Independent Business Women's Circle has workshops. Apr 27:33
Why Moms are marching on Sunday. May 11:1
Year 2000 at the CLASP Children's Center (photos). May 11:18
SANE/Peace Action launches a nuke! May 11:37
SANE/Peace Action loses Dick Dolid. May 11:38
Healing Circle Improv Group helps breast cancer patients. May 11:39
GN Breast Cancer Coalition quilt to be raffled. May 18:3
Reflections on Million Mom March. May 18:8
COPAY welcomes back Rebecca Seiden. May 25:8
CLASP Children's Center stands to lose county funding. Jun 1:2
Rotary sponsors blood drive. Jun 1:10
New COPAY daily living program. Jun 8:2
League of Women Voters to honor Carolyn McCarthy. Jun 8:20
GN/Manhasset Community Child Care Partnership. Jun 15:8
Hadassah cares program is in GN South High School. Jun 22:7
UCF annual antiques show and sale (photos). Jun 22:35
Carolyn McCarthy speaks for gun control. Jun 29:14
GN /Manhasset Parent Child Home Program celebrates volunteers (photos). Jun 29:38
AJC honors retiring officers. Jul 20:16
COPAY Inc. installs its new board of directors. Jul 20:27
UJA Federation LI Leadership award. Jul 20:29
Amnesty group launches Saudi Arabia campaign. Jul 20:30
Sara's Center "Virtual Raffle Event." Jul 27:1
Open Door welcomes new board members. Aug 17:2
LWV celebrating 80 years at Convention 2000. Sep 14:6
Rotary kicks off turkey drive. Sep 14:7
Creative Sanctuary, new project for Sara's Center director, Ed Regensburg. Sep 21:3
Hiroshima remembered with mock nuclear bomb. (GN SANE/PEACE). Sep 21:3
Cancer Volunteers of America's plant & bake sale benefit (photos).  Sep 21:30

**DANCE**
American Ballet Russe in *Gaite Parisienne*.  Feb 10:2

**DEATHS**
Anton, Karl V.  Jul 13:3
Baker, Sarah.  Jan 27:36
Belliveau, Anita C.  Jan 6:29
Borsdorff, Margaret.  Feb 3:46
Dinkin, Benjamin.  Jul 27:39
Fishman, Annamae Foiston.  Jul 27:39
Fitzpatrick, Frances R.  Jan 27:36
Garflinkle, Jerome.  May 11:47
Garland, Clifford. C.  Feb 3:46
Goldstein, Magda.  Jul 13:47
Grey, Al.  Mar 30:1
Hedeman, Robert J.  Jul 6:31
Herlinger, Charles A.  Jul 27:39
Itchkow, Kenneth M.  May 25:46
Jacoff, Bernice.  Jan 27:36
Johnston, Francine.  Apr 6:42
Karson, Nelson.  Apr 27:46
Katz, Arthur.  Feb 3:46
Klein, Alison Rachel.  Mar 16:44
Krinsky, Audrey Hope.  Jan 27:36
Lewine, Daniel J.  Feb 17:38
Locey, Marion.  Feb 10:54
MacDonald, Elizabeth M.  Mar 16:44
Meinwald, Rose.  Mar 9:36
Mender, Billie Rebecca.  Apr 27:46
Moomjy, George S.  Apr 6:42
Mueller, Gladys Hartung.  May 4:45
Mulryan, Janice Kalna.  Feb 24:45
November, Josephine.  Jun 22:47
Oppenheimer, Kathe.  Jan 6:29
Orenstein, Jules E.  Jan 27:36
Pickman, Hattie.  May 4:45
Prestianni, Nancy.  Mar 9:36
Quat, Leon.  Apr 27:46
Quitkin, Marlene E.  Jul 27:39
Rabbani, Ruhiiyyih.  Feb 3:46
Rudolph, Margaret.  Mar 2:46
Schneider, Dr. Miriam.  Jun 15:54
Sheffer, Elsie.  Feb 10:54
Sternberg, Bernard.  Mar 30:37
Stober, Carl.  Mar 30:37
Whelan, Florence Kuen.  May 4:45
Williams, Ruth Elinor,  Jul 6:31
Williams, Ruth Elinor.  Jun 29:46'
Yallo, Caroline.  May 18:46
Yanis, David.  Mar 23:39
Zannikos, Stamatios.  Feb 24:45
Davis, Ethel T.  Aug 17:62
Jellinek, Edith.  Aug 10:46
Mickus, Veto B.  Aug 31:39
Smeja, Stephen M.  Aug 31:39
Bruce, June N.  Aug 31:39
Bruce, June N.  Sep 14:54
Cox, Doris A.  Sep 21:47
Berkun, Mordecai A.  Sep 21:47
Gallagher, Margaret Mary.  Sep 21:47

ENVIRONMENT
Life in the 21st Century (Kane).  Jan 6:17
Contamination plume location confirmed.  Feb 24:1
Mosquito menace (letter: Penner).  Feb 24:22
GN goes green, naturally!  Mar 23:32
You can help stop West Nile Virus (Kane).  Mar 30:21
Aiming at mosquitoes.  Apr 6:1
Xeriscape garden.  Apr 6:3
Will Lockheed-Martin evade a major pollution problem? (Kane). May 4:25
Marsh tour: Environmentalists are made, not born.  May 11:3
Herbal alternative may sting the DEET market.  May 18:3
The sounds of Spring (Kane).  Jun 1:17
Pesticide spraying.  Jun 22:26
Saving Long Island Sound.  Jun 29:2
"Target pests, not people" says breast cancer activists.  Aug 3:1
Tap water vs. bottled water (Kane).  Aug 17:26
Stanton Cleaners Area Community Group (SCAG) receives EPA technical assistance grant.
  Aug 31:2

ETHNIC
Iranian Democrats fight bus cuts.  Apr 6:1
From the Hispanic Community of GN. Apr 13:32
COPAY assists GN's Latino Community with 2000 census. Apr 27:6
Iranian Americans working for gun control. May 18:1

FIRE DISTRICTS
Vigilant celebrates 94th birthday. Jan 27:2
Fighting 2 house fires. Feb 3:1
Junior firefighting. Feb 10:3
Vigilant fire medics to the rescue! Mar 9:1
Vigilant giving away $65,000. Apr 6:27
GN Alert honors 25 years of fire service. May 4:4
GN Alert Fire Company (photos). Jun 8:6
Antique fire apparatus show and muster. Jun 29:3
Crisis & rescue at the Wedgewood Nursing Home. Sep 14:1
Fire truck accident (letter:M-L Fire District). Sep 14:29
GN Alert Fire Co. acquires portable cardiac defibrillator. Sep 21:44

GNVOA (GREAT NECK VILLAGE OFFICIALS ASSOCIATION)
GNVOA at work (featuring President Dan Nachmanoff). Sep 14:1

GREAT NECK
Community to memorialize Martin Luther King, Jr. Jan 13:1
The ultimate GN blood drive. Jan 13:5
Six local village elections uncontested. Feb 24:1
A united Great Neck (letter). Feb 24:1
GN could be a "Fresh Air friendly town." Mar 30:3
Garden Conservancy holds "Open Days." May 11:3
GN Memorial Day tradition continues. May 25:2
Three villages see uncontested elections. May 25:4
Kessel addresses Village Officials Association. Jun 1:1
GN dads reveal Fathers' Day wishes. Jun 15:3
Immigrant workers (letter:Pierce). Jun 15:24
Duck rescue. Jun 22:2
Uncontested village election results. Jun 29:2
Hiroshima remembered: an agenda for survival. Jul 27:3
Great Neck on the web. Aug 17:3
Foreign student visits GN. Aug 24:4

GREAT NECK LIBRARY
School Board addresses library election date. Jan 6:1
Library voting date (letter). Jan 6:16
A look back at 1999 (letter). Jan 6:18
Great Neck Record Index - 2000

Library annual meeting (vote). Jan 13:15
Library voting date (letters). Jan 13:20
Library Board amendments (letters). Jan 20:20
Library Board (letter). Jan 27:20
Library elections remain in January. Feb 3:2
Library Board (letter). Feb 3:20
Library Board elects officers. Feb 10:1
Bette Weidman, new library board president. Feb 17:1
Great Neck Library voting (letter). Feb 24:22
Main library feasibility study. Mar 16:1
Library renovation (letters). Mar 16:26
Library Board adopts 2001 budget. Mar 30:1
Main Library renovation needs. Apr 20:1
Library expansion (letter). May 4:24
Library communications (letter). May 4:24
Annual library budget workshops/hearings (letter:Cullen). May 4:26
Library expansion (letter:C.Salita). May 11:24
In memory of Ed Amrhein (letters). May 11:24
Library Board adopts new "procurement" policy. Jun 1:1
Spurious flyer of Library Board meeting (letter:Wiener). Jun 8:24
Procurement policy questioned (letter:Wallach). Jun 8:25
The importance of Levels (letter:Linder). Jun 22:28
Nominating Committee seeking prospective library board candidates. Aug 10:3
False Flyers (letter:Kane). Aug 17:25
Library bus discontinued (letter:Georgalis). Aug 17:25
Objection to cancellation of library board meeting (letter:Wallach). Sep 21:22

GREAT NECK POST OFFICE
U.S. Postal annex slated for East shore Rd. Feb 10:1
Post Office site: Good neighbor Uncle Sam? May 4:1

HEALTH
Update on Great Neck Breast Health Survey. Jan 13:17
Patient privacy issue (letter). Jan 13:22
Raising our boys (letter). Mar 9:22
Breast Cancer Hotline. Mar 16:43
Children and psychotropic drugs. Mar 30:10
Need for volunteer blood donors in GN. Apr 6:41
Area blood supply low, donations much needed (letter:Amper). Jul 6:20
Free women's cancer seminar by leading LI medical experts. Sep 21:14

MUSIC
Music Center's violins on the big screen. Mar 2:3
Rockin' Robin perform. May 11:11
GN musicians represent NY State at the National Festival of the States. May 11:12
GN Choral Society honors Morton Gould. May 18:8

**NAISSAU COUNTY**

Nassau County Citizen. Jan 13:1A+
Altmann votes to restrict access to tobacco. Jan 20:16
LIPAS's 1999 LI population survey complete. Jan 20:17
Countywide LI bus cuts proposed. Mar 2:1
Cutting buses no option (letter:Newburger). Mar 2:21
Reassessment on horizon for county. Mar 2:26
GNLWV charter school study committee. Mar 2:28
Legislator Barbara Johnson dies at 56. Mar 16:27
Take action against West Nile virus. Mar 23:11
County agrees to reassessment of residential properties. Mar 30:3
Nassau budget crisis (letter). Mar 30:20
Charter School Studies. Apr 6:24
County judgeship for Jon Kaiman. Apr 13:1
Future of Commissioner of Accounts. May 4:1
Altmann approves personal service contract referendum. May 11:21
Proposed day care cuts (letter:Finkel/NCJW). May 25:16
Altmann & Dems demand Gulotta to abolish 56 county posts. Jun 22:12
Nassau County passport services. Jun 22:12
County makes first round cuts. Jun 22:18
Agreement on plan to help taxpayers. Jun 29:22
LIPA approves cross-sound cable project. Jun 29:31
Operation stroke launched in Nassau County. Jul 27:10
NYS cancer maps-what they show for GN & neighbors. Aug 24:1
Carbon monoxide safety (column:Gulotta). Sep 7:25
Nassau County naturalization record project. Sep 7:31
LIPA establishes independent storm review panel. Sep 14:20
Mayor Thomas Suozzi of Glen Cove, Nassau County Executive candidate? Sep 21:1
Health Dept seeks teen volunteers for tobacco "stings." Sep 21:10
LIPA on alert for height of hurricane season. Sep 21:12

**NEW YORK STATE**

Child care reform (letter). Jan 6:17
Maps issued by NY State on cancer trends. Jan 13:17
From Senator Michael Balboni. Jan 20:20
DiNapoli & Balboni defend NY waters. Mar 2:1
Zimmerman holds Gore campaign post. Mar 2:3
NY Council for the humanities "Young Scholars Contest." Feb 3:18
Financial Board for Nassau County. Mar 16:41
DiNapoli calls on MTA to halt cuts to LI bus. Apr 6:26
Interest in cleaning up LI groundwater grows. Apr 6:26
DiNapoli: Fast Track State budget. May 4:1
DiNapoli responds (letter). May 4:24
Balboni announces passage of "fire-safe" cigarettes bill. May 11:21
Democrats great hope: Tom DiNapoli. May 25:1
Governor urged to sign MTBE ban. May 25:16
Pataki signs legislation to ban MTBE in NY. Jun 1:33
Balboni releases report on video game violence. Jun 8:12
Balboni to receive Giraffe Award. Jun 15:2
Pesticide notification bill snatched from extermination. Jun 22:1
State increases aid to localities by $123.1 million. Jun 22:13
Catching up with Senator Balboni. Aug 3:1
John Brooks challenges Balboni. Aug 3:1
Pesticide neighbor notification becomes law. Sep 7:2
Jet skis to be regulated by local governments. Sep 21:40

NORTH HEMPSTEAD, TOWN
North Hempstead installs its leaders. Jan 6:1
Newburger tackles local issues at GNVOA. Mar 2:1
New town zoning codes. Feb 3:1
May Newburger looks to the future. Feb 10:1
May Newburger on solid waste (letter). Mar 16:24
Traffic safety Commission report. Mar 16:38
Vial of Life. Mar 23:11
Haran & Hyman appointed North Hempstead commissioners. Apr 20:34
North Hempstead home values up again. May 4:33
Town plans meetings on environment fund. May 11:2
Town offers defensive driving classes. Jun 22:22
Town & LIPA's wire friendly tree program. Jul 20:6
Dog licensing available on-line. Aug 3:6
Town united against domestic violence. Aug 10:1
Environmental legacy fund referendum set to go before voters. Sep 7:1
Town to hold candlelight vigil against domestic violence. Sep 14:2
Town issues debt management plan. Sep 21:3

PARK DISTRICT
Attractive new booth in Steppingstone Park. May 18:12
Park Commissioner Imperatore to retire. Jun 8:1
New look for GN’s parks. Jun 8:3
Park District election contested. Jun 22:3
July 4th at Steppingstone Park. Jun 29:36
Candidates, Imperatore and Lincoln, speak out. Jul 6:1
July 4th at Steppingstone Park (photos). Jul 20:20
Turtle, redecorated, now lives at the Parkwood complex. Jul 27:2
Steppingstone Theatre free show bus. Aug 3:3
Aquacisers adorn Parkwood Pool. Aug 10:8
Lionel Hampton Steppingstone concert. Aug 31:1
Lional Hampton honored as "Entertainer of the Millennium." Sep 14:3

PEOPLE
Bach, Dr. Gideon. Noted Israeli scientist visits GN. Apr 6:29
Bendor, Susan. Immigrant's life recounted. Jan 27:3
Berkowitz, Nat. Happy birthday. Apr 13:4
Brookman, Rhoda. Women's History honor. May 4:2
Chatinover, Marvin A. In current film. Jun 29:3
Christie, Jean. SANE/Peace honor. Jul 27:15
Eskreis MD, David. GN Physician heads Medical Society. Jul 27:7
Feldman, Miriam. 100 years old. Mar 9:3
Gluckauf, Else. Town Women's Roll of honor inductee. May 18:2
Greenberg, Fannie. Celebrates 105th birthday. Jun 1:3
Grey, Al. Memorial tribute. Apr 13:4
Grey, Al. U.of Idaho Al Grey Scholar Award. May 11:2
Heller, Honey. Women's Roll of Honor. Apr 13:2
Herzig, Helene. Open Door award. May 4:3
Hughes, Sarah, GN's teen ice skating star. Mar 2:1
Kasindorf, Mary. Women trailblazer award. Mar 23:28
Klein, Ruthe and Harold. Academic Year in America. Jul 20:21
Koffler, Ruth. George Segal's cousin. Jun 29:4
Leif, Derek. Millionair quiz show. Mar 16:4
Levine, Hilda. Disney Teacher Award nominee. Jun 1:4
Meyer, Ora. LOWV honor. Feb 24:33
Muller, Sandy & Bob. Collect countries. Feb 10:3
November, Jo. Remembering Jo November. Jun 29:22
Orenstein, Judge Jules E. Hundreds pay tribute. Feb 10:2
Richman, Harold. Great Neck gardener. May 11:8
Roggen, Morton. Earthwatch. Feb 24:3
Segalowitz, Bernice. GNŁWV new president. Jan 27:3
Sheff, Alice. North Hempstead Roll of Honor. Apr 6:2
Smith, Elsie Rubenau. Losing 102 years of GN's history. Jul 20:2
Steinberg, Ira Jonathan. Jan 27:3
Tschinkel, Anne. Moving to Vero Beach. Jul 13:3
Cohn, Lucille. Volunteer in creative art experiences. Aug 3:7
Curry, Brother Thomas. Takes solemn vows. Aug 3:16
Nagler, Stuart H. GN resident supports AHRC Hubsites. Sep 14:36
Weinberg, Judge Claire. Nominated for County Court. Sep 21:2

POLITICAL PARTIES
Reform Democratic Assoc. endorses Gore. Feb 10:20
Meyersfield, Eric. SAG strike (letter). Jun 1:16

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Sounding gubernatorial, McCall addresses Lawyers Association. Feb 17:1
GN saddles up for the race. Feb 17:3
Tipper Gore charms GN crowd. Mar 9:1
Ms. Bradley raises temperature for election fever. Mar 9:3
GN Democratic Convention delegates. Jul 6:1
Cuban embargo (letters). Jul 6:22
Hillary Clinton speaks with local editors. Aug 10:1
COPAY greets Hillary Clinton. Aug 17:53

RELIGION
Project Identity of Great Neck (ad). Sep 21:14

SCHOOLS
School Board addresses library election date. Jan 6:1
Charter school aftermath (letter). Jan 6:18
Student transportation in GN. Jan 13:2
Group formed to prevent teen drug abuse. Jan 13:3
School Board election contested. Jan 20:1
UPTC budget requests. Jan 20:3
Four students are named Intel semifinalists. Jan 20:5
School Board elections (letter). Jan 27:20
Baker School TESL request. Mar 2:3
Manhasset/GN head start program (letter). Mar 2:18
Secondary school courses proposed. Feb 3:3
SHS's Asian Club presents Asian Night 1999. Feb 3:5
Funding school district building projects. Feb 10:1
Community Conference 2000 planned. Feb 10:4
School Board election (letters). Feb 10:20
School Board to develop newspaper policy. Feb 17:1
Community members teach at the adult program. Feb 17:5
School newspapers (letter). Feb 17:16
School district transportation policy. Feb 24:3
School District proposes $110,823,000 budget. Mar 9:1
Our children-don't put your head in the sand (letter). Mar 9:20
New courses for North schools. Mar 16:3
Wonderful Village School internships. Mar 16:3
Addressing bias (letter). Mar 16:26
New school rifle team request. Mar 23:1
Dare to share at GN North. Mar 30:16
School budget questions (letter). Mar 30:22
DiNapoli & Balboni announce School District grant. Apr 6:1
North High increases AIDS awareness. Apr 6:5
NYSSBA 2000 State Legislative Conference. Apr 13:3
School Board to support "Parent Decide." Apr 20:3
USAF Band presents stirring performance. Apr 20:3
School Board adopts 2000-01 budget. Apr 27:1
Village Schools's Children's Day at the Fair. Apr 27:1
School District adopts proposed 2000-01 budget. May 4:5
SeniorEvent 2000: A well-kept secret. May 4:33
Temple Isaiah Hebrew School teaches philanthropy. May 4:34
GN class of 2000: Kindergarten to graduation. May 11:3
South school complex water tests safe. May 18:1
GN Community School annual Mayfair. May 18:3
Student publications policy draws crowd. May 25:2
School bond issue construction update. May 25:3
Long Island Hebrew Academy (LIHA) pioneering kindergarten class. May 25:14
School board approves development plan. Jun 1:1
GN schools tackle Canada geese problem. Jun 8:1
Village School cherishing individuality (ed). Jun 14:24
The class of 2000-honors and awards. Jun 22:1
Board of Education 2000-01 meetings. Jun 22:4
Faculty & others honored by Board of Education. Jun 22:5
Village School graduating class (photos). Jul 6:1
COPAY kids 2000 staff. Jul 13:5
School Board elects officers. Jul 20:1
Adult Education-A promise fulfilled. Jul 20:3
Class of 2000 heads off to college. Aug 10:3
WW II oral history project. Aug 31:5
Newburger/Ackerman save Head Start. Sep 7:4
GN diversity & affordability, major topics at Conference 2000.
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Class of 1950 of North HS reunion planned. Sep 14:39
Smooth opening for GN public schools. Sep 21:1
Amy Bloom to host 2 sessions at adult program. Sep 21:5
Baker students win Consumer-Science special award. Sep 21:5
Community Conference 2000 addresses education, child safety, parenting. Sep 21:5
National Merit scholarship semifinalists from GN. Sep 21:5
Tarumi violinists perform at UN General Assembly. Sep 21:16
GN Community School honors teachers (photos). Sep 21:36

SCHOOLS-STUDENTS & FACULTY
Arnay, Gabrielle. South High graduation speech. Jul 6:5
Bosworth, Judi. Named federal liaison. Feb 10:5
Bosworth, Michael. Princeton's honor. Apr 6:3
Cadieu, Charles. LI Science Symposium. Mar 16:5
Fornari, Amy. Good Deed Award. Jun 8:16
Fuchs, Mona. Says goodbye. Jan 13:1
Goldman, Joan. Innovator of the Year. Jun 15:5
Hall, Ilan. Cooking school in Italy. Jun 1:3
Hirschland, Ellen B. Memorial lecture. Mar 16:5
Langsner, Fran. Joins School Board. Feb 24:1
Last, Cynthia. Middle School teacher honored. Apr 27:2
Oppenheim, Mona Hirsch. Jan 27:1
Ross, Randolph. SHS principal granted tenure. Jan 20:5
Rothstein, Nathaniel. Alan L. Gleitsman Award winner. Jul 6:5
Schorn, Alan. Teacher forges link with professors and scientists. May 11:5
Schultz, Carolyn. Winner in American Presidents Contest. Mar 9:25
Woltering, Coach Joe. Honored. Jun 8:5
Berkowitz, Barbara. New school board vice president. Aug 17:1
Bosworth, Judi. Back to school. Aug 24:1
Brown, Barbara. New UPTC president. Aug 31:1
Giannopulos, Maria. In Greece. Aug 31:3
Shackar, Valerie. Great Neck Record intern. Aug 31:3
Shine, Dr. William A. Some thoughts on education. Sep 7:1
Andrews, Barbara. New principal for North Middle. Sep 7:3
Gopen, Daniel. A chance to save a life! Sep 7:3
Sanders, Dr. Arlette. Retirement dinner. Sep 7:5

SENIOR CITIZENS
The Mayfair of GN welcomes furry new resident. Jan 20:25
Musical tribute in memory of Shirley Raphael.  Feb 3:8  
Support group for senior citizens.  Mar 9:10  
Tipper Gore a sensation at the Senior Center.  Apr 6:45  
Senior Center salutes its leaders.  Jun 8:29  
Mayfair to show artwork of assisted-living resident, Helen Quat.  Sep 21:4

**SPORTS**

Sarah Hughes does it again.  Jan 6:40  
Colette Gray, GN Spirits Special Olympics athlete.  Jan 20:3  
American Royal Arts donates to Special Olympics.  Jan 20:14  
Executive Sports Memorabilia donates to Special Olympics.  May 11:54

**SYNAGOGUES**

Temple Beth-El honors Danish rescuers.  Feb 17:3  
Ambassador Hassouna at Emanuel.  Feb 24:1  
Temple Emanuel presenting *ThePassover Story*.  Mar 30:32  
Brotherhood Interfaith Seder at Temple Beth-El.  Apr 27:25  
Temple Israel Scholar-In-Residence program.  Apr 27:32  
Emanuel brings musical comedy to GN.  May 11:16  
Temple Israel honors 3 couples.  May 18:25  
Gallery Emanuel presents "Non-objectively speaking." May 25:35  
Knesset member, Dr. Uzi Landau, to speak at Temple Israel.  Jun 15:3  
Adult B'Not Mitzvah at Temple Beth-El.  Jun 29:10  
*Der Yiddisher Pinafore* with Cantor Barouch.  Jul 27:3  
Temple Beth-El elects new board.  Aug 3:19  
Simcas Torah celebration compromise.  Aug 24:2  
Temple Isaiah chooses Rabbi Ted Tsuruoka.  Aug 31:4  
Orthodox and. non-Orthodox . (letter:anonymous). Aug 31:30  
Gallery Emanuel presents "Zikaron." Sep 7:10  
Iranian Jewish Center honors the omidvars.  Sep 7:11  
Mini-Concert at Emanuel's Selihot service.  Sep 14:8  
Sheryl Kissin is the new NOAR Nursery School director of Temple Emanuel.  Sep 14:10  
Shaare Zion welcomes Rabbi Yamin Levy.  Sep 14:23  
Holocaust art exhibit at Temple Emanuel.  Sep 21:41

**TELEVISION**

French for travelers.  Feb 10:44  
Understanding the Public Access Television Station (letter).  Mar 16:26  
Winning plays to be aired on Public Access TV.  June 15:12  
PACT video garners prestigious awards.  Jul 6:4  
"Art with Smarts" comes to Beth Ha Gan.  Sep 7:7  
*Senior Moments* debuts on local TV.  Sep 14:3
TRANSPORTATION
Bus cuts (letter).  Feb 24:22
Bus issue (letter).  Mar 23:18
Iranian Democrats fight bus cuts.  Apr 6:1
LI bus riders rejoice.  Apr 20:6

TRAFFIC
LIE/HOV project construction update.  June 1:30

UNITED STATES CONGRESS
Ackerman helps broker deal to save Smithtown Hospital.  Feb 17:2
House passes Ackerman bill to clean up LI sound.  May 18:2
Is Lazio what the doctor ordered.  Jun 15:1
Ackerman Report: Rx drugs for seniors.  Jun 15:30
Elkowitz challenges Ackerman.  Jun 29:1
Sen. Schumer's priority is education.  Aug 17:1
WW II veterans contact Cong. Gary Ackerman.  Sep 21:39

UNITED STATES MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY
Coast Guard station moving to academy.  Feb 24:3
USMMA sports wrap-up.  Apr 6:54
Tarumi violinists at Rotary concert.  Apr 13:3
Veterans receive NY State highest military honor.  May 18:18
First Lady to address MMA commencement.  Jun 8:1
USMMA Band at D-Day event.  Jun 15:32
First Lady at USMMA graduation.  Jun 29:1

UNITED COMMUNITY FUND
Mother's Day jazz brunch.  Apr 13:1
Celebrate Mother's Day with mom and UCF.  May 11:1
Annual dinner dance (photos).  Jun 15:39
Mina Aibel takes the helm at UCF.  Jul 2:1
New UCF VP plans increase in fund function.  Aug 10:1
GN UCF campaign begins.  Sep 21:1

VILLAGES-GN
Houses proposed for Wesey site.  Jan 6:1
The history of the Village of Great Neck.  Feb 17:3
Budget proposed.  Apr 13:2
Leafblower law adopted.  May 4:1
Great Neck Record Index - 2000

Zoning proposal angers GN residents. May 11:1
Steamboat Road zoning amended. May 25:4
Question of rezoning Helen Lane. Jun 15:1
Allenwood residents address mixed use zoning. Jun 22:3
Helen Lane rezoning request turned down. Jun 29:1
Former Wesey property granted variance. Jul 6:1
Leaf blower law disobeyed (letter: Greenberg). Jul 6:22
Old Village assures smooth transitions. Jul 20:1
Village faces more subdivisions. Jul 27:1
Mayor Celender’s Wednesday evening bedtime stories. Aug 3:3
Simcas Torah celebration compromise. Aug 24:2
"No Parking" rules (during Jewish High Holidays) never lifted. Sep 14:1

VILLAGES-GN PLAZA
GN Plaza online! Jan 20:1
Deputy Mayor Celender kicks off campaign. Jan 20:1
Plaza addresses mayor’s services. Jan 27:1
Plaza to bury time capsule. Mar 2:2
Plaza codifies parking laws. Feb 10:3
Plaza adds resident parking. Feb 24:2
Request for GN taxi fare hike. Mar 9:3
Welcoming Mayor Jean Celender. Mar 30:1
Plaza installs Mayor Celender. Apr 13:3
Plaza parking and safety committee. Apr 13:4
Plaza considers leafblower law. Apr 27:3
Plaza 70th anniversary party. May 11:1
Time warp: GN Plaza, May 17, 1930. May 25:3
Plaza pledges help for PAL field house. Jun 15:3
Plaza anticipates new condo. Jun 29:3
Cow Parade 2000 project. Jul 6:3
Plaza addresses corporate housing. Jul 13:18
Plaza presents first village key. Jul 27:1
Plaza may address "air rights." Aug 10:2
Time capsule to be dedicated Aug. 22. Aug 17:1
Plaza holds safety fair. Aug 17:4
Plaza approves new condominium. Aug 24:2
Opposed to another condominium apartment building (letter: Levy). Sep 21:20

VILLAGES-KENSINGTON
Mayor Burghardt stepping aside. Jan 27:1
Welcoming Mayor Bonnie Golub. Mar 30:1
Mayor Golub wears many hats. Apr 13:1
Jukebox Saturday Nite in GN Plaza. Aug 31:12
Time capsule dedication in Grace Ave. Park. Aug 31:18
Street Festival this Sunday. Sep 14:1
Plaza nixes air rights concept. Sep 14:3

VILLAGES-KINGS POINT
The Cohan property...Was it sold for a song? Feb 3:1
The Mitchell Creek wetlands. Mar 23:1
Mitchell Creek (letter). Mar 30:22
The value of Mitchell Creek salt marsh. Apr 6:24
Mitchell Creek (letter). Apr 6:24
Mitchell Creek (letter). Apr 13:30
Cohan subdivision tabled. Apr 20:1
Mitchell Creek update. Apr 20:1
Mitchell Creek (letter). Apr 27:20
New KP village hall under way. May 18:1
KP village hall (letter:Rotman). May 18:20
Devastating blast destroys home. May 25:1
Slouching toward development: the George M. Cohan property. Jun 8:1
KP Village Hall (letter:Rotman). Jun 8:25
Cohan property comes closer to development. Jun 22:1
Cohan property controversy continues. Jun 29:1
Cohan property opposition (letter:Soane). Jun 29:20
Kings Point zoning (letter:Nelson)
KP Civic Association officers. Jul 13:14
Cohan waterfront decision (letter:Korobow)
Decision on Cohan condemnation request tabled indefinitely. Jul 27:1
Cohan controversy (letters:Wallach, Kane). Jul 27:26
Cohan house (letter:Kane). Aug 10:20
More Cohan variances set. Aug 17:1
Cohan estate imbroglio tightens. Sep 7:1
Park District response to KP Board of Appeals re Cohan house. Sep 7:24
No advance notice on road paving (letter:Diamond). Sep 7:24
Cohan property (letter:Arenella). Sep 7:25
Cohan Estate (letter:Kane). Sep 14:26
The former George M. Cohan property (ed:Tamarin). Sep 14:27
Steppingstone Park/Cohan estate public hearing. Sep 21:1
Park should purchase all six-acres of Cohan property (letter:Miller). Sep 21:22

VILLAGES-LAKE SUCCESS
Board to hold special election. Jan 6:1
Bond Resolution (letter). Jan 6:18
Bond resolution (letter). Feb 17:16
Contamination plume location confirmed. Feb 24:1
NYU Child Study Center opens facility in LS. Feb 24:34
LS venture announced. Mar 30:1
Lockheed Martin cleanup.  Apr 20:1
Frustation: Lockheed Martin cleanup.  May 25:1
Need help in LS? Dial 911.  Jun 8:4
Community Liaison Committee for Lockheed cleanup on track.  Jun 22:1
Community Center update.  Jul 27:2
LS Environmental Commission working towards pesticide free gardens.  Aug 31:29
The cleanup at Lockheed Martin.  Sep 7:3
Lockheed-Martin (letter:DiCamillo).  Sep 14:26

VILLAGES-SADDLE ROCK
Web site for Saddle Rock.  Mar 2:2

VILLAGES-THOMASTON
Grace Ave/Colonial Rd Bridge (letter).  Mar 30:20
Colonial Road Bridge.  Apr 13:1

WATER SUPPLY
Water Authority celebrates 10th year.  Jan 13:1
Water Authority GN North (letter).  Jan 13:20
Water (letter).  Feb 3:22
Water quality regulations and standards.  Apr 20:27
WaterAuthority updates emergency plan.  Apr 27:2
Water Authority set to relocate.  May 4:2
Water Authority saving money through LIPA.  May 11:22
Robert Graziano discusses water issues at GN South Middle School.  May 18:22
Water Authority receives additional LIPA rebate.  Jun 29:6
Reducing water usage during the summer months.  Jul 20:2
Water Authority Poster Contest winners.  Aug 31:5
Ceremony for new off-peninsula wells.  Sep 21:29
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Regular Features
At The Great Neck Library
Business Record
Community Calendar
Great Neck Arts Center
Great Neck Park District
Great Neck Public Schools
Great Neck Television
Interfaith Bulletin Board
Newsbrief
Off the Record
People in the News
Police Report
School Shorts
Sports

ACCIDENTS
No injuries in spectacular car accident in GN Plaza. Sep 13:16

APARTMENTS
Objects to“no dogs allowed” rule in Horizon House (letter:Daniels). Apr 5:32

ART & ARTISTS
Beth-El Museum presents Ilya Schor and His Great Neck Patrons. Feb 8:2
Louise P. Sloane curatorial debut. Mar 8:7
Sara’s Center art exhibit (letter:Penn). Mar 1:20
Shirley Romaine presents “The Ashcan painters & their world.” Sep 20:6

ARTISTS
Appel, Gerald. At Graphic Eye Gallery in PW. Mar 29:8
Hamill Dresch, Kimberly. First juried art show. May 17:10
Hecht, Sheila. GN artist exhibits. Nov 29:8
Moskowitz, Evelyn. Honorable mention in Nassau Co. Art Contest. May 17:16
Sloane, Louise P. Exhibit out east. Jul 26:22
Udow, Roz. At Graphic Eye Gallery in PW. Mar 29:8
Wells, Robert B. Honorable mention Nassau Co. Art Contest. May 17:16
Yoran, Varda. Sculptor’s “Tai Chi” at Tel-Aviv U. Jun 14:61

ARTS CENTER
Photographs by Fred Stein. Jan 11:8
New Arts Center spring courses. Jan 18:6
A real art education for young artists. Feb 8:3
Fred Stein photographs: *Times’s Witness: Enduring Images of the 20th Century*. Feb 15:3
Curtis Salonick photo exhibit at Center. Feb 22:26
Pianist Ruth Laredo comes to GN. Mar 1:3
Works of Jia-xuan Zhang and Eden Morris at Center. Apr 5:6
Arts Center Jazz concert May 6. Apr 26:14
Movie previews focus on music. May 17:14
Center concludes Cinematheque Series. Jun 21:14
Arts Center students celebrate Festival of the Arts. Jul 5:28
Arts Center set for expansion. Aug 16:1
Major funding for Art Center expansion. Aug 30:3
Introducing new courses for fall. Sep 20:3
Underwater sea creatures exhibit. Oct 4:4
Arts Center gala honors Ronni Davidowitz. Oct 18:1

**AUTHORS**

Bennett, Saul. Newday columnist proposes local poet to be chosen laureate. Mar 1:6
Bloom, Amy. Speaks at Womanspace. Apr 12:22
Bloom, Amy. Speaks to overflow crowd. May 3:41
Gottlieb, Bill. 12th printing of *The Golden Age of Jazz*. Sep 6:4
Hurwitz, Johanna. Fitzgerald’s bamboo (article). Nov 22:3
Newman, Robin Gorman. *How to meet a mensch in NY* author at GN Library. May 7:32
Shoshanna, Dr. Brenda. *What he can’t tell you*. Aug 23:16
Silverman, David J. *Taxes for Dummies*. Jan 25:3

**BUSINESS**

IBWC life-changing workshops. Jan 4:6
La Stone Therapy Massage. Jan 18:39
Randi (Hertberg) Robics Show. Jan 18:39
Bahama Shop taken over by David and Zahava. Feb 1:8
Larry Ezratty of Heart to Home attends HCP’s annual conference. Feb 1:8
GNVBA considers closing. Feb 15:1
Great Neck Realty included in *Who’s Who in Luxury Real Estate*. Mar 1:28
New store, DigiNet Scanning Systems reproduces blueprints, etc. Mar 1:28
Great Neck’s new Walbaum’s. Mar 8:4
DigiNet Scanning Systems opens in Great Neck. Mar 29:19
IBWC hosts “Live your dreams” workshop. Apr 19:30
EyeMax eyewear opening. May 3:16
College advisory service opens in GN. May 10:50
Kestenbaum & Mark law firm announces affiliation. May 10:50
30-Minute Fitness collects 300 lbs of food for Island Harvest. May 17:24
2001 Great Neck business profiles (supplement). May 24
The Gymnastic Center of Great Neck offers summer programs. May 31:2A
GN Music Center changes hands. Jun 14:22
Westy Storage Centers in Lake Success. Jul 19:26
GNVBA closes. Jul 26:3
Lockheed Martin receives environmental excellence award. Jul 26:3
The Andrew Hotel opens with a splash. Aug 16:16
Goodstein Realty acquires Florence Bromley Real Estate. Aug 23:14
Children Dancing. Sep 6:22
Millie’s Place to close. Sep 13:3
Blue Maze makes noise on the net. Sep 13:5
Follow-up to Millie’s Place story. Sep 20:2
Millie’s Place (letter:Gubbins). Sep 20:44
Missing Millie’s (letter:Salkind). Sep 27:26
NAWBO/L’I honors women-owned firms. Oct 4:8
Ed Koch speaks at Atria. Oct 4:18
Millie’s Place (letters). Oct 4:22
Daruma WTC dinner a big success. Oct 11:3
Acoda hosts WTC disaster benefit. Nov 8:3
Desktop Divas on organizing businesses. Nov 8:26
IBWC (Independent Business Women’s Circle) 1st annual holiday luncheon. Nov 29:16
Sterling National Bank opening new branch in GN. Nov 29:28
America Online new access for GN. Nov 29:51
Fredericks Luncheonette celebrates 50 years. Dec 13:2
Sara’s Center partners with Frame Factory. Dec 13:10
IBWC hosts “Soulful” workshop. Dec 27:8

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
GN Chamber “We Care Committee.” Apr 19:26
Lee Seeman honored by Chamber of Commerce (photos). May 3:34

CHURCHES
All Saints Bark-Minster Dog Show. Feb 8:1
All Saints Barkminster Dog Service and Show. Mar 15:3
First Baptist Church honors Jerome Blocker. Mar 15:36
Saint Aloysius interfaith social ministry. Mar 29:2
GN churches plan Easter observance. Apr 12:3
All Saints Blessing of the Animals. Apr 19:1
14th annual blessing of the animals a huge success. May 17:3
All Saints’ Strawberry Festival celebrates 85 years. June 7:1
St Aloysius Interfaith food pantry thanks GN community. Jun 7:36
Father Connell of All Saints' Episcopal bringing hope to India. Jun 14:3
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GN’s Multicultural Fair to be held a St. Aloysius. Oct 18:1
All Saints welcomes Dr. James Shepherd as new organist/choirmaster. Nov 1:2
St. Aloysius Church 125th anniversary. Dec 13:1

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
GN/Manhasset Parent Child Home Program holiday gifts. Jan 4:3
Open Door families reach out to the needy. Jan 11:3
Womanspace memoir writing. Jan 11:18
The Sid Jacobson Jewish Community Center extends to GN. Jan 25:19
GN/Manhasset Parent Child Home Program (photos). Jan 25:30
FOCUS housing for developmentally disabled. Jan 18:17
IBWC of Womanspace hosting “Conversation & Connections.” Jan 25:7
GN/Manhasset Parent Child Home Program (photos). Jan 25:30
COPAY renovations and services expansion. Feb 1:27
Astoria Federal Savings contributes significant funds to assist CMA. Feb 1:35
Clive Lythgoe highlights Open Door evening. Feb 8:4
CMA dedicates supported living program to Fred & Mary Trump. Feb 15:26
GN League of Women Voters forms election reform committee. Mar 1:4
Womanspace IBWC hosts March success-driven workshops. Mar 1:18
Open Door chill chaser “better than ever.” Mar 8:3
Israel Emergency Fund Walk-a-Thon. Mar 15:18
Parent-Child Home 29th International Luncheon. Mar 22:3
Kiwanis Club organizing in Great Neck. Mar 29:16
GN Garden Club luncheon. Apr 12:7
SANE/Peace action lecture at Library. Apr 12:22
Amy Bloom speaks at Womanspace. Apr 12:22
Amnesty International benefits from Internet. Apr 12:26
What is COPAY? By Maria Cuara. Apr 19:5
Rotary Gift of Life Program brings health to Palestinian children. Apr 26:3
Open Door Parent-Child Center benefit. May 3:3
Amy Bloom speaks to overflow crowd at Womanspace. May 3:41
CLASP Children’s Center celebrates 25 years. May 10:6
Defense expert, Dr. Lawrence Korb denounces military budget. May 10:49
The staff of COPAY Inc. May 3:47
Michael Waldman speak at National Council of Jewish Women. May 17:8
“Just say no” to funding weapons in space (letter: Romaine/SANE). May 17:26
Reporter Karl Grossman lecture sponsored by GN/SANE. May 24:12
Shakespeare Behind Bars author, Jean Trounstine at Womanspace. May 31:29
Who are the clients of COPAY? May 31:37
COPAY to be honored by the National Assoc. of Social Workers. Jun 14:24
Open Door Parent-Child Center benefit. Jun 28:3
Womanspace honors Claire Roth. Jul 5:25
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LWV Ora Meyer lecture program. Jul 12:7
GN...UCF Fund Dinner Dance (photos). Jul 12:28
Garden Club renovates & rededicates library planter. Jul 19:28
Against Star Wars flight test (letter:Tucker/SANE). Jul 26:17
Hiroshima anti-nuclear rally. Jul 26:28
Parent-Child home program seeks volunteers. Aug 16:3
Summertime & tennis with Sara’s Center. Aug 16:4
GN/Manhasset Parent-Child graduation (photos). Aug 23:5
COPAY & clay at GN House (photos). Aug 30:5
Womanspace: total family experience. Aug 30:16
National Council of Jewish Women donates $3,500 to PCHP. Sep 13:6
Hispanic Comm. Of GN donation to CLASP & GN Preschool. Sep 13:10
IBWC Womanspace hosts “More than one way to do life.” Sep 20:14
SANE/Peace action’s Hiroshima memorial in Park. Sep 27:36
COPAY responds to WTC tragedy needs. Oct 18:16
SANE “finds rationale to blame the US.” (letter:Lipsman). Oct 18:22
SANE/Peace delegation at NYC rally (photo). Oct 18:50
GN Rotary Thanksgiving drive is on. Nov 8:3
GN Scouts explore Mianus River Gorge. Nov 8:10
Meyer Steinberg on global warming at Rotary Club. Nov 29:12
GN South Key Club celebrates Halloween. Dec 13:28
Kochavim Hadassah fashion show (photos). Dec 27:12

CRIME
GN teen, Daniel Gorovets, arrested for selling forged drivers’s licenses. Feb 15:4

DEATHS
Alexander, Harry. Aug 16:54
Arena, Elizabeth. Jul 12:39
Bingham, Elizabeth M.(op:Aaron). May 17:27
Blank, Anna Marie. Mar 22:55
Blate, Howard E. Feb 22:47
Chesney, Helen JosephineWade. Feb 1:37
Cone, Peggy. Mar 1:46
Coranado, John and Gladys. Nov 22:1
Diapice, Frances J. Jan 4:39
Dibbs, Margaret Sykes. Mar 8:63
Dolgin, Dr. Stuart M. Jul 12:39
Dolid, Marcelle. Mar 1:46
Emanuel, Rita Wolf. Nov 1:46
Emanuel, Rita Wolf. Nov 22:38
Epstein, Jack. Aug 2:39
Feingold, Norman S. Nov 8:46
Feldman, Harold. Jan 11:46
Geddes, Suzanne D. Mar 15:47
Goodbinder, Harriet. Feb 1:37
Gottlieb, Dr. Ralph. Jan 11:46
Greene, Marie M. Jan 11:46
Hertz, Harold. Apr 12:54
Hicks, Gloria Jean. Nov 8:46
Imperatore, Andrew. Remembering a good friend. Apr 12:1
Ishmole, Jack. Nov 8:46
Kahn, Jesse. Aug 9:46
Kaplan, George G. Sep 13:47
Kemp, Aaron. Jan 11:46
Kirshner, Natalie B. Oct 25:46
Klahre, Dorothy V. Nov 29:62
Klein, Judith Z. May 3:62
Koen, Julie. Feb 1:37
Koen, Julie. Jan 25:37
Lager, Irwin. Jan 4:39
Landesberg, Miriam. Sep 13:47
Lyon, Lois de. Sep 13:47
Lyons, Estelle. Apr 26:55
Maher, Robert. Nov 1:46
Master, Mike. Feb 1:37
McGrath, John E. Oct 11:38
Metzger, Franchon. Jan 11:4
Meyer, Ora. Mar 8:27
Moguel, Henrietta. Jul 19:55
O’Reilly, Mary. Oct 11:38
Pollack, Leonard. May 24:47
Pomerantz, Burt. Jul 26:18
Port, Evelyn J. Dec 6:43
Quat, Helen Victoria. Jun 7:45
Ryan, Frank C. Feb 8:62
Schulz, Walter F. Mar 22:55
Selig, Charles. Jul 5:39
Smeja Jr., Stephen M. Aug 16:54
Super, Glenn. Sep 27:47; Oct 4:47
Taxon, Rose Marie de Font-Reaulx. Jun 7:45
Toy, George S. Jun 14:62
Urban, Willis R. Jan 18:39
Walczuk, Genevieve Pauline. May 24:47
Weintraub, Joseph. Apr 12:54
Werben, Lillian. Sep 20:55
Werner, Rosalind. Dec 13:38
Wheeler Tylinsky, Dorothy. May 24:47
White, Priscilla. May 3:62
Wirth, Joseph. Mar 22:55

ELECTIONS
GN League of Women Voters forms election reform committee. Mar 1:4
Village elections March 20. Mar 15:1
League of Women Voters: voting process. Mar 15:4
Vote for Sid Krugman (letters). Mar 15:21
Jon Kirshner’s record (letter:Kirshner). Mar 15:21
Kings Point trustee election contested. May 24:1
Villages of GN, Lake Success, and Kings Point elections. Jun 14:1
Democratic primary Sept. 11 for Nassau Co. executive. Sep 6:1
Republican primary Sept. 11 for Town Supervisor. Sep 6:3
DiNapoli/Newburge team decomcratic headquarters opening. Sep 6:8
Fron GNWLWV : What’s happening with election procedure reform? Sep 20:16
Suozzi & Ferrara winners in primary elections. Sep 27:1
Thomas Suozzi Primary victory. Oct 4:1
Sharkey to seek re-election as Water & Fire District Commissioner. Oct 11:2
May Newburger & Angelo Ferrara candidates for Supervisor. Nov 1:1
Election results. Nov 8:1

ENVIRONMENT
Environmental Groups announce website. Jan 25:13
Pandora’s poison-chlorine (Kane). Feb 8:32
Offshore drilling needed to protect marine environments (Kane). Mar 29:25
Oil spill or dump threatens estuaries. Apr 5:1
Benzene and gasoline additive MTBE found in well field (Segal/SCAG). Apr 5:2
Stanton Cleaners area superfund rescue site. Apr 12:1
Lawn care without pesticides. Apr 12:1
Local oil spill source discovered in Queens. Apr 19:3
Superfund site information meeting. Apr 19:3
Water: save it or lose it! (Kane). Apr 19:22
DiNapoli makes environment a cornerstone of his candidacy. Apr 26:1
Tom Suozzi unveils plan to preserve open space in Nassau County. Apr 26:1
Meeting on Superfund cleanup makes big splash. May 3:1
For those who insist on bottled water. May 10:1
PCBs hazardous in Hudson and on land (Kane). May 10:28
Choking on junk mail? May 3:30
Fire Island Dune-Beach project halted (Kane). Jun 7:25
Stop backyard burning of household garbage (letter:Colton). Jun 28:26
Update on EPA Superfund site. Aug 23:1
Michael Zeitlin, a scholar for all Seasons (Kane). Aug 23:21
State law mandates notification for pesticides on school grounds. Sep 27:3
Longitude, Time & Poetry (Kane). Nov 1:32

ETHNIC
Hispanic Community of GN, Inc (HCGN) meeting (photo). Mar 8:28
New York’s Iranian immigrants. Mar 29:3
HCGN thanks GN merchants for success of scholarship dinner. May 10:28
HCGN recognizes efforts of retired librarian Joan Linden. May 31:46
Israel’s President Moshe Katzav greets fellow Iranians. Jun 14:1

FIRE DISTRICTS
Sunday: No holiday from fire fighting. Jan 25:10
Vigilant Engine & Hook & Ladder celebrates 96 years (photos). Feb 22:34
Alerts celebrate 100 years! Mar 8:1
“Starlite” - a new teen nightclub to open at the Vigilant firehouse. Apr 19:3
Great Neck Alert Fire Company (photos). Apr 19:4
Fire damages Temple Beth-El. May 10:1
Sen. Balboni seeks free college for volunteer firefighters. May 3:35
Vigilant firefighters at school. Jun 21:18
Antique fire apparatus show and muster. Jun 28:1
Patrick McGrath replaces M-L Fire Chief Lou Scida. Jul 19:3
Fire muster 2001 a huge success. Aug 2:3
Conrad D. Singer, new chief for Vigilant firefighters. Aug 9:1
Joel Pierce, volunteer. Aug 9:3
Preventing summer fires. Aug 16:3
GN Alert firefighters celebrate 100 years. Aug 30:3
Local firefighters: “I have seen hell.” Sep 20:1
Jonathan Ielpi: missing in terrorist attack. Oct 4:1
Manhasset-Lakeville firefighters respond to WTC call. Oct 4:2
GN reaches out to help. Oct 4:3
GN Alerts celebrate 100 years. Oct 18:3
A tribute to the fire fighting families. (C.Frank). Oct 18:3
Filmmaker to record 9/11 stories of local firefighters, EMS workers. Oct 18:21
Crowley a candidate for MLFD/WD. Dec 6:8
James Sharkey seeks reelection as commissioner of Fire Districts. Dec 6:8

GNVOA (GREAT NECK VILLAGE OFFICIALS ASSOCIATIONS)
School Board updates GNVOA. Feb 1:1
Thomaston Mayor Bob Stern installed as new president of GNVOA. Sep 13:3
GREAT NECK
Snowstorm of 2000: Not quite a blizzard! Jan 11:1
Community service for Martin Luther King, Jr. Jan 11:1
Great Neck celebrates Women’s History Month. Mar 22:1
Distribution of sales tax funds approved. Mar 29:6
After the storms come the potholes. Apr 5:1
“Starlite”- a new teen nightclub to open at the Vigilant firehouse. Apr 19:3
The dining “flavor” of Great Neck. Apr 26:3
Memorial Day parade planned for May 28th. May 24:1
Prof. Kane lead walk around Great Neck. May 31:2
Community rallies in Israel’s time of need. Jun 7:24
Loval veteran honored on Armed Forces Day. Jun 21:4
Quality of life issues in Great Neck (ed). Jun 24:24
Plea for clean streets (letter:Silverman). Jul 5:23
FBI needs Farsi, Arabic & Pashto translators (letter:Steele). Oct 4:20
GN’s Multicultural Fair to be held a St. Aloysius. Oct 18:1
Reliable communication system needed for villages says Nassau County Emergency
Chief Samansky. Nov 8:1

GREAT NECK ARTS CENTER
2 Great Neck movie premiers in March. Mar 15:10
Music-in-me classes for tots. Sep 27:8
Center to build performance area. Dec 13:1

GREAT NECK LIBRARY
Library Director Christine Salita resigns. Jan 4:1
Library Director resigns (letter:Salita). Jan 4:16
Library Director loss (letters). Jan 18:17
D’Innocenzo on the tarnished presidency. Jan 18:18
Library election set for Jan. 29. Jan 25:1
Deplores library director Christine Salita’s resignation (letter:Coffield). Jan 25:20
Letter from library director, Christine Salita. Feb 1:20
Voting machine failed to record votes for Proposition #3 ( #1 & #2 pass). Feb 8:10
Author David Kahn donates 13 reels of U.S. Census microfilm (photo). Feb 8:21
“Cabal” strikes again. (letter:Romaine). Feb 8:32
GN Library Staff Association’s letter concerning renovation controversy. Feb 8:33
Slanderous flier (letter:Kline). Feb 15:20
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Library addresses election date change. Mar 8:2
Addresses inaccuracies in Adlers’ letter (letter:Master). Mar 8:27
Objects to parts of Feb 15 editorial (letter:Phillips). Mar 8:27
Into the Woods Levels production (photo). Mar 8:34
Anonymous flyers (letter:Kane). Mar 15:21
Anonymous grant to the Frank Lesser Local History Fund. Mar 15:30
Student Edward Slattery displays his newly created Levels’ sign. Mar 22:42
Business manager, Zitofsky: ”Apply $80,000 surplus to current budget”. Mar 29:1
Sakura-Japanese Women’s Chorus concert. Mar 29:42
Track down the fliers (letter:Schwartz). Apr 5:32
SANE/Peace action lecture at Library. Apr 12:22
Role of Friends of the Library (letter:DiCamillo). Apr 19:21
Results of Main building ad hoc committee meetings. May 3:3
HCGN recognizes efforts of retired librarian Joan Linden. May 31:46
Opposition to library expansion (letter:Adler). Jun 14:30
William Morrill is appointed to library board. Jul 12:1
Ester Chapter of Hadassah presents The Holocaust Chronicle to library. Jul 19:18
Garden Club renovates & rededicates library planter. Jul 19:28
Interim library director, Arlene Nevens continues at library post. Jul 26:1
GN Library’s Levels entertains COMPANY. Jul 26:3
Hiring of new director made difficult by politics of divisiveness. (ed). Jul 26:16
Library staff ratifies contract. Aug 9:1
Literacy volunteers at work in GN. Aug 9:3
Levels presents Broadway smash hit Company. Aug 9:14
Friends of the GN Library (letter:Kane). Aug 23:20
Library extends candidates deadline. Sep 6:4
Library collection of Farsi materials. Sep 30:3
Main library renovation. Oct 4:1
Library Board to propose by-law changes. Oct 11:4
By-law changes (letter:Adler). Dec 13:21

GREAT NECK POST OFFICE
Mailboxes removed for security reasons. Dec 13:2

HEALTH
Healthy Living Digest supplement. Jan 11:3A
Urgent need: life blood. Jan 18:17
Healthy Living Digest supplement. Feb 8:39+
Baby Safe gives a gift to CLASP and Open Door. Mar 8:18
Colorectal cancer is preventable (letter:Kleinman). Mar 15:20
DiNapoli & The Children’s Health Incentive Fund. Mar 29:6
Li Nursing Home Administrators honors Grace Plaza. Apr 5:15
Rotary Gift of Life Program brings health to Palestinian children. Apr 26:3
Colon tests: have no fear (letter: Kleinman). Apr 26:25
Bone marrow drive to save Jonathan Cohen, aged 38. May 3:2
For those who insist on bottled water. May 10:1
NYS West Nile virus response plan. May 17:2
Free Bone Marrow Drive (ad). May 17:17
49 confirmed cases of shigellosis reported at Port Washington restaurants. Jun 7:6
Bone marrow drive (letter: Bendor). Jun 7:24
Update on PW restaurants. Jun 14:11
Healthy Living Digest supplement. Jun 14:1A+
EAB honors breast cancer hotline volunteers. Jun 14:51
Dr. Seymour Meyer helps Bob Ost with magnetic therapy. Jul 19:8
Healthy Living Digest. Jul 19:34+
North Shore-LIJ Cancer Campaign. Aug 2:15
Ackerman interns spearhead blood supply project. Aug 9:10
Healthy Living Digest. Aug 9:1A+
Helping adolescents during a traumatic event. Oct 4:12
September 11 impacts GN Visiting Nurse Assoc. Nov 29
Breast Cancer Coalition responds to mammogram controversy. Dec 27:2
Forum to prepare for bioterrorism. Dec 27:3

HISTORIC LANDMARKS
Steppingstone Lighthouse (photo). Aug 23:2

LONG ISLAND RAILROAD
MTA LIRR Clean Train Campaign ends with positive results. Jan 4:25
LIRR work impacts trains. Jun 21:12
GN Railroad station receives “Art for Transit” sculpture. Nov 1:28

MUSIC
GN Israel Emergency Fund’s Concert attracted over 600 residents. Jan 25:45
Fukushima/Spataro concert at Great Neck House. Feb 1:36
Rotary Club of GN preps for concert at Merchant Marine Academy. Mar 1:2
Pianist Ruth Laredo comes to GN. Mar 1:3
Senior Symphony competition winners. Mar 8:12
South High presents opera Marriage of Figaro (photo). Mar 15:5
Tarumi Violinists at Rotary concert. Mar 15:8
Nogee to solo at Rotary concert. Mar 22:12
GN Choral Society in New York premiere. Apr 12:6
North HS Quartet to perform at Lincoln Center. Apr 19:5
Summer band forming. May 10:12
Adam Turek-Herman is 1st student to join the Community Band. May 24:18
Shirts for Rotary Band. May 31:6
Meet the Community Band. Jun 21:8
GN Philharmonic concert at USMMA. Sep 27:2
New opera company to be based in GN. Nov 1:4

MUSICIANS
Arkus, Edmund. At Steinway Hall. Feb 1:4
Carpenter, Lauren Sarah. Violinist. Dec 13:4
Farnworth, Maria. General Director of the GN Opera Company. Nov 1:4
Musleah, Rahel. A Jewish passage to India. Apr 26:4
Na, Hanna. Violinist for Island Senior Symphony. Apr 19:8
Rutkowski, Joseph. Conducts the Band of LI. Nov 1:14

NASSAU COUNTY
DiNapoli plans run for Nassau County Executive. Jan 11:3
Suozzi declares candidacy for Nassau County Executive. Jan 18:3
Republican legislators denounce Gulotta. Jan 25:3
Dems elect Larry Aaronson. Jan 25:4
Altmann supports Co-STAR tax relief. Jan 25:21
Altmann approves bold initiatives. Feb 1:21
Support shown for Suozzi. Feb 8:6
Legislators support nixing parsonage tax. Feb 8:30
County Medical Examiner (Tamara Bloom) appointed. Feb 8:31
Strong support for DiNapoli run. Feb 15:1
Nassau closes 2000 with budget surplus. Feb 22:1
Financier, Bruce Bent, seeks Nassau County executive post. Feb 22:3
Villages to see funds from Democrat initiative on revenue sharing. Feb 22:30
Gulotta won’t run for county executive. Mar 15:1
Legislature passes safety helmet legislation. Mar 29:11
Cong. Ackerman endorses assemblyman DiNapoli for County executive. Mar 29:25
Judith Jacobs reviews county finances. Apr 5:1
Assessment image gathering begins. Apr 5:4
Pesticide neighbor notification law now in effect. Apr 5:20
Democrats’ 2001 majority legislative agenda unveiled. Apr 12:25
Crime at 15-year low. Apr 19:21
DiNapoli makes environment a cornerstone of his candidacy. Apr 26:1
Tom Suozzi unveils plan to preserve open space in Nassau County. Apr 26:1
Correcting State Legislative Questionnaire on abortion pill (letter:Weinsaft). May 10:30
Nassau democrats choose DiNapoli. May 17:1
Thomas DiNapoli elated by big win. May 17:1
Nassau adopts mobile cell phone ban. May 17:4
Ozone reporting begins. May 17:24
Bruce Bent, Republican nomination for county executive. May 31:1
Craig Johnson: Fiscal stability for Nassau County. May 31:3
Dems move judicial, hospital board appointments. May 31:17
Suozzi campaign headquarters opens in Carle Place. Jun 7:16
DiNapoli wins Independence Party designation for County Executive. Jun 7:26
Howard R. Birnbach announces bid for District Court Judge. Jun 14:2
DiNapoli calls for halt to sale of county lands. Jun 14:7
Bruce Bent, Republican & Conservative candidate for County Executive. Jun 14:12
County requires hands-free cell phone use while driving. Jun 14:30
Parola seeks 3rd term as Comptroller. Jun 21:1
Green Party announces endorsements. Jun 21:12
Property reassessment project enters 3rd phase. Jun 28:10
Ad maligns senators (letter:Dillon). Jun 28:24
Green Party candidate promotes the party (letter: Todd). Jun 28:26
Cell phone amendment adds on, off feature. Jul 12:2
Democrats present election petitions. Jul 19:3
Suozzi introduces fiscal plan. Jul 26:8
Nassau LWV sponsors 3 Democratic candidate debates. Aug 2:3
Democratic County executive candidates debate issues. Aug 9:1
Suozzi explains details of 2 more plans. Aug 23:3
DiNapoli outlines overall financial plan. Aug 23:3
Javier Vargas seeking Nassau County legislature sweat. Aug 30:2
DiNapoli & Suozzi square off in another debate. Aug 30:3
Lisanne Altmann seeks re-election. Sep 6:2
Assessment Data Verification Report for to be mailed to GN School District. Oct 4:25
Democrats unite behind Suozzi. Oct 11:4
Nassau County Comptroller candidates. Oct 25:1
Suozzi names council of economic advisors. Oct 25:10

NEW YORK STATE
Assemblyman DiNapoli’s book signing. Jan 4:3
NYS unveils GEN*NY*SIS plan to encourage the growth of hi-tech industry. Jan 18:18
Senator Balboni announces “College Aid Awareness Network.” Jan 18:18
What makes Tom (Dinapoli) run? Jan 25:1
Tax cuts to trim heating bills. Feb 1:22
NY eligible for $6 million in federal West Nile funds. Feb 8:25
Balboni renews call for budget reform. Feb 8:34
Senator Balboni announces interest-free loan to GN. Mar 8:4
Bob Rosegarten joins Senator Balboni’s staff. Mar 22:3
DiNapoli & The Children’s Health Incentive Fund. Mar 29:6
Balboni funds programs for children affected by domestic violence. Mar 29:26
Balboni seeks to protect seniors STAR savings. Mar 29:26
NYS fails to pass budget on time (letter:L. Penner). Apr 19:20
Senate passes bill to crack down on unlicensed drivers. Apr 19:32
Bill to limit mercury contamination. Apr 19:32
DiNapoli listens to the needs of NY mayors. Apr 19:34
State Comptroller McCall in Great Neck May 6. Apr 26:7
Local aid increased by $80.5 million. May 3:14
Sen. Balboni seeks free college for volunteer firefighters. May 3:35
Renee Krieger named a “Woman of Distinction.” May 3:38
NYS West Nile virus response plan. May 17:2
Looking for increase in funding for mosquito control. May 17:22
Howard Weitzman sets tone for comptroller race. June 7:1
Primary elections cancelled in NY State. Sep 13:1
WTC victims’ tax extensions. Nov 1:19

NEWSPAPERS
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation honors Angela Anton. May 24:3

NORTH HEMPSTEAD, TOWN
Town offers defensive driving class. Jan 25:13
Newburger gives upbeat message in State of the Town address. Feb 1:1
First-half general tax due February 13. Feb 1:2
Town postpones vote on bond. Feb 1:3
Town accepting nominations for Women’s Honor Roll. Feb 15:4
Town receives $6.9 million loan to fund closing of PW landfill. Feb 22:30
i.park Holdings of Lake Success to build community soccer field. Mar 22:2
Town delegation lobbies Washington. Mar 29:1
Women’s Roll of Honor 2001. Mar 29:1
Distribution of sales tax funds approved. Mar 29:6
Fund raiser honors Supervisor Newburger. Mar 29:10
Angelo Ferrara to run for Supervisor. Apr 5:1
Joint efforts reward Town seniors with 2 buses. Apr 12:20
Town senior swim program saved. Apr 19:28
North Hempstead group (HUG: Humane Urban Group) seeking to help cats. May 3:3
Good news/bad news for North Hempstead credit rating. May 17:1
Town discontinues Bar Beach fireworks for safety concerns. May 17:12
Town loses Sumitomo motion. May 17:23
Newburger explains cancellation of Memorial Day fireworks (letter). May 24:20
Newburger to run for fifth term. May 31:1
Town clerk Michelle Schimel seeks 2nd term. Jun 7:2
Jet skis ban. Jul 12:4
New athletic fields at Hempstead Harbor County Park. Jul 19:1
Federal funds approved for shoreline preservation. Aug 9:2
Towns taxpayers save $2 million. Aug 9:2
ELF committee 1st round recommendations. Aug 16:1
Town rezones 391 GN Rd. Aug 30:1
Newburger responds to World Trade Center relief effort. Sep 20:4
Town clerk’s archives week exhibit. Oct 11:10
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North Hempstead to see 5.94% tax increase. Oct 25:1
May Newburger & Angelo Ferrara candidates for Supervisor. Nov 1:1
Supervisor Newburger looks to the future. Nov 22:1

PARK DISTRICT
New park commissioner Bob Lincoln. Jan 4:1
Kings Point Park, winter wonderland (photos). Jan 11:48
Park District on Path toward Steppinstone expansion. Jan 18:1
Park District & KP settle Cohan dispute. Jan 25:1
Honoring Andrew Imperatore. Jan 25:4
Andrew Imperatore retires. Jan 25:26
The state of the parks, January, 2001 (Tamarin). Feb 1:21
Richard Arenella announces park retirement. Feb 15:1
Cohan owner drops lawsuit. Feb 15:2
Cohan property condemnation (letter:Geula). Mar 1:20
Park District response to Geula letter. Mar 1:20
Retiree thanks community (letter:Arenella). Mar 8:26
Tennis pro resignation controversy. Mar 22:4
Former Commissioner Andrew Imperatore dies following illness. Apr 5:1
The Wizard on Ice was a huge success at Parkwood. Apr 5:30
Deplores condition of Peninsula Pool Club (letter:Gertler). Apr 26:24
Future of Pensinsula Pool Club in Thomaston. May 21:21
Steppingstone Park acquires new rock. Jun 14:2
Fourth of July at Steppingstone Park. Jun 28:1
Park District Supt. Richard Arenella is Man of the Year. Jul 1:2
Former Cohan parcel title granted to Park District. Jul 26:1
Parkwood turtle named Myrtle. Jul 26:6
Folksinger & GN resident Dave Sear at Steppingstone. Aug 2:1
Steppingstone Lighthouse (photo). Aug 23:2
Park district election contested. Aug 30:1
Parkwood “Mayor Waxman” honored. Sep 13:7
Park award to Russell Gardens Mayor Dan Nachmanoff. Oct 11:1
Park budget addresses skate park. Oct 25:3
Retirement party for Park District Superintendent Arenella. Nov 8:2
Park candidates Tamarin & Rosenthal duke it out. Dec 6:3
Bittersweet farewell for Richard Arenella. Dec 13:1
Park District moves ahead with portable skate park. Dec 13:48

PEOPLE
Alpert, Mindy. Champion in war against MS. Feb 22:3
Aminzadeh, David, Navid & Farid win lottery. Jul 19:3
Baumann, Donald P. 1945-1996. Tribute to a devoted community servant. Jan 25:2
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Bellush, Jewel. Town Women’s Roll of Honor. Apr 5:2
Birnbaum, Jordanna. Donates hair to Locks of Love. Jul 12:3
Boree, Annette. Wins orchid show blue. May 17:33
Boverman, Allegra. Where are they now? Jun 21:3
Bruce Bent, Republican nomination for county executive. May 31:1
Burghardt Family. Clover Drive Farm gardeners. Feb 15:3
Carpenter, Lauren Sarah. Violinist. Dec 13:4
Carroll, Kathleen, Receives 2001 Helene Herzig Award. Jul 12:13
Chatinover, Miriam. NCJW honor. Oct 18:11
Democratic Party holds convention to announce candidates. May 31:2
Dobkin, Bill. Where are they now? Jun 21:2
Flores, Celina. Earns state credential. Dec 13:32
Gil, Fran & Jerry. Receiving school honors. May 3:25
Gottlieb, Bill. Jazz books. Sep 6:4
Gottlieb, Bill. Wynton Marsalis obtains jazz photographs for Lincoln Center. May 31
Graham, Bonnie D. Auctioneer at Cancer Care bachelor auction. Jan 25:7
Graham, Bonnie. Where are they now? Jun 21:3
Harounian, Jacqueline. Mom, lawyer, activist. May 10:3
Ielpi, Jonathan. Missing in terrorist attack. Oct 4:1
Ielpi, Jonathan. “Comes home.” Dec 20:2
Imperatore, Andrew. Remembering a good friend. Apr 12:1
Imperatore, Andrew. Lifetime of service honor. Mar 8:23
Iryami, Raymond. Where are they now? June 21:3
Katz, Seymour. Hospital award for local doctor. Mar 15:12
Kimiabakhsh, Elham. Lawyer named to Women’s roll of Honor. May 3:2
Kluger, Robin Rosen. Charity projects. Aug 2:3
Knopfler, Clara. Holocaust survivor. Apr 12:2
Koe, Julie. Remembering Julie Koen (poem) Feb 1:20
Kubikova-Stastny, Milada. Honors for Parkwood’s skate school director. Mar 8:64
Linden, Joan. Hispanic Community honors librarian. May 17:28
Litsky, Morris. Senior Center volunteer: A war story. May 24:32
Marcellino, Marilyn and Frank. Retiring to Florida. Feb 1:27
McWilliams, Mary E. Teacher. Town Women’s Roll of Honor. Apr 19:2
McWilliams, Mary. GN teacher remembered. Jan 11:2
Morrill, William. Appointed to library board. Jul 12:1
Mosher, Ben. Honored for service to community. Feb 1:7
Musleah, Rahel. A passage to Jewish India. Jan 25:26
Nachmanoff, Dan. Attends Senate swearing-in ceremony in Washington D.C. Feb 1:3
Nassau democrats choose DiNapoli. May 17:1
Perone, Donna. Thanks to a local hero. Dec 13:3
Rednor, Jordan H. Graduate creates Penn State fellowship. Feb 15:7
Reiss, Barbara. Senior Center Director retires. Dec 27:4
Richman, Harold. GN garden guru. May 24:6
Rosen, Gary. GN couple dines with Israeli Prime Minister Sharon. Mar 29:40
Samansky, Adam. Engaged to marry Emily Kargauer (photo). Mar 15:7
Scher, Susan. Active volunteer. Town Women’s Roll of Honor. Apr 26:2
Seaman, Lee. Giraffe award honoree. Mar 8:2
Seeman, Lee. Honored by Chamber of Commerce (photos.). May 3:34
Sheff, Alice. GN LWV honor. May 10:2
Sirota, Marvin. “Stars of Israel” concert. Mar 15:26
Stergiopoulos, Andrew. Lost in WTC attack. Oct 25:1
Super, Glenn. Benefit for local comic battling cancer. May 17:2
Szak, Laszlo. Holocaust survivor. Jun 28:3
Testa, Matthew. Buffalo War documentary. Nov 22:3
Wallace, Jan & Michael. Arts Center “Founders Awards.” Oct 2
Waxman, Lou and Pearl. Bridge guru to be recognized. Oct 11:33
Waxman, Rabbi Mordecai. Announces plans to retire. Aug 9:1
Weitzman, Howard. County Comptroller raring to go. Nov 29:1
Werner, Warren. Auxiliary Police Award. Jun 14:26
Werner, Warren. Outstanding Senior Award. May 24:16
Yohay, Cathy. A woman’s right to choose. Mar 29:12

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Liberal designates Thomas DiNapoli for Nassau Co. Executive candidate. May 3:42

REAL ESTATE
Great Neck is not pet friendly! (letter:Holstein). May 10:28

RELIGION

SCHOOLS
School board continues to address policies. Jan 4:1
GN South High track proposed. Jan 10:2
Student publication policy addressed. Jan 18:4
Thirteen named Intel semifinalists. Jan 25:1
School Board updates GNVOA. Feb 1:1
GN students catch a seismic wave from Hawaii. Feb 1:13
North High boasts 2 Intel finalists. Feb 8:1
School Calendar for 2001-2002. Feb 8:1
Presidential scholar candidates named. Feb 8:5
Great Neck Community School (photos). Feb 8:28
Hispanic Homework Help. Feb 22:7
Year of the Snake at the Lakeville Elementary School. Feb 22:36
GN schools assure student safety. Mar 1:3
Intel semifinalists honored at Nassau County Legislature. Mar 1:8
Author Debbie Pollard visits GN Community School (photos). Mar 1:16
School Board supports Supt. Shines’ position on state’s new standards. Mar 8:1
Opposes state’s mandatory testing of students (ed:Frank). Mar 8:26
GN South Math Team adds up the wins. Mar 15:2
South High presents opera *Marriage of Figaro* (photo). Mar 15:5
North High students to perform at Carnegie Hall. Mar 15:5
Board commends Village School students (photo). Mar 15:5
Kudos for adult ed. (letter:Penner). Mar 15:21
State offers “Universal Pre-Kindergarten” to Great Neck. Mar 22:1
*Zephyr* and *Rebel Pen* literary magazines honored. Mar 22:5
Having fun at GN Community School (photos). Mar 22:20
State mandates force school budget increase. Mar 29:1
North Middle Geography Bee finalists (photo). Mar 29:5
Board of Ed recognizes South High students (photo). Mar 29:5
Saddle Rock musicians shine (photo). Apr 5:5
Relief donation for El Salvador earthquake victims at E.M.Baker. Apr 5:14
School Board sets student publication policy. Apr 12:1
Reviewing the school budget. Apr 12:3
Nutrition & food theme at GN Community School (photos). Apr 12:5
Update: Universal Pre-K. Apr 19:1
North HS Quartet to perform at Lincoln Center. Apr 19:5
What is COPAY? By Maria Cuara. Apr 19:5
GNN Middle School forms “Community Action Club “(CAC). Apr 19:32
*Babes in Arms* at North High. Apr 26:5
School District adopts proposed 2001-02 budget. May 3:1
Plaque of 1st public school in GN found in an antique shop. May 3:1
Against standardized testing in elementary grades (op:Gross). May 3:30
North Shore Hebrew Academy Middle School Science Fair. May 3:36
School Board adopts policies. May 10:1
Board of Ed recognizes South Middle students (photo). May 10:5
31 LI educator’s tour China to establish a foreign exchange program. May 10:26
Shine opposes testing boycott. May 17:2
2001 National Latin Exam winners. May 17:5
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Board of Ed recognizes North HS students (photo). May 17:5
“Math is in very good shape in GN,” says South High Principal Ross. May 24:3
North’s Science Olympiad Team has success. May 24:4
Bd of Ed recognizes North Middle students (photo). May 24:5
Town history lesson at Lakeville school. May 24:8
GN public schools prepare “Code of Conduct.” May 31:3
Outstanding achievers honored by Bd. of Ed. (photos). May 31:5
GN South High Key Club news (photos). May 31:26
GN Public Schools Comprehensive Safety Plan. Jun 7:1
Thank you to Waldbaum from North High (letter: Graham). Jun 7:24
NS Hebrew Academy Math Olympiads. Jun 7:43
The Class of 2001-honors and awards (photos). Jun 21:1
Elementary School Academic Intervention Services. Jun 21:3
GN Public School. summer meals program. Jun 21:4
Lawmakers, activists push bill to curb pesticides in schools. Jun 28:2
Secondary school academic intervention services. Jun 28:3
GN Community School celebrates 100 days of school (photos). Jun 28:5
Donald Baumann Community Service Scholarship Fund established. Jun 28:29
School Board swears in officers. Jul 19:1
School District instructional technology update. Jul 26:1
Boy’s Book Club 2nd anniversary. Jul 26:5
Sculpture gift to Lakeville Elementary School. Aug 2:5
School board adopts valedictorian/salutatorian policy. Aug 16:1
NSCAC poster contest. Aug 16:5
From Dr Shine: opening of schools 2001-02. Sep 6:1
Applying to college need not be a nightmare. Sep 6:3
Dr. Shine postpones retirement. Sep 27:1
Schools responds to Twin Towers attack. Sep 27:1
State law mandates notification for pesticides on school grounds. Sep 27:3
Faculty recital dedicated to Sept. 11 victims & heroes. Oct 11:1
North HS Principal Bernard Kaplan Open House speech. Oct 18:20
Parents thank school board for schools’ response to terrorist attack. Oct 18:20
After Sept. 11: careful review for school trips. Oct 25:3
North High School copes with the tragedy. Nov 1:3
Reports on NYS school assessments. Nov 8:1
Elementary students reaching out following 9/11 attack. Nov 8:1
Advanced placement scholars named. Nov 8:5
GN principals co-chair countywide conference. Nov 8:6
Elementary students reaching out. Nov 8:16
Tate mandated school board policies. Nov 29:1
Students concerned about speeding. Dec 6:2
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GN schools set fire safety standard. Dec 13:2
North High 9/11 essay contest winners. Dec 13:5
Student musicians selected for All-County Festival. Dec 13:6
South High academic team tops Wheatley in the LI Challenge. Dec 13:14
New music room & gym for South High (photos). Dec 20:5
A look back at GN Community School (photos). Dec 27:14

SCHOOLS-FACULTY & STUDENTS
Bass, Jared. Wins at County math tournament. Feb 22:4
Bass, Jared. Wins prestigious math award. Mar 15:2
Bonen, Ilan. BOCES honor. Jul 26:5
Bornemann, Jeremiah. Attends Congress swearing-in. Feb 1:30
Bosworth, Judi. Honored by Town of North Hempstead. Mar 29:4
Carpenter, Lauren Sarah. Violinist. Dec 13:4
Chavkin, Jonathan. Gleitsman Award winner. Jul 12:1
Cruz, Jon. South High graduation speech. Jul 12:5
Davoodnia, Roya. Senior award. Jul 12:1
Diamond, Hannah. Donates her hair to Locks for Love. Feb 1:3
Dillon, Sam. Jazz tenor sax player at Planting Fields. Aug 2:6
Echeandia, Christopher. South HS graduation speech. Jul 26:5
Elliott, Justin C. Against discrimination (letter). Nov 29:22
Elliott, Justin. South HS student wins essay contest. Jan 18:5
Feierstein, David. GN student on school violence. May 24:21
Gupta, Kiran. South senior named semifinalist. May 3:5
Hand, Brian. BOCES honor. Jul 26:5
Hodkin, Bernie. North Shore Hebrew Academy spelling bee winner. Feb 8:29
Hong, Michele A. Young author is published author. Feb 8:3
Hood, Terry. Administrator granted tenure. Apr 26:5
Julius, Jacob. Reunion with 4th grade teacher. Dec 20:3
Khalil, David Nejad. Intel winner. Mar 22:1
Khalil, David. Intel finalist. Feb 8:1
Killian, Stephanie. South senior named semifinalist. May 3:t
Kohanzadeh, Shaina. HS intern is a budding historian. Aug 2:5
Last, Lisa. Receives highest girl scout honor. Jul 19:14
Micelli, Vanessa. GN South High graduation speech. Aug 2:5
Moussazadeh, Nelson. Feb 8:1
Na, Hanna. Violinist for Island Senior Symphony. Apr 19:8
Ok, Alfredo. South HS violist to perform nationally. Nov 1:5
Rutkowski, Joseph. Conducts the Band of LI. Nov 1:14
Terens, Dr. Sheila. Assist. Superintendent postpones retirement. Nov 8:2
Vicknair, Maggie. Baker student wins poetry honors. Mar 8:5
Weibman, Lawrence. Young Patriot award. Mar 22:22
Wissner-Gross, Zach. Wins at County math tournament. Feb 22:4
Younger, Ben. North Shore Hebrew Academy spelling bee winner. Feb 8:29

SENIOR CITIZENS
Ben Mosher honored for outstanding service to community. Feb 1:7
Wonderful Senior Center (letter:Stenzler). Apr 12:24
Grace Plaza celebrates Chinese New Year. Apr 19:12
Grace Plaza residents celebrate Mardi Gras. May 10:10
Passover at the Atria of Great Neck. May 10:50
Senior citizen artists Wells & Moskowitz recognized. May 17:16
EAC Computer training offered for seniors. Jun 7:12
Mayfair of GN announces 1st Family Day celebration. Sep 6:24
CMA’s 20th anniversary celebration. Sep 13:14
Ed Koch to appear at Atria. Sep 13:33
Senior Center Executive Director, Barbara Reiss, retires. Dec 27:4
Grace Plaza Rehab/Nursing Home names new administrator. Dec 27:21

SPORTS
Champion figure skater Sarah Hughes wins more honors. Feb 8:63
GN Lacrosse Club forming. Mar 1:48
SPORTIME honors Major League Tennis Champions. Mar 29:56
Sarah Hughes adds another skating honor. Apr 5:48
KP track & field wins collegiate track conference. Apr 26:56
Hometown heroine, Sarah Hughes, started skating at Parkwood. May 10:63
Great Neck Special Olympics, June 10th. May 24:48
Dr. Levine to lead bike team in Tour de Cure Diabetes Fund raiser. Jun 7:57
Yoni Ginor, GN karate champion. May 31:48
North varsity tennis team captures Nassau Co. championship title. Jun 14:63
Plaza Pro-AM bicycle racing rolling into town July 15. Jun 14:64
Dave Kufeld to play in Maccabiah games. Jul 12:40
Daniel Frankel advances in National Golf. Jul 19:56
GN bicycle challenge a huge success. Aug 9:48
Daniel C. Frankel wins in the Maccabi golf games. Sep 13:48
UCF 2nd Annual Pro-Am Tournament. Sep 20:55
JCC Maccabi winners from GN. Sep 27:48
Sarah Hughes at Garden benefit. Oct 18:64
911 NY Soccer Foundation. Nov 22:40
Sarah Hughes. Nov 29:64
SYNAGOGUES

Temple Beth-El Martin Luther King Shabbat Service. Jan 4:4
Temple Emanuel sisterhood helping nursing home residents. Jan 11:6
Temple Israel's Rabbi Michael Klayman elected officer of Rabbinical Assembly.
  Jan 11:14
Temple Beth-El to honor temple leaders. Jan 18:14
Lake Success Jewish Center. Jan 25:8
Rabbi Dennis Weiss of GN Synagogue. Jan 25:8
Temple Israel’s Rabbi Charry to be honored. Feb 1:32
Beth-El Museum presents Ilya Schor and His Great Neck Patrons. Feb 8:2
Congressman Ackerman to speak at Emanuel. Feb 8:2
“An introduction to Post-Zionism” at Emanuel. Feb 8:8
The children of Temple Emanuel (photos). Feb 22:23
Nursery School of Temple Emanuel visits Green Meadow Farm (photos). Feb 22:5
DiNapoli discusses Italian jewry at Temple Israel. Mar 1:1
Temple Emanuel: HUC-JIR’s 125th anniversary. Mar 8:3
Temple Beth-El’s 5th Mitzvah Day. Mar 15:4
Houses of worship observe Passover holiday. Apr 5:3
Temple Emanuel’s holocaust memorial service. Apr 12:2
Yom Hashoah Holocaust Memorial Service at GN Synagogue. Apr 12:3
Communitywide meeting to deal with divisions among Jews. Apr 12:20
DiNapoli to speak at Emanuel sisterhood dinner. Apr 12:20
Haggadah exhibit at Temple Beth-El. Apr 19:6
Temple Beth-El tribute to Shelley Limmer May 5. Apr 26:2
“Moses” is coming to Temple Beth-El. Apr 26:4
Temple Beth-El’s 5th Mitzvah Day (photos). Apr 26:33
Bone marrow drive to save Jonathan Cohen, aged 38. May 3:2
Women’s seder at Temple Israel (photos). May 3:40
Fire damages Temple Beth-El. May 10:1
GN Synagogue celebrates jubilee anniversary. May 10:3
Kabbalah comes to Great Neck. May 10:20
Community pulls together in aftermath of Temple Beth-El fire. May 17:3
Free Bone Marrow Drive (ad). May 17:17
Beth-El 2nd graders reflect on a term cut short. May 24:2
Honors for Temple Israel members. May 24:26
Temple Beth-El to renew and rebuild. May 31:3
GN Synagogue to honor Rabbi Wolf and Elaine Wolf. May 31:13
North Shore Sephardic Synagogue defaced with swastika. Jun 7:1
Rabbi Widom celebrates 40 years as rabbi. Jun 14:3
Rabbi Widom to receive “Distinguished Leadership Award.” Jun 14:10
Second fire at Temple Beth-El. Jul 12:4
Temple Israel’s Rabbi Waxman to retire. Aug 9:1
Beth El disaster has positive side. Sep 6:2
Temple Emanuel mini-concert. Sep 6:7
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Jewish New Year ushers in plans for future in GN. Sep 13:2
Franklin Abrams elected president of Temple Beth-El. Sep 13:4
Temple Israel welcomes new rabbi: Sarah Cohen. Sep 27:3
Dr. Faroque Khan of Islamic Center to speak at Temple Beth-El. Oct 11:30
Temple President Franklin Abrams installation service at Beth-El. Oct 11:30
Temple Emanuel dedication of Paul Wood Gallery. Oct 18:4
Temple Isaiah honors 2 couples for distinguished service. Oct 25:24
Radio personality Joan Hamburg at temple Israel. Nov 1:26
Temple Israel elects Steven Markowitz new president. Nov 8:4
The children at Temple Emanuel of GN (photos). Nov 8:20
Emanuel’s Rabbie Dresner to teach “Judaism and Islam” course. Nov 22:4
GN Synagogue 50th Anniversary dinner. Nov 22:8
Temple Isaiah contributes 150 bags of food. Dec 6:6

TELEVISION
New shows on TV 72. Jan 4:5
Shirley Romaine interviews staff of YAI on Artscene. Jan 25:46
Winning plays to be aired on PATC. Apr 12:10
Safe dating for senior women on Senior Moments. Apr 19:29
Bonnie D. Graham to emcee bachelor auction. Apr 26:6
Playwright’s Showcase a success! May 24:32
Single seniors’ dating issues on Senior Moments. May 31:24
Chipendales on Something to Talk about. Jun 21:39
Cable PEG channels for the Town. Dec 6:3

TERRORIST ATTACK, SEPTEMBER 11, 2001
Terrorists destroy Twin Towers. Sep 13:1
Local firefighters: “I have seen hell.” Sep 20:1
After attack: Schools address our children’s needs. Sep 20:1
Those who lived to tell. Sep 20:1
COPAY providing free crisis counseling. Sep 20:2
What our children were thinking & feeling. Sep 20:3
The attack (letters). Sep 20:42
Saddle Rock Bridge memorial to victims of terrorist attack (ed.) Sep 20:42
Schools respond to Twin Towers attack. Sep 27:1
Rotary collects blood & money. Sep 27:2
American Hear Association to contribute funds to fallen firefighters. Sep 27:11
North Shore Child & Family Guidance Center reports. Sep 27:13
To my GN Family (letter:Mellisa Ielpi, sister of Jonathan Ielpi, firefighter).Sep 27:24
Jonathan Ielpi: missing in terrorist attack. Oct 4:1
WTC survivor Alan Mann. Oct 4:3
The Bridge: GN’s tribute. Oct 11:3
Free legal help for families of WTC tragedy. Oct 11:14
WTC attack (letters). Oct 11:20
USMMA response to September 11. Oct 18:1
Andrew Stergiopoulos lost in WTC attack. Oct 25:1
Realtor Housing Relief Fund for WTC victims. Nov 1:2
Remembering Jonathan Ielpi (photos). Nov 8:12
Response to terrorists (letter:Fakterowitz). Nov 8:24
No common language with terrorists (letter:Mogilnik). Nov 22:18
The War on Terrorism (letters:Romaine;Tucker). Nov 29:22
Terrorism (letters). Dec 6:20
Jonathan Ielpi comes home. Dec 20:2

THEATER AND DRAMA
Shirley Blanc Romaine performances. Mar 8:7
Into the Woods Levels production (photo). Mar 8:34
Best of Cabaret comes to Great Neck. Mar 29:3
Twelfth Night at Federal Maritime Academy. Apr 26:4
Babes in Arms at North High (photo). Apr 26:5

TRAFFIC
LIE lane logistics are lambasted. Feb 8:1
Northern State Parkway to be closed at Shelter Rock Rd. Feb 22:2
Weekend closure of LIE at Exit 34. Jun 7:3
L I Transportation Plan to Manage Congestion set up. Jul 12:10
Abusive drivers (letter:Lillien). Jul 19:30

UNITED STATES CONGRESS
Schumer for airline merger moratorium. Mar 1:21
Ackerman’s top committee posts. Mar 8:2
Ackerman criticizes Bush budget. Apr 19:22
Ackerman meets with Korean ambassador. May 10:24
Ackerman announces bill imposing sanctions on Palestinians. May 31:21
Lawmakers, activists push bill to curb pesticides in schools. Jun 28:2
Ackerman presents French WWII medal to veterans. Jun 28:4
Ackerman proposes postage stamp to honor WTC rescue workers. Sep 20:40

UNITED STATES MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY
Cadets pick up debris in Kings Point Park (letter:Ashkenase). Mar 29:24
L.I. Chapter USMMA Alumni Association. Apr 12:13
Twelfth Night at Federal Maritime Academy. Apr 26:4
Construction of Coast Guard station at Academy. May 3:12
Alumni Association Oldies Nite (photos). Jun 7:3
White House Chief of Staff Andrew card to address grads. Jun 14:32
CVA to honor Rear Admiral J. Stewart. Jul 5:39
GN Philharmonic concert at USMMA. Sep 27:2
USMMA response to September 11. Oct 18:1
USMMA’s women cross country team wins title. Oct 25:48
Remembering heroes benefit concert planned at USMMA. Nov 8:4
Opera singers honor our bravest. Nov 29:19

UNITED COMMUNITY FUND
UCF kick-off & volunteer recognition party (photos). Feb 22:24
UCF dinner dance set for April 29. Mar 15:1
UCF dinner dance...You are invited! Apr 19:1
UCF welcomes seven new board members. Apr 19:2

VILLAGES-GN
Old garden center site named Wesey Court. Jan 4:1
Floyd Place subdivision turned down. Jan 11:1
Wesey estate (op.:Robin Gordon). Feb 1:21
Final subdivision for Wesey Court. Feb 22:1
Mayor Tell addresses residential building concerns in village. Mar 1:1
Flooding solution for village. Mar 8:1
GN Village budget assures services. Apr 26:3
Old Village Crafts Fair. May 3:1
Zoning ethics (letter:Allen). Jun 14:30
Villages addresses parking & traffic issues. Jun 28:2
23rd Annual Crafts Fair (photos). Jun 28:30
Mayor Stephen Falk sworn in. Jul 12:1
Old Village considers 2nd moratorium. Aug 2:1
Floyd Place subdivision resurfaces. Aug 23:1
Second East Shore Rd. moratorium. Sep 13:3
Floyd Place backlash. Sep 13:12
Old Village food laws. Oct 4:1
Village proposes new concept for East Shore Rd. Oct 25:2
Water pollution puzzle. Nov 29:1
East Shore Rd. moratoriums extended. Dec 13:3

VILLAGES-GN ESTATES
Contested Estates election. Feb 22:1
“Meet the candidates night.” Mar 8:1
Vote for Sid Krugman (letters). Mar 15:21
Jon Kirshner’s record (letter:Kirshner). Mar 15:21
Fire ravages Estates home. May 24:3
GNE approves demolition moratorium. Dec 20:2

VILLAGES-GN PLAZA
Plaza tickets (letter:Ben-Yosef). Jan 4:16
Plaza justice (letter:Hochron). Jan 11:20
Grave Ave. parking spaces not cleared of snow (letter:Laurence). Jan 18:16
Plaza approves small tax increase. Jan 25:7
Plaza addresses telecommunications. Mar 15:2
Benzene and gasoline additive MTBE found in well field (Segal/SCAG). Apr 5:2
Plaza historic preservation meeting. May 3:2
Plaza addresses “transient” apartments. May 10:2
Defending one’s home turf (20 Canterbury Rd.) (letter:Ost). May 3:28
Child safety fair this Sunday! May 17:1
Gatsby 75th anniversary party. May 17:4
Defending one’s home turf (letter:Ost). May 17:26
GN Road is a Nassau County Road. (letter:Celender). Jul 12:22
Plaza awarded traffic calming grant. Jul 19:1
Plaza Street Festival to honor heroes. Sep 27:1
Star Performer awards. Oct 4:14
Forgotten suitcase prompts bomb investigation. Oct 11:1
Autofest: raining on a GN tradition (photos). Nov 1:3
Co-op and condominium council established. Dec 13:14
AAA’s traffic safety silver award for Plaza. Dec 27:27

VILLAGES-KINGS POINT
Reactions to Chabad plans continue to surface. Jan 18:1
Residents object to Chabad plans (letter:Lerman). Feb 8:32
Peninsula Environmental Conservancy, LLC opposes Chabad building extension (ad). May 17:15
Kings Point trustee election contested. May 24:1
Urges rejection of high density Chabad development (letter:Salzberg). May 24:20
Public hearing continued on Chabad application in KP. May 31:1
In support of Richard Sokolov & Peter Aron as KP trustees (letter). Jun 14:28
Response to Salzberg letter re: Chabad (letter:Lillien). Jun 14:30
Peter Aron & Richard Sokolov win KP trustees election. Jun 21:1
KP incumbents sweep election. Jun 28:1
Mitchell Creek development hinges on Health Dept. approval. Aug 30:1
Chabad controversy. (letter:Schwartz). Sep 13:26
Mitchell Creek Salt Marsh Mexpoint approval opposed (letter:Kane). Oct 4:20
Kings Point closes Chabad hearing. Dec 22:2

VILLAGES-LAKE SUCCESS
No immediate public health risk from former Unisys site. Feb 1:1
i.park (former Unisys site) is up and almost running. Mar 1:1
GN mourns Lake Success trustee Albert Arkus. Mar 15:1
Changes to village parkland  (letter:Libby).  May 31:20
LIE lane problems in LS.  Jun 21:2
Cablevision beautifies LS.  Aug 2:7
LS Hebrew School children helping out.  Oct 18:8

VILLAGES-RUSSELL GARDENS
Mayor Nachmanoff travels to Albany to advocate for residents.  Mar 22:7
Russell Gardens Association dinner dance (photos).  May 10:8
Cablevision beautifies RG.  Aug 2:8
Park award to Russell Garden’s Mayor Dan Nachmanoff.  Oct 11:1

VILLAGES-SADDLE ROCK
New speed safety program.  Apr 5:3
North Shore Hebrew Academy to use village pool despite residents’ objections.  Jul 19:1
Saddle Rock Bridge memorial to victims of terrorist attack (ed.) Sep 20:42

VILLAGES-THOMASTON
The bridge over Colonial Road (letter:Briloff).  Apr 5:32
Future of Peninsula Pool Club in Thomaston.  May 21
Public Storage withdraws application in Thomaston.  Jun 7:2
Cablevision beautification program in Thomaston.  Jun 21:33
Empty Thomaston Park should be a dog run (letter:Hoffman).  Jun 28:25a
Thomaston celebrates 70 years (photos).  Aug 23:32
Thomaston Mayor Bob Stern installed as new president of GNVOA.  Sep 13:3

VILLAGES-UNINCORPORATED
State Supreme Court judge denies request to subdivide Allenwood property.  Apr 26:1

WATER SUPPLY
Manhasset-Lakeville Water Authority contamination clean-up story.  Mar 22:1
Benzene and gasoline additive MTBE found in well field (Segal/SCAG).  Apr 5:2
GN water is safe (Samansky).  Apr 12:25
Utilizing back flow devices.  Apr 26:11
Manhasset-Lakeville Water District Commissioners kvelling.  Jun 7:3
Reducing water usage during the summer.  Jun 14:1
Water Authority amends rules.  Jun 21:7
Lawn sprinkling regulations.  Jun 21:10
Local water supply facilities.  Jul 5:3
Water Authority of GN North has emergency plan.  Jul 12:4
Manhasset-Lakeville: Li’s tip-top tap water.  Jul 26:1
Water main break at Grace Ave. & Middleneck Rd.  Aug 9:6
GN community urged to learn how to protect its drinking water supply.  Oct 4:4
Nassau water caps are not working (Kane).  Nov 8:24
What we’re doing to protect your water supply (Sharkey). Nov 22:19
Water pollution puzzle. Nov 29:1
Regular Features
At The Great Neck Library
Business Record
Community Calendar
Great Neck Arts Center
Great Neck Park District
Great Neck Public Schools
Great Neck Television
Interfaith Bulletin Board
Newsbrief
Off the Record
People in the News
Police Report
School Shorts

ART & ARTISTS
Arts Center aglow with musical stars. Jan 10:1
Arts Center ballerinas perform for GN Seniors (photos). Jan 17:12
Artist Raffael Lomas comes to Arts Center. Feb 14:4
Artists Network of GN exhibit. May 2:46
Scenes of NY at Arts Center. May 16:3
GN House Exhibit (photos). May 23:24
Arts Center now offering professional voice lessons. Jul 18:6
Arts Center names Jan Wallace director of School of the Arts. Sep 5:8
Arts Center Founders Award to Richard Arenella. Nov 7:1

ARTISTS
Amsel, Judy. *Imprints* exhibit at GN Arts Center. Dec 5:2
Aviram, Roberta. Adtech Publishing. Mar 28:10
Derzy, Daisie. Exhibit. Apr 11:31
Hecht, Sheila. GN artist exhibit. Jan 31:32; Apr 25:4, Sep 12:23
Hirsch, John E. Beyond Great Neck. May 30:4
Mattelson, Marvin. American Society of Portrait Artists. May 2:32
Perlman, Phil. Judaic art. Mar 28:23
Schiff, Vivian. “Diamond Abstract.” Sep 12:36
Seroka, Lenora. Exhibit. Apr 11:31
Seroka, Leonore. Vintage photographs of artists. Sep 19:16
Unger, Lynn. 6:32

AUTHORS
Burghardt, Linda. *The Happy Empty Nest*. Dec 19:3
Dawid, Annie. *Lily in the desert*. Feb 14:20
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Fink, Sam. *The Declaration of Independence: the words that made America.* Jul 25:3
Goodman, Carol. *Lake of dead languages.* Jan 17:4
Harris, Seymour N. *The Building, 1928-1956.* May 16:30
Liss-Levinson, Dr. Nechama. Psychologist becomes playwright. Dec 5:3
Shoshanna, Brenda. *Zen Miracles.* Apr 25:23
Springer, Claude. The man behind the poetry. Nov 28:3
Stern, Michael. *Letters to America.* Nov 28:40

BUSINESS

Ackerman, Levine law firm deals in “business divorces.” Jan 3:3
Sterling National Bank opens in GN Plaza. Jan 3:14
IBWC of Womanspace to hold evening meetings. Jan 10:31
Grand opening of the Cashmere Outlet. Jan 24:38
Deli On The Green cheers Sarah Hughes with banner (photo). Feb 14:10
30-Minute Fitness collects food for needy. Apr 4:7
Tribute to Winter Olympics in Cashmere Outlet. Apr 4:32
Chef Michel Willaume opens bakery, Mondrian. Apr 11:3
J’s Seafood and Steakhouse opens in The Courtyard. May 9:4
Business signs...Get a permit first (ed). Jun 6:18
Peter’s Barber Shop celebrates 73 years in Plaza. Jul 4:3
North Bay Cadillac showroom in GN. Aug 1:4D
Management change at Jaguar of GN. Aug 1:8D
Independent Business Women’s Circle seminar (photos). Aug 8:4
Stylist Franco Mangiarano returns to Great Neck. Aug 22:15
9/11 Benefit Luncheon at Café Rustica. Sep 26:3; Oct 10:11
GN Jaguar welcomes back Michael White. Sep 26:4D
Gregory Bath & Kitchen Center name disclaimer. (notice). Oct 17:17
Levys of 30-Minute Fitness, receive Presidential Awards in Weight Training. Oct 17:64
Sterling Glen Communities to provide services to Mayfair residents. Oct 31:15
Roy Ketcham is new Chef owner of J’s Seafood Restaurant in Old Village. Nov 7:3
Skintech at Cion grand opening. Nov 7:30
Official grand opening for Blimpie, Chock Café and Carvel. Nov 7:30
A living legacy—The Benkert Bakery. Nov 21:2
IBWC members luncheon at J’s (photos). Dec 26:14
Anton Community newspapers receive VOA Award. Dec 26:28

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

2001 Awards Dinner (photos). Feb 14:26
Giraffe Award to ombudperson, Sabina Miller. Nov 14:2
**CHURCHES**

GN Clergy Association to observe Martin Luther King Day. Jan 17:1
Second Annual Barkminster Service at All Saints Church. Jan 31:10
GN houses of worship share spring holiday observances. Mar 21:24
Annual blessing of the animals at All Saints Church (photos). Mar 28:2
Barkminster success honors NYPD canine unit. Mar 28:3
All Saints Church annual strawberry festival. May 30:1
15th Blessing of the Animals a huge success (photos). Jun 13:3
A.M.E. Zion Church ceremony to preserve heritage (photos). Jul 11:1
Care & Fair, an international organization which fights child labor abuses, opens USA headquarters in Great Neck. Oct 3:3
Gospel Choir of GN’s St. Paul’s A.M.E. Zion Church performs for CVA. Oct 24:30

**COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS**

Child Care Partnership seeks membership support. Jan 3:3
D’Innocenzo addresses issues of combating terrorism at SANE/Peace Action. Jan 3:24
NCJW (letter: Brookman). Jan 10:20
COPAY Inc. to honor 4 “Women of Valor.” Jan 17:1
CLASP Children’s Center Board Annual Meeting. Jan 17:3
Open Door Center’s cabaret. Jan 24:3
SANE/Peace Action greets new year. Jan 31:27
CVA cookbook honors USMMA midshipmen. Feb 7:3
Independent Business Women’s Circle of Womanspace daring workshop. Feb 21:8
Garden Club presents Mary & Harry Van Allen. Feb 21:10
VITA volunteers provide free tax assistance. Feb 28:5
Open Door cabaret dedicated to heroes (photos). Mar 7:3
Womanspace plans activities for the coming season. Mar 14:3
Celebrating family ties in GN/Manhasset Parent-Child Home Program. Mar 14:4
GN’s NAMI chapter is recognized for service. Mar 21:3
UCF to honor the Knauers & GN Visiting Nurse Association. Mar 28:1
Open Door Center hosts author Elaine Mazlish. Apr 4:15
GN/Manhasset Parent Child 30th International Luncheon (photos). Apr 25:3
VFW remembers MIA/POW’s. May 2:14
Woman’s Club of GN hosts GN Senior Citizens (photo). May 2:30
COPAY open house (photos). May 9:3
N-Bombs will never bring peace, says expert at SANE/Peace meeting. May 16:24
NS Guidance Center announces Annual Golf Classic. May 30:14
GN SANE/Peace joins rally for ban on nuclear weapons. June 6:1
Barbara Kessel author of Suddenly Jewish to speak at NCJW luncheon. Jun 13:8
SANE/Peace a sponsor of Million Person March in NY (letter: Romaine). Jun 6:18
COPAY gearing up its children’s services. Jun 6:31
Al Grey Diabetes fundraiser. Jun 20:4
COPAY opens newly renovated facility. Jun 20:6
Local SANE/Peace at the Rally. Jun 20:16
Four GN Cub Scouts earn Aleph Award. Jul 4:6
Woman’s Club’s new officers (photo). Jul 4:8
Open Door benefit fashions for all ages (photos). Jul 18:3
Rotary plans 50th anniversary gala. Jul 25:2
SANE/Peace commemoration of Hiroshima Day in J.Ielpi Park on Aug. 5. Aug 1:3
Great Neck Boy Scout Troop 10 (photo). Aug 1:17
Successful Herzl Chapter of Hadassah benefit for Hadassah Hospital burn unit. Aug 1:19
Open Door Parent-Child Center meeting (photos). Aug 1:35
GN-Manhasset Parent Child Home Program graduation (photos). Aug 8:5
Skaters to help Coalition of 9/11 families give back. Aug 22:1
GN Amnesty Intl. Steps up anti-torture campaign. Aug 29:23
Hiroshima Day Memorial opposes US military policy. Aug 29:44
Café Rustica luncheon benefits UCF. Sep 5:3
Parent-Child Home Program at work (photos). Sep 5:5
Summer action planned by Amnesty International Group. Sep 5:15
United Community Fund of Great Neck since 1954. Oct 3:1
GN SANE/Peace & other LI activists beat drums of peace. Oct 10:20
The GN Student Aid Fund Inc. since 1931. Nov 21:4
Café Rustica dinner benefits CLASP. Nov 21:12 (photos)
GN activists receive Kairos Award by LI Alliance for Peaceful Alternatives. Nov 28:40
GN Rotary donates 1,300 turkey dinners. Dec 5:1
CAL Board of Directors annual meeting. Dec 5:6
Café Rustica luncheon benefits CAL (photos). Dec 5:22
GN RotaryClub Turkey Drive (photos). Dec 12:24
Global Harmony House: a decade of community service. Dec 26:26

CRIME
14 burglaries in Plaza since December. Feb 7:2
Vandals apprehended at Cohan Mansion. June 13:1
No arrests in local kidnap/robbery. Oct 31:2

DANCE
_Nutcracker_ at St. Paul’s Church. Jan 10:14
American Ballet Russe & GN School of dance at Steppinstone Park. Jul 25:1

DEATHS
Allain, Jean. May 9:62
Allen, Harold. Sep 5:47
Bauer, Anna D. Jun 20:38
Berardi, Denise V.  Oct 10:48
Berg, Dr. Seymour.  Oct 31:61
Berg, Sidney.  Dec 5:48
Berlind, Morris.  Jan 24:46
Binkiewicz, Gladys.  Apr 18:61
Borek, Susan M.  Apr 18:61
Bresnick, Carin.  Jun 13:62
Broms, Selma.  Aug 1:55
Cohan, Roselle.  Aug 22:40
Danzer, Helen A.  Mar 28:36
David, Arthur Walter.  May 23:54
Deluga, Stanley A.  Aug 8:32
Einhorn, Amelia Nappa.  Jan 31:47
Fischetti, Joan.  May 30:53
Fox, Sonja H.  Nov 21:63
Gitt, Corneilia K.  Oct 31:61
Gitt, Michael A.  Feb 14:44
Grasso, Joseph.  Oct 17:56
Griswold, Celestine P.  Aug 22:40
Gumm, Mary A.  May 9:62
Hazel, Joseph A.  Sep 12:40
Hicks II, William.  Jan 10:46
Hillman, Libby.  Apr 11:54
Intermesoli, Eileen “Hazel.”  Oct 17:56
Kahn, Robert Heenan.  Sep 5:47
Kalnick, Helene S.  Apr 4:36
Kureen, Ezra.  Jan 10:46
Lauria, Faye M.  Sep 5:47
Levine, Arthur J.  Jan 24:46
Levitt, Dr. Geraldine.  Jul 18:38
Margulies, Tillie.  Sep 12:40
Meade, Marie Louise.  Apr 25:55
Mullin, Anne M.  Mar 28:36
Naidamast, Daniel.  Aug 29:55
Neumann, Gerard A. Jan 31:47
Palmer, Philip Robert.  Jan 31:47
Prensky, Arnold B.  Aug 8:2
Prescott, Lucille Sklar.  Oct 24:48
Rappoport, Florence.  Feb 28:47
Ruesch, Dr. Alfred S.  Jun 13:62
Ryder, John F.  Apr 18:61
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Sandell, Morris M. May 23:54
Schwartz, Beatrice S. Nov 21:63
Seidman, Laurence I. Sep 26:54
Seldin, Murray. Sep 12:40
Sheiman, Seymour. Oct 31:61
Upton Sahm, Bernice. Aug 8:32
Valliere, Florence. Apr 18:61
Vasilou, Tommy Peter “Tommy the Greek”. Mar 28:36
Waxman, Rabbi Mordecai Aug 22:1
Waxman, Rabbi Mordecai Aug 15:1
Waxman, Rabbi Mordecai Aug 22:40
Weiland, Anne. Mar 28:56
Zahler, Benjamin. May 23:54

ELECTIONS
GN Estates & GN Plaza face contested elections. Feb 21:1
Contested election in Estates. Feb 28:3
GN Plaza contested election. Feb 28:3
6 village elections, 2 contested. Mar 14:2
Estates election (letters). Mar 14:22
GNLWV: reforming the election process. Mar 28:4
Scheduling of LWV debate in assembly race draws fire (letter:Perretti). Oct 10:19
Campbell, David A. Dec 12:48
Furman, Gertrude Kerman. Dec 12:48
Friedlander, Dr. Susan F. Dec 12:48

ENVIRONMENT
Superfund clean-up-some good news. Jan 10:4
Lockheed Martin encounters delays in clean-up. Feb 14:1
George W. Bush & the environment (Kane). Feb 21:19
L.I. Sound’s history (Kane). Apr 11:20
Earth Day 2002 (Kane). Apr 25:21
GN environmental hot-lines. May 2:1
Government agencies share information on GN pollution prevention. May 9:1
Earth Day – Part 2 (Kane). May 9:30
Cleaning the contamination from the former UNISYS site on Lakeville Rd. Jun 20:1
June 21, the longest day (Kane). Jun 30:18
Extraction well proposed on South school complex. Jun 27:1
The dead and the dying (maple trees). Aug 8:1
Lockheed Martin & M-L Water District reach agreement. Aug 8:2
Watch out for the Asian Long Horned Beetle. Aug 8:10
West Nile-To spray or not to spray (Kane). Sep 12:24
Jetty jousting on the North Fork (Kane). Oct 3:19
Stanton cleanup meeting Oct 22nd. Oct 17:2
Evolution (Kane). Oct 17:21
Lockheed Martin update. Oct 24:2
Government environment agencies report on Stanton Cleaners cleanup. Oct 31:1
Election results. Nov 7:1
School board studies Lockheed Martin clean-up proposal. Nov 14:4
DEC announces public meeting on former Unisys site. Dec 5:3
County & villages ally to promote LI Sound cleanup. Dec 12:3
One step closer to plume clean-up. Dec 26:2

ETHNIC
Hispanic Community of GN meeting (photos). Feb 28:8
Persian Cultural Appreciation Month. Mar 7:1
County Executive Suozzi celebrates Persian American month. May 2:10
HCGN homework help program. Nov 7:4
SHAI lecture on teens and self-esteem. Nov 14:6

FIRE DISTRICTS
Happy 100 years to the Alerts! (photos) Jan 10:3
Vigilant Fire Company selling raffles to benefit Burn Center. Jan 24:2
Vigilants celebrate 97th anniversary (photos). Jan 31:3
Volunteers wanted for WTC fundraiser. Mar 7:1
The Vigilant firefighters at work. Jun 6:28
Antique Fire Apparatus Show and Muster. Jun 27:1
Update on Vigilant Fire Company. Jul 25:25
Antique fire equipment muster sparks interest (photos). Aug 1:3
Scholarships for volunteering (letters: Crowley; Balboni). Aug 1:19
Memorial for former Alert volunteer Jamie Alan Lynch. Aug 15:2
Alert Junior Firefighters celebrate 20 years (photos). Aug 29:3
Fire District proposes $5 million bond issue. Sep 26:1
Alert Junior Firefighters meeting & drill. Oct 3:12

GREAT NECK
Great Neck residents assist Russian immigrants. Jan 10:2
2001 in headlines: part 3. Jan 17:3
Great Neck to get tough on drivers chatting on cell phones. Feb 7:1
Ailing, dying raccoons spotted in Great Neck. Feb 7:3
Congratulation signs for Sarah Hughes. Feb 28:17
Sarah Hughes parade March 10. Mar 7:1
Sarah Hughes parade (photos). Mar 14:1
Sarah Hughes parade (A funny thing...). Mar 21:1
Remembering 9/11 on Bridge. Mar 21:1
Netanyahu, former prime minister of Israel visits GN. Mar 28:2
Great Neck Memorial Day Parade. May 23:1
VOA serious about upgrading emergency readiness. Jun 6:1
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Memorial Day Parade photos. Jun 13:50
Commemorating September 11th. Sep 5:1
GNVOA Annual Dinner (photos). Sep 12:16
Great Neck remembers: Ceremony at 9-11 Bridge. Sep 19:1
Co-op/condo owners call for fair tax rates. Oct 3:1
Opposes Iraq war (letter:Danziger). Oct 3:20
Governor Pataki to speak in GN about the war on terror. Oct 10:4
VOA urges “yes” vote on county referendum (letter:Peragine). Oct 31:21
Nassau County donates E-911 equipment to villages. Nov 7:1
County & villages ally to promote LI Sound cleanup. Dec 12:3
Auxiliary police seeking volunteers. Dec 19:1

GREAT NECK LIBRARY
GN authors’ homecoming. Jan 10:25
Annual library election. Jan 17:16
Public referendum for expansion (letter:Adler). Jan 31:20
New GN Library board trustees elected. Feb 7:3
Joyce Klein heads library board. Feb 21:1
VITA volunteers provide free tax assistance. Feb 28:5
Arlene Nevens heads library. Mar 7:1
Persian Cultural Appreciation Month. Mar 7:1
After WTC, Imagine New York workshop. Mar 7:2
Arlene Nevens, a steady hand at the library (ed). Mar 7:18
Library Board seeking candidates. Mar14:3
Library, a home away from home (letter:Miller). Mar 14:22
NOVA video (letter:Gilliar). Mar 28:18
Library expansion (letter:Tucker). Apr 4:18
Library adopts $6,799,000 budget. Apr 18:1
Library cuts back to two polling places. May 30:2
Objection to polling cutback (letter:Brinn). Jul 4:18
Local History Room dedication at Library (photo). Aug 8:1
Ed Amrhein memorial ceremony and dedication. Sep 19:15
Preschool showcase at GN Library. Oct 3:8
Concerns over library policies (letter:Penner). Oct 3:18
Concerns over library policies (letter:Dacher). Oct 17:20
Library hires architect to begin proposals. Oct 31:1

GREAT NECK POST OFFICE
Unveiling the September 11 stamp. Jun 20:1

HEALTH
Notes on surviving strokes. Feb 14:19
“Friends” – The Cancer Center for kids.  Mar 21:2
NSUH : Nation’s top nursing honor.  Apr 11:3
Teen smoking takes its toll.  May 9:3
NSUH ranked top hospital in AARP survey.  May 9:21
Trauma Center opens at NSUH.  May 16:3
North Shore-Long Island Jewish Asthma Center.  May 23:1
Breast Cancer Prevention Update urges better research.  Nov 14:3

HISTORIC LANDMARKS
Historic district on Arrandale being considered.  Apr 18:1
A.M.E. Zion Church ceremony to preserve heritage (photo).  Jul 11:1
Should Arrandale Avenue be landmarked? (op:Frank).  Aug 15:1

MUSIC
GN opera debuts with standing ovations.  Jan 10:4
Open Door Center’s cabaret.  Jan 24:3
Pirchei Efrat boys concert comes to Great Neck.  Feb 7:22
Rotary Committee plans concert at USMMA.  Feb 14:8
Great Neck Opera (GNO) taking L.I. by storm.  Apr 4:16
Air Force Band marching into GN.  Apr 11:1
GN Opera appoints new director David J. Silverman.  May 16:4
GN Rotary Club Band ready to go (photo).  Jun 27:33
GNAC piano teacher, Edward Kalendar says goodbye to star student.  Jul 11:3
Shoeshine Boys, Zachary Bernstein & Amos Rosenstein release new album.  Jul 25:3
Persian Night with the Kamran Orchestra at Grace Ave. Park.  Jul 25:4

MUSICIANS
Birnbaum, Ellen.  First flute.  May 23:8
Blonsky, Nikki. Singer’s first audition.  Sep 12:31
Brusiloff, Gene. “Mr. Music” to solo with Rotary Band.  July 18:4
Butler, Joe. Singer honored honored at Arts Center gala.  Oct 17:4
Cohen, Steve.  Rotary Community Band.  Jun 6:10
Dillon, Sam.  Jazz saxophonist.  Jan 17:4
Kopstein, David.  Trumpet soloist.  Apr 4:6
Olney, Nina.  Sings 9/11 anthem at Open Door’s cabaret.  Jan 31:3
Rutowski, Joseph. Clarinet solo with GN Rotary’s Band.  Jul 25:4
Tamarin, Milt.  Alto clarinet.  May 30:22
NASSAU COUNTY
Suozzi takes the helm of Nassau County. Jan 10:1
Comptroller Howard Weitzman inauguration. Jan 10:3
Legislator Lisanne Altmann installed. Jan 24:4
Suozzi: budget deficit worse than thought. Feb 7:10
Despite bleak outlook Suozzi optimistic. Feb 21:1
Comptroller Weitzman’s concerns focus on 2003. Feb 28:2
Suozzi presents 4-year recovery plan. Apr 4:1
NIFA, Suozzi on same page. Apr 18:1
Fair Tax Plan (letter). May 23:19
Inspector Morrish steps down at 6th Precinct police. Jun 13:1
Cancer study of pets announced by Lisanne Altmann. Jul 18:2
Property reassessments to be mailed to residents by Sept. 1. Jul 18:3
Nassau’s budget released this week. Sep 19:3
Comptroller Howard Weitzman police audit sees possible $5 million savings. Oct 31:3
Property taxes to increase 19.4%. Nov 7:12
Fact-finding hearing on property value reassessment. Dec 12:3
Commuter tax not dead yet. Dec 19:3
Property reassessment mess (Korobow). Dec 26:23

NEW YORK STATE
Balboni takes lead in emergency preparedness. Jan 31:1
Hands-free phones grace period ends March 1. Feb 28:14
Assembly announces Superfund refinancing plan. Apr 25:8
Praise for DiNapoli’s environmental record (letter: Siegal). May 9:30
Chris Murray announces candidacy for 7th Senatorial District. May 16:2
Suozzi’s fiscal recovery program. Jul 11:2
Senator Balboni addresses reporters’ roundtable. Aug 29:1
16th Assembly District candidates DiNapoli, Vargas and Russo. Oct 10:1
7th District senatorial race. Oct 17:1
Senator Balboni joins national task force. Dec 19:1

NORTH HEMPSTEAD, TOWN
Democrats celebrate N. Hempstead inaugurations. Jan 10:1
Supervisor Newburger to give State-of-the-Town address. Jan 17:4
Newburger lauds State of the Town. Jan 31:1
Apr 13, 2002 will be a landmark day. Apr 11:1
Town grants Greentree zoning change. Apr 25:6
A conversation with Councilman Fred Pollack. May 2:3
A1 bond rating for Town. May 9:31
Town debates pros and cons of council districts. May 23:3
Dwyer & O’Connell announce for Town Board. Sep 19:1
Town taxes to rise in 2003. Oct 17:10
A1 bond rating for Town of North Hempstead. Oct 31:3
Gary Ackerman secures $750,000 for N.H. Storm-Water Management. Nov 7:2

PARK DISTRICT
Brook restored at the Wooley’s Lane Preserve. Jan 3:4
Park addresses ice rink. Feb 14:2
Neil D. Marrin, new Park District Superintendent. Mar 7:1
Commissioners introduce new Park Superintendent Neil Marrin. Mar 14:1
Possible renaming of Grace Ave. Park in honor of firefighter Jonathan Ielpi. Apr 11:1
Park commissioners consider renaming Grace Ave. Park. Apr 25:2
New skate park opens Saturday! Apr 25:1
What to do with the Peninsula Pool property. May 9:1
Grace Avenue Park (letter:Pierce). May 9:30
Renaming Grace Ave. Park (letters). May 16:18
Grace Avenue Park (letter:Emanuel). May 23:18
GN House exhibit (photos). May 23:24
Park renamed Jonathan L. Ielpi Firefighters Park. May 30:1
Resolution for Remembrance Park. Jun 6:2
New Steppingstone July 4th Family Day. Jul 4:1
Free Parkwood pool party for all Park District residents. Jul 11:1
Fab Mania comes to Steppingstone. Jul 18:1
Ribbon cutting to open new addition of Steppingstone Park on July 21st. Jul 18:1
American Ballet Russe & GN School of dance at Steppinestone Park. Jul 25:1
Persian Night with the Kamran Orchestra at Grace Ave. Park. Jul 25:4
July 4th “Under the Big Top at Steppingstone Park (photos). Jul 15:14
Steppingstone shoreline reclaimed for the people. Aug 1:1
Free Parkwood Pool Party sequel coming up Aug. 21. Aug 15:1
Labor Day at Steppingstone Theatre. Aug 29:1
Joe Rosenthal runs for park commissioner. Sep 19:1
Participants in 2002 Steppingstone Sailing Regatta (photo). Oct 3:32
Andrew Imperatore dedication at Memorial Field. Oct 10:2
Osprey nest dedication. Oct 10:36
Park District budgetary house in order. Oct 17:1
Thomaston Mayor Bob Stern to run for park commissioner. Oct 17:1
Jonathan Ielpi Park dedicated. Oct 24:1
Halloween in the Park District. Oct 24:4
New state law will help the Park District. Nov 7:16
Park candidates Jeffrey Schwartz & Ivar Segalowitz. Nov 14:1
LWV holds Park District candidate debate. Nov 28:3
Park race (letters). Dec 5:25
Commissioner Bill Dobkin’s farewell. Dec 19:19
Paintings shared by Sara’s Center lights up GN House. Dec 26:16

PEOPLE
Akerman, Silvia. Women’s Honor Roll nominee. Apr 25:2
Alpert, Mindy. MS WALK leader. Jan 31:48
Alterbaum, James. AJC Man of the Year. Jan 31:8
Arenella, Richard. Arts Center Founders Award. Nov 7:1
Arkus, Deborah. North Hempstead honor. Apr 11:2
Artsis, Michael. TV reporter sweeps awards. Jun 13:19
Barber, Joan Susswein. Former GN student, multitalented actress. Aug 1:2
Bass, Jeffrey L. State of Israel award. Mar 7:2
Bass, Jeffrey L. Named associate trustee of NS-LIJ Health System. Aug 15:4
Berger, Ronni. Arts Center outreach coordinator (letter:Joseph). Feb 7:18
Berlind, Morton. Member of Great Neck/SANE remembered. Jul 25:18
Birnbaum, Ellen. First flute in Rotary Club’s Summer Community Band. May 23:8
Blaha, Christopher. A soldier’s story. May 9:3
Blanck, Richard. Neurologist named new chair of Multiple Sclerosis Soc. Apr 4:38
Blum, Elsie. Clicker-Trainer extraordinaire. Aug 15:3
Chaplin, Marjorie. CAPS honor. Oct 17:6
Cohen, Carol. Couturiere. Sep 26:6
Craugh, Gerald. 40 years at the GN Post Office. Oct 3:4
Cutler, George. Electrician clown, comedian, etc. Nov 21:3
Danoff, Laura & Scott (photo). Host fundraiser for Israeli school. Mar 28:2
Davidson, Joshua. Senior rabbi at Temple Beth El in Chappaqua. Apr 4:3
Dolgin, Gail. Daughter from Danang film. Mar 21:3
Edelson, Ron. My Boss is a Patriot award. Feb 14:3
Edelstein, Dr. Martin. Collects “Mother Plaques.” Jun 13:2
Edelstein, Martin. Best family doctor. Jun 20:24
Fassler, Inga. Retires as Director of GN Arts Center school. Aug 8:3
Fishenfeld, Keith. Jeweler and his trumpet. May 16:22
Flood, Mike. Pays respects to fellow marine. Jun 13:3
Friedman, Samuel E. GN lawyer meets Justice Ginsburg. Nov 7:10
Friend, Channa. Town Women’s Honor Roll. May 2:2
Gardner, Mary. CAPS honor. Oct 17:6
Golbert, David. Publishes Dave’s Literary Journal. Apr 11:2
Graham, Bonnie. Host of AMT Children of Hope Bachelor Auction. Jan 17:7
Greenbaum, Beatrice. Hospice care honoree. Oct 31:3
Gurfein, David. Local young man serves in Afghanistan. Aug 1:2
Haas, Phyllis. Cooking teacher at GN House. Sep 19:24
Hertzberg, Randi. Randi Robics Fitness Show. May 2:3
Hughes, Sarah (letter:Dobkin). Feb 21:18
Hughes, Sarah (photo). Jan 17:1
Hughes, Sarah. 11 years of ballet. Mar 14:2
Hughes, Sarah. Congratulation letters. Mar 7:18
Hughes, Sarah. Family picture. Jan 31:48
Hughes, Sarah. GN’s Golden Girl. Feb 28:1, 3
Hughes, Sarah. Great Neck Parade. Mar 14:1
Hughes, Sarah. State Parks Award. May 30:3
Hughes, Sarah. Captures 1st ESPY Award. Aug 1:1
Hughes, Sarah. NCSC Award of excellence. May 23:56
Hughes, Sarah. Thank you luncheon for Sarah at Morton’s (photos). Aug 22:3
Huptman, Elisa. A van with something to say. Jun 20:3
Julius, Jacob. Great Neck teacher (letter: Graham). Feb 7:18
Julius, Jacob. Scholarship honors beloved teacher. Apr 18:5
Kimmel, Howard. Foundation sponsors senior housing. Apr 18:3
Klein, Florence. 30 years of friendship at REAP 1. Jan 31:2
Kline, Emanuel. Democratic Party Committeeperson of the Year Award. Mar 28:14
Knauer, Chris & Fred. UCF honor. Mar 28:1
Kogel, Ruth. GNLWV honoree. Jul 4:29
Kohan, Michael. In the Navy. Jun 13:3
Kreitzman, Wendy K. Town Women’s Roll of Honor. May 23:2
Kuo Jr., Frederick. Temple Isaiah 9/11 Memorial. Apr 4:1
Lavon, Dalia. “Mother” pin collection. May 9:2
Lavon, Dalia. Tag “saling.” Mar 21:4
Leeds, Lilo & Gerard. Honored at Galaxy Gala IX. Apr 11:12
Linares, Gloria. Olympic torchbearer. Jan 3: last page
Lucash, Frederick. GN plastic surgeon offers “Quality of Life” surgery. Nov 28:24
Mangiarano, Franco. Stylist returns to Great Neck (Savinos). Aug 22:15
Mazek, Dr. Warren. Receives Presidential Rank Award. Jan 3:49
Meltzer, Frieda. Celebrates 100 years. Oct 3:3
Meyer, Ora. GN League of Women Voters honors memory. Oct 17:43
Meyersfield, Kelly and Eric. Actors. Sep 5:3
Obornik, Rose. 103rd birthday celebrated at Grace Plaza Nursing Home. Apr 25:30
Penn, Steven. Squire Theater maintenance man honored. Aug 29:6
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Prouser, Rabbi Joseph. GN resident in Uganda. Apr 11:13
Reiss, Barbara. Retires as head of Senior Center. Jan 24:30
Richman, Harold. Garden guru. May 23:40
Rodriguez, L.CPL. Danny. Fighting for our way of life. Jan 17:3
Savarese, Dr. Ronald. Helps parents deal with adolescent drug abuse. Oct 17:48
Schmidt, Fred. Celebrated 100th birthday in the Plaza. Nov 21:3
Spector, Dr. Ruth. Seeks blood donor. Jan 3:1
Taffet, Jessica. Local violinist. Oct 31:12
Telsey, Ronna. Women’s History honoree. Apr 18:2
Waxman, Rabbi Mordecai. “A great man has passed.” Aug 22:1
Weinberg, Laura. Women’s Roll honoree. May 16:2
Ziegelbaum, Dr. Michael. Temple Israel member donates bone marrow. Jul 18:3
Zimmerman, Robert. My Boss is a Patriot award. Feb 14:3
De Simone, Vito. Working to make dreams come true. Dec 5:3
Weinstock, Michael. GN Student Aid Fund success story. Dec 5:6
Lulov, Shelly. Harmonica-Cat. Dec 13:3
Kahn, Michael. Wins chemistry prize. Dec 12:12

POLICE
New 6th Precinct Commanding Officer Inspector Peter A. Matuza. Dec 26:3

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Congressman Gary Ackerman hosts annual holiday party at USMMA. Jan 3:1
Farewell message from Thomas Gulotta. Jan 3:18
Clearing the way for federal funds to reach families of WTC attack. Jan 3:25
Ackerman obtains millions in federal funds for Nassau & Suffolk. Jan 3:33
Bush & Ackerman unveil WTC stamp. Mar 28:1
Al Gore visits Great Neck, says thank you. Jun 6:4
A conversation with Congressman Gary Ackerman. Dec 12:1
Senator Charles Schumer discusses local issues. Dec 12:1

SCHOOLS
Summer 2001 Recreation Program report. Jan 3:1
Promoting drug and alcohol free teens (letter). Jan 3:18
The internet publishing debate. Jan 17:1
School district proposed Internet publishing policy. Jan 24:3
Community School celebrates 70th anniversary. Jan 31:3
GN excels with 2 Intel finalists. Feb 7:1
School District hears day care proposal. Feb 7:1
Community school: 4 years of NAEYC accreditation. Feb 7:4
Adults with special learning need make strides at Learning Center. Feb 7:5
Secondary school courses changes. Feb 14:1
South High students to perform at Carnegie Hall. Feb 14:5
GN public schools pursue day care proposals. Feb 21:3
Lakeville Elementary School holiday boutique (photos). Feb 21:5
South High makes the grade on TV’s *Long Island Challenge*. Feb 21:6
School Board revises field trip policy. Feb 28:4
Kennedy students make memorial quilt (photo). Feb 28:5
VITA volunteers provide free tax assistance. Feb 28:5
Dr. Shine addresses mayors on school security. Mar 14:1
School Board proposes $123,512,000 budget. Mar 14:1
School computer network internet policy revised. Mar 21:1
Numbers change for school budget. Mar 28:1
School Board revises field trip policy. Apr 4:1
Corporal Daniel Rodriguez brings lessons of war to South Middle School. Apr 4:3
Another look at the internet policy. Apr 11:1
GN Community School at L.I. Children’s Museum opening (photos). Apr 18:3
*Anything Goes* at North High (photo). Apr 18:5
Board of Ed recognizes South High students (photo). Apr 18:6
School tax rate increase forced. Apr 25:1
North High’s 1st ever Feminist Club starts off year. Apr 25:3
School District adopts proposed 2002-03 budget. May 2:1
NYS school report cards. May 9:1
GN Board of Ed sets 2002-2003 meetings. May 16:1
Universal Pre-K Program update. May 23:1
GN Community School Annual Book Fair Pajama Party (photos). May 23:12
Students afforded inside look at government. May 23:16
GN Public Schools Latin students excel (photo). May 16:5
Schools must now develop attendance policy. May 30:3
GN students’ art on display at L.I. Children’s Museum. May 30:8
Temple Emanuel scholarships honor GN Schools’ Dr. Shine. Jun 6:1
Students win at International science Fair. Jun 6:5
Toon Town USA, South HS Senior Event. Jun 13:4
Adult Program Volunteer Service Award presented. Jun 13:6
Silverstein Hebrew Academy of GN groundbreaking. Jun 6:30
GN Student Aid Fund at work (photos). Jun 6:45
School District’s David Rauch Memorial. Jun 20:1
Class of 2002-honors and awards. Jun 27:1
GN North Middle School’s PTA donations. Jun 27:2
Students excel in Li Science competition. Jun 27:5
37 retired faculty members honored (photo). Jun 27:5
More GN teachers may retire. Jul 4:1
Celebrity Team Challenge at North High (photos). Jul 4:3
GNHS Class of 2002 new awards (photos). Jul 4:5
School Board accepts retirement incentive. Jul 11:1
Schools adopt comprehensive attendance policy. Jul 25:1
School Board adopts policy on computer network & internet use. Aug 8:3
Schools adopt internet publishing policy. Aug 22:2
GN Community School’s Health Fair 2002 (photos). Aug 29:5
Opening of Great Neck schools 2002-03. Sep 5:1
School Board sets 2002-03 meetings. Sep 5:1
School District welcomes new faculty (photos). Sep 12:5
Our schools remember September 11 (photo). Sep 26:5
South High tackles coastal cleanup. Oct 10:3
NYS 4th and 8th grade math assessments. Oct 10:6
Defibrillators in our schools. Oct 17:1
Community Forum on education finance & equity. Oct 17:3
Advanced Placement Scholars named. Oct 24:5
All-weather outdoor track at South H.S. Oct 24:6
School Board ponders lunchtime student driving moratorium. Oct 31:1
High School Moratorium (ed.). Oct 31:20
Traffic at North High (letter:Graham). Oct 31:21
High Schools share decision making. Nov 7:1
School board studies Lockheed Martin clean-up proposal. Nov 14:4
Siemens Westinghouse semifinalist from North & South. Nov 14:5
Middle School shared decision-making. Nov 21:1
The GN Student Aid Fund Inc. since 1931. Nov 21:4
Lockheed Martin water remediation plan offered to GN Public Schools. Nov 28:3
Mayor Kiryati visits NS Hebrew Academy. Dec 5:12
State grants for GN schools. Dec 12:2
South High student driving compromise. Dec 19:1
School Board opposes virtual charter school. Dec 19:2
Middle School top science winners. Dec 19:5
South HS Class of ’67 reunion. Dec 19:8
School Board proposes school signs policy for new signs. Dec 26:2
GN Community School Fall Festival 2003 (photos). Dec 26:5
Saddle Rock School thanks the WAGNN. Dec 26:6

SCHOOLS-FACULTY & STUDENTS
Adamowicz, Stephanie. Wins Ackerman Art Contest. May 9:18
Butnick, Francesca. Holocaust Memorial intern. Oct 3:34
Carpenter, David & Lauren. Violinists to perform at Alice Tully Hall. Apr 11:5
Carpenter, Lauren-Sarah. ARTS finalist. Feb 14:1
Carpenter, Lauren-Sarah. Presidential scholar. May 30:1
Chen, Christopher. Young math scholar. Nov 21:5
Dillon, Sam. Jazz Man. May 9:44
Farzan-Kashani, Raphael. Intel finalist. Feb 7:1
Foley, Aisling. GNSH student inducted into National Vocational Honor Society. Jul 25:5
Freeman, Rob. On the right track. Mar 14:48
Freeman, Robbie. South HS graduate runner. Nov 7:5
Ganz, Elizabeth. Landmark volunteer. Jul 11:5
Giddon, Devon. Handbags for local charity. May 23:26
Kim, Angela. Research at LIJ lab. Mar 7:6
Koen, Julie. Poems of love and remembrance. Jul 18:19
Last, Lisa. GN Girl Scount “Or Emunah” Award. May 2:16
Lavon, Hannah. Bess N2H2 computer filter article. Mar 7:3
Leiberman, David. US Senate Youth Program delegate. Jan 3:5
Leiberman, David. Alan L. Gleitsman Award winner. Jul 4:4
Levitan, Arlene. ARTS finalist. Feb 14:1
Ling, Jennifer. Siemens Westinghouse semifinalist from NHS. Nov 14:5
Mehta, Neha. Presidential scholar semifinalist. Apr 25:5
Meta, Neha. Presidential scholar. May 30:1
Nanwani, Ameesha. GNNS wins prize in an essay contest (photos). Jul 25:8
Ok, Alfred. Presidential scholar semifinalist. Apr 25:5
Rosenblatt, Marnie B. Science research at GN North. Aug 1:34
Rosenblatt, Marnie. North HS science award winner. Nov 7:5
Sambursky, Romy. Tenure granted to Lakeville teacher. Jan 17:5
Sarachek, Shirley. Retiree honored by GN Hispanic Community. Jun 6:3
Schulz, Kenneth. Siemens Westinghouse semifinalist from SHS. Nov 14:5
Shirazian, Edwin. Comptroller’s Achievement Award. Aug 1:15
Soeun Kim, Angela. Intel finalist. Feb 7:1
Sykoff, Jenna L. Student reviews Mame, a celebration of life. Dec 5:35
Weinstein, Randy R. Helene Herzig Award. Jun 6:3
Willis, Rose. Cafeteria aide retires after 38 years. May 30:22
Wilson, Chris. Teacher solos at pool side. July 11:6

SENIOR CITIZENS
Grace Plaza cognitive retraining program. Jan 24:13
Barbara Reiss retires as Head of Senior Center. Jan 24:30
Rose, Jonathan. Poem “The Order.” Feb 14:19
“Senior” senior prom at the Mayfair. Feb 21:2
Senior Center Executive Director Mary Ann Rettino. May 23:2
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Grace Plaza Nursing & Rehab celebrates 30 years. May 23:3
Senior citizen tax exemptions. Oct 17:5
Women Supporting Women dedicate flag quilt. Oct 24:17
Senior Citizen Residence known as Arrandale (photos). Nov 7:3

SPORT ATHLETES
Alpert, Mindy. Road to the Olympics. Jan 24:48
Bronheim, Seth. Tennis player to compete on West Coast. Jul 4:40
Burghardt, Katie. Yale fencing team. Nov 14:55
DeMarco, Dan. Swimmer represents US in Cayman Islands. Oct 31:64
DeMarco, Uva. Wins Cayman Island 5K Open Water Race. Nov 14:55
Emrani, Dustin. Runner is 3rd in States. Jun 27:64
Freeman, Rob. Cornerstone of South HS Boys Track Program. Jun 13:63
Ginor, Yoni. Receives GLIRC’S “Most Improved Runner” award. Feb 14:56
Hughes, Sarah. Captures 1st ESPY Award. Aug 1:1
Rutner, Olga. Octogenarian skier. Apr 11:56
Seidenfeld, Justin. Tennis winner. Mar 21:64
Shyu, Stephanie. Junior Olympic fencing contender. Dec 5:56
Spring, Nina. Another winning skater. Mar 21:64
Warren, Guy. Ex firefighter golfs for worthy cause. Aug 1:56

SPORTS
GN COPAY kids “fun, walk, run,” Apr 4:48
GN Spirits prepare for Special Olympics. Apr 18:64
Fun Run for Cancer Center for Kids. May 2:64
7th Annual GN Games Special Olympics. May 30:1
North High Boys track team excels. Jun 27:64
GN Games 2002 (photos). Jul 11:56
Long Island Gold Coast Pro-am Tournament for UCF on Aug 11th. Jul 25:1
Thunder Boys U-11 travel soccer team (photo). Sep 5:48
UCF Pro-Am tennis tournament. Sep 19:64
Stars Stripes and Skates (letters). Oct 3:20
GN Norths’s girl’s volleyball team off to a great start (photos). Oct 10:56
Remembering Special Olympics Coach Joan Grunebaum. Oct 17:63
USMMA water polo earns 3rd place at divisions. Oct 31:64
LI Gold Coast 5M/5K run benefits GN UCF (photos). Dec 5:55

SYNAGOGUES
Temple Beth-El to honor leaders January 27. Jan 3:2
Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton to speak at Temple Beth-El. Jan 10:2
Temple Isaiah announces Martin Luther King Jr. Shabbat. Jan 10:18
Nasrine Gross of Afghanistan at Temple Emanuel service. Jan 17:2
Temple Beth-El groundbreaking January 27th. Jan 17:2
Temple Beth-El welcomes Senator Hillary Clinton. Jan 31:1
GN Village seeks Temples’ cooperation re illegal parking in Strathmore. Feb 14:1
Temple Beth-El groundbreaking (photos). Feb 14:12
Daniel Pipes, Mideast authority to speak at GN Synagogue. Mar 21:14
Temple Israel Nursery School 1st Torah-Science Fair. Mar 21:20
GN houses of worship share spring holiday observances. Mar 21:24
Temple Beth-El’s 6th annual Mitzvah Day. Mar 28:3
Last Days Holocaust documentary film at GN Synagogue. Mar 28:14
Temple Isaiah to dedicate Memorial to 9/11 victim Frederic Kuo Jr. Apr 4:1
Sisterhood of Temple Israel set to “roast” Rabbi Mordecai Waxman. Apr 4:4
Temple Israel Service commemorates Holocaust resistance. Apr 4:31
Author Blue Greenberg at Temple Israel. Apr 25:55
Temple Israel tribute to Rabbi Waxman. May 16:1
Chabad of GN annual Lag B’Omer holiday celebration. May 16:31
Temple Israel remembers Jacob “Yonny” Julius. May 30:2
Temple Emanuel scholarships honor GN Schools’ Dr. Shine. Jun 6:1
Temple Beth-El’s new assistant rabbi, Rabbi Darcie Crystal. Jun 6:2
Party pets at NOAR Nursery School of Temple Emanuel (photos). Jun 6:24
Temple Isaiah’s 35th anniversary celebration. Jun 13:16
Temple Emanuel musical dedicated to Israel. Jun 27:2
Temple Israel Pastoral Committee retirees (photos). Jul 4:24
Six members of Temple Israel receive honors. Jul 11:38
Temple Israel, member, Michael Ziegelbaum, donates bone marrow. Jul 18:3
Temple Beth-El elects new board (photo). Aug 1:42
Rabbi Waxman, “A great man has passed.” Aug 22:1
Temple Israel president thanks community (letter). Sep 5:20
Alon Pinkus to speak at GN Synagogue. Sep 19:4
Endostatin discoverer Dr. Judah Folkman to speak at Temple Emanuel. Sep 26:1
Temple Isaiah’s Rabbi Ted Tsuruoka featured in George Kalinsky’s Rabbis the many faces of Judaism. Sep 26:2
Installation service for Rabbi Crystal at Temple Beth-El (photo). Oct 10:12
Simchat Torah celebration of GN. Oct 24:38
Parking regulations and safety during Jewish High Holidays enforced (letter:Mostel). Oct 31:20
Save lives...follow parking rules (ed.). Nov 7:20
Books by local authors featured at Temple Isaiah Book Fair. Nov 14:10
Rabbi Davidson gets Kairos Award from LIA for Peaceful Alternatives. Nov 28:40
Israel Defense Forces present a concert at Temple Israel. Dec 5:1
TELEVISION
Women veterans remember WWII. Jan 10:6
Winning plays to be aired on Public Access Television. Jan 24:6
Two new shows on Cabelevision TV72. Jan 31:4
PAC presents 9/11 Memorial Bridge dedication on February 10th. Jan 31:35
Something To Talk About Rock N’ Roll special (photos). Feb 7:2
PATV presents: French for travelers. Feb 28:32
Tennis Tips series on Channel 71. Jun 13:63
Public Access moves to new facilities. Jun 20:3
NY’s only “second wedding: showcase debuts. Jul 11:3
Behind the scenes at Public Access Television. Aug 22:3
Original play, Alfie by George Cutler, on PATV. Sep 12:12
PATV Television fall workshop. Oct 3:28
PATC Bachelor Auction a success! Nov 25:28
Problems dealing with Cablevision (letter:Birnbaum). Dec 26:22

TRAFFIC
Pedestrian problems (letter:Lewis). Jul 11:18
Lane closures of Cross Island Parkway. Oct 3:14
Concern with the state of vehicular safety (letter: Ebert). Nov 21:20
Saving parking spaces (letter:Salkind). Nov 21:20

UNITED STATES CONGRESS
Ackerman pushes bill to sanction Arafat and PLO. May 23:27
5th District Congressional race, Ackerman vs. Reich. Oct 24:1

UNITED STATES MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY
CVA cookbook honors USMMA midshipmen. Feb 7:3
Ships-in-bottles exhibit now at Merchant Marine Museum. Feb 7:27
Edwin O’Hara, an unforgotten hero. Feb 14:3
Congressman C.W. Bill Young addresses grads. Jun 20:3
VFW plants freedom trees. Jun 20:27
Retired Officers Club dinner at USMMA (photos). Jun 27:10
Learning Centers new director, Thomas Brady. Jun 27:34
Awakened by cadets (letter:Strausman). Aug 8:29
US Maritime Administration’s bronze medal given to Cmdr. Eric Y Wallischek for relief efforts following 9/11 attack. Aug 15:2
Captain Carol Curtis Dye makeover. Oct 31:54

VILLAGES-GN
Old Village seeking Middle Neck Road ownership. Jan 31:1
GN Village seeks Temples’ cooperation re illegal parking in Strathmore. Feb 14:1
Old Village landmarks Wooleys Lane house.  Feb 28:4  
Solving the parking problem on Park Circle.  Mar 28:1  
Village working toward Middle Neck Road ownership.  Apr 4:1  
Historic district on Arrandale being considered.  Apr 18:1  
Mayor Steve Falk’s vision for the Old Village.  Apr 25:3  
Old Village Crafts Fair Sunday.  May 2:1  
Village adopts term limits.  May 2:1  
Strathmore chooses to keep park and pond.  May 16:1  
Old Village Crafts Fair a huge success (photos).  May 23:3  
Middle Neck Road ownership update.  Jun 27:2  
Proposed plans for development of 268 housing units on East Shore Road.  Jul 4:1  
Proposal for reclaiming East Shore Rd. strip at Jul 9th meeting.  Jul 18:1  
Opposes demolition of Arrandale house (letter:Auerbach).  Jul 18:18  
(Mayor Falk) is destroying GN Village (letter:Pierce).  Aug 1:18  
House on Arrandale torn down (photo).  Aug 8:12  
Opinions on East Shore Rd. development (letters).  Aug 8:20  
Should Arrandale Avenue be landmarked? (op:Frank).  Aug 15:1  
East Shore Rd. moratorium extended.  Aug 15:1  
Arrandale Avenue development questioned. (letters).  Aug 22:26  
Middle Neck Road apartments proposed (photo).  Aug 29:1  
State fundings for the Village of GN to help protect water supply.  Oct 3:14  
Village of GN’s development tactics rebuffed.  Oct 24:1  
Mayor sets the record straight re Arrandale. (letter:Falk).  Oct 24:20  
Arrandale controversy (letters).  Oct 24:23  
Falk Flack (letter:Sundick).  Oct 31:21  
Plaza & Israel extending a hand of friendship.  Nov 14:1  
East Shore moratorium extended through June.  Nov 28:2  
Development/Planning (letter:Blum).  Dec 5:25  
Middle Neck Rd. development.  Dec 5:27  
Village of GN development (letter:Gersman).  Dec 12:18

**VILLAGES-GN ESTATES**  
Setting the record straight in GN Estates (letter:Causin).  Mar 7:19

**VILLAGES-GN PLAZA**  
Plaza forms Co-op Condominium Council.  Jan 31:2  
Plaza will distribute Star Performer awards.  Jan 31:4  
14 burglaries in Plaza since December.  Feb 7:2  
Plaza on News 12.COM website.  Feb 7:4
New safety measures for Grace Avenue.  Feb 21:2
Plaza race for mayor contested.  Feb 28:3
Quality of life in GN Plaza (letter:Goodman).  Apr 25:20
GN Community Fund Antique Street Fair.  May 9:2
Landmark Preservation Symposium.  May 9:4
Plaza Co-op & Condominium Council meeting.  May 9:32
“Tourism Day” in GN Plaza.  May 16:3
Traffic calming in GN Plaza.  May 23:4
GN Plaza Co-op and Condominium Council meeting.  May 23:15
Solving Plaza traffic problems.  Jun 13:1
Mel Bliss opens concert series 202 in Plaza.  Jun 13:2
Peter’s Barber Shop celebrates 73 years in Plaza. Jul 4:3
Meetings held for condo & co-op owners.  Jul 18:10
Plaza concert series opens with style (photos).  Jul 18:23
Plaza’s Co-op Council re-ignites.  Aug 1:8
Gary Nichols & the Ballistic Bovine Boys in Summer in the Park series.  Aug 1:10
Safety award to GN Plaza.  Aug 22:20
Issues over proposed Plaza apartment building.  Sep 12:1
“Dealing with problem residents” at Plaza Co-op & Condo Council meeting.  Sep 19:19
Trompe l’oeil murals by William Cochran commissioned for Plaza.  Sep 26:1
Plaza towing issues heats up.  Oct 10:2
Plaza’s 18th annual street fair and autofest.  Oct 24:3
Plaza Memorial Dedication to 9/11 victims.  Oct 31:2
A poignant Veterans Day in the Plaza.  Nov 21:1
GN Plaza wins AAA Award.  Nov 28:47

VILLAGES-KENSINGTON
Trees of Kensington.  Sep 5:4

VILLAGES-KINGS POINT
Cohan house (letter:Korobow).  May 2:20
Vandals apprehended at Cohan Mansion.  June 13:1
Kings Point Civic Association Party (photos).  Nov 7:27

VILLAGES-LAKE SUCCESS
Environmental Commission at work.  Apr 25:14
Former Unisys defense plant, i.park, half filled.  Jun 27:3
Newly renovated village hall & community center opens (photos).  Sep 19:3
Village funds for capital improvements of golf course (letter:Braverman).  Dec 26:22

VILLAGES-SADDLE ROCK
Saddle Rock Bridge renamed 9-11 Memorial Bridge.  Jan 10:1
9-11 Memorial Bridge (letter:Kahn).  Jan 10:20
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Bridge. (letter:Fuentes). Jan 17:18
Memorial Bridge (letter:Penner). Jan 17:19
9/11 Memorial Bridge Ceremony March 11. Mar 7:2
GN Record Annual Guide to GN to record messages on Memorial Bridge (ed.). Jul 18:18
“Keeping the Flame” 9/11 photograph by Joseph Boverman (photo). Sep 12:1
Singalong at Saddle Rock Memorial Bridge (photos). Nov 14:18

VILLAGES-THOMASTON
Objections to 24/7 retail sales operations (letter). Jun 27:20
BZA meeting to air objections to planned BP-Amoco facility on Northern Blvd. Aug 1:1
Heated BP-Amoco haring continues. Aug 8:1
Thomaston Mayor Bob Stern to run for park commissioner. Oct 17:1

WATER SUPPLY
Conservation message from Water Authority of GN North. Jan 3:31
Water quality regulations and standards. Mar 28:4
“State-of-the-art technology” at ML Water District’s Campbell plant. Jul 25:1
State fundings for the Village of GN to help protect water supply. Oct 3:14
Water District dedicates xeriscape children garden. Oct 17:3